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Introduction

F

or several years around the turn of the new century, we edited a four
volume history of the wedish ress. The fourth volume was published in the spring of 2 2. We worked in teams drawn from ten welluali ed scholars ve literary experts, laes- öran Holmberg, Eric ohannesson, unilla undström, Dag Nordmark and Ingemar Oscarsson,
and ve historians, ars- ke Engblom, verker onsson, Birgit etersson,
Elisabeth andlund and arl Torbacke. A foundation collected and administered the sums needed for the pro ect.
In the spring of 2 8, ars- ke Engblom, a member of the foundation’s board, suggested that a shortened version of the work suitable for
translation to English should be produced. The foundation endorsed the
plan and assigned us the task. With the larger work as a solid base and the
contributions of our colleagues as a safety net, we carried out our assignment during the academic year, 2 8–2 9.
Most of the text can be recognized from the four-volume work. We
have retained the chronological presentation. While shortening the text,
however, we have added new research results. We have discovered new
patterns and connections that were not previously apparent to us. Illustrations have been limited to a number of newspaper front pages, papers
that have initiated or concluded an epoch in wedish press history. The
bibliography and references are, for reasons of space, available only on the
pro ect’s home page (www.presshistoria.org).
The generally accepted starting year for the wedish press is 1645, but
these initial newspapers were produced on order of the tate. The editors were anonymous. The rst historical press personality, Olof Dalin,
appeared a hundred years later during 1732–34 when he launched hen
w ns a r us, with the slightly older English publications, he atler
and he pe tator, as precursors. Dalin initially acted behind the scenes,
but soon became known as a veritable newspaper and language genius.
Dalin’s successful publishing was partly based on a slogan he had taken
from Horatius “Omne tulit punctum ui miscuit utile dulci” (He who
mixes the useful with the en oyable, gets every vote). This motto can be
said to be a theme in our presentation.
During the 18th century, the distribution of news was not considered
a good thing. It was common for those in power to prevent or hinder
the spread of news. In the view of the authorities, news should only be
published when they could be tted into a larger context. But, starting
in the 19th century, attitudes began to change. The accepted goal became
11
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to publish newspapers that related the latest information as uickly and
thoroughly as possible.
The provision of news and the inﬂuencing of popular opinion took
precedence over entertainment. As a result, there developed a daily press
on a broad front. The provincial press grew at almost the same rate as
that in the capital. ocal news became as important as foreign news. As
a group, the provincial press was considered to provide a more accurate
picture of nationwide attitudes than did the press in the capital.
During the second half of the 19th century, entertaining content had
its breakthrough and broad, popular newspapers were launched in wave
after wave. The driving forces included low per-copy prices and substantial advertising revenues. The subscription service was of high uality, the
ordered papers generally being delivered at home.
ars ohan Hierta, one of the outstanding newspaper publishers of
the 19th century, would postpone a popular series if the political material
so re uired. The otherwise so successful nancier, A. O. Wallenberg,
failed twice as a newspaper publisher because he refused to deal with light
weight material. The labor union papers put the good of the party ahead
of the readers’ en oyment and banned sports from their columns.
During the late 19th century the press evolved through specialization,
but by the turn of the 2 th century most of these specialties had been
gathered in the large papers, “the dragons”. That newspaper model has
survived into the tabloid area. The single copy evening papers in the mid19 ’s represented the furthest pendulum swing towards entertainment,
without however abandoning everything useful.
The magazines went through a parallel development. The contents of
the specialty magazines were gathered together during the early 19 ’s
in the general family magazine. These have remained a leading genre. In
the mid-195 ’s, however, the magazine press initiated a new round of far
reaching and successful specialization for narrow segments.
The translation of this compact version of the history of the wedish
press was put in the best possible hands when the foundation succeeded
in recruiting the wedish-American professor emeritus, ars andberg,
to take on the task. andberg, educated at Harvard and a specialist on
European economic history, served during the late 199 ’s as a guest professor in economic history at Uppsala University. The collaboration with
andberg has been very stimulating.
Ugglarp and und in eptember 2 1
arl Erik ustafsson and er Ryd n
rofessores emeriti

1.

An Initial Monopoly (1645–1732)

e are still sittin uietly here and the re iments are spread around
losest to the ities of alm and ristianstad in order to somewhat
refresh themsel es sin e no enemy need be sou ht on this side of the
ound.

o begins the ournalistic report in the rst preserved issue of the rst
real wedish newspaper, rdinari ost i dender. A heading on the
rst of the four pages reveals that it is “An extracted report from Field
Marshall ustaf Horn’s head uarters”. In case the presentation, with
its repeated use of “we”, has led us to believe that it is an independent
story from one of the newspaper’s war correspondents, we are uickly
disabused of this illusion. The content of the newspapers had not yet
been divorced from the of cial reports. That, however, does not preclude
a good beginning to the presentation of periodic narratives.
The world’s oldest, still existing, newspaper, ost o h Inri es idnin
ar, has been published in weden since 1645. tarting on anuary 1,
2 7, its owner since 1791,the wedish Academy, has put what is now
an outlet for of cial notices on the internet (www.bolagsverket.se) at the
disposal of Bolagsverket (the wedish ompanies Registration Of ce).
ince three paper copies are still printed, however, the newspaper can be
considered to have survived even in its original format.
ost o h Inri es idnin ar is thus uni ue in having appeared during
the 17th, 18th, 19th, 2 th and 21st centuries, that is all ve centuries which
as yet are covered in the history of the press. adly however, having said
that, this grand story must immediately be saddled with reservations.
till, even some of these are of interest to press history in their own right
and not ust with regard to this particular newspaper.
The 185 years between 1645 and 183 can, in a reasonably non-arbitrary manner, be said to consist of four stages of media development,
from its very inception to the beginnings of the modern structure in
which we still function. The rst of these involves weden going from
zero to one, that is, from no printed newspaper to ust one.
A history of the wedish press, such as the present one, deals primarily
with those newspapers and magazines that were printed, had a number of
issues, were generally available in weden and have been preserved. Thus
13
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some uestions arise as to which was the rst real newspaper as well as
concerning what year it was born.
In 1645, the eace of Brömsebro with Denmark was also concluded,
ending the ghting that gures in the background of the above report in
the earliest preserved newspaper. The islands of otland and sel and
the provinces of mtland and H r edalen were permanently ceded to
weden, as well as the province of Halland for thirty years. As was the
rule, war was more instrumental than peace in developing the press. Denmark and weden had, one after the other, intervened in the Thirty ears
War. Following early successes, wedish war-time goals changed with the
death of ing ustav II Adolf in late 1632. The regency government under Axel Oxenstierna wanted some compensation for its contributions to
the war, but it was not until the eace of Westphalia in 1648 that it was
granted erman territories such as orpommern, Wismar and Bremenerden. It was during the latter years of this long war, during 1643 and
1645, that weden turned its forces against Denmark. Also it was during
these years that ueen hristina reached her ma ority, having turned 18
on December 8, 1644, and assumed control of the government.
weden became a great European power. With the help of foreign
capital and immigrants, the ountry became the leading exporter of iron
and copper. The weak link, however, was the limited population that
barely exceeded one million inhabitants.
A necessary condition for the press was the growing need of government and industry to gather and spread information, both during war
and during peace. The development of printing technology during the
15th century had made possible the creation of a newspaper press. roduction in the volumes re uired by a modern press could only be achieved by
utilizing this new technology.

Newspaper recursors
Movable-type printing, as developed by ohann utenberg, was rst applied to the production of books and other items that were only issued
on a single occasion. The rst printed book preceded the rst newspaper.
That is the natural ordering, despite the fact that the basic technology for
producing multiple copies was the same. The method of printing books
that had been developed in ermany in the middle of the 15th century
had spread to weden within a few decades. The rst book, yalo us
reaturarum optime morali atus (Morality Dialogues of the reation) was
printed in 1483 at the monastery on r munkeholmen in tockholm by
the erman book printer ohan nell. The appearance of newspapers and
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magazines in a later phase is related to their periodicity, that is, they were
intended not ust to be published on one occasion but were assumed to
be ongoing.
The printed and regularly published newspapers and ournals naturally
had their antecedents. Handwritten periodicals have existed ever since the
ta diurna of anti uity. Newsletters, especially those with commercial
content, were in such demand that, for example, the Fuggers in Augsburg
issued them virtually daily. The title, rdinari eitun en, also lent itself
to successors. During the 16th century, numerous printed “Neue eitungen” appeared. These were occasional publications that dealt with spectacular events in text illustrated with woodcuts. rinted, regularly issued,
publications also existed during the 16th century (starting in 1588) in the
form of reports of masses. A monthly magazine, ohrs ha her onats
s hrift, also was published in Augsburg starting in 1597.
irculars and handwritten newspapers and ournals play more of a
role in a broader history of communications than in a history limited
to the press. Their form and approach would later be adopted by the
printed newspapers, but to some degree they also lived on as separate
phenomena. One of the advantages such non-printed material was that it
could more easily evade censorship.
To discover the identity of the earliest newspaper, either in weden or
in the rest of the world, it is necessary to determine when these precursors
evolved into a true newspaper press. In practice, it has fre uently been
dif cult to reach concensus on how these de nitions should be implemented.

tarting Early, But Not First
The wedish starting year of 1645 was relatively early. till it lags the
rst European newspapers by several decades. Especially ermany and
the Netherlands were un uestionably earlier, even despite disagreements
resulting from dif culties in reaching consensus concerning the degree
of preservation, continuity and other characteristics re uired to ualify
a publication as a newspaper. The rst decade of the 17th century can
be credited with the beginnings of printed, current and fre uent broadsheets. For some time, 16 9 has been accepted as the birth year of the
newspaper press. It is associated with the weeklies iso in Wolfenb ttel
and elation in trassburg. 16 5 also has been nominated since ieuwe
ydin he became available starting in that year. ince its publication remained irregular until 1617, however, its claim has not stood the test
of time. Archival discoveries have now determined that ohann arolus
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(1575–1634) began to publish elation aller rnemmen und eden
w rdi en istorien in trassburg as early as 16 5. Thus it became possible to celebrate the 4 year anniversary of the press already in 2 5.
During the 161 s a number of erman newspapers were added along
the principal trade routes. uch was the case in ologne in 161 , Frankfurt am Main in 1615, Berlin in 1617, Hamburg in 1618 and tuttgart
in 1619. During this establishment period, Basel, ienna, rague and
Amsterdam were also endowed with newspapers. ondon got its rst
newspaper in 1622 and aris followed in 1633. This initial development
phase was completed in 165 with the establishment of in ommende
eitun , the world’s rst daily newspaper, in eipzig.
Among the other Nordic countries, Denmark has a history of press
development that in many regards parallels that of weden. iven its
location closer to the European ontinent, however, the early steps were
taken somewhat sooner there than in weden. openhagen thus became
one of the cities where itinerant book printers and sellers took the opportunity to start a newspaper. It may have happened in 1634, but the
name of the paper is unknown as is whether it was published in erman
or Danish.

wedish

uasi Newspapers

An examination of the publications issued in weden or by wedes yields
some that fail to meet the criteria of timeliness, publicity, periodicity and
breadth of coverage that currently are usually relied on.
In 16 6 the paper entitled anf rdi e rs r li e yia i dender,
om hwadh si h in uthi tralsundh staadh rst appeared. It has been mentioned as perhaps being weden’s oldest newspaper. It, however, lacks
both periodicity and breadth of coverage, as well as not being the rst of
its kind.
In 1624, Olof En us Olofsson issued ermes othi us. Unlike most
of the early wedish printed material, it was produced outside of tockholm, in the modest-sized city of tr ngn s. The title is impossibly long,
but of interest as a description of the paper’s content “Where many remarkable things are reported to have happened, not ust those in the vea
and öta ingdoms ( weden), but also in Italy, pain, France, ermany,
England, Norway, Denmark, Hungary, oland, atvia, Russia, the land
of the Tartars and Turkey. For all those who wish to be informed of the
most recent changes in the World for their great bene t and enlightenment”. This publication, with its forty pages, covers a long list of places
in the form of letters translated from erman. Even more remarkable is
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the inclusion of domestic reporting consisting of letters from the city of
Nyköping and tockholm describing the death of ustav II Adolf’s rst
daughter ristina Augusta and her conveyance to the mortuary. With its
size and breadth of coverage, the appearance of ermes othi us can be
seen as a spectacular birth. It is unknown, however, if the paper was distributed, and it is very unlikely that any more issues were ever produced.
Thus, while it had breadth of coverage to an extreme and was remarkably
current, it lacked periodicity and may not even have been actually published. At the very most, it can be considered a precursor of the wedish
periodical press.
In 163 , wedes began to produce newspaper-like publications intended for a broad public on a large scale. This development was associated with weden’s entry into the Thirty ears War that same year. A
straight-forward manifesto proclaiming ing ustav II Adolf’s usti cation for the wedish involvement was published in a number of languages. weden was forced to adapt itself to the more advanced developments that had occurred in ermany. eldom has the place of the press
in a nation’s arsenal been so clear and the role of war in its development
been so apparent. The wedish publications produced abroad un uestionably inﬂuenced the wedish press, but they can not be integrated
into it.
robably the best-known of the non-recurring accounts, r ndli he
rweisun , which presents the wedish version of the Battle of Breitenfeld, was published in 1631. It is fre uently mentioned in the international press history literature.
In 1632, the year ing ustav II Adolf was killed at the Battle of tzen, the wedes had taken the further step of accompanying the force of
arms with a steady stream of propaganda. rdinar ost und eitun aus
dem s hwedis hen osthays u eip i was created. A newspaper certainly,
but not a wedish one.
Even in weden, publications were produced before 1645. ome of
them have also been preserved. While they fail the test of constituting a
press, the process of re ecting them has created an opportunity for more
precisely de ning what uali es as a newspaper.
1
is of approximately the same dimensions as rdinari
ost i dender. rovided with the number 36, it might be part of a weekly
series of news sheets. The only preserved issue, however, reports on individual military incidents. It is timely, and it was certainly published,
but it lacks breadth of coverage and its periodicity is in doubt despite the
numbering.
During the following year, iso is represented by ve unnumbered
booklets, printed by Henrik eyser and issued between March and une.
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Each was provided with a woodcut illustration and lled eight pages.
Much of the contents were descriptions of gruesome battles, including
the wedish capture of Frankfurt an der Oder.
As indicated by the numbering and the rst two words of the title,
tra t rifwelse ifr
elsin bor commences a series of ten continuous and coherent military reports. In particular, they provide testimony
concerning the ghting in cania. A couple of them also exist in erman
translation. rinted by eyser between February 19 and une 12, 1644,
they are close to the rst recognized wedish newspaper, and not ust
chronologically. It is impossible to exclude the possibility that there were
earlier publications of suf cient periodicity that they could be considered
the rst newspaper. A few of these have been discussed, for example an
rdinarie ost i dender,
1 5, that is supposed to have been
associated with ueen ristina’s ma ority installation in December of
1644.

But 1645 Is the ear – at east for Now
Nonetheless, 1645 must still be considered to be the birth year of the
wedish press, even if the possibility remains that new archival discoveries
will change the chronology. Examining the precursors, moreover, makes
it clear that the steps taken with rdinari ost i dender actually were not
large. This is true for almost every aspect, from the one-sided emphasis on
warfare and the strictly national perspective to the size of the circulation.
In some regards there is even a step backwards. The woodcuts that were
present in some of the precursors are eliminated. The only distinct feature
is the use of the newspaper’s logotype. Indeed, it is its recurrence in issue
after issue that, in addition to orienting the rst readers, clinches the case.
The logotype also occupied a considerable part of the entire printable
space.
It was a large step, but large the newspaper was not. The size of the
earliest newspapers was modest. At the very beginning, the pages in r
dinari ost i dender were approximately 16 by 11 centimeters, roughly
the size of a modern pocketbook. Not much text ts into such a space.
The oldest preserved wedish newspaper contains ust over 5,
characters, approximately half of today’s tabloid page. age sizes might vary
somewhat from issue to issue, and would continue to do so for about 25
years – until the introduction of the rotary press. It was one of the few
ways a paper’s size could be ad usted in response to the material and type
setting capacity available.
In almost all regards, wedes copied what had been done, and what
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they had experienced on the European ontinent. But there was also an
important difference, one that might well have played a role much later.
While on the ontinent the initiative was usually taken by book printers,
often in the face of competition and motivated by potential pro ts, in
weden the government was much more of a driving force. Under the
circumstances, that was virtually inevitable. The creation of the wedish
press can be seen as an expression of the general campaign to modernize
weden that is especially associated with the name of the long serving
chief minister, Axel Oxenstierna.
It has been said that the most important task was to keep the populace
in a good mood. That consideration applied to the suppliers of newspapers as well as to other news purveyors. heriffs and clergymen were
instructed to avoid spreading bad news. The distribution of information
deemed dangerous to the safety of the realm was punishable by death.
uch was the narrow scope within which the rst newspapers had to
function.

The Relationship of the ress and the ostal ervice
For centuries, the press and the postal service have been intertwined.
The very name of the longest-lived wedish newspaper reveals that fact.
The postal service has played a double role vis vis the press. First, it
has helped gather information and then, in a processed and multifaceted
form, it has distributed that information. Initially the rst task was the
most important, since the postmasters possessed great stores of information.
Without the mails, no newspaper press was conceivable. The creation
of a postal service, in turn, was an important stage in the organization
of a cohesive state. Following preparatory steps in the 162 ’s, the wedish postal service was regularized in the 164 ’s. Information that had
previously been restricted to a erman audience would now also reach
the stay-at-home wedes. Further evidence that the initiative came from
on high can be found in the of cial prescription for how a newspaper
should be constituted that was prepared ahead of time. The rst set of
instructions was issued in anuary of 1643. The second, largely identical
with the rst, followed in uly of 1645. These had room for pregnant
formulations, many of which came to be applied in practice. Be sure
to recruit good correspondents in ermany, Holland, France, Italy and
“elsewhere”, preached the highest authority in the land. News came from
afar. The world took precedence over one’s own country, and even more
so over one’s own city. In direct contradiction of what is currently the
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case, that rule was taken for granted for centuries. It was not until 1761
that Inri es idnin ar, a domestic counterpart to the postal papers rst
appeared.
Foreign content was utterly dominant during the 17th century. In the
rst year, it constituted two thirds of the content and that share had
grown even further by the end of the century. One should not, however, be tempted to believe that the government simply ordained a totally
dominant international perspective free of encumbrances. While desiring an opening to the outside world, the authorities also provided strict
instructions as to how that world was to be presented. Those responsible
for newspaper content were exhorted to proceed with “caution”. This
warning applied with regard to foreign material that “was provided as
short and printed extracts in our wedish language” as well as to commercial news in the form of current prices. Above all, however, it surely
applied to the presentation of statements from the Royal hancellery.
A government controlled newspaper might reasonably be thought to
be the best of all possible sources for these events. uch was the not case
– naturally, one is ready to inter ect. The wording of the instructions is
more decisive when it comes to drawing a line for what is to be related.
It was a matter of the editor acting “with discretion, good sense and accommodation, to prevent what lacks truth from seeing the light of day
and that he moderates all things so that neither his Royal Ma esty and
the rown, nor others who reasonably deserve respect, are placed in any
predicament”.

A hronological Detour
The abdication of ueen ristina on une 6, 1654 and the death of arl
II on November 3 , 1718 the early years of the wedish press certainly
witnessed dramatic events. One is tempted to picture how the modern
press would have handled them in order to clarify what for a long time
was not done. Among other matters, the history of the wedish press
deals with the gradually increasing role of newspapers and magazines in
depicting wedish reality. The road to ournalistic dominance of this
pantomime was long, but it is suf ciently important to note that it had
begun with the creation of the newspaper sector.
Notices is said to be the only genre uni ue to newspapers. Even if that
assertion can be challenged by the adoption of abbreviations in other
types of media, the early press was in all important regards characterized
by exemplary brevity. On the other hand, it can be argued that these
notices were the e uivalent of other forms of publication in later newspapers.
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t least for the time bein , Ordinari ost Ti dender must be onsidered the start of
the history of the wedish press.

Among the other genres that were introduced during the very rst
year of rdinari ost i dender s existence was the advertisement – the
rst of these, advertising a psalm book, appeared already in August 1645.
urely typographically, these advertisements were scarcely different from
the notices. till, it is important to note that even this early monopoly
newspaper bene ted from the two sources of income that ever since have
played a decisive role for the press.
Independence could hardly be expected. Even the initial instructions
called for the editors to translate items from foreign newspapers. At least
until the establishment of press bureaus in the mid-nineteenth century,
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such translation and reworking was accepted as a matter of course. It was
a both convenient and cost effective way to work that initially was made
possible by the monopoly and could continue long thereafter thanks to
the readers’ lack of insistence on originality. At least two positive results
of this approach, however, should be noted. First, the readers received a
glimpse of the world beyond the ountry’s borders. econd, the translators, in addition to adopting the actual contents, stayed current with the
editorial innovations in the foreign newspapers.
ersonalities, especially those that put their stamp on a newspaper,
were in short supply for some considerable time – this is another close at
hand contrast that can be observed between early and recent press history.
There were several reasons for this situation, some of which have already
been mentioned. It does not, however, exclude the possibility, despite
the brevity of these texts, of sometimes detecting a personal touch. till,
even in such cases, it is seldom possible to determine who grasped the
pen. For a variety of reasons, the signing of contributions was not practiced until some considerable time later.
The rst important personage in the history of the wedish press was
ohan Bei er (16 6–69). It was to him that the important instructions
were rst directed. He, however, was more a man of the postal service
than of the press. We have no idea if he himself ever wrote a single line.
iven his position, however, it is more likely that, like a modern editor,
he ust wielded a pencil over texts that others had written but for which
he bore the ultimate responsibility.
One should not, however, be deceived into believing that the age as
such was anonymous. During the 17th century there were, in fact, a number of sharply de ned writer personalities. Moreover it can be noted that
among these Ha uin pegel and asse ucidor at least inter-acted with
the press by criticizing it.
Moreover, as is always the case, it is possible to use the texts themselves
to infer a picture of the person from whose pen it ﬂowed. As is still the
case, much of what appears in the newspapers remains anonymous. The
early papers provide useful practice in determining an author’s characteristics from what appears in print.

The World’s Best reserved ollection
Newspapers are perishable. Determining whether or not the rst wedish newspaper can be said to have been published without interruption,
is fraught with dif culties. In its early stages, it is often dif cult to know
whether a missing number, or even a whole annual series, was actually
published.
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For the year 1645, an almost complete series of rdinari ost i den
der, including supplements, has been preserved. tarting with issue number 4, only number 11 is missing. The best collections are available in
the Royal ibrary and in the Uppsala University ibrary. The title and
numbering of a newspaper are important as expressions of its identity.
Also in this regard, rdinari ost i dender is epoch making, displaying a
degree of stability that had not been demonstrated earlier. In any case, it
can not be established before the magic issue number 4.
The subse uent years also raise numerous problems that must be addressed. Despite occasional gaps, during the period 1645–1651, it seems
pretty clear that rdinari ost i dender appeared regularly. The years
1652–54, however, are critical, since for this period only a single issue has
been preserved. Thus the paper’s continuous existence hangs by a fragile
thread, especially since no explanations exists for why the preservation of
the papers should have more precarious during these years than previously. An alternative interpretation is that the paper took a time out – presumably because in peacetime there was insuf cient news to report.
enerally speaking, the preservation of newspapers, even from an early
date, has been surprisingly good. This is the result of several mutually
reinforcing causes. Initially and for some time thereafter, the papers were
not particularly bulky, nor were they as strikingly different from books
as was later to be the case. Moreover, the authorities’ perceived need to
maintain control caused them to devote special care in dealing with periodic publications. The directive to preserve a copy of every printed item
was issued as early as 1661, that is, only a decade and a half after the birth
of the wedish press. This obligation to provide the authorities with a
copy of all printed materials has continually been enforced ever since,
even after the original censorship motive had ceased to exist. In addition,
since for long periods of time weden has been spared from warfare,
natural disasters and library res, the ountry’s collections of printed
materials are among the most complete in the world.
But gaps exist – and therefore also the possibility of nding additional
old newspapers. Thus, for example, a few years ago a complete annual
series of rdinari ost i dender for 1664 was discovered in reifswald.
reviously, only scattered issues had been available.

A ong tanding, imited Distribution
The fact that the early newspapers attract scholarly interest that vastly
exceeds their limited content and lack of originality, naturally enough,
depends on their ability to cast light on fundamental uestions concerning the press.
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Their distribution was limited. Early on and for a long time, newspapers were expensive. According to a price list ( a a aff iserne from the
late 164 ’s, an annual subscription to rdinari ost i dender cost “2 Dlr
8 öre in silver coinage or 1 1 2 Riksdaler”. Two and one uarter daler in
silver was e ual to over ve and one half daler (5.625) in copper coinage.
In 1645, an average worker’s annual income is reported to have been
284 daler in copper coinage – partially paid in kind and naturally sub ect
to considerable variation. A very rough calculation thus indicates that a
week’s wages were re uired to pay for an annual subscription.
In sharp contrast to the current situation, early circulation numbers
are seldom available. The number of copies printed was no doubt modest
and increased only slowly. The relationship between newspaper and book
copies was altogether different from what it is today. Each issue consisted
of perhaps a few hundred copies. It was almost literally a matter of print
on demand. ince the customers obtained their paper in the immediate
proximity of the press, it was possible to keep track of sales. A special
type of token was used as payment. ome of the papers also were distributed to the rest of the ountry.
It is only in very recent years that the early postal newspapers have
become widely distributed. Thanks to the Royal ibrary, the early annual series have been scanned and laid out on the Internet. Thus, for the
rst time, these early issues have become available to an enormous public
all over the world. This new situation has also opened up entirely new
perspectives for research on press history.

A econd Newspaper
From zero to one was thus the rst step in newspaper history. ust as obviously, the second was from one to two. Even though that second step
can not be given the same weight as the rst, it still represents an important development. At least such was the case once a second paper became
suf ciently well established to provide access to more than one voice. At
that point, the initial monopoly was at an end.
The appearance of an independent and persistent competitor, however, took time. ust as historians are confused by years without preserved
newspapers, there were years with more than one newspaper title without
there being two separate publications.
Thus, during 1655, there was both a newspaper with a variant title,
ost i dender ifr n ths illi e rter hr 1 55, and one with a totally
different title,
ra ya a iser. Both were the same postal paper It almost seems as if there was fear of wearing out the title. Name changes
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were fre uent.
ra ya a iser served during the years 1655–6 . After
a possible gap in 1661–62, the original rdinari ost i dender was readopted through 1673. During the years 1674–78, the name was once
again different, wens a er urius, but the paper remained the same and
the original title was restored during 1682-86.
For thirty years, from 1686 all the way to 1716, rdinarie to holm
is e osttidender served as the title. For that time, it was a case of uni ue
stability. That, however, should not mislead one into believing that it
dealt more than marginally with a paper whose content was related to the
city of publication proclaimed in the title.
In 1717, an apparently drastic change occurred. tockholm, which has
been totally dominant in the history of the wedish press, lost its newspaper. Instead a direct continuation of the postal newspapers appeared in
the city of und, only relatively recently ceded by Denmark and effectively absorbed into weden. The site of their publication is also noted in the
three different newspaper titles used unds a
erda s nsda
ourant
unds a nsda
erda s ost i dender
unds a ost i dender.
Formally, this can be said to be the beginning of the provincial press that
was so important in weden. In actuality, however, it was simply more
evidence of how tightly weden’s only newspaper was still tied to the
national government. This was the period that ing arl II spent in
und, and the Nation’s only newspaper moved with him. There it was
published for ust under a year, from August 1 , 1717 until une 19,
1718, initially with two issues per week but later reduced to one. “For all
those that are curious concerning, and wish to learn about, the remarkable things that might happen at this or that court, be now informed that
I intend to please them with some news.”
Despite the presence of und in the newspaper’s title and the use rst
of a picture of the ity and later of its coat of arms as a kind of expanded logotype, the paper should not be viewed as local. Although an
ordination and a, reworks-accompanied, vice-chancellor installation are
mentioned, the paper is drowning in foreign news and notices from the
Royal ourt and the rest of the ountry. Moreover, the ing’s departure
in une of 1718, barely six months before his death at the end of that
year, also marked the end of the newspaper. After that, und would not
have its own paper for a very long time. tarting in 172 , it was once
again to holmis e ost i dender that took over. During the interval
years (1717–18), to holmis e und i relser had been published in the
capital.
No, the second wedish paper was not a newspaper at all, but that
other important type of periodic publication a magazine. elationes uri
os appeared on the scene for the rst time in 1682, and a publication
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with the same name appeared punctually during the new and, from a
publishing perspective, much livelier 18th century’s rst and second year.
Ever since, magazines have had considerable shorter lifetimes than newspapers.
Right at the end of the period of arolingian Autocracy, however,
magazines became more than a ﬂeeting precursor of the new order that
became dominant half a decade into the new Age of iberty.
dalus
yperboreus (1716–17), di a rnuffts fnin ar (1718–22), ta it
eraria e i (172 –29), to holmis e elationes urios (1723), en
nis ili
rsi hti het (1724–25) and some additional titles in themselves
constituted a new order and were omens of an even greater transformation to come.

2.

A Whiff of Freedom (1732–72)

weden’s position as a great European power came to an abrupt end
with the death of arl II in 1718. The ensuing Age of iberty then
lasted until ing ustav III’s political revolution, or coup d’ tat, in 1772.
The conﬂict that is hinted at in the choice of terminology is also reﬂected
in attitudes toward the period that separated these remarkable monarchs.
Those who speak of a revolution with ustav III as its hero are prone to
see the Age of iberty as a time of partisan struggles and corrupt dealings
with the European great powers. Those who prefer the term coup d’ tat
are more likely to consider that period, lasting a good half century, as a
harbinger of modern parliamentary democracy. Whichever position one
chooses, however, it is clear that newspapers and magazines made great
strides during the Age of iberty. They grew in numbers. They became
inﬂuential and, over time, developed the independence that allowed
them to intervene in the power games played by the various political
groupings. By the same token, they assumed a greater role in the molding
of public opinion and in the sketching of wedish reality. The periodic
publications in weden had begun their ourney towards freedom.
In wedish press history, the year 1732 is an obvious turning point,
even more so than 1718. The former witnessed an event that particularly concerns the press. A well-known description of wedish reality that
dates from 1732 starts as follows “With that I left the city of Uppsala on
May 12, 1732, which was a Friday, at 11 o’clock, when I was only half a
day short of being 25 years old. Now the earth begins to thrive and smile,
now Flora comes and sleeps with hoebus.” The hand that held the pen
belonged to inneaus. He was the foremost in a line of personages that
gave weden a role in Europe other than that of a military great power.
inneaus’ travel chronicles, of which that to appland is the freshest,
ful lled all the re uirements of reporting. He described the barns on the
plains around the city of Ume and the beauty of vikk okk. He met the
ami people and experienced the fells. He observed and named his surroundings. His presence permeates his writings.
ater in that same year, a young man almost the same age as inneaus, who also passed through und on his way out into the wide world,
earned anonymous fame as the publisher of hen w ns a r us. Olof
Dalin (17 8-63) was the son of a utheran priest from the area around
27
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the city of Falkenberg, who was to put his mark on of the development
of the wedish press. inneaus would have been a suitable correspondent for Dalin. uch, of course, was not the case. till it is interesting
to compare their descriptions of reality with each other. o doing forces
one to admit that it was not the press that was responsible for discoveries
in the reality of the day. Nonetheless, Dalin took a ma or step forward.
He had something of the same ﬂexibility and powers of observation that
inneaus possessed. His talents were displayed in a remarkable ability to
imitate various styles of writing. No other wedish newspaper man has
been able to match his epoch making contributions, both to the wedish
press and to the wedish language.

Incorporating Foreign Innovations
Dalin was only 24 years old in December of 1732 when he started publishing r us. His work experience consisted of several years as a private
tutor in tockholm. His remarkable receptivity, however, allowed him
to adapt to his calling as a magazine editor. Dalin’s repertoire included
virtually every genre and writing style and might well be seen as imitative.
In r us, however, that could be turned into an advantage. r us outlived
his lifetime and is still worth reading.
An important explanation for how the young Dalin could serve up so
much material worth reading in such a short time was that he borrowed
fresh ideas from foreign magazines. The periodical with essays was an
internationally accepted phenomenon. Its origin can be traced to Richard
teele’s he atler, which was published in ondon between 17 7 and
17 9. The so-called “essay paper” format that emerged was perfected
there, as well as in he pe tator published by oseph Addison during
1711–1712 and in 1714. The latter was Dalin’s foremost inspiration. In
several regards, these publications were characteristically British. In their
emphasis on ethical uestions, they were participants in a critical debate
concerning developments within England. In the history of communications, the printing of the discussions that had previously been limited to
coffeehouses and other meeting places, thus shifting them into the media, has been considered a decisive step. It has been seen as the beginning
of an era of middle-class public discourse.
Even if one can uestion whether or not a suf cient number of these
preconditions were met, the moralizing magazines certainly made an
impression in a number of other countries. In ermany, imitations appeared, among them er atriot (1724–26). The most important French
language magazine was e isantrope, published in the Netherlands by
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lof on alin initiated a new phase in the history of the wedish press and lan ua e.
nli e oratius and hneider, his name did no appear of the ﬁrst o er pa e of
Argus.
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van Effen. In Denmark, progress was more sluggish. For almost the rst
time, weden took the lead and inﬂuenced developments in her southern neighbor. A translation of Dalin’s magazine paved the way for en
dans e pe tator.
Dalin borrowed freely and from many sources. He did not restrict
himself to magazines, but also helped himself to the work of a number
of English and French poets. The ground had already been prepared in
weden with the appearance of edol rande er urius. It was published
by arl arlsson (17 3–61) and his brother from une 173 until October 1731. Even at the time, it was realized that r us had a connection to,
among others, teele and Addison. The extent to which Dalin took his
ideas also from their imitators in other countries has only been revealed
by recent research.
onsidering r us limited independence and originality, its success
re uires an explanation. The borrowing has to be viewed in context. The
lifting of material, approaches and ideas, of which comparative press history offers so many examples, was a natural step in the development of
mass media. Moreover, previous to the Romantic Movement, the demand for originality that seems natural to us today did not exist. uite
the contrary, it was considered a feather in one’s hat to be able to imitate
in a backwater language.
Dalin was an imitator. till he contributed a good deal. Unlike other
copycats, he had a talent that distinguished him from the herd of “untalented imitators and plagiarists” who uickly made the moralizing magazine seem old fashioned. A uarter century after teele and Addison had
originated the genre, Dalin created a version suf ciently wedish that his
audience recognized itself. It has been asserted that he was typically wedish with his “touch of ultra patriotism” and a wede’s typical light-heartedness. Dalin’s greatest national contribution, however, was his supple
use of the wedish language. There the mimic displayed considerable
breath by skillfully utilizing various styles, not least in bene ting from
the spoken language around him. From these parts, he created something
new. That is why Dalin is the only newspaper man who also has left his
mark on the history of the wedish language. He initiated the era of later
new- wedish that stretched all the way from 1732 to 19 .

Dealing with ensorship
The imitation of foreign publishers had another dimension worth noting.
In 1695, England had taken an important step towards freedom of the
press. A ban on censorship was introduced. Thus, for example, the mate-
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rial that Dalin lifted from he atler and he pe tator had been created
under very different conditions than those that prevailed in weden.
In 1686, Riksdagen (the wedish arliament) had established a special
authority, a censor librorum, to examine manuscripts destined for publication. During the rst year of the Age of iberty, a hancellery Ordinance (1719–2 ) speci ed what the censors should look for. Nothing
that was “offensive or indecent” could be printed. The censors, in turn,
were responsible to anslikollegiet (the hancellery Board), whose permission to publish they, at least in principle, were supposed to obtain.
A press free of censorship has remained the exception all over the world.
Also in weden, it was a long slog. How repression there was eventually
overcome is a matter of general interest. It began during the latter part of
the Age of iberty, more than a century after the rst wedish paper was
started and three hundred years after the invention of printing with movable type. It is reasonable to assume that innovations in technology and
distribution played a role. It is not, however, obvious that they always
accelerated developments.
ensorship must be considered the deadly enemy of ournalism.
Nonetheless, there are those who paradoxically refer to pre-publication
examination as “ ournalism’s best friend”. It represented “the rst real
recognition of ournalists and newspapers”. In any case, the history of the
wedish press yields examples how censorship led to games of hide and
seek. ince Dalin died a few years before censorship was abolished for
the rst time in 1766, his entire life’s work was sub ected to it. Even the
name of his magazine reﬂected his accommodation to authority. He had
originally intended to name it “The Outspoken One”, probably inspired
by teele’s he atler, meaning gossipmonger.
Dalin also displayed his ﬂexibility in dealing with the censor. He
stretched the limits of what could be published. till, he had to recognize boundaries. On political uestions there was little room for maneuver. Turning against the parties, however, was not all that daring, even
though they opposed each other. The censor has been described as having
a “well-meaning, fatherly” attitude towards the magazine. It was at least
partly expressed in editing that more closely resembled proof reading.
r us did not have any well-de ned agenda. Dalin supported moderation and criticized deviations from it. In religion, he was far from
orthodox, and his attacks on the clergy displayed traits from the Enlightenment. During his second year of publishing r us, one issue (no. 15),
was censored on religious grounds.
olitically, Dalin sided with the Royal ourt and the emerging opposition of the Hat arty. In March of 1733, the hancellery Board ordered a halt to his publishing activities. The ban, however, was rescinded
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after a few days, possibly the result of ourt inﬂuence. In this attentiongenerating case, the hancellery Board maintained that the censor had
been too lax in its examination. In a later issue, the publisher offered an
apology. During 1734, the censor warned against excessive involvement
in parliamentary matters. When it came to manners, it was simpler and
freer. No one admitted to, or defended, luxury, snobbery or intellectual
conceit.
Dalin was compelled to deal with the censorship. His later production
demonstrates how it is possible to write one thing and mean another.
ome words were especially sensitive. The Age of iberty had trouble
dealing with the word “liberty”. In other cases, code words were used.
“ heese” might mean English subsidies while “onions” was the Russian
e uivalent. ecret codes are always intriguing and whispers are sometimes
louder than shouts. The reader is held in productive uncertainty Am I
among those who fully grasp this Is there something else that I should
understand
The pleasant and the practical were merged so universally and so successfully that no detailed rendering of reality was demanded. Dalin came
along at the right moment. But he also possessed the right ualities. Not
without cause, it has been said that no other wedish writer was as great
an immediate hit. Throughout the history of the wedish press, it is dif cult to nd such enthusiasm and uick success. For that time, the circulation was impressive, and this despite the magazines being far from cheap.
An annual subscription cost 7 daler in copper coinage, while single issues
cost 2 öre in silver. The printer reported that there were 5 subscribers,
to which several hundred single copies probably should be added.
Testimony concerning the impression made by the magazine is favorable “Most of us still remember with what expectation we awaited the
usual day when these sheets were distributed, and we undertook to read
them ust like going to the table with a hungry stomach. No author in
this country has up to this day been e ually successful.”
After 1 4 issues, or sheets as they were called at the time, representing
two years, from December 1732 until December 1734, it was all over. It
can be noted that foreign publications also had a limited lifetime. When
it became known that the editor was getting tired of the magazine, many
readers, including ueen Ulrika Eleonora, urged him to persevere. The
expressions of desolation were strongly worded “There was sorrow virtually throughout the land, as for an inexplicable death, when r us in
1734 threw down his pen.” It is also ust about uni ue among periodic
publications in later being reprinted and reissued.
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A wedish ress
A century after the appearance of the ountry’s rst newspaper, it is
possible to speak of a wedish press. In this context, it means that weden had a suf cient number of newspapers and magazines so that the
inevitable closing of some of them did not risk recreating the monopoly
situation of the pioneer years.
The decades around the middle of the 18th century encompassed the
decisive changes. During the r us decade of the 173 s, an average of
ve, and a one-year maximum of seven, newspapers and magazines were
published. During the 174 s there was a modest increase to an average of
seven and a maximum of ten publications. During the 175 s, however,
these numbers nearly doubled to an average of fourteen and a maximum
of eighteen periodicals. The absolute numbers increased by even larger
steps in the following decade, to an average of twenty- ve and remarkable maximum of forty-seven. This was the beginning of the almost continuously rising curves that characterized the development of the wedish
until roughly 199 .
Number of Newly Established ublications er Decade, 1732–69
eriod
1732–39
174 –49
175 –59
176 –69

to holm
15
8
19
51

ro in ial
1
1
4
17

otal
16
9
23
64

The entire 173 s were dominated by the essay papers, a further sign of
Dalin’s success. His successors tried in vain to satisfy the latent demand
that r us had revealed en hilosophis e er urius (1734), en wen
s e atrioten (1735), u an af den d da r us (1735), amtal emel
lan r i u a o h en obe ant ruentimers u a, an ar fwer en
wens a e onomien (1738), het wens e itet (1738), hen wens a
annin en (1739–4 ).
These publications were short-lived. That is also a commentary on essay papers. Even if morals might seem timeless, the moralistic genre soon
seemed out of date.
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No onger Alone
The creation of the wedish press also changed the situation of the postal
papers. They retained a central position, but still they were in constant
retreat.
The monopoly began to be challenged during the Age of iberty.
reated through government initiative 1645, rdinari ost i dender remarkably enough, had survived. Nonetheless, it has gradually become an
ever smaller component of the wedish press. Throughout the entire 17th
and early 18th centuries, the postal papers had been alone on the newspaper market, thus providing 1 per cent of the wedish circulation.
Thereafter, however, one competitor after another emerged. Over time,
they also introduced new ideas, new types of content, new approaches.
In a history that emphasizes innovation, the postal papers fade further
and further into the background. Eventually, their circulation of a few
thousand copies amounted to only a few tenths of one percent of the
national total.
Already in 1732, the others had taken over, at least when it came to
regularity of publication. That, however, did not stand in the way of the
postal papers retaining a leading position. It is even possible to speak of
re-birth in 172 . This expansion was uite slow, but 1736 can be considered a milestone year “one is inclined to include in the gazette more
useful and amusing news from domestic and foreign locales than previously”.
enerally speaking, France was given the most attention although,
over time, England became a serious competitor. During the early years
of the Age of iberty, the postal paper was praised for its impartiality. With increasing inter-party strife, and involvement in foreign wars,
however, it became increasingly dif cult to follow a course that pleased
everyone. If this was a result of the newspaper being too timid can be
discussed. In any case, protected by the eneral Director of the ostal
ervice and by the hancellery Board, the newspaper was seldom the
ob ect of complaint by foreign powers.

An Immigrant’s “Uncalled for Enterprise”
The establishment of any newspaper is usually usti ed in terms of the
wants and needs of the public. The appetite for r us can be considered
a contemporary example. But naturally, there were also other motives.
There were both groups and individuals who wished to spread their vision of the ountry and their ideas of how conditions, to the extent pos-
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sible, should be altered. Once having obtained a printing press, periodical
publication was a rewarding possibility for regular argumentation. The
increased ﬂow of advertisements also advanced developments. During
the Age of iberty, there was a sharp increase in advertising. By the end
of the period, advertisements lled not only the last page of the postal
papers, but often also a special supplementary insert.
While the wedish press was started under the auspices of the authorities, its expansion was fostered by individual entrepreneurs, uite often
immigrants from other countries, especially ermany. Higher authority,
mainly in the form of the hancellery Board and the eneral Director of
the ostal ervice, however, guarded the position of the postal papers in
two different ways. Either encroachment on their bailiwick could be directly prevented or else the plans of others could be frustrated by expanding the postal papers’ own activities. The central pillars of the monopoly
could not be undermined, but plans were spun for starting periodical
publications in areas that the authorities considered less crucial.
Following the erman pattern, local advertising sheets were printed.
Here the earliest initiative was taken by a erman immigrant, Albert
iese. In to holms andels er urius, which he was licensed to publish
in 1731, he tried to expand the newspaper’s contents but was stymied by
advocates for the postal newspapers. He complained in his paper while
also ﬂattering the authorities. He also made a minor attempt to provide
local news before he threw in the towel in 1735. The hancellery Board
reproached him for “his uncalled for enterprise”.
In addition, iese’s plans were impeded by the establishment of n
m r nin ar id wens a ost idnin arne. The thought was that this
weekly paper would provide a more penetrating type of background articles. ometimes, however, it became more of an outlet for material that
did not nd room in what was called to holms e ost tidnin ar. While
it maintained this close relationship to the principal newspaper, in other
regards it can be regarded to be a forerunner of magazines devoted to
the pleasant and the practical. nm r nin ar lived on for a uarter of a
century (1734–59), until it was replaced by Inri es idnin ar in the fall
of 176 .

ompetition in tockholm
The action was mostly in tockholm. As a result, the initial monopoly
began to loosen up, although it did not occur without resistance. ersistence and originality, however, allowed the opposition to be overcome,
even if progress was slow. As motivation for the creation of new publica-
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tions it was necessary to point out new needs. As a result, highly specialized products began to appear while those that would directly compete
with existing publications were compelled to wait.
The new needs manifested themselves in various ways. rominent
among them was the provision of local news. When the postal papers
were started in 172 , they only contained foreign news. After ust a few
years, however, the thought of including what in “ tockholm occurs” was
at least expressed. till, action lagged.
to holm a ette commenced publication in 1741, and can be considered the rst newspaper with local content. The publisher was able to
obtain permission for his paper because it was entirely in French. The
readership was thus limited and the pro ect was far from a nancial success. Nevertheless, it was still an opening for the provision of wedish
news. Most important of all, it provided a port of entry for the rst of the
many newspaper families that played such a decisive role for the wedish
press.

Bank Note rinter, Rag ollector
and ocal Newspaperman
The Momma newspaper family originated in the Netherlands and had
established itself in weden in the middle of the 17th century. Before
eter Momma (1711–72) started up his French language newspaper,
he had been responsible for printing Riksbanken’s (the entral Bank’s)
notes. He was also a pioneer in weden with regard to cast type. In addition, he established a paper mill and organized the collection of the rags
needed as a raw material.
In February 1745, he had reached the point of publishing to holms
e oblad, inspired by erman models and issued every aturday. The
newspaper concentrated on newly published foreign and domestic books
as well as on notices “if someone wants to let a house or a room, buy
something or similar public things”. It might seem at once both too general and too speci c and it was no doubt the intent, once permission to
publish had been obtained, to stretch the bounds of the content. The
tight rope balancing act must have succeeded, even if one of the sections
of the two part paper, “ earned Articles”, could contain series of articles
that stretched on for years. The other section included, in addition to,
advertisements, personal news, travel information, market prices and the
weather. It constituted the seeds of the in due time totally inescapable local ournalism. The only actual reporting that found room in the paper,
dealing with the risk of re in the Royal alace and the need for display-
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ing street names, however, was in the form of letters to the editor.
eter Momma attained a position that allowed him to stretch boundaries. On one occasion he was accused of printing publications that had
not been sub ected to examination by the censorship of ce. He responded by asserting that by custom royal book printers were not re uired to
submit for censorship material that originated with the ing or those
around him. He also managed to make i sda s idnin ar a best seller.
It occurred when, in une of 1756, he was able to report news of the
failed coup d’etat orchestrated by the supporters of the Royal ourt.
His competitor örwell testi ed that there was virtual chaos in front of
Momma’s sales outlet.

Idiosyncratic From the tart in othenburg
weden has better population records than most other countries. Tabellverket (The tatistical Of ce) established in 1749 was in several regards
ahead of its time, but the population it was to track was not large, barely
1.8 million inhabitants. Following a rapid expansion during the 17th century, when its population rose to almost 6 ,
, tockholm was far and
away the largest city. Following the end of reat ower Era, however, the
capital’s population stagnated. low growth then resumed during the Age
of iberty, but by 18 the population did not yet exceed 75,
. The
considerable smaller provincial cities began to surpass tockholm in some
regards Norrköping as an industrial center and othenburg as a seaport.
When the wedish press after half a century de nitively established itself outside the capital, the number of distinctly urban newspapers per
city largely followed the population ordering.
thebor s e o ista,
published starting in 175 , was the rst attempt in the idiosyncratic
newspaper city of othenburg. It most closely resembled the ve-yearolder weekly paper in tockholm. The publisher was the book printer
ohan eorg ange (1722–92). The latent demand for the paper was
most clearly demonstrated by the ﬂood of advertisements. The text was
old fashioned moralizing and probably translated from foreign sources.
“Moral ood Fortune” is a rubric that promised more than it could deliver. Moreover, especially among the witty population in othenburg,
it must have been a bad omen that this paper was said to have as almost
its sole virtue that it did not try to be funny.
ohan Ros n (1726–73) immediately provided othenburg with a
colorful and aggressive newspaper man. He was a priest without a parish.
A ectureship in oratory and poetry did not provide suf cient income
and he found his way into ournalism. In 1759, he began publishing
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thebor s a a asinet, to which soon was added a supplement entitled
wad nytt i taden (What’s New in the ity). In 1763, it was converted
into
thebor s a e obladet which lasted until 1766. The not very
persistent Ros n was supported by ohan othenius, with whom he later
uarreled in print. onﬂict was apparently Ros n’s lifeblood. It vitalized
him while simultaneously annoying others. The competing thebor s
yheter (1765–1848) partially motivated its existence with this irritation. It proved to be longer lived, not least because it attracted the most
advertisements.
thebor s e pionen (The othenburg py, 1766–73) was edited by
Ros n’s brother-in-law Bengt hrwall (1728–73). All indications are,
however, that it was the combative ecturer himself who, during the
brief period of freedom of the press, scrutinized poor sanitation, military
excesses and bad poetry. Ros n promised ”to not touch on sub ects other
than those that generally concern us as human beings, hristians, wedes
and othenburgers”. He became local and down to earth, as well as eager
to use his paper to advance his own interests. He was able to present social
evils in a way that was both new and controversial.
It is signi cant that before his death Ros n was able to reinvent himself
with another newspaper, wad ytt (What’s New , 1772–85), which
was on the cusp of a new age. There, Ros n also described the coup d’etat
in greater depth than was the case in other newspapers. In general, he
once again demonstrated that he was considered interesting, and not ust
in othenburg, but throughout the entire ountry.

In the ountry’s Third ity
As the home base of the wedish Navy, arlskrona grew rapidly, and by
the mid-18th century, with over 1 ,
inhabitants, it was the country’s
third largest city. Barely lagging behind othenburg in population, it
naturally was also close behind in the establishment of its rst newspaper.
arls ronas e oblad began publication in 1754. The founder, a book
printer, died after only a few months, but his widow took over until
1758. In that year, she married a new editor who, in turn, died in 1766.
After a few years back in charge, she was able to turn the paper over to a
son-in-law.
Among what the readers had to endure were repeated complaints that
they were too few and that the paper was losing money. More generally,
the editors had trouble deciding what was worth printing. In addition to
occasional local news stories, the newspaper for years served up a piece
meal novel. Having thus anticipated the serial, and looking for some-
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Norrköpings Weko-Tidningar, here represented by its ﬁrst issue from 1758,
is the oldest true daily newspaper that is still published in 2010. It is now titled
Norrköpings Tidningar.

thing “more entertaining”, in 1774 the paper switched to fables and poems. The prescient examination of the merchants’ sales tricks was also a
ﬂop, and in 1765 the editor was reduced to bawling out his readers.
Under Hans Bergeström (1735–84), later a pastor in Helsingborg,
there was a considerable revitalization and a literary uplift took place.
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The history of serialized ction could not be written without reference to
the paper. The statute of 1766 strengthening of the freedom of the press
also left its mark on the arlskrona publication. The newspaper became
much more current. Disputes between individuals were sub ected to the
light of day, as were the uestions considered at the Riksdag of 1769.

A ong ife in Norrköping
Norrköping was also one of the cities favored by the government during
the Age of iberty. This was especially reﬂected in the support lavished
on the textile manufacturers, which were the principal driving force that
caused the population of the city to outdistance that of nearby inköping.
Norrköping became the ountry’s fourth largest city, with a population
three times that of its neighbor and with an industrial output three hundred times as great.
onse uently, the city was also among the rst to provide a suf cient
base of support for the publication of an early newspaper. orr pin s
e o idnin ar was started in 1758, and assumed the same format as
the newly established papers in tockholm, othenburg and arlskrona.
Approximately half of the four pages were devoted to news, only to a
very limited extent of local origin, while the other half contained literary material. The newspaper seemed harmless enough, but one of the
early attempts to inﬂuence public opinion attracted special attention. A
submitted article directed criticism against the parliamentary estates. The
Municipal ourt responded with a death sentence – but the ourt of
Appeals thought fourteen days of imprisonment was suf cient.
The Royal visits provided stimulus for something resembling local reporting. Only after 179 was there an alteration in the contents, at least
partly resulting from the space devoted to the news of dramatic events
happening abroad.
orr pin s idnin ar, which started with two issues per week in 1787
and expanded to three in 18 , is today weden’s oldest still published
paper – with the exception of ost o h Inri es idnin ar. In orr pin s
idnin ar the publishing widow played an especially prominent role. he
led the paper for 37 years without re uiring an assistant. he also ac uired
a new press and was able to save the paper following a re in the print
shop. This indomitable spirit of survival has lived on in the paper to this
day. The, a few years older, newspaper in arlskrona was closed down in
1935, but the paper in Norrköping has become the basis for a successful
concern with ownership interests well beyond its original home.
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Finally ame the Domestic Newspaper
It was only with the establishment of Inri es idnin ar (Domestic apers)
that there was a decisive change in the situation. The newly appointed
ostal Director, Mathias Benzelstierna (dead 1791), with reference to
France and England, raised the uestion of “a type of domestic paper”.
In so doing, he pointed to a number of areas which so far had not been
the sub ect of reporting. The newspaper began to appear in the fall of
176 . The typography was the same as in its predecessor, but precisely
because so much was the same there is every reason to call attention to
the various differences. The newcomer had a livelier approach. It was as
if one had for the rst time considered what people wanted to read and
what they could identify with. A ten-point program for the contents of
the paper was presented. It included both “fortunate and unfortunate
events”. It must be considered the rst thought-through editorial program for a wedish newspaper. Under the circumstances, it was also to a
large degree successfully implemented. It also managed to include even
distant parts of the ountry in its reporting. It was an important step on
the road to a ournalistic con uest of reality.
These efforts were also protected by strict rules forbidding the reprinting of the newspaper’s contents. Following 115 years with the postal papers, whose titles had eventually been stabilized, it was realized that there
was a need to cover other elds as well.

The First onstitutional rovision
The most attractive manifestation of the spirit of the Age of iberty was
on l. a ts
di e rordnin n ende rift o h ry friheten (the
Freedom of the ress Decree) issued on December 2, 1766 . Not only
was it path breaking in weden, even in an international context it was a
remarkable document. At the time, no other country had gone as far in
guaranteeing the freedom of the press.
Enlightenment was a ma or characteristic of the wedish Age of iberty. The ountry felt a psychological need to compensate for its wartime
losses through participation in the development of ideas, discoveries and
inventions. Initially, it was a matter of catching up with the rest of Europe
by borrowing from abroad. In time, however, talented wedes also began
to further develop the impulses that had been imported. Among these
advances, it is possible to include the codi cation of freedom of the press
that evolved during the 176 s.
Anders Nordencrantz (1696–1772), an economist by profession, was
the leading proponent of introducing enlightenment ideas to weden,
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In 17 , the nli htenment re ei ed admirable e pression in the ﬁrst onstitutionally
based freedom of the press ordinan e.

especially with regard to freedom of the press. Having to struggle with
censorship himself, he began his mission as early as the 172 s. He returned to the cause during the somewhat more tolerant 175 s. Nordenkrantz was a supporter of universal freedom of the press as well as of
public access to of cial records. The demand for increased insight into
government activity has remained a central aspect of the wedish attitude
towards the functions of the mass media.
A pupil of Nordencrantz, Anders hydenius (1729–18 3), was the
principal parent of the Freedom of the ress Decree that was nally adop-
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ted after having been considered by three parliamentary sessions. More
generally, it was considered to be “a good constitutional expression of the
iberal press ideology”.
ensorship was abolished except for theological writings. till, there
remained many things that could not be slandered od, evangelical
doctrine, the constitution, the Royal Family, the arliament, the Royal
ouncil, individual citizens and foreign heads of state. Of cial secrecy
was abolished. The decree was classi ed as an “unswerving constitutional
principal”.

A New aper for a New Age
The new freedom of the press decree resulted in lively ournalistic activity.
All these new publications, however, were not well mannered examples of
the blessings of a free press. The most important among them was a li t
llehanda, uickly established in the year following the decree. The new
freedom of the press, however, proved to be short-lived. It ended together
with the Age of iberty in 1772, after an existence of only six years. a
li t llehanda, however, lived on until 1944, when it was replaced by
pressen. It must, and not ust because of its endurance, be considered
one of the truly important newspapers in wedish press history.
To begin with, the paper was only a supplement to Momma’s to
holms e oblad. A month elapsed before it was baptized a li t lle
handa in November of 1767. It appeared at midday Monday through
Friday and on unday. On aturday, the mother paper was published. In
retrospect, its contents might be considered sparse, but there was useful
information in the form of current prices and, not least, advertisements.
These included the rst death notices in the wedish press.
Early success paved the way for the newspaper to have an independent life, appearing six times per week starting in 1769. This coincided
with eter Momma turning the enterprise over to his son Wilhelm. He,
in turn, promoted developments by utilizing several years of free postage, earlier daily publishing, improved distribution and more appealing
contents. adly, following personal bankruptcy, he ﬂed the ountry in
1771.
While the Momma family was in charge, a li t llehanda usually
consisted of a single sheet of uarto size with printing on both sides in
a single column. ometimes, however, the paper had four pages. Approximately half the contents were advertisements while the other half
consisted mainly of standardized information of market prices, share
values, sermon schedules, the weather, travel information and law court
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information. A small section reported foreign news. Advertising made the
newspaper pro table. Those who contributed material also paid their way.
In due course, the great writers also began to make their appearance.
In the history of the wedish press, the newspaper families, or more
often the newspaper dynasties, have played a fundamental role. The extended Momma family is the rst to have had a ma or impact. When the
son disappeared from the ountry, his sister Elsa, married Fougt, (1744–
1826) assumed the tiller. When her parents died in 1772, she took over
together with her husband Henric (172 –82) and when he died she took
control of the entire enterprise by herself. he was also appointed Royal
Book rinter. Her experience included working as editor for to holms
e oblad. Unlike both unmarried and married women, as a widow she
was legally competent to control her own affairs. he became the most
remarkable of a line of publishing widows. In 1834, the family enterprise
was taken over by the, today still active, rm of .A. Norstedt
öner,
and thus in a sense lives on.

3.

An Enlightened Autocracy
(1772–18 9)

weden’s history used to be that of its kings. imilarly, its press history has been divided according to the reigns of its monarchs. In fact,
however, ustav III was the last king who had such a ma or impact on
the conditions under which the press functioned that he must inevitably
be associated with a period in the development of the wedish media.
During his 2 years in power (1772–92), the world was transformed by
the great French Revolution. His own life ended in murder. But even if
the era belonged to him and the newspapers were characterized by it, the
press was not the principal source of information concerning decisive
events. The ing himself worked to limit what the people were told.
ustav III is one of the most controversial rulers in wedish history.
Regardless of the position one takes, however, it is impossible to deny
that this theater-loving monarch played a ma or role in the struggle for
power. He was unwilling to cede the public s uare to the press. His policies were not straightforward, and he was dif cult to predict. Himself a
poet, he collaborated with other writers, including some whose home
base was in the press. But daring expos s could be suppressed with the use
of threats, bribes and rewards. At the same time, the willful king wished
to play the role of an enlightened monarch. He ruled over an enlightened
autocracy.
In its entirety, the period 1772–18 9 is one of the most dramatic in
wedish history. It began and ended with a coup d’ tat, and its great
reversal of fortune was an act of regicide. That part of its history that
concerns the press can, for the rst time, be written on all levels. The
changes are reﬂected not only in new genres, but also in the new ability
to earn a living with one’s pen. The newspapers and magazines now, at
last, had room for depictions of wedish reality that could not be found
elsewhere.

A imited Freedom
The Age of iberty came to an abrupt end on August 21, 1772. The
bloodless coup made all constitutional provisions inoperative. ome
45
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doubts, however, initially remained as to whether or not the latest of
them, the Freedom of the ress provision of 1776, remained in force.
The uestion was answered only a few days later when a formal ban on
discussions, in speech or print, dealing with the political parties of the
Age of iberty was issued. The next step in specifying the new order, a
collection of freedom of the press regulations adopted in 1774, although
phrased in ﬂowery language, resulted in limitations. ome of what had
been achieved in 1766 was rescinded. The new regulations, which were
not given constitutional status, were intended to protect the ing from
any-and-all criticism. The greater responsibility placed on the printers
was also intended to dampen public debate, since it made them de facto
censors. In 178 , the printer was made legally liable for the contents.
It was a way of stemming the partly concealed opposition that was being expressed. Among the other control mechanisms that were activated
were licensing re uirements, the establishment of a con scation institution and limitations on newspaper content (1785).
In the middle of all this was a king who wished to be considered a
man of the Enlightenment. In some regards he was. He worked to abolish torture during interrogations. He wanted to restrict executions. He
protected the small ewish community. Initially, he felt that he deserved
praise for his contributions to the freedom of the press. He submitted
the pretty words in the decree of 1774 to the aged oltaire and wrote
in a covering letter “ our writings have enlightened princes as to their
true interests. . Thus it is especially tting that you rst of all receive
the homage that good sense bestows on humanity.” But oltaire did not
reciprocate with an ode of praise as he had done previously when the
Danish freedom of the press was expanded.
Reality differed greatly from the picture that the words had painted.
As was demonstrated by a number of spectacular cases, in practice, arbitrariness was far reaching. The result was uncertainty about what could
be formulated – and how it could be said. Nonetheless, the ustavian
era became a splendid period also in the history of the wedish press.
For the rst time, the persons behind the texts can be identi ed one after
another, even if they did not always appear openly. And never before had
so many of them been so closely associated with the throne.

The Number of apers Has Implications
The limitations on the freedom of the press left its mark in a reduction in
the number of newly established publications.
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Number of Newly tarted ublications er Decade, 177 –18 9
eriod
177 –79
178 –89
179 –99
18 – 9

to holm
65
46
32
1

ro in ial
17
16
25
13

otal
82
62
57
23

On several occasions, the authorities let it be known that they considered limitations on the supply of newspapers to be perfectly legal. To the
extent usti cations were offered, they were, to say the least, peculiar. In
1774, obstacles to the provincial distribution of papers were introduced.
Alleged concern for the postal service’s weak horses resulted in a ban on
including newspapers in mail shipments, despite the fact that the publishers offered to pay the resulting extra costs. In 1785, the hancellery Board
concluded that to holms ost idnin ar, Inri es idnin ar and a li t
llehanda were all the newspapers that were needed. In connection with
this same review of the press, thoughts were also expressed concerning
those sub ects that the press should best avoid. The Board recommended
that the ing follow a restrictive policy. ustav III, however, protected
certain newspapers, prominently including to holms osten.
For a short time following the murder of the ing, the number of
newspapers became considerably larger. During the 179 s, however, the
rate of newly started papers once again started to decline, to be followed
by a virtual nose dive under the new iron- sted regime of the early 19th
century.

ompeting pecialized Newspapers
Despite the limitations on the rights of free expression, the ustavian
period witnessed a never before seen degree of press activity. It took the
form both of competition among the newspapers and the appearance of
ournalistic personages. a li t llehanda, a fruit of the brief period of
press freedom en oyed during the late 1766, retained its leading position,
especially as an outlet for advertisements. Its early circulation has been
estimated at 1,5 copies, a number which had increased by a third when
the 19th century dawned.
roclamations and advertisements of goods and services soon lled
over half the newspaper and also re uired special supplements. The publisher appeared to have everything going for him. If the paper should
be prosecuted, the individual writers were liable. Nonetheless, the con-
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tents were considered both varied and worth reading. everal of the leading writers of the time, among them the beloved poet, song writer and
troubadour arl Michael Bellman (174 –95), were contributors. In his
“epistle” 48, “The sun gleams bright and plump”, he presents a panorama
that displays most of the virtues of good reporting. In due course, he also
was tempted into becoming a newspaper publisher. His short-lived paper
wad eha as (What leases , 1781), however, did not reﬂect contemporaneous weden the way his “Fredman” poetry did, and it was, a failure.
In other areas, a li t llehanda lagged behind its competitors. to
holms ost idnin ar maintained the initiative in the reporting of foreign
news, while Inri es idnin ar uickly established a comparable leading
position with regard to domestic coverage.
tarting in October of 1778, to holms osten oined the fray. Its
originality lay in the more important, not to say dominant, role played
by its writers. The most prominent of these were ohan Henric ellgren (1751–95) and arl eter enngren (175 –1827). to holms osten
uickly achieved a leading position. Especially during the years following
the mid-179 s, the paper contained a larger relative share of contemporary literature, than any other wedish publication, before or since.
In addition, it was the prime outlet for literary and theatrical reviews.
enngren has unfairly been overshadowed by ellgren and become known
primarily as Anna Maria enngren’s husband. In fact, he represented a
strong social pathos which was reﬂected not only in his own writings but
also inﬂuenced the better half, and greater writer, in his childless marriage. He also represented continuity at the paper, and thus provided the
framework for the literary works created especially by ellgren but also
by Thorild and eopold.

The onstant

örwell and the Blessed ehr af und

In the long row of ournalistic personages, there was one that was almost
always present, arl hristoffer örwell (1731–1811). For “the patriarch of learned tasks”, his position was more the result of breadth than
depth and of perseverance than wit. His lifetime stretched from the early
years of the Age of iberty through the entire ustavian era and two
years into the new post18 9 period. Much of that time was devoted to
his ournalistic career, from the middle, until the end, of the 18th century.
Being a proli c and persistent writer, he had a thumb in every pie. He
was both sentimental and lo uacious. He has been called the great gossip of the time and was far from innocuous. Early in his career, he began
collecting material in the form of letters, diaries and other documents.
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Not least in his letters to his children, he emerges as a person of great
vitality. He was universally involved. He knew ust about everything,
and he could relate some of it in public – and a good deal more in his
letters. Despite, or perhaps because of, not being profoundly original, he
embodied the characteristics of his time. He was not rich. He gathered
his friends and guests in his home. He made his life a work of art.
He involved many writers in his enterprise, where en wens e er u
rius (1755–65) was epoch making. With the assistance of his co-workers,
he almost created his own separate press. One of his last contributions
was a grandson, arl onas ove Alm vist, who was to become one of the
great wedish ournalists of the 19th century.
ehr af und (1736–18 6) was a more daring challenger of the status
uo. He can be said to have been the rst professional ournalist in the
ountry. During the years 1781–84, he managed to keep alive his newspaper a bladet
lsi nade ry
riheten (The Daily aper Blessed
Freedom of the ress). Although the name varied somewhat over the
years, its titles continually served as criticism of the limitations placed
on freedom of the press. Both in the name and the contents of the paper, however, he was able to utilize satire so skillfully that the authorities
had dif culty nding a section of the law that he had actually violated.
Often it was a matter of saying one thing and getting the reader to understand that he meant something else. Finally, succumbing to methods
that would survive well into the next century, “legal harassment, bribes
and psychological pressure”, und was forced to close down. ike many
others, he would reappear after the death of ustav III.

ellgren Makes His Marks
ellgren belongs among weden’s foremost newspaper men. During his
hectic life, he had time for almost everything. He was part of a small
radical enlightenment phalanx, and, in to holms osten, he was able to
pursue “popular agitation for a radical enlightenment movement”. He
became known for his hot temperament. ike other commoners at the
time, it was only thanks to his literary contributions that ellgren found
a place in the world of ustavian culture. A decidedly urban writer, he
had studied in bo (Finland) where he read the radical enlightenment
writers, prominently including oltaire. His youthful poetry appeared
in bo idnin ar. In 1777, tockholm beckoned and there he published
in, among other outlets, örwell’s amlaren. His breakthrough poem,
“Mina ö en” (My miles), appeared in 1778 in the othenburg newspaper wad ytt wad ytt
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Following in Dalin’s footsteps, ellgren found employment as a tutor
and thus gained access to a new set of ac uaintances, including arl eter
enngren. It was probably the latter who put ellgren into contact with
a li t llehanda. There he distinguished himself as a stern critic. He
called one poet a “rhyming wretch”. An anecdote concerning a medieval
passion play resulted in a prolonged trial which ended with his conviction. His loyal friend enngren supported ellgren’s cause, but the paper
was closed to both of them. Thus the door was opened for a publication
of his own.
In the very rst issue of to holms osten, dated October 29, 1778,
ellgren published his “Thoughts on crutiny”. In it, he defended tough
minded criticism, partly on the grounds that it should be ust as strict in
weden as it was in the path breaking countries. At about the same time,
he was employed by ustav III to write opera librettos.
ellgren’s ournalistic involvement ﬂuctuated. During the second half
of 1779, he was away from the capital and discovered that in his absence
the newspaper deviated from the course he had staked out. In 178 , he assumed the editorship himself and worked very diligently for a few years. It
was during this time that he established close contact with his readers. He
became less complex and funnier. Inade uate rhymers remained among
his favorite sub ects. That, however, did not impede his campaign in favor of oltaire. This also evolved into a feud with his competitor a li t
llehanda. Already in 1781, however, he once again changed his approach
and adopted a more principled type of criticism.

An Impassioned Debate
In the spring of 1782, a ght over “The assions” erupted. It can be considered the rst great debate in the wedish press. A uarrel re uires
two gifted protagonists each with a conﬂicting opinion, neither of which
is completely right. Thomas Thorild had written his great poem in an
emotional style that was then ust emerging and in blank verse. ellgren
had a greater appreciation of Thorild’s achievement than his immediate
surroundings. uch recognition, however, naturally enough, was insufcient for the new man. Following a few exchanges, ellgren applied a
sledge hammer in the form of a devastating satire “ oncerning the Edict
on now hoveling”. It is one of the cleverest re oinders to be found in
the wedish press.
That, however, did not end the ght. During 1784, Thorild published
en ye rans aren (The New Examiner), in which ellgren was constantly criticized. ellgren was largely occupied elsewhere. He intensi ed
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his collaboration with the ing. At the start of 1786, he was admitted to
the Royal wedish Academy.
In 1787, however, ellgren reemerged in his paper as an advocate for
the association ro sensu ommuni, and presented its belief in reason in
the poem “Man ger e snille för det att man r galen” ( ust Being razy
Does Not Make One a enius). Among its targets were the Freemasons
and other closed circles, some of whom had contact with the ing. A few
years later, he declined an offer to compose verses for the ing. He wished
to be independent and was prepared to sacri ce the bene ts he received
from the ing. He was, however, allowed to keep his royal allowance.
It was in this situation that ellgren became the true leader of his
newspaper. With his freer attitude, he kept up with political developments and despaired over the trend towards autocracy in 1789. It made
him receptive of the revolution. At the same time, both his personal and
poetic attitudes were transformed. This also found expression in the
newspaper where he, on anuary 7, 179 , published “Den nya skapelsen”
(The New reation).
His most productive period in the newspaper lasted until the end of
1791 when his tuberculosis broke out. By that time, the foundation of
both literary and theatrical criticism in the wedish press had been laid.
Not only are they among the oldest ournalistic genres, they are also
among the least changed. ublic opinion was inﬂuenced through esthetic
means. This was partly explained by the impossibility of writing openly
on other sub ects. riticism thus also became a forerunner of the type of
moulding of public opinion that later took the form of editorials and
debate articles.

Thorild, The Anticritic
ellgren’s criticism was itself criticized, especially by Thorild in n riti
f er riti er (A riticism of ritics), whose rst part appeared in the fall
of 1791.
“ riticism is a light unto the poet’s feet. Without its help, he will seldom nd the Temple of ood Taste”, ellgren had written in to holms
osten already on October 29, 1778. He wanted to demonstrate that
even in retarded weden there was need of on-going scrutiny, ust like
in France and England. The right also to freely criticize cultural output
needed defending. He argued in a manner that is no longer acceptable
“If someone dares to say this child would be more pleasing if it wasn’t so
ugly, if it halted less, had a livelier coloration, if all its parts were plump
and proportional, etc. oon one would shout loudly What a cruel satire
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What ill-bred scrutiny What a cruel heart, to blame a poor cripple, who
had been begotten by his father with the best of intentions ”
It was not yet established usage to scrutinize writings “around here,
a critic is considered an assailant and scrutiny as a uestion of honor.”
But others have to endure, argued the man from to holms osten.
“One sees daily, and without giving offense, how doctors and surgeons
in public papers accuse each other of making mistakes and being ignorant.” Other tradesmen can be exempted. A shoemaker who knows his
handicraft should not be criticized. What ellgren might wish to do in
the still modest wedish public arena is another matter and (criticism) is
absolutely necessary if things are to improve. “A bad writer who is carefully scrutinized has no right to demand protection, as long as he is not
attacked personally.”
Thorild took on the task “of explaining all of nature and to reform
the entire world”. erhaps he should be classi ed as a typical head strong
wedish troublemaker. It could, as it was in the subscription application
for en ye rans aren, be formulated as a ournalistic program of “daring and free thought”. Not for nothing did he present himself there as
surrounded by “smirking lackeys of the mighty One”. imilarly, it was
not for nothing that the magazine’s rst two issues were taken up by “En
traktat öfver tryckfriheten” (A Treatise on Freedom of the ress). One
of his many pro ects was the creation of a world-encompassing republic
where the geniuses held sway. He even believed that he could start realizing it in England in 1788.
Back home in 179 , on the other side of the French Revolution, Thorild threw himself into other pro ects. In addition, he resumed the debate
concerning criticism and delivered the most important wedish presentation of the sub ect in his criticism of criticism. He derives three laws
from a basic truth “To accept everything for what it is” “To know what
should be udged”, “To udge everything according to its own level and
kind”, “Nothing is done in order to make errors, but to contribute”. To a
large extent, Thorild supported the old idea that one should not criticize.
But even though he re ected all criticism, he still suggested a target for all
sensible criticism.

The Irony of Anna Maria enngren
Anna Maria enngren (1754–1817) became permanently associated
with to holms osten in 178 , the same year that she married arl eter
enngren. tarting in 179 , when the newspaper assumed a more literary
character, she became its most diligent and clever contributor and would
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remain so until the new century dawned. Her modesty was genuine. he
was clearly bothered when her identity was revealed when the wedish
Academy honored her in 1797. he opposed having her poems being
published in book form as long as she lived. he also insisted that the title
would simply be aldef rs (Attempts at oetry). till her poems have
more life today than those of the other ustavian poets with the single
exception of Bellman. Her irony mocks those who fell certain they know
what she meant. That is a good down payment towards immortality.
he was a blessing for a number of newspapers. First of all there was
her hometown paper, psala tads e o idnin (1774), and, shortly
thereafter, wad ytt wad ytt he demonstrated that r us was still
topical. To to holms osten, she contributed both verse and prose. he
was inﬂuenced by her husband’s social pathos and became an acute observer both of categories of people and of individuals. Her psychological
perspicacity made her unusually free of rhetoric. Her humor was not an
obstacle to insight, as in “The Diary of a Merchant Wife Here in the
ity” (1784). he stands for new type of realism and can thus be considered one of the earliest innovators in the periodic literature. In addition,
she provided a pattern for the design of the domestic division.
Of course, she was neither innocuous nor impervious to criticism. But
her position only became stronger during the 179 s. In the autumn of
179 , the family moved into lara, apparently thanks to increased income from the newspaper. Of the various literary forms, the ballad now
became the most topical for her. he was close to ellgren and also became ac uainted with Bellman. The publication of redmans epistlar in
1792, with ellgren’s repentant introduction, is the best known expression of the ballad’s literary acceptance. enngren assisted ellgren during
his illness. After his death in 1795, enngren was virtually the only poet
in to holms osten. It was when her masterly work was produced. What
might seem idyllic was still affected by the upheavals of the time. The
caustic rendering of the nobility reveals a revolutionary inﬂuence. Even
in the perpetually cited “ o karne” (The Boys) it is possible to divine
the inﬂuence of Rousseau “A few words to my d. daughter, if I had one”
(1798), still gives rise to interpretation disputes.

eopold the urvivor
Together with Bellman and enngren, arl ustaf af eopold (1756–
1829) is buried in the lara emetary in tockholm. At the tender age of
15, he made his debut in the newspaper in his hometown of Norrköping.
His long career would go on to outlast those of his compatriots. He re-
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ceived his breakthrough as a poet and critic in 1785. He became a literary
collaborator of ustav III and a member of the wedish Academy. He
debated with ellgren, but over time assumed part of the latter’s role as
a critic. In his professional manifesto, “ enius and Taste”, however, he
assumed a less rigorous position. During the years 1785–92, he contributed to to holms osten. In due course, he moved closer to ellgren
and oined his side when the feud with Thorild ﬂared up once again. His
work as a playwright brought him into close contact with the ing. But,
like ellgren, he tried to safeguard his independence. As an opponent of
violence, he appealed to the ing to show mercy to the An ala mutineers.
The death of the ing changed his standing. More than anyone else, eopold pursued his ournalistic work after the death of ustav III and even
after the overthrow of his son ustav I Adolf. He was a survivor.

The ing Donates His Newspapers
ustav III founded a number of cultural institutions that have had a lasting inﬂuence in weden. For him, the theater and the opera, in which he
actively participated, were of primary concern. The The Royal Academy
of etters had originally been established in 1753 on the initiative of his
mother, ueen ovisa Ulrika. After a few inactive years, however, it was
reactivated in 1786. That same year, the ing took the initiative for the
wedish Academy, patterned after its French precursor. On it, he left
room for some of the ountry’s leading writers, including ellgren and
eopold. To the extent that they were also newspaper men, their inclusion in circles that also included grandees can be taken as evidence that
ournalists had achieved a central position in society – even if their elevation was otherwise motivated.
The ing was aware of the importance of the press, although it was
manifested principally in a desire to sub ect it to limits and control. Before himself falling victim to an assassin’s bullet at the Opera Mas uerade
Ball in 1792, he had taken a step that was of great importance for a pair
of newspapers. Back in 1786, he had promised that the Academy would
receive 1
Riksdaler per year “for all time” from the revenues resulting from publishing “ wedish Noti cations”. When ostmaster eneral
Benzelstierna died in 1791, this commitment was expanded by making
the Academy the sole owner and publisher of to holms ost idnin
ar and Inri es idnin ar. Three members of the Academy were put in
charge of the papers.
The terms of the transfer were carefully prescribed in four documents.
No matter how strictly ownership and administration were speci ed,
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however, the transfer can still be considered a step towards independence.
The government initiative that had been decisive in the early stages of
creating a wedish press had played out its role now that the independent
Academy had become the owner. Regardless of how close the relationship with the government continued to be, an important change had
occurred, not ust for the two papers, but for the press in general.
The change in ownership, however, did not result in any change in
the contents. till, starting in 1793, Inri es idnin ar also added a third
publishing day and the publication schedule of the twins was ad usted so
that every weekday except unday was covered.

uardianship and Fre uent Reversals
For twenty years, ustav III had dominated the scene. After his murder,
a regency government held sway for four years until the new king reached
his ma ority. The winds shifted fre uently and greatly affected the press.
ensorship was reintroduced. In addition, the importation of French
books was forbidden. arious inﬂuences crisscrossed. imiting the inﬂow
of revolutionary ideas could be seen as a continuation of the dead king’s
policies, other measures could be considered as a reaction to the murder.
The head of the regicide investigation was also made responsible for the
censorship. As such, he reported that he had stopped numerous writings
that were critical of the late king.
The general impression is that both the censorship and the import ban
were enforced more strictly than before. The new censorship, however,
only lasted for two months. In uly of 1792, a new freedom of the press
ordinance, that on the surface seemed to grant virtually total freedom,
was introduced. The regent, Duke arl, had been inspired by arl ustav Reuterholm, the strong man in the new government. Even more than
was the case in 1774, however, it was a matter of pretty words. In fact, the
new regime had no interest in protecting the right to freely express one’s
opinion. Rather, the ordinance constituted an attempt to use a vague and
disingenuous openness to reveal those who held views considered dangerous to the state. One of those who pointed out the problems was Thomas
Thorild, even though he still believed in the regime’s good intentions. As
a matter of principle, one of the interesting directives in the ordinance
was that directed against anonymity. It might seem to be an attractive
thought that everyone was entitled to express themselves in print “as soon
as the author has attached his familiar name, which is also printed”. The
regulation, however, does not seem to have been applied.
The ordinance was only in effect from uly to December of 1792.
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Whatever overall view one might take of it, however, there is no denying
that this period witnessed several important launchings or re-launchings.
ehr af und was able to return with a bladet
lsi nade ry
ri
heten. The book publisher ohan . Holmberg (1743–181 ), who had
lost his license for to holms osten, was granted permission to publish
tra osten. In it, eopold came to be the dominant spirit. It was to be
his most important contribution to the history of the press, distinguished
by an enviable ability to establish contact with his readers. eopold also
had a pronounced ability to stay on good terms with those in power, rst
Reuterholm and then ustav I Adolf.
On December 21, 1792, the time had once again come for a strict
limitation on what could be said, written or published. On the front page
of to holms osten, ellgren responded with his poem “ usets ender”
(The Enemies of ight). It has been said that it was only by chance that
the poem appeared to be a commentary on the restrictions on what could
be written. An observer who, like the authorities were re uired to do,
reads the rhymes literally, can only conclude that it is aimed at the darkness of the winter solstice. A description of the revolution at the end of
the poem, alluded to as a house re on the outh side of tockholm, was
never included.

peaking Frankly No Thank ou
ellgren was among those who in various situations became aware of the
dif culties of speaking, or writing, frankly. And it would not become
easier. His view of the king with whom he collaborated had already become increasingly critical during the late 178 s. When, during his nal
years beset by ill health, he maneuvered his way among the threatening
shoals, he was accused of being too careful and too often heaping ﬂattery
on the powerful. In the uncertain situation that, not least, impacted the
newspapers, a way of saying one thing while perhaps meaning another,
developed. At a stage where the rules on what it was permissible to say
not only were sub ect to fre uent lurches but were also imprecise, the
temptation to make things dif cult for the authorities lay close at hand.
For example, was it legal to uote the American onstitution’s assertion
that no one was born to rule or to udge Most readers would naturally
take this as a criticism of wedish conditions, but since it was not expressly stated, no one could be successfully prosecuted.
This was a problem that accompanied the further evolution towards
true freedom of the press. When this freedom had nally been achieved
and the press turned its attention to a mass audience, it supported demands for clarity and simplicity.
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ellgren became the foremost practitioner of the art of saying things
without being une uivocally tied to a particular stance. Thorild was his
exact opposite in this regard as well. He despised everything that was not
frankly expressed. That, however, did not mean that in those turbulent
times he followed a more consistent line. till, regardless of the weather,
he was an irritant.
At one time, Thorild had hoped to become ustav III’s court philosopher. For a while following the murder, he looked forward to Reuterholm
putting himself at the head of a revolution. Having written treatises on
the sub ect, Thorild had the opportunity to express his thoughts during
the brief interlude of freedom of the press. In direct connection with the
new restrictions on that freedom, he was arrested on December 23, 1792.
In February of the next year he was sentenced to four years of exile from
weden. With travel money and an allowance provided by Reuterholm,
he left the ountry. In 1795, he was appointed a professor and librarian in reifswald (located in wedish territory in omerania), where he
worked until his death in 18 8.

The Barren ears
The tumultuous years following the death of ustav III, might have ended in 18 6 when the regent, Duke arl, was replaced by his now adult
nephew ustav I Adolf. Initially there were some indications that the
restrictions on the press might be relaxed. eopold was among those who
hoped that a new freedom of the press ordinance would result in greater
freedom and clarity. But after even the newspaper for which he wrote,
tra osten, was forced to close in 1795, nothing remained of all the
new publications that had sprouted during the brief period of freedom
in 1792.
The hopes pinned on the new ing were almost immediately crushed.
Whatever he might have inherited from his father, it did not include any
interest in cultural sub ects or literature. To the extent that he was interested in developments abroad, it mainly concerned those that could be
used to limit the exchange of ideas in weden. The preparatory work on
the Danish law enacted in 1799 that severely limited the freedom of the
press, was closely followed in weden. Inspired by the Danish planning,
weden umped the gun in 1798 by issuing an edict concerning responsibility for violations of freedom of the press ordinance. The previous
complaints concerning uncertainty about what safely could be said and
written, was now answered in spades. Be careful what you wish for Not
only did even existing newspaper have to reapply for a charter, they were
also informed in detail what sub ects they were allowed to deal with.
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eorg Adlersparre (176 –1835) resisted the repression. His magazine
snin i blandade mnen was among those that attempted to persevere.
It was also where eopold sought professional refuge starting in 1797.
When the magazine was forced to cease publication, Adlersparre took the
opportunity to take up two especially sensitive uestions, the master-servant legislation and the position of the nobility in society, in his last issue.
He continued his struggle in other writings, and it is apparent that his
persecution by the authorities crossed legal boundaries. The censorship
was expanded and also came down on a li t llehanda. Material from
abroad was sub ected to special scrutiny. When it became dif cult to
control the foreign news in the provincial press, the problem was solved
by simply banning it altogether. The sanctions against those who violated
the restrictions consisted of substantial nes and the suspension of their
charter for a period of varying length.

4.

From Romanticism to Realism
(18 9–3 )

T

he year 18 9 un uestionably represents a turning point in wedish
history. The war with Russia resulted in the loss of Finland. A coup
d’ tat removed ustav I Adolf from the throne. He was replaced by his
uncle arl III who in short order was endowed with not one but two
adopted heirs. The second of these, ean Baptiste Bernadotte, who was
to reign from 1818 to 1844, not only founded a new royal dynasty but
also a new wedish foreign policy. As for the press, 18 9 was a red letter
year not only because of the great transformation of the ountry, but
also because the regulatory structure concerning what could be reported
and discussed was revised and ordained in a new freedom of the press
ordinance.
In some sense, this was where modern weden began, and the press,
as one of the crucial expressions of modernity, would mirror, advance
and challenge events. During the 19th century, the conditions for the
newspapers were decisively altered. Most of the steps forward that still
characterize the press occurred after the next decisive year, 183 , but
some of the preconditions for renewal bear an earlier date. The literary
and intellectual fashion wandered forward from romanticism to realism.
The evolution of these two great movements can readily be followed, not
least in the periodic literature.

Handling Freedom
As has been related above, the adoption in 1766 of weden’s rst constitutional provision regulating freedom of the press was followed by
fre uent upheavals, hither and yon, concerning this uestion. This process continued during the years 18 9–1812, when rights and obligations
were repeatedly revised in fre uently occurring steps. The experiences
of the Age of iberty and the ustavian era were of great value. Use was
also made of what had transpired in countries such as England, France
and Denmark. ome of those who had personally borne the brunt of the
repression, such as eorg Adlersparre and arl ustaf af eopold, had
an opportunity to bene t from those experiences. At one point, eopold
59
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served as the leader of these efforts. uided by his remembrances of a
time when authors were kept in uncertainty concerning what they could
write, he was tempted to go far in specifying rules.
The brand new constitution of 18 9 contained in paragraph 86 a formulation that has become classic in weden, even if it came to be applied in ways that did not fully live up to the exact wording “Freedom
of the press means that every wedish man has the right, without facing
any governmental pre-publication obstacles, to publish writings to afterwards only be answerable to a legally constituted court for their contents
and under no other circumstances be sub ect to punishment than if the
contents clearly conﬂict with a law intended to maintain public order
without suppressing general enlightenment.” Thereafter followed a codication of the principle of open public records.
The ensuing freedom of the press ordinance was intended to convert
the general principles of the onstitution into speci c legislation. This
ordinance of 181 harked back to the pioneering legislation of 1766.
ensorship was abolished and the public availability of government documents was proclaimed. Authors, not the book printers, were made responsible for what they had written. In the case of periodicals, however,
the onus was laid on the publisher.
The 181 freedom of the press ordinance was immediately put to the
test, and during these dramatic events it did not please all groups. The
Danish prince, arl August, who was the initial choice to succeed the
childless arl III, died while inspecting troops a few months after the
freedom of the press had been codi ed. When, in une of 181 , his funeral cortege paraded through the streets of tockholm a mob lynched
the ountry’s ord High teward, ount Axel von Fersen the younger.
ya osten was blamed for having spread the notion that Fersen and
other aristocrats were responsible for the death of arl August. llm nna
pinionens r an likewise made use of the greater leeway allowed by the
new ordinance to maintain that the wedish people had reasserted themselves. Only a few months after these events, the freedom of the press
ordinance was made more restrictive in violation of the onstitution.

A New chool ounds the Trumpet
The poets took the lead. In those agitated times, a miserable fable about
“The Foxes” could contribute to the lynching of ount von Fersen. But
more and better poets took advantage of the new freedom of the press. Inspired by the erman Romantics, orenzo Hammarsköld (1785–1827)
founded the magazine y eum. It, in turn, became a target of er Adam
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Wallmark’s (1777–1858) ournal f r itteraturen o h heatern by the
end of the rst year under the new ordinance.
For several years, young people had gathered into secret societies,
especially at Uppsala University, where the belief was fostered that the
darkness of the iron sted years would be followed by a new dawn. What,
starting in 18 8, became known as the Aurora ociety, included, among
others, er Daniel Amadeus Atterbom (179 –1855) and ilhelm Fredrik
almblad (1788–1852). These apparently unworldly youths oined their
erman role models in believing not only that their poetry could transform literature but the entire world. They were soon labeled the “new
school” while their opponents were bundled together as the “old school”.
There was much talk of a revolution, but, despite everything, their true
interest was poetry, not politics. When these grandiose thoughts were
freely expressed in high-ﬂown phrases, the exponents of the old school
felt challenged. Wallmark, who was close to the elderly eopold and the
new ohan Olof Wallin (1779–1839), fought stubbornly on behalf of the
old school.
After only a couple of issues, y eum was replaced by the bi-weekly,
and more sharply satirical, olyfem, the driving force behind which was
ohan hristoffer Askelöf (1787–1848). iterary criticism also took a
step forward. Initially, the Uppsala phalanx worked in cooperation with
the tockholm circle’s outlets. This was most strikingly the case with
Atterbom’s satirical play immarbandet, which was published in une of
181 . It utilized pseudonyms for their opponents, the most famous of
which being Markall for Wallmark.
Over time, the initiative shifted to the Uppsala group. In August of
181 , the periodical hosphoros began publication, characterized by its
sunrise red cover. Atterbom was the dominant contributor. The Romantics also included almblad, who that same year had taken over the academic book press in Uppsala. The new publication became an important
pillar of the Romantic Movement. In addition to their sophisticated intellectual ambitions, the group was eager to reach a wider audience. le
ant idnin of 181 was a short-lived attempt in this direction. tarting
the following year, oetis alender was more successful with a circulation of approximately 5 copies. hosphoros was replaced by ens ite
ratur idnin , a weekly periodical that appeared for more than a decade
(1813–23). It was the new school’s ghting vehicle.
The 181 s became the golden age of Romantic poetry. It was published in newspapers and magazines. None of the principal poets published a single collection of their work during that decade. oetry became
the companion of polemics. laiming its place, making its voice heard
and attracting a larger readership, all re uired being against something.
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There are a number of feuds in the history of the wedish press that mark
important phases in the formation of public opinion. ellgren and Thorild were the rst such duelists. During the next stage of development,
there were more actors.
In any case, the great struggle between the old and the new schools was
the longest such conﬂict ever among publicists. The new school forged
its own way and established new ways of thinking and writing and thus
of debating and arguing. As during the reign of ustav III, literature
en oyed a remarkably strong position. It came, however, at a high price.
The splintering was long lived. ome ma or poets choose to remain indifferent. Beside the old and the new school, a number of neutrals emerged
– for example, Esaias Tegn r (1782–1846), adhered to this group. The
feud contributed to the impression that the freedom to publish could
be abused. almblad was warned by the Uppsala University council and
Atterbom was summoned to a meeting with the Royal hancellor.
There is reason to ask oneself if the struggle concerned anything else
beyond what was openly said. There is only one thing that combatants
will never admit, but which is obvious to outside observers they need
each other.

revesmöhlen A New Type of ublicist
ust as during the rst period of freedom of the press following 1766,
there existed a pent up desire for individual expression. Revolutionary
ideas and earth shattering events provided the necessary material. Among
the important changes was that once again it became possible to convey
foreign news that did not coincide with what was presented in to holms
ost idnin ar. The dramatic happenings in Europe, including Napoleon’s invasion of Russia in 1812, were not only of interest in themselves,
but were also of importance for how wedish foreign policy should maneuver the ountry among the threatening shoals.
In addition to this inevitable recounting of world events, however, the
liveliness of the press was affected by the beginnings of the rapid 19th century professionalization of ournalism. Among the pioneers were writers
who, either for personal gain or to attract attention, tested the boundaries
of what was permissible.
By the time of the 18 9 coup d’ tat, arl August revesmöhlen
(1754–1823) had already managed to serve as head of the ustoms Department, been suspended from that post and gone bankrupt. He utilized
the new freedom of publication to issue brochures attacking his opponents. At the same time, he advocated radical measures, such as fairer
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taxation and a two chamber parliament. These brochures earned him a
good income and made him appear to be a man of the people. This, in
turn, made him useful to the new regime.
In his newspaper s daren (The Observer), after a year followed by
rompeten eller ri sf r larin mot allt ondt (The Trumpet or a Declaration of War on all Evil), he successfully continued his campaigns. His
straightforward prose is striking in comparison with his romantic contemporaries. revesmöhlen became a lively supporter of the new regime.
He also became a tool of the newly adopted heir and his third newspaper
andina en received nancial support. In it, he tried to support the new
foreign policy. Nonetheless, the paper was forced to cease publication as
a result of the new “freedom” of the press ordinance enacted as of uly
16, 1812.
udgments on revesmöhlen diverged during his lifetime and have
continued to do so ever since. It has been said of him that he was driven
by a “fortunate combination of hate towards aristocrats and bureaucrats
and need for money”. He was a product of his time. With his mixed motives, he would also have successors.

A New Royal House and New imitations
The succession to the throne also played a decisive role for the freedom
of the press. The unfortunate death of the rst adopted heir resulted in
events that were taken as proof that the freedom to publish had been
taken dangerously far. The second heir became the driving force behind
the rule changes that were promptly implemented.
As one of Napoleon’s generals, ean Baptiste Bernadotte had rapidly advanced to the rank of Field Marshall. Napoleon gave his approval
when he was proposed as heir to the wedish throne. His support, however, was much greater in weden, a country which longed for revenge
against Russia. Events moved very uickly following Bernadotte’s arrival
in tockholm in the fall of 181 . Although he did not ascend the throne
until 1818, he immediately put his stamp on wedish politics. Already in
March of 1811, when the ing fell ill, he assumed the Regency. enerally speaking, his policies did not meet the expectations of his supporters.
Rather than making an effort to re-con uer Finland, his foreign policy
was directed at closer relations with Russia. And domestically, the erstwhile revolutionary adopted a onservative course. His views uickly
became apparent in his attitude towards the newspapers. While in other
regards he distanced himself from France, with regard to the press he
emulated Napoleon’s restrictive attitude “A printing facility is an armory
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that should not be made available to ust anyone.” The French Emperor
had implemented his attitude by banning most daily newspapers.
In rown rince arl ohan, as he was now titled, the iberal circles
who wished to extend the new freedoms to publishing encountered a
powerful opponent. Thus the freedom of the press ordinance of 181
was short lived. Its demise resulted both from the changed political situation, domestically as well as internationally, and from the experience of
the ordinance’s practical conse uences. There was talk concerning “the
careless and sometime socially disruptive utilization” that had occurred.
And it was precisely the press that was the target. The notion of renewed
censorship was discarded, but the limitations nonetheless were striking.
ome of those who, only a few years earlier, had urged greater freedom of
the press, now worked for its limitation. The hopes pinned on the new
heir played a decisive role. Among those who were uick to defend the
legislators’ efforts to prevent abuse of the freedom was revesmöhlen.
arl ohan thus immediately attained almost everything he wanted. It
is best known as the introduction, or re-introduction considering ustav
III’s enactment of 1785, of a license revocation right. From now on,
periodical publications would re uire a license issued by the Royal hancellor, and none would be issued to those considered unworthy. The
hancellor could revoke the right to publish if distributing the material
in uestion was considered harmful to public order, intruded on personal rights or was slanderous. uch action was then to be reported to the
government. The struggle against this revocation right was to become
especially noteworthy during the succeeding decades, and in time it was
totally successful. It is worth noting that this right to suppress periodical publications was introduced during arl ohan’s early years and was
abolished in 1844, the year he died.
Aside from its actual contents, what was most striking about the new
freedom of publication ordinance was that it was enacted illegally. ince it
was a constitutional provision, action re uired approval by two consecutive Riksdag sessions with an intervening election. uch was not the case.
It was argued, un usti ably, that some parts of the proposal remained
from the previous Riksdag.
Among the changes was the introduction of uries in freedom of publication cases. It had been on the agenda of several Riksdag sessions before
it was nally approved in 1815. arl ohan welcomed this innovation
– apparently hoping that uries also would contribute to limiting freedom
of the press.
The ma or constitutional work was now completed. In sharp contrast
to the sometimes hectic activity that had been ongoing ever since the
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176 s, and which culminated in the nalization around 181 , no more
changes were to occur for a long time. The sole exception to that rule was
the already mentioned abolition of the revocation power.
The ensuing developments would in every important regard be implemented without any change in the written constitution. This contributed
to the impression that the poor and badly mauled country had achieved
a new level of stability. After having participated in the defeat of Napoleon and forced Norway into a personal union, weden was no longer
involved in warfare. In a similar fashion, the constitutional laws that were
to regulate the ountry’s evolution towards democracy remained intact.

The Academy’s Two Becomes One
They were there the whole time. The Royal wedish Academy’s two
newspapers to holms ost idnin ar and Inri es idnin ar. They were
taken for granted. They still retained a considerable portion of the total
newspaper circulation. But here, like in the real world, their predictability made them easy to forget. The more the press collectively advanced
and changed in spite of its constraints, the more obscure the role of the
postal newspapers became.
In a few cases, it is possible to nd testimony from an occasional reader
who in earlier years bene ted from the sheet “He opened an old table
drawer where, among cheese rinds and pieces of bread, a bunch of a more
or less complete set of issues was shoved in, fortunately the issue I sought
was included. On the way home, I rst experienced what it is like to be
carrying a literary offspring.” The inspiration was hardly from the paper,
but it at least contained an announcement of the year’s literary contest.
Erik ustaf ei er (1783–1847) entered and in 18 3 was rewarded with
the Royal wedish Academy’s rand rize for his “ reminne över ten
ture den ldre” (Memorial to ten ture the Elder). He himself would
become a member of that group, thus building a bridge to a later period
and to the defection to iberalism that he declared in the rst issue of
itteratur ladet in February of 1838. It was also a passage in the spirit of
the times, from the romantic to the realistic.
Being the most favored publication, “Rikets Allm nna Tidningar”
had survived through the historical and legal turmoil. Also on the personal level continuity was maintained. ustav Wagner (1748–1819) had
worked in the two postal newspapers without being noticed from 1784
all the way up to his death. He had two successors, one for each paper.
The circulation was declining but during the 181 s it still amounted to
approximately 5,
copies.
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By 1821 it was time for a merger. There were compelling reasons. It
was a rather arti cial situation to have a pair of twin like newspapers, one
covering domestic and the other foreign news. Once the ing and the
Royal hancellor had approved the proposal that had long hovered in
the air, the readership was also informed. It was appropriate that special
emphasis was placed on the bene ts for the foreign reporting. Mention
also began to be made of the foreign newspapers that served as sources,
principally ambur er orrespondent, ournal des bats, he ornin
hroni le and he imes.
enerally it can be said that the literary, learned or highly situated
gentlemen among the wedish Academy often had displayed a rather
disinterested attitude towards their two publications, at least as long as
the papers ful lled ustav III’s generous intention that they would serve
as the nancial milk cows for the organization’s activities. But there were
exceptions. The great Wallin, shortly after his outstanding achievement
with the psalm book of 1819, presented a proposal that the papers should
emulate their competitors in terms of appearance. The transition from
uartos to folios resulted in close to a doubling of the text. ubscription and advertising prices were increased. Despite, or perhaps because
of, these measures, the circulation continued to decline. By 1824, it
amounted to 3,81 copies, a level it essentially maintained for the rest of
the decade. tarting in 1832, however, it fell below 3,
. By 1838 it was
ﬂuctuating at a level below 2,
, a number it would not again exceed
until the early 186 s.

The All-Around enius Invents a New enre
“As I promised you, to the best of my ability make the events of the
day’s proceedings pass, in a reasonably comprehensible form, before your
mind’s eye.” o did eorg cheutz (1785–1873) address the readers of
the newspaper nm r aren (The ommentator) when he presented an
account of what had transpired in the axholm district court (located
in the tockholm archipelago) on eptember 3, 1819. He addressed his
readers directly in a letter-like format. He explains his intent to go beyond a short summary and defends his distribution of his experiences
with a handy explanation. “The public nature of the investigation, my
friend ” And he chooses to present “the legal components of the day’s doings – dramatized ” In so doing, he refers to no one less than hakespeare.
This has its own special background – cheutz was one of the early translators of English drama. But it is also possible to draw parallels with how
one of the most important aspects of ournalism, the interview, emerged
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from the American newspapers’ coverage of trials. But the interview was
only introduced a decade and a half later.
What eorg cheutz accomplished with his reporting from axholm
was so remarkable, both in terms of content and of form. Developments
have so totally followed his path that it is necessary to explain why what
he did was remarkable. cheutz made a contribution to an ongoing court
case. A cottager and his wife had been murdered in March of 1919. A
farm hand confessed to the murders and also named his brother and
his parents as accomplices. It emerged that these confessions had been
obtained under torture administered by a local police of cer known for
such practices.
cheutz was not alone in noting these circumstances. The noble landowner was the rst, and nally even the ing himself seems to have had
his eyes directed at the situation. everal newspapers took up the matter.
Also in nm r aren a number of pens participated, including that of the
editor Fredric ederborgh (1784–1835), who otherwise was principally
known as a pioneer of the wedish novel. As a publicist, however, he
carefully watched his step. Thus it was cheutz who, in his capacity as
co-editor and part owner, gave the paper an entirely new pro le. Eventually it led to an attention getting parting of the ways. cheutz had to continue his efforts in other outlets, among them to holm ourier where he
continued his reporting during 182 . There the publishers, ven orens
Theorell (1784–1861) and ohan eter Theorell (1791–1861) participated in the ongoing discussion that also came to deal with the police ofcer’s superiors and the revocation right. The case went all the way to the
upreme ourt which nally rendered its verdict in 1825. The ounty
overnor, who had been convicted in the lower court, was absolved of
blame. Meanwhile, the political climate in the ountry had changed to
the extent that r us, where cheutz now worked, reported the verdict
but did not dare to comment on it.
Nevertheless, something had been achieved. The way the matter was
handled was a precursor of what was to come. The multifaceted cheutz
was in several regards a pioneer of wedish ournalism. He wrote the rst
personal account of court proceedings to appear in the wedish press.
His coverage of the trial has interview-like aspects. He can also be said to
have participated in a ournalistic campaign, yet another of the ournalistic innovations that only had its breakthrough towards the end of the
19th century. He was so far ahead of his time that he had no immediate
emulators.
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On tamped aper
The press is dependent on paper. This nite and fragile resource has thus
been decisive for the development of newspapers. Recently there has been
talk of a paper-free society. ack, or at least a shortage, of paper, however, was a characteristic of earlier stages of development. arious technological innovations were not always well synchronized and demand did
not always consider supply.
aper is an old invention. The ordering of bers to create a foundation for writing dates back thousands of years. The dif culty lay in
developing a material that was not only suitable for recording human
thoughts, but also was easy to handle, cheap and durable. Initially, the
raw material was rags. It was expensive. As other aspects of newspaper
production evolved, paper supply threatened to become a bottleneck.
Even by the early 181 s, paper production had started to advance beyond
a pure handicraft. Not least, it included a method for the continuous
production of paper. These advances, however, further emphasized the
need for another raw material besides the limited supply of textile rags.
The idea of using wood was considered as early as the 18th century, but it
was not until the middle of the 19th century that the technical problems
were resolved. The rst such product, mechanical wood-pulp, did not
begin to be produced in weden until 1857. Only by the 187 s had the
technology advanced to the point that the ountry could bene t from its
practically unlimited supply of wood.
aper contributed to the high cost of newspapers and limited their
size. The latter was also constrained by the presses that, well into the 19th
century, could only handle the four-pages that had been customary ever
since the earliest newspapers of the early 17th century. Only limited relief
could be obtained by gradually increasing the size of the four pages or by
separately printing an additional four.
Between 1824 and 1872, a period including decades of important
steps towards modernization, the wedish newspapers and magazines
paid a stamp tax on their paper. Especially they who have the great privilege of encountering an original paper will be taken aback by the stamps
that these papers contained during much of the 19th century. There one
can nd a ring with three crowns inscribed. It is easy to associate it with
a government controlled publication. uch, however, was not the case.
It is a case of postage stamps. These stamps served as assurance that the
newspaper had paid the paper tax. In principle, this meant that the newspaper enterprises used extra expensive paper to print on – in return, however, the postal service would forward their publications free of further
charges. imilar procedures were used in other countries, a fact referred
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to by defenders of the method. The system, however, contained obvious
inconveniencies and ine uities.
According to the critics, the level of the tax was higher than what
was imposed on other branches. The resulting suspicion that the stamp
tax was part of an anti-press policy was dif cult to refute. tarting new
papers and expanding existing ones was made especially dif cult. The
stamped paper must, of course, be purchased in advance. That was easier
to do with a reasonably constant circulation. Buying in advance meant
tying up capital, or even wasting it if the paper was never used. urchasing too little was hardly any better, even if it was evidence that the paper
was growing. The taxation could be defended from a resource utilization
perspective. It was important to be careful in the production process.
Being careless with proofs and corrections could prove costly. The temptation to cheat and print part of the issue on unstamped paper naturally
existed, even though the violation was self evident.
For the press as a whole, the redistribution of two important costs,
paper and postage, might even out. The effect, however, was far from
neutral among the various papers. Those that re uired relatively little
paper but were geographically widely distributed bene ted, while locally
distributed, large newspapers were severely disadvantaged. It is uncertain
if those who worked for the introduction and maintenance of the system
were fully aware of its conse uences.
imilarly to the way current readers of 18th century newspapers can be
pleased about their condition, posterity can be pleased with the stamp tax
that was a burden for approximately half of the 19th century. ince the sales
of the stamped paper are generally documented, it is possible to calculate
uite accurate numbers for the circulation of newspapers and magazines
during this period. It is striking how small these circulations often were.
Many of the provincial papers survived for long periods with circulations
of less than 5 copies. A few even managed with less than 1 .
The newspaper stamp tax had at least three conse uences that were
not apparent to everyone. It limited the expansion of content, or – from
the opposite perspective – contributed to reducing the waste of paper.
It favored the nation wide distribution of papers. Finally, it has made it
possible to determine circulation levels during a period that predated the
systematic release of circulation numbers by 1 years.
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A uccessful olice aper
As the reader will recall, a li t llehanda was a creation of the rst freedom of the press era following 1766. Initially, it had little effect on public
opinion. In the early specialization derby, it had chosen to concentrate on
advertisements and of cial and private notices. In so doing, it was similar
to, and to some extent competed with, the postal papers. In 1823, . .
Theorell attempted to change the contents by putting greater emphasis
on providing news and molding public opinion. The readers were not
appreciative. The circulation began to decline, even if it was not until the
183 s that it regularly fell below 2,
copies.
A number of challengers arose. The most important was to homs
a blad, founded in 1824, which in its very rst year matched the circulation of its older competitor and was soon to exceed it. In due course, the
new creation would become one of the ountry’s ma or newspapers. Almost no large wedish paper can match the many phases it went through
during the more than 1 years of its existence. Initially, it was described
as the “police paper”. This was based on its purchase of a li t llehan
da’s monopoly of reporting, among other items, the police department’s
announcements. But in addition to its thus obtaining an of cial function
and thereby nibbling on the postal paper’s market, it also provided news
from that same sphere. It was a type of crime reporting with an un uestionable appeal. Developments proceeded rapidly and were reﬂected not
only in an increased circulation but also in a larger format. Traces of a
number of the mechanisms that would drive the evolution of the modern
press can be detected at this stage. The dual bene ts of advertisements, to
yield revenue and at the same time attract readers, also were emphatically
demonstrated. By 1826, to holms a blad consisted 8
of advertisements. a li t llehanda, which only attained a 6
share, was a money
losing operation. This dominance of advertisement lasted until the end of
the 186 s. It also created a fortune for onas Walld n (1897–72), the rst
of a new, and for a time, very successful newspaper family.

Modern apers in the Of ng
Many of the preconditions for the great modernization of the wedish
press were now in place. Indeed there were predecessors and phenomena
that might even ustify the general view that 183 was the magic year.
As has already been partly observed, the foundation of much of what
constitutes modern development was laid during the post 18 9 years.
The legal framework was constructed. ome of the newspapers that
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would succeed in modernization were already in existence. The struggle
for increased freedom, especially against the revocation power, was already under way. ey actors were in place and some of them, as in the
case of cheutz, were far ahead of their time.
The exemplar of time, however, was ohan ohansson (1792–186 ).
His outlet was r us, which assumed the legacy of cheutz’ nm r aren
when the latter ceased publication in 182 . The initiative slid over to
ohansson and, under many names, r us en ndre, r us en red e,
ya r us, ya r us den ndre, ya r us den red e and ya r us in
to holm, utilized the mechanism of ever new licenses that the revocation power invited. He also set the iberal agenda when, with inspiration
from England, he argued for increased economic freedom and greater
arliamentarism.
Reporting and campaigning, these were the concepts and tools that the
new freedom used to defend itself with innovators such as cheutz and ohansson, in principle all the building blocks re uired for the breakthrough
of the modern newspaper were in place. What is more, the individual who
was to assemble these blocks in a new way that tted the times and pleased
the public, ars ohan Hierta, was already active before 183 .

5.

The Triumphant iberal Wave
(183 –58)

tarting in tockholm, during the rst half of the 19th century, a tidal,
wave of new iberal newspapers swept over weden. They took the
initiative, not only with regard to the press itself, but in politics as well.
They demanded popular representation in the Riksdag and economic
freedom, especially the elimination of guild-based restrictions. This latter
economic iberalism proved easier to achieve than political reform.
Older newspapers were driven out. New owners, often from a different background than those of the 18th century, introduced new modes
and genres of ournalism and were as interested in technology and markets as in content. The ﬂood of new entrants peaked shortly after 183 ,
the year of the uly Revolution in aris and the November Uprising in
oland. The new publishers felt a need for newspapers that would report
events uickly and in detail. Even that raised the hackles of the highest
authority. To the adherents of the monarchy, the press was a republican
evil. The iberal papers had to struggle for the right to inﬂuence public
opinion.

Hierta Enters the cene
In tockholm, ars ohan Hierta (18 1-72), the scion of a noble family,
uickly established a leading position within the iberal press for himself
and for his newspaper ftonbladet i to holm, founded in December of
183 . During the 182 s, Hierta had worked for the leading tockholm
papers. In the fall of 1828, together with a member of the legal profession, M. . rusenstolpe (1795–1865), he had started his rst newspaper,
i sda s idnin . The paper was published thrice weekly while the Riksdag was in session.
In order to “stand on his own two feet”, in 1829 Hierta used inherited
money to purchase a printing establishment. There i sda s idnin was
produced during the remainder of its existence and ftonbladet from its
inception. The printing plant became the basis for a rapidly growing
publishing business. When ftonbladet rst started, the printing plant
had roughly thirty employees. From his very rst day as a printer, Hierta
73
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a in been started as Aftonbladet i tockholm in 18 0, the paper, followin 25
name han es, ﬁnally be ame simply Aftonbladet in 1852.

strove to mechanize the plant. Evidence for his passion for mechanization
can be found in his 1832 publication of the Englishman harles night’s
work “On the Bene ts of Machines”.
During the summer of 183 , a political opposition paper, edbor
aren (The itizen) (1829–1832) was produced in Hierta’s printing
plant. It was established by his cousin, ieutenant olonel ustaf Hierta
(1791–1859). The paper’s license was revoked on several occasions, but
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the publisher learned to live with it. On each such occasion, the name of
the paper was simply changed.
rusenstolpe became the editor of an entirely different newspaper,
derneslandet (The Father and, 183 –33). It initially received nancial
support from the Royal ourt, but after a parting of the ways between
the ourt and the publisher, the paper closed. rusenstolpe reappeared
as the publisher of a scandalous monthly, t llnin ar o h f rh llanden
( ositions and conditions), where he commented on both ma or and minor aspects of life in tockholm at the time. In 1838, an ironic column
concerning an appointment by the Royal ouncil made on a unday,
a violation of the abbath aws, resulted in the former royal favorite
being charged with lese-ma essty. According to the clever prosecutor, it
was enough that the ing had participated in the ouncil. The resulting
sentence was three years imprisonment. rusenstolpe’s trial resulted in demonstrations and street brawls in tockholm during which several persons
were killed. This so-called rusenstolpe feud undermined the attempts of
the ing and the overnment to prevent freedom of expression.

French Inspirations
Hierta had many foreign examples to draw on for ftonbladet, most of
them French. In a letter to eorg Adlersparre, his mentor and a very
good friend of his father, Hierta pointed to e lobe. He emphasized,
however, that he was only concerned with its rst year of publication,
before it increasingly became an outlet for utopian aint- imonism. Another important French precursor was the ournal des bats, with its
circulation of no less than 2 ,
copies.
The great success of the ournal des bats, despite the unfavorable
position of the press under the First Empire, resulted from its policy
of following the of cial paper, e oniteur, in its news reporting while
including its commentary in a typographically separate part of the paper.
This feature article section, or “the serial”, was introduced early in 18 .
Thus, for example, theatrical and literary reviews contained allusions to
the current political situation.
ftonbladet immediately achieved a circulation of approximately 2,
copies. During the 183 s it rose to around 6,
and the following decade approached 9,
copies.
The newspaper had its license revoked on fourteen occasions, one of
which was during the rusenstolpe feud, and was prosecuted eight times.
The rst prosecution concerned a few derisive lines from 1831 claiming
that the pro-Russian position that the of cial paper, osttidnin en, was
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instructed to adopt made it an organ of the Russian Imperial ourt. f
tonbladet was ac uitted. The rst license withdrawal occurred in 1835.
The following day, the newspaper was issued with a supplemented title
and a new legally responsible publisher, but was otherwise unchanged.
ftonbladet had several advantages over its competitors. Being the only
paper published in the evening, it was always rst with foreign news. The
paper emphasized news and was caustic in its commentary. It had a broad
and varying content of text and advertisements. The latter were limited
to at most one uarter of the space. A popular section, containing lighter
material, was called the “ aleidoscope”.
Hierta also devoted himself to other lines of publishing. In 1833 he
began publishing a series of cheap, popular booklets. These were at most
1 pages long and appeared weekly. They were distributed through
home delivery and book stores, but in time largely by mail. ince the
booklets were printed on stamped paper, they were exempt from postage
charges.
Hierta was a typical industrialist and entrepreneur of that time, being
willing to try new methods on new markets. In 1839, he started to produce candles and in 1848 a textile mill and dry goods production in the
city of vle were added. His interests also expanded to include railways,
shipping lines and even a peat bog on the island of otland. tarting in
the late 184 s, he operated a wholesale business in tockholm.
Hierta was in every sense the leader of ftonbladet, “The rince of Aftonbladet”. till, he had well-known colleagues. In anticipation of launching the paper, he gathered a handful of e uals, but only one of them, Andreas Möller (18 –55), who was put in charge of the “ aleidoscope”,
played a ma or future role. arl il ecrona (1794–1856), who in 1832
had established the iberal
ns a orrespondenten in und, and Nils
Arfwidsson (18 2–8 ), who came over from the of cial osttidnin en,
were responsible for the foreign policy commentary. The literature critic
and editorial writer . . Theorell was previously the owner of a li t
llehanda. The editorial staff also included eorg cheutz. The theater
expert was Anders indeberg (1789–1849), previously editor of the in
1833 abandoned to holms osten. Among the contributors were the
author Wilhelm von Braun (1813-6 ), the physician . A. Wetterbergh
(18 4–89, “Uncle Adam”) as well as . F. Ridderstad (18 7–86), . A.
Hedlund (1821–19 ) and Rudolf Wall (1826–93). The last three were
later to become prominent as leaders of their own newspapers. When
Theorell read the rst test issue of ftonbladet, he concluded that “this
fellow is going to eat us all up”. onse uently, he sold his own paper and
found employment with Hierta.
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At the end of the 183 s, Hierta recruited two promising colleagues.
One of them was Wendela Hebbe (18 8–99) and the other arl onas
ove Alm vist (1793–1866). Hebbe became the ountry’s rst professional female ournalist. he began by translating novels for the booklet
publishing division, but later, when the popularity of the booklets began
to wane and the cost of their publication increased as a result of a higher
stamp tax, she became a contributor to the paper’s serial division.
Alm vist, who evolved into one of the ountry’s most radical ournalists, made his debut in ftonbladet in 1839 with a series concerning the
wedish child rearing system. He wrote at least 7 articles, three uarters of which were published in ftonbladet.

ftonbladet as an Inspiration and an Irritant
The appearance of ftonbladet inﬂuenced newspaper publishing throughout weden. Around the ountry, iberal newspaper enterprises were
started. In tockholm, the already existing iberal papers were revitalized.
By hook or by crook, the Royal ourt and the government, in addition to
utilizing the more restrictive freedom of the press ordinance to weaken the
iberal press, encouraged the creation of a newspaper to serve as a counter
weight to ftonbladet.
In tockholm, Momma’s newspaper a li t llehanda was transformed following ftonbladet s footsteps. Theorell sold the paper to . F.
Dalman (18 1–81) and his brother-in-law Nils Arfwidsson (18 2–8 ).
Under Dalman’s leadership, it became ftonbladet s strongest competitor
within the iberal press. During some periods, it was considered the leading instrument of the opposition.
As a counter move to Hierta’s novel publishing in booklet form, in
1839 a li t llehanda introduced a features division, a section for “short
stories, theatrical and other minor news items, anecdotes etc.” and later
for serialized novels. During the 184 s, in the feature division, the precursor bats published popular serialized novels such as “ aris Mysteries” by
Eug ne ue and “The ount of Monte risto” by Alexandre Dumas.
The serialized novels in a li t llehanda were not as good. Moreover, serial sections uickly appeared in virtually all wedish newspapers
except ftonbladet. Hierta waited until 1841, despite the fact that his
cousin ustaf had introduced the wedish press’ rst feature section in
to holms e oblad (1838–39).
The tockholm paper most damaged by Hierta’s success was r us.
It was forced to close in 1836, but it had a successor in the form of the
weekly re a (1836–42). It was edited by . A. af ullberg (1813–57)
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in cooperation with r us previous editor, ohan ohansson. In re a, as
previously in r us, he accused ftonbladet of duplicity, for being both
a business enterprise and an ideological instrument. In r us, ohansson
had called ftonbladet “a pure, unadulterated speculation” and in re a
he branded the newspaper as “an unfettered lackey for hire” and a “rumor
monger willing to do anyone’s bidding for a pittance”. Hierta seldom
responded to such invectives but on one occasion in 1833 he replied
that his paper had one great fault – “that is, 3,
subscribers” – but he
thought he could live with that.
On two occasions in 1837, af ullberg published parodies directed at
ftonbladet, which he titled et sista ftonbladet (The ast Aftonblad).
The laughter almost caught in af ullberg’s throat when he was prosecuted for not having obtained a publishing license for the rst of these.
When the Royal hancellor realized that the intent was to get at fton
bladet, however, he dropped the charges. Three months later, the second
parody appeared, this time with the re uired permission.

Opposing the Opposition
The government side utilized the of cial osttidnin en in its competition
with the iberal press. A consortium of government supporters leased the
paper for ve years from the wedish Academy. The paper was given a
new name, eri es tats idnin , and a new format. . A. Wallmark, a
librarian who advocated gradual social development, was appointed editor. In order to improve the nancial situation, the subscription rate was
increased, but to the detriment of the circulation. ostal employees were
relied on to recruit subscribers and the monopoly on publishing legal
notices was exploited by sharply increasing the fees charged. A number
of writers with good reputations were recruited, but they were dif cult
to retain. Although the de cit that arose was covered with public funds,
the consortium did not renew its contract. Instead, Wallmark himself
took over and operated the paper with nancial support from the ing.
The previous name was restored. The paper was to be in favor of reform
without subversive demands and onservative without being totally antediluvian, but none of this helped.
Another onservative newspaper pro ect assisted by the ing was
ens a iet (1839–44). For a time, it was the principal outlet for opinion loyal to the government. With the nancial support of the Royal
ourt, the paper gradually adopted daily publication. After arl I
ohan died in 1844 and his successor, Oscar I, displayed no interest in
the paper, it failed.
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None of these pro ects with direct Royal involvement succeeded. Instead the principal onservative force in the press was ens a iner a
(183 –48), founded by . . Askelöf, a man with experience of many
newspaper pro ects. The newspaper was clearly a counter weight to fton
bladet, but it was only published twice a week until 1834 when that was
increased to three times. The newspaper stuck to the old press traditions.
Askelöf disliked the hunt for news and declared his newspaper to be a
reasoned and critical organ on a high intellectual plane. News was withheld until it could be sub ected to suitable commentary. The newspaper
was characterized by great expertise, linguistic elegance and restrained
polemics. Askelöf en oyed a good reputation, even in the opposite camp.
ens a iner a, however, regularly defended the ing, not least in regard to his friendly attitude towards Russia. As a result, the paper was
condemned as the “Russian Minerva”.
When illness compelled Askelöf to transfer his paper, it came as a surprise that it was to the iberals Argus- ohansson and Anders indeberg,
since both were his long standing antagonists. Nor did the newspaper
survive the take-over.

iberals Throughout the ountry
In the provinces, iberal newspapers were started in a steady stream during the decades following the appearance of ftonbladet. They challenged
not only the pre-existing newspapers in their home towns, but also the
iberal tockholm press.
In othenburg, a newspaperman of the old school introduced a new
genre, commercial news. His name was eorg öwegren (1775–1833).
He concluded that commerce and shipping, which had recovered after
the Napoleonic Wars, should have its own outlet. He began carefully. In
1819, he added a supplement, tebor s andels o h farts idnin to
his principal paper, thebor s osten (1813–32). After a year, the supplement became a section of the principal paper but then the publication
license expired.
A commercial accountant named Magnus rytz (18 2–74) applied
for a new publishing license for a newspaper using the same, but now
relin uished, title. rytz was the son of a wholesaler and had married into
one of othenburg’s leading families. He began by issuing his new paper
as a supplement to tha unor, a literary-political newspaper that had
been started in 1831. After fourteen issues as a supplement, in 1832 te
bor s andels o h farts idnin started appearing as a separate paper
under its own name. The paper was published six times weekly.
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tebor s andels o h farts idnin became an outlet for iberal
opinion in othenburg and demanded the same reforms as ftonbladet.
rytz was a more consistent iberal than Hierta, but less talented.
The newspaper uickly had an impact. The local authorities tried to
hinder it by forbidding the paper from including of cial announcements.
rytz published them anyway and simultaneously broadened the contents. In order to improve the nances, he reduced the publishing schedule to thrice weekly, not returning to daily issues until 1844.
Among the contents, “ arliamentary letters from tockholm” attracted particular attention. These were written by ustaf Hierta who
was employed as the paper’s tockholm correspondent in 1835. He was
succeeded by the author and ournalist August Blanche (1811–68), a
contributor to, among other publications, re a. andelstidnin en s rst
permanent staff member, starting in 1836, was arl Magnus Ekbohrn
(18 7–81), later to become a famous lexicographer. ome attacks against
Russia in Hierta’s correspondence caused the rst license revocation for
the paper. rytz, who was unprepared, was forced to use a temporarily
unutilized license for tha unor. Thus it too became involved. The
problem was solved by rytz issuing the newspaper as a prospectus for
a new paper, something which did not re uire a license. Accordingly,
tebor s andels o h farts idnin was published as a supplement
to a non-political newspaper, then as a prospectus for a newspaper that
Ekbohrn was trying to get licensed, and so on. The revocations had the
effect of making the newspaper seem to be a nest of radical agitators,
which helped the circulation. Altogether, the paper had its license revoked ve times.
edbor aren (1845–46) was started as a onservative counter weight
to andelstidnin en. When it failed, the ing urged the provincial governor in othenburg to try again. Despite concentration by the new paper
on nancial news, it too failed.
North of tockholm, Hierta had a follower in A. . andin (1811–
81). In fact, he was called “the ars ohan Hierta of Northern weden”.
His business plan was to use his paper orrlands osten, that he had
founded in 1837 in
vle, to “colonize Northern weden with literature”. He wanted to create a regional newspaper for the “northern cities
and towns”. As a publicist, andin’s ideal was a li t llehanda and he
was politically closer to it than to ftonbladet. ike Hierta, andin was
a successful businessman. He operated a number of graphic enterprises,
package shipping services and paper mills. He was forced to abandon his
regional pro ect, but he established printing shops in the cities of undsvall, stersund and öderhamn. There he printed the local newspapers
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lfwar o h
mt, emtlands idnin and elsin en starting in 1841, 1845
and 1857 respectively.
The increasing importance of the press as a political instrument created a tendency for newspaper publishers to persist even in the face of
nancial losses. In 1841, on Engström (1794–187 ), a military physician and forest products industrialist, founded arometern in the city
of almar in order to serve the iberal cause. Engström was concerned
about the social problems of the day, especially the abuse of alcohol. After
ust a few months, he faced competition from the royalist almar osten.
The two newspapers were printed in the same facility, but Engström was
harassed by the owner. He rst transferred his printing to iberal colleagues, before nally starting his own printing facility. arometern defeated almar osten.
In rebro, Nils Magnus indh, a pioneer in wedish printing technology, started rebro idnin (18 6–52). indh installed weden’s
rst high speed (cylindrical) press which Hierta unsuccessfully tried to
purchase. indh’s paper was onservative and for a long time without
competition. During the extra ordinary session of the Riksdag of 181
held in rebro, where the Napoleonic Marshall ean Baptiste Bernadotte
was elected heir to the wedish throne, indh published a Riksdag paper.
indh also pro ted handsomely from a line of bandit novels. The eventual iberal challenger, and winner, in rebro was eri es llehanda,
founded in 1843.

“A olitically Apathetic ity”
rominent iberals throughout the ountry exerted continual pressure
for the establishment of iberal newspapers. . F. Asker, deputy udge
on the öta ourt of Appeals in önköping and later mayor of that city,
wrote to his fellow urist rusenstolpe that önköping was a politically
apathetic city. The existing newspaper, n pin s idnin , contained no
opinion articles and was only lukewarm in its support of reform.
In önköping, ohan andwall (1814–67) heard the call. He was not a
ournalist but an organizer who succeeded in recruiting a number of outstanding writers. Following university studies, andwall was employed by
m land’s rivate Bank, where he advanced to an accountant position.
andwall began his ournalistic career in 1843 by purchasing the city’s
largest house. A few months later, together with one of the sons of the
publisher of the existing newspaper, he founded a book printing shop,
a book publishing house and then a newspaper, n pin sbladet. There
was room for everything in his large house. A few years later, andwall
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took over the entire business. Thanks to his efforts, the newspaper came
to be characterized by cleverness and topicality. It contained political
articles and debate contributions in letter form, as well as featuring serialized ction.
The newspaper’s most important contributor was Alm vist, who reported on parliamentary matters. There he was able to publish commentary that was considered too radical for ftonbladet. The economist and
social reformer eorg wederus (1796-1888) wrote on uestions concerning economic deregulation. Maria Berg ron, Asker’s sister, reported
from aris, even during the revolutionary year 1848. iktor Rydberg
(1828-95) was hired by the paper as a proof reader but he also wrote for
the serial division. n pin sbladet was published every non-holiday aturday. uccess resulted in an expansion from weekly to bi-weekly publication, and to more news from tockholm and the neighboring provinces.
andwall engaged in a non-stop feud with n pin s idnin , the
newspaper published by his partner’s father, and thus challenged the
establishment. He immediately endorsed the principles proclaimed by
the February Revolution and was supported in the paper by Alm vist’s
contributions and Berg ron’s reports from aris. His relations with the
provincial governor and the establishment worsened and the debate between the two önköping papers intensi ed. andwall’s business ﬂourished until he began to speculate in a uavit on the tockholm Exchange.
In addition the whole economy experienced a crisis following the February Revolution. andwall was unable to obtain more loans and was
compelled to restructure his nances. At the same time, he received an
offer from rytz to take over andelstidnin en. In the summer of 1848,
andwall settled his affairs in önköping and bought andelstidnin en on
the installment plan.
andwall revitalized andelstidnin en, doubled the size of the editorial staff and engaged a printer with a high-speed press. The circulation
increased to 2,
issues, of which almost half were distributed outside
othenburg. andelstidnin en became easily the largest provincial paper.
In önköping, the circulation of n pin sbladet declined.
A dispute arose between rytz and andwall concerning payment for
the paper for a time resulting in the publication of two versions of an
delstidnin en. rytz had a title in reserve that he could use. The conﬂict
ended when andwall was charged with embezzlement by m land’s rivate Bank. While an accountant for the Bank, he had helped himself to
3 newly printed fty kronor notes out of a shipment of 2
such
notes. In order to avoid prosecution, andwall ﬂed to America in 1851.
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The Fourth Estate
Despite the fact that the freedom of the press ordinance of 1812 had
given the government increased power over the press, the latter achieved
a strong position in wedish society. Within the daily press, tension arose
between the newspapers in the capital and those in the provinces. The
latter maintained that their activities were in no way less important they
served as spokesmen for their regions and participated on an e ual footing in national debates. Because of their closer ties to their readers, ointly
they were able to present an accurate picture of the popular will.
In his monthly magazine itteratur ladet (1838–39), Erik ustaf
ei er asserted, with reference to de Toc ueville’s 1835 book, emo
ra y in meri a, that the press had become a powerful third governmental
component (or fourth estate) of society. itteratur ladet was the most
inﬂuential magazine of that time. It had received a ﬂying start when ei er in the rst issue announced his switch from the onservative to the
iberal camp.
In the rst issue of st ta orrespondenten, published in the fall of
1838, its founder, Henrik Bernhard alm r (18 1–54), alertly used his
editorial comments to take up ei er’s udgment concerning the role of
the press. It was written in the form of a response to a letter from a former fellow student “ ei er’s itteratur-Bladet has pi ued your interest,
especially his statement that the periodic press is a third branch of government. Furthermore, you render me the undeserved honor of wanting
to hear my views on the sub ect.” alm r’s answer – entirely in accord
with ei er’s argument – is very entertaining and very de ant of the rst
estate, which is ridiculed on the basis of sophistry taken from the rusenstolpe feud.
alm r, who had worked at ftonbladet, edited his paper in Hierta’s
caustic and relaxed style, but he lacked the latter’s persistence. After a
year he left the editorial chores to a staff member, and in 184 he sold
the paper to . F. Ridderstad.

The Emancipation of the rovincial ress
There were a number of reasons why the provincial press wished to assert
its independence. One of these was that the papers in the capital had a
tendency to denigrate their country cousins. Another was that the iberal
provincial papers were fre uently accused by their onservative competitors of being ftonbladet s lapdogs.
In 1839, st ta orrespondenten took the lead for a movement re-
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ferred to as the emancipation of the provincial press and which was to
be a struggle against “the capital’s newspaper dictators”. Others involved
were on Engström and eorg Am en (1811–98), editor of a aden in
arlskrona.
Ridderstad proposed in a letter to Am en that a paper controlled by
the provincial press should be started in tockholm. In an appeal to the
public, they called for a new “chief paper” for the iberal opposition.
Argus- ohansson, who considered himself a greater newspaper man than
Hierta and expected posterity to con rm his udgment, supported the
pro ect in articles and exhortations to various provincial papers. The
emancipation movement culminated in 1842.
In the 184 s, turzen-Becker noted that the wedish provincial press
had “achieved a weight and dignity that one scarcely could have imagined
earlier”. During the years between 183 and 186 , more than thirty additional wedish cities, especially centers of trade and manufacturing,
became endowed with newspapers. iven their location, they principally
were directed at a new readership, the bourgeois middle class. By 186 ,
roughly two thirds of weden’s cities had a newspaper providing news
and advertising. The total number of papers was approximately eighty.

A Feverish Delight
On his accession to the throne in 1844, Oscar I aroused high hopes for a
change in policy. The new ing included iberals in his government and
displayed interest in economic deregulation and popular representation
uestions. In foreign policy, he was less pro-Russian and more willing to
grant Norway e ual status within the Union with weden. arts of the
iberal press were afﬂicted with what was popularly called “a feverish
delight”.
ftonbladet moderated its criticism and a li t llehanda, became a
virtual government outlet. Following a Norwegian example, re a was
renamed en onstitutionelle (The onstitutional). The paper urged the
ing to appoint a parliamentary based ministry and give the Riksdag a
Western European style role.
The task of scrutinizing the ing and the government now rested with
the iberal provincial press, especially andelstidnin en, n pin sbladet
and orrlands osten. rytz declared that andelstidnin en would not
be satis ed with hoping. andwall criticized the government’s hesitancy.
andin considered that the iberal newspapers, as a fourth estate, had an
obligation to push the ountry’s political leadership forward.
When the anticipated reforms failed to materialize, Hierta abandoned
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his wait and see attitude. a li t llehanda, which in 1847 had been sold
by Dalman to the urist Elof indman (1819-93), oined the provincial
papers on the bourgeois left. By the autumn of 1847, the infatuation
with the new regime had turned into a crisis of con dence. A new center
of opposition, The Friends of Reform ociety, was started in tockholm
in 1848. It established branches throughout the ountry and worked
across estate lines on uestions concerning political representation. an
delstidnin en assumed the role of chief outlet for the supporters of reform
at the end of the 184 s. andwall wanted to make it a national publication, “a completely open-mined newspaper of the same scope as the large
tockholm papers”.
During the 183 s, there were more than forty court cases involving
the freedom of publication, but barely more than half resulted in a conviction. The initiative often came from the ing and his loyal of cials
tried to inﬂuence the courts. The numerous ury ac uittals irritated the
ing. In a letter from 1852, he wrote that the press had outgrown society and that with its “poisonous fumes” it had infected the political
atmosphere. He wanted to limit the freedom of the press. In his letter, he
asserted that the press had fallen into the hands of persons “who pursue
their responsible calling as a money making speculation and exploit for
their own pro t the ignorance and passions of their readers”. A bill to
deprive the freedom of the press ordinance of its constitutional status
was presented in 1854. The proposal was approved by the ommittee
on onstitutional uestions, but only after a tie had re uired a drawing
of lots. The matter was then continued to the next Riksdag at which, in
1856, it was re ected by all four estates (Nobles, lergy, Burghers and
easants). “If the press were to exert its power”, Argus- ohansson wrote
in a 1855 letter, “it would be the strongest of all forces in society”.

Hierta eaves ftonbladet
In 1847, Hierta sold his printing facility to his foreman ohan Beckman,
but kept the newspaper. During 1848, its circulation was heading for a
record level of 9,
issues. The newspaper enterprise was the ountry’s
largest and very pro table.
The Royal ourt was displeased with ftonbladet s strong position,
and a growing onservative opinion argued that Hierta had revolutionary and republican sympathies. But even among moderately iberal politicians there was dissatisfaction with the paper. They felt that a “digni ed
and truly iberal” counterweight to the excessively radical ftonbladet
was needed. They especially targeted Alm vist and ustaf Hierta.
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In the spring of 1848, share subscription for a new ma or daily newspaper commenced. It was intended to support the representation bill currently
on the Riksdag’s agenda, as well as other iberal proposals. The designated
editor-in-chief was the university fellow er Erik vedbom (1811–57). He
despised ftonbladet and was eager to help “exterminate” it.
uddenly, however, an alternate solution to the Moderate- iberal press
problem appeared. The iberal, but royalist, . F. Dalman contracted
with . A. Walld n to publish a supplement to the latter’s to holms a
blad, with the eventual goal of establishing an entirely new paper. During
the summer of 1848, the supplement, to holms ftonpost started to be
distributed free to to holms a blad s subscribers. to holms ftonpost
received nancial support from the government and included articles ordered by the government. Dalman supported both the government and
the representation proposal and enthused for other iberal reforms.
Interest in a Moderate- iberal newspaper enterprise waned, but not
everyone gave up. A. O. Wallenberg (1816–86), a naval of cer and later
the founder of the Wallenberg nancial dynasty, was one of those who
persisted with undiminished determination. He contributed capital and
recruited share subscribers, but he also insisted that the new paper live in
peace with ftonbladet.
In the fall of 1848, the opportunity to purchase ftonbladet suddenly
materialized. vedbom was informed that Hierta might sell at a price
e ual to one year’s gross revenue, slightly more than 1 ,
Riksdaler,
and agree to not start any competing newspaper. A new consortium was
formed, to which ing Oscar I contributed 1 ,
Riksdaler, and a preliminary agreement was reached with Hierta.
The transaction stranded on the buyers’ insistence on getting rid of
Alm vist and ustaf Hierta. They were to be pensioned off and banned
from the profession. The Royal ourt offered to provide the necessary
funds, but neither Hierta nor vedbom would accept a payment with
such conditions attached. There was no deal. In November of 1848, Hierta
made it known that Alm vist had made a purchase offer, but that transaction also came to naught.
In this situation, Wallenberg discussed the possibility of merging with
a weekend paper with a serial division in order to “thereby be rid of the
damned trouble of getting hold of light material”, Wallenberg wrote to
his older brother, who he had involved in the newspaper transactions.
Finally, the Wallenberg brothers decided to publish a weekly paper in the
format of a daily. They had to assume principal responsibility since vedbom was no longer interested. The test issue of the paper, ore. e o
tidnin i to holm, appeared in December of 1848. The trade wind
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“Bore wants to bring a change in the weather within the northland’s
intellectual world – but Bore does not want to grow into a storm”.
The brothers Wallenberg left ore in April 1849 out of concern for the
younger brother’s military career. ustaf allerstedt (1816–64) took over
the leadership of the paper. ore succeeded in achieving a circulation of
2,
copies in 185 and became a daily.
The negotiations concerning ftonbladet took an even more dramatic
turn when Alm vist, under suspicion of forgery and attempted murder,
ﬂed to the United tates in uly of 1851. The episode was a hard blow
for Hierta to bear.

Hedlund Reports for Duty
. A. Hedlund wrote to Hierta, both to express sympathy and to offer
his services. Hierta could well imagine hiring Hedlund, or even selling
him the paper. The upshot was that Hedlund oined the editorial staff
in 1851.
Following university studies in Uppsala, and a time as a tutor at an estate, in the fall of 1847 Hedlund had begun to review books and theater
performances in a li t llehanda. On assignment from the newspaper,
he traveled to aris in 1848 to study the effects of the February Revolution. He sent fourteen letters to the paper in which he displayed his
republican sympathies. Following his return from aris, Hedlund was
designated to be the reform movement’s secretary in tockholm. When
the movement split, however, and its center of gravity moved to rebro,
Hedlund followed along in 1849 and became the secretary of the eneral
Reform ommittee. He combined this work with being the editor of the
onservative rebro idnin . There he argued in favor of religious freedom and workers’ welfare in addition to criticizing the existing, privilege
based society. The radical Hedlund could hardly remain with rebro
idnin , even if he was allowed to convert it into the principal outlet for
the iberal reform movement. In 1851, he left rebro.
Hedlund was more radical than Hierta. Their ways parted mainly concerning parish and religious freedom. Hierta was strongly critical of the
revivalist movements, while Hedlund was one of its foremost defenders.
Hedlund became the managing editor of ftonbladet, but he was not
allowed to buy it. With Alm vist out of the picture, a reconstituted Moderate- iberal consortium, including some of those who tried to buy the
newspaper in 1848, was able to purchase it in late 1851. ore ceased
publication and the rm was taken over by the newly started, onservative ens a idnin en.
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arl Fredrik Bergstedt (1817–19 3), a university fellow in reek, became the new editor-in-chief of ftonbladet. He started out with a great
attraction, namely a series of articles entitled “England in the Fall of the
ear 1851”, by the world renowned writer Fredrika Bremer (18 1–65).
Bergstedt and Hedlund did not see eye to eye and, after ust a few
months, Hedlund departed. With the coming of the New ear, he applied for the position of editor at andelstidnin en. rytz needed to once
again resuscitate the paper since, following andwall’s ﬂight to America,
the circulation had fallen by 2 per cent.
Hedlund was hired and offered part ownership. In 1857, together
with . . indskog, he bought out rytz and became the paper’s legally responsible publisher. At the time, the circulation was approaching
3,
copies. Rydberg, who had ended up on the outside during the back
and forth between rytz and andwall, returned to andelstidnin en in
1855.
After he had become the new “ rince of Aftonbladet”, editor Bergstedt declared that “freedom” was his highest principle, but that his iberal exemplars were English and Danish, not French, and that he valued
cooperation among individuals. As to ournalism, he disliked “slanderous
polemics” and wanted to raise the tone of public debate.
Under its new leadership, ftonbladet gained a reputation for being
boring. The light touch disappeared. It was not ust because three university fellows in a row had served as editor-in-chief that the paper was called
“The choolmasters’ Aftonblad”.
olitically, ftonbladet became greyer and andelstidnin en became
redder. The latter replaced ftonbladet as the leading iberal newspaper in weden. Hedlund, who Hierta had given the epithet “the young
rebrand” when commenting on his letters from aris in 1848, replaced
Hierta as leader of the iberal press.
Hedlund’s political stand can be described as state-supported iberalism. He argued for the construction of a large scale system of state-owned,
trunk railway lines and supported the proposal of Finance Minister . A.
ripenstedt to nance such an investment with foreign loans. Hedlund
also supported the Finance Minister’s policy of intervention during the
economic crisis of 1857. He fought for free trade and candinavianism,
until it became apparent that the Western powers would attack Russia in
the rimea. This raised the prospect of Finland being returned to weden, which was viewed by the Norwegians as undesirable. They feared
it would make weden’s position within the wedish-Norwegian Union
too strong. Hedlund responded by adopting what approximated an antiNorwegian attitude.
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Hedlund procured a strong position for himself within the wedish
press. Rydberg was his most important contributor. Hierta provided
reports from the capital, until he was replaced by Rudolf Wall. Argusohansson exchanged fre uent letter with Hedlund, and continually contributed to the paper. The Finance Minister was happy to discuss government business with Hedlund.

Adult Education
Even though magazines participated in the political debate, ei er’s it
teratur ladet can serve as an example, their publishing was more affected
by technological than by political developments. The new illustration
possibilities were exploited not ust by the picture magazines dealing with
current goings on, but also by the fashion magazines. The widespread
publication of serials in the daily newspapers inspired the magazines to
include captivating and easily accessible texts.
In the early 19th century, the British ociety for the Diffusion of Useful
nowledge started a low-price magazine intended to foster adult education. The idea came from France, where mile de irardin in 1831 had
launched the ournal des onnaissan es utiles, which uickly reached a circulation of 13 ,
copies. The British magazine was named he enny
a a ine and was published by the entrepreneurial harles night. It
was illustrated using the new xylograph technology and printed on rapid
presses. A great initial success, its circulation peaked at 16 ,
, and then
retreated. Neither night nor the ociety wanted to include “useless”
ction. The market was soon con uered by cheap, illustrated magazines
that featured ris u novels, the so-called “penny dreadfuls”.
In weden, a sister organization to the British ociety (with the same
name translated to wedish – lls apet f r nytti a uns apers spridande)
which set out to publish a popular magazine for adult education was
formed. The wedish ociety tried in vain to purchase the pictures from
he enny a a ine. They had to be content with a uarterly publication without illustrations, but cheap, snin f r ol et (Readings for the
eople), 1835–1924. It contained “useful reading for the rural populace and the working classes”. The pro ect was a forerunner to the 1842
legislation calling for the universal establishment of elementary schools.
During its early years, the circulation of the magazine was approximately
1 ,
copies per issue.
ublication was subsidized through the ociety’s membership fees. In
itteratur ladet, ei er described the magazine as an expression of the
era’s faith in education that in a “true hristian spirit combines the edifying with the useful”.
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At the same time as snin f r ol et was being launched, a new,
weekly, low price, adult education newspaper began to be published in
ristianstad. It was intended to “spread generally useful information”.
Directly translating the British title, enny a a ine, it was named ill
in
a asin (1834–35). The publisher was a captain of artillery, ohan
Bah r, who previously had participated in starting the city’s rst newspaper,
ns a osten, in 183 .
Following an 1835 trip to ondon and aris to visit newspaper publishers and machine manufacturers, Hierta reached an agreement with
his friend harles night for the sole wedish rights to the wood prints
in he enny a a ine. With both pictures and texts to a large extent
borrowed from he enny a a ine, in 1836 Hierta started publishing
rda s a asinet (The aturday Magazine). He did not, however, exclude ction. Hierta’s new weekly achieved a circulation e ual to that of
his daily paper, but was only published for four years. Unlike its precursors and Bah r’s paper, Hierta’s “penny magazine” was not cheap. uite
the contrary, an annual subscription cost three riksdaler.

opular Revivals and obriety
The British- wedish technician and industrialist amuel Owen (1774–
1854), weden’s rst steamboat builder, was a Methodist. He summoned
English pastors to tockholm as spiritual guides for his British employees.
Most important among these was eorge cott (1894–74) who arrived
in tockholm in 183 . His work uickly spread beyond the circle of
Methodists living in tockholm. Owen and cott also participated in the
temperance movement. The ing and his government approved of their
efforts.
cott founded monthly magazines to support his campaigns the revivalist issions idnin (1834) and weden’s rst temperance newspaper
osterlands nnen (1836–46). The latter had an English precursor ( he
emperan e enny a a ine and achieved a circulation of 2,
copies.
When the tockholm ity onsistory re ected an application by Owen
and cott for permission to build a church, a lively press debate ensued.
The far from iberal decision was criticized by the onservative ens a
iner a. The paper presented the matter as an important uestion of
religious freedom and expressed the expectation that the iberal newspapers would “sound the alarm with all their might”. In fact, they did no
such thing. The iberal camp mistrusted a man who tamely moved in the
onservative circles close to the throne.
In 1841, cott traveled to the United tates to raise money for his
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work in weden. In his speeches, cott painted a dark picture of wedish morality. His “shameless way” of describing the wedish people irritated re a and llehanda, who demanded that cott be deported. In
order to better defend himself, in 1842, with the help of money from the
United tates, cott started the monthly paper, ietisten. Within a year,
it reached a circulation of over 1,
copies.
ressure from the iberal press resulted in cott being banned from holding religious services in wedish. The criticism in the press caused cott to
be accosted on the street and, despite a street riot, he was denied police protection. ens a iet condemned the “paving stone opinion”, and ens a
iner a took the supposedly responsible iberal papers to task.
The pressure on cott became too great. In 1842, he left weden. arl
Olof Rosenius (1816–68) assumed the editorship of ietisten and the
circulation continued to expand, reaching almost 18,
copies in 1855.
ietisten was a revivalist paper containing much material from foreign
magazines. With Rosenius as editor, it evolved into a wedish theological
ournal.

opulist Agitation
In the mid 184 ’s, wedish newspapers directed at the working class were
launched. These were affable, entertaining and agitatorial, using pictures
to support their radical arguments.
The papers were published weekly, either on aturday or on unday.
The most successful added a Wednesday issue. Individual copies were
hawked on the street, but they were not particularly cheap. They maintained the same relative price as other newspapers. Their names varied
unday papers for their day of publication, boulevard papers based on
how they were sold, worker or popular press referring to their intended
audience and scandal papers or the rabidly radical press with reference to
the goals of their tough minded agitation.
nda sbladet (1845–63), published by the novelist Edvard öberg
(1822–63), was the trail blazer. öberg developed it from a boulevard
paper with a circulation of 6 copies into an instrument of the socialist struggle with a circulation exceeding 2,
copies. nda sbladet accused the police of brutality against workers and attacked ma or business
leaders. The paper saw them as members of a gang of bandits led by
Hierta. nda sbladet was further radicalized by the February Revolution of 1848. Following the reversal of fortune in France, the newspaper
became a mouthpiece for Bildningscirkeln (The Educational ircle) in
tockholm, a bourgeois-dominated philanthropic organization dedicated
to improving relations among social classes.
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Rudolf Wall, a colleague of Hierta, saw the new weekend papers as
an opportunity to strike out on his own. A few years after the start of
nda sbladet, Wall established nda stidnin en, which in many regards
resembled its forerunner. The paper dealt with events within the capital’s
working class world, and it covered the meetings of Bildningscirkeln, but
success eluded it.
Instead nda sbladet s closest emulator, and for a time its leading competitor, was ol ets st (The oice of the eople), which was founded in
1849 by a law clerk in the court of appeals, Franz öberg (1818–91), a
cousin of Edvard öberg. Its head piece summarized the paper’s socialist reform program “Enlightenment, Freedom and Bread”. ol ets st
was a great success, with a circulation of 4,
copies within a year. The
fre uency of publication was increased from once to twice a week. ol ets
st became the ob ect of freedom of the press prosecution. onse uently, Franz öberg hired individuals to play the role of legally responsible
publisher and maintained an inventory of licensed titles in reserve.
The rapid expansion of the circulation can be traced to ohan ustaf
Wahlbom (1824–76), the paper’s illustrator. Each issue of ol ets st contained between two and four of his hand-drawn pictures. In addition, rusenstolpe provided a popular column, “To our readers in the provinces”.
derneslandet, founded in 1852 in und by the hD e uiped Nils
Rudolf Munck af Rosenschöld, had more scandalous tendencies. It was
started as an outlet for candinavianism, the movement that favored far
reaching co-operation between Denmark (including Iceland) and weden-Norway. Finland would be included once it was reunited with weden. The paper was hit by a number of freedom of the press indictments
and moved to tockholm in 1853, where Rosenschöld sold it in 1856.
The circulation expanded substantially under the new ownership and
surpassed 5,
issues in 1858. Once again, after he became the paper’s
illustrator in 1857, ustaf Wahlbom played a ma or role. Among the
contributors was the omnipresent rusenstolpe.
Oscar I displayed the same lack of scruples as his father in trying to
control newspapers and magazines. The Royal ourt accepted the papers
associated with adult education campaigns, as well as those of the revival
and temperance movements, but disliked populist agitators.
The founding of the daily paper iden (1847–51) was a onservative
enterprise. The Uppsala professor . F. almblad was appointed editor. He had a high opinion both of ournalism and of himself. He asserted that “ ournalism is now as great a power as the parliaments thus
it is ust as important that highly regarded and well known voices make
themselves heard in the press as from the Riksdag’s benches”. almblad
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emphasized politics and literary coverage, and had a negative attitude
towards news-based ournalism. The paper lost money, even after its freuency of publication was reduced. Recurring rescue campaigns failed,
and the paper closed.
The government’s continual disadvantage in the press caused it to
search for new opportunities to create counter weights. The “ ing’s
bureau”, the private secretariat that handled the monarch’s correspondence, distributed suitable news items and articles to appropriate outlets.
Best of all, at least from the government’s perspective, would be to establish or take over a large daily paper that could match ftonbladet.
In order to counter the radical unday papers, the government side
purchased the weekly yn laset. With the ing’s hamberlain, E. M.
onstans af ontin as editor it changed its name to ya yn laset. An
indictment allowed the ing to dispose of the opposition paper eform
(1849–5 ), published by the iberal und University student Fredrik
Borg (1824–95). Borg lacked the stamina to restart the paper.
In 185 , the Royal ourt succeeded in converting nda sbladet to
its side by giving it access to attractive court documents. ol ets st was
nancially induced to switch sides, and starting in 1851, it did the ing’s
bidding. The politically unreliable rusenstolpe received monetary support for his monthly t llnin ar o h f rh llanden and, in the early 185 s,
he too changed course. Oscar I did not ob ect to left-wing attacks on the
iberal press, what mattered was that it was attacked.

Bonnier ursues iterature and Elegance
The belles-lettres ournal a aren, which appeared during 1841 under
the editorship of O. . turzen-Becker, was a far different unday paper
than the political weekend papers. It was concerned with literature and
art. The introduction in its rst issue is to the point “A paper with playful and easily digested contents – to amuse oneself for half an hour or so”.
turzen-Becker further developed the specialty he had previously practiced at ftonbladet – amusing but pointed commentary on the week’s
events, now under the heading “Divan” (The ouch). ithographs portraying foreign celebrities and scenes from tockholm were introduced.
ome issues were accompanied by literary supplements.
A successor to a aren appeared in the shape of to holms i aro
(1844–47), which paid homage to light hearted and cultured humor.
The name Figaro was “a guarantee of hilarity and folly”, the editor assured his readers. turzen-Becker contributed, but so did a long list of
others, such as August Blanche and Fredrika Bremer. heet music, por-
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traits and colored fashion illustrations were included as supplements.
The two book-publishing Bonnier brothers, Adolf and Albert, stood
behind a aren and to holms i aro, respectively. Their motivation
was to lend support to their book publishing activities and to bene t
both new and established authors. However, they also entered other elds
of magazine publishing. In 1843, Albert Bonnier established to holms
ode ournal, a “magazine for the world of elegance”. tarting in 1851,
it was devoted exclusively to ladies’ fashion. During the years 1853 to
1856, its editor was the woman author Wilhelmina t lberg (18 3–72).
he was later to serve as co-editor of the rst modern wedish biographical work concerning women “Anteckningar om svenska kvinnor” (Notes
on wedish Women, 1864).
The Bonnier brothers had migrated to weden from openhagen.
Their father, who was born in Dresden, had himself moved to Denmark
because conditions for ewish families were better there than in ermany.
Following a period working as a language teacher, he took over a lending
library. In 18 4, he was granted legal residence in openhagen, married
a Danish lady and changed his name from utkind Hirschel to erard
Bonnier simply because it sounded better. He had no French connection
whatsoever. Bonnier was granted burgership as a dealer in foreign books.
He expanded his business with a book publishing house and, starting
in 1816, a daily newspaper. The latter, intended to give support to the
book publishing, was named a sposten and survived for four years. In
1821, economic hard times compelled Bonnier to contract his activities,
and it was no longer possible to employ all of his eleven children in the
business.
Adolf, the oldest son, moved to othenburg in 1827. There he opened
a book store and was granted legal residence status. He continued on to
tockholm in 1831, where he was oined by Albert in 1835. A third
brother, David Felix, moved from openhagen to othenburg in 1837
and assumed responsibility for Adolf’s book store.

ketches from Reality
Following the closing of to holms i aro, Rudolf Wall, who had had
no success with nda stidnin en and had failed in his attempt to buy
ol ets st, now aimed to replace the defunct paper. As a replacement,
he launched a weekend paper, ris ytten (The Free-shooter). After a few
years, Wednesday publication was added. With its light touch and pointed satire, the paper was reminiscent of the English un h, the French
hari ari and the Danish orsaren. In order to combat the new mon-
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arch’s rightwing policies, Wall made the paper an outlet for the political
opposition. It criticized the iberal paper’s drift to the right and their
submissiveness towards the Royal ourt and the ing. To that end, the
ing’s sworn adversary Argus- ohansson was recruited as a contributor.
The paper, however, was no great success. The circulation stagnated at
approximately 1,
copies, to a large extent because of the appearance
of a competitor. With he Illustrated ondon ews as his inspiration, the
lithographer ohn Fredrik Meyer (18 6–93), founded Illustrerad idnin
(1855–67) which initiated the publication of lithographic news pictures.
This new aturday paper uickly achieved a circulation twice that of
ris ytten. It rose further after August Blanche in 1857 became its editor
and launched the paper into the political debate. Blanche published a
series of stories entitled “ ketches from Reality”.

6.

New Ideas (1858–8 )

wedish newspaper publishers were well aware that during the18 s
foreign newspaper producers had experienced success with low price
papers with frothy contents, less politics and more entertainment. Initially, the wedish publishers only imitated the easy parts – especially
the serials – and not the low price. A new generation of publisher was
re uired for the latter step to be taken.

Foreign recursors
On uly 1, 1836, two papers of this new kind appeared in aris a resse
and e i le. They cost 4 Francs per annum instead of the usual 8
Francs. Two newspaper producers had agreed to cooperate, but when
the intended starting date approached, they split and each launched his
own paper. Two such newspapers had a greater impact than ust one,
and the established papers were forced to adapt. At the same time, two
newspapers of the same design were started in New ork he un and
he ew or
erald. he un used paper boys to sell single copies on
the street for one cent each. It also began publishing classi ed advertisements, starting with help wanted ads. In ondon, he aily ele raph
was founded in the mid-185 s. It cost one pence for a single copy and
uickly surpassed the circulation of he imes. In the 187 s, its circulation surpassed 25 ,
copies, the most in the world. In aris, a second
round of easily accessible, low price newspapers debuted in the 186 s.
The most successful of these was now e etit ournal. In 1866, it became
the rst paper in the world to achieve a circulation of over one million
copies. In New ork, a second wave consisting of he orld and he
ew or ournal, appeared in the mid 189 s. arallel technical developments in type setting and printing made the larger press runs feasible.
One explanation for why the wedish newspaper publishers did not
immediately exploit all these innovations can be found in an 1858 essay
by turzen-Becker dealing with the history of the aris press. He thought
that the most remarkable aspect of a resse was “without uestion its
character of being a new and, for its time, an enormous enterprise”. It
was thanks to his entrepreneurship that its founder, mile de irardin,
97
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succeeded in becoming one of periods “at least most talked about” men.
In terms of any “great political contribution”, however, turzen-Becker
maintained that many other French publicists of the time should be
placed ahead of irardin.
The iberal wedish newspaper publishers, with Hierta leading the
way, mainly considered their calling to be political leadership, and their
papers to be instruments for change. The foreign innovations were rst
of all seen as too much business and not enough politics. Hierta would
change, but not concerning ftonbladet.
In the French low price press, the serial took absolute precedence.
The competing papers fought over Dumas’ suspenseful novels, and he
was well paid. By contrast, ftonbladet simply omitted installments of
Emilie Flygare- arl n’s successful novel tt pmanshus i s r rden (A
Merchant House in the Archipelago) when the political material needed
more space.

Organic rowth
The wedish newspaper market grew as the number of papers around
the ountry increased. This was the result of economic development,
improved transportation and industrialization, but also of civic pride.
In addition to virtually every city, towns not endowed with formal city
charters procured a newspaper.
During the 186 s and 187 s, a provincial newspaper consisted of four
pages and appeared once or twice a week in an edition of two or three
hundred copies. The editorial effort behind each issue was often limited.
Most book printers who published a paper hired an editor. The largest
group of provincial editors consisted of secondary school teachers. Other
occupations that included part-time editors were telegraph employees,
clergymen, elementary school teachers and railway station masters. In the
print shop, migrant typographers were often employed, although local
women were becoming more prevalent. Often one or two hours of hand
power was used to crank out the edition on a simple wooden press.
All the ountry’s 26 cities that were the seat of a provincial governor
and a bishop had long since had papers. These newspapers had an economic foundation in the publication of of cial pronouncements, and
they could recruit secondary school teachers as editors. In 186 , approximately 25 cities lacked a newspaper, but twenty years later only ve did
so igtuna, axholm, Torsh lla, ung lv and kanör-Falsterbo. Older
newspaper cities became multi-paper locations.
The freedom of publishing law still ordained that a print shop – and
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thus newspaper publishing – could only be located in a legally constituted city or at most three miles distant from a city. In practice, this
problem was solved by non-city newspapers being printed in a nearby
city. This allowed railroad unctions such as Töreboda, N ss o, Eslöv and
Bolln s, as well as industrial towns such as Motala, which in addition was
located on the important transport route öta anal, to have their own
newspapers.
The number of news and advertising papers outside tockholm increased from 84 in 186 to 148 in 188 . At the same time, the number
of locales with more than one paper increased from 3 percent of all
newspaper cities in 187 to almost one half in 188 . Three newspapers
competed in each of seven non-ma or cities.
The press also grew by increasing the fre uency of publication. Outside
the big cities, Norrköping, and its paper orr pin s idnin ar, in 1871
became the rst locale with publication six days per week. önköping
followed suit after 1872 – n pin sbladet became n pin s a blad
– and resunds osten in Helsingborg in 1874.
The newspapers continued to be four pages, but they increased the
printing space and thus the amount of text per issue, from three to four
or ve columns. Many of the large provincial paper even expanded their
pages to seven columns. For a long time, orr pin s idnin ar maintained its lead outside the big cities by increasing both the fre uency of
publication and the size of the print area. On a weekly basis, it tripled its
total number of columns between 186 and 188 .
The expansionary trend was reinforced by great events such as wars,
but also political gains and periods of economic prosperity. During 1865,
the year representation in the wedish Riksdag was reformed (and converted from four estates to two chambers), 12 newspapers were founded.
During 1876, at the apex of the economic boom, 11 new papers were
launched.

Felix Bonnier Innovates with are
The new approach was rst introduced in othenburg, but it was a modest beginning. The changes principally involved content. The innovator
was Felix Bonnier, who maintained close contact with his family in openhagen and, through them, with developments in the foreign press.
Felix Bonnier founded tebor s osten in 1859. His action was motivated by two factors. First of all, among othenburg’s commercial elite
there existed a stored up resentment against the interventionist iberalism of andelstidnin en. Moreover, since 1849, andelstidnin en had
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been the only daily paper in othenburg. econdly, Bonnier had idle
capacity in his printing shop that he was eager to utilize. Bonnier received
nancial guarantees for three years of publication.
The start was delayed by dif culties in nding an editor who could ll
the role of opponent to Hedlund. Among those Felix Bonnier discussed
as potential candidates with his brothers Adolf and Albert in tockholm
were turzen-Becker, who had ust sold resunds osten that he had started in 1847 in Helsingborg, and Rudolf Wall of ris ytten. Wall, however, was a good friend of Hedlund. Furthermore, his mentor, Hierta, was
andelstidnin en s tockholm correspondent.
Felix Bonnier started with bi-weekly publication. He had to serve as
editor himself, even though he principally was a businessman. After a
year, the paper converted to publishing six days per week. With a circulation of 1,5 copies during the third year, the paper yielded a pro t.
Bonnier sold his book store and devoted himself totally to the paper. In
openhagen, 186 had seen the birth and great success of the low price
paper ol ets is (The eople’s Newspaper). It was published each weekday morning and mainly contained news from openhagen, especially
police reports, and everyday chatty columns.

News Items That tood Out
Bonnier made
tebor s osten easier to read and more entertaining
than andelstidnin en. He toned down foreign news and emphasized
local happenings. News items were made more prominent by printing
the headlines in bold type. During the startup year of 1859, turzenBecker contributed clever commentary on foreign policy and later delivered chatty political columns. Every aturday, Bonnier himself wrote a
light-hearted “Weekly ommentary” on life in othenburg. A key role
was played by the humorous columnist and photographer Aron onason (1838–1914), who uickly became the embodiment of othenburg
humor. In 1863, . F. Mengel (1813–89) was recruited as a tockholm
correspondent. His articles were among the most cited in the wedish
press during the 186 s and 187 s. artly this was due to his often serving as a mouthpiece for the Minister of Finance, . A. ripenstedt. The
entertainment value of the paper was enhanced by featuring exciting and
ris u French novels.
Bonnier copied the news-item system from eri es llehanda. In
1854, when the telegraph commissioner Arvid um lius succeeded his
father, secondary school head master O. . um lius, as editor of eri es
llehanda, he prescribed that all important content, including commen-
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he system of noti es was de eloped by Nerikes Allehanda durin the 1850s and
then spread rapidly throu hout the wedish press.

tary, was to be presented as news items with headlines. This would allow
the publication of more news while at the same time making the paper
easier to read.
The captions were to be printed in semi-bold print and consist either
of several letters from the beginning of the rst sentence or else of a key
word. For um lius, newspaper editing consisted to a large extent of
writing news items. eri es llehanda launched its news-item system in
December of 1854. orr pin s idnin ar followed suit in 1858, te
bor s osten in 1859, andelstidnin en in 186 and resunds osten in
1863. ftonbladet introduced the system in 1867.
When
tebor s osten in 186 became a six-days-per-week publication like andelstidnin en, Bonnier opted for a lower price than its
competitor, but not as low as one-half. An annual subscription cost 12
Riksdaler as compared to 18 for andelstidnin en and the single copy
price was 6 öre rather than 8. At the same time, tebor s osten became
a morning paper so that it could be distributed with the morning train
from othenburg. As a result, tebor s osten achieved a larger circulation outside the city than its competitor. andelstidnin en continued
to be an evening paper, published at 7 .M. For Hedlund, for whom
foreign news came rst, it was more important to include news from the
same day’s mail and late telegrams. Once the western railway trunk line
between tockholm and othenburg was completed in 1862, tebor s
osten was able to include news from the capital’s papers that had arrived
from tockholm by train the previous evening.
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tarting in 1865, immediately following the tockholm train’s arrival
in othenburg at 1 .M., street hawkers began selling single copies
of the tockholm papers. This caused both the othenburg papers to
organize the selling of their own single copies on the streets. andelstid
nin en reinforced this venture with a four-page extra issue on aturdays.
In terms of circulation, andelstidnin en was able to stay ahead of te
bor s osten.
There was little possibility of political opposition to andelstidnin en.
The most important contributors to the two othenburg papers were
good friends and in a number of cases cooperated in other areas. One
example, is the political-satire magazine omtebissen which, with un h
as its inspiration, was published during 1857 by iktor Rydberg of an
delstidnin en and onas hilipson, a cousin of the future tebor s osten
staff member Aron onasson. Among other contributions, the latter
sketched the magazine’s vignette.
During the Franco- russian War of 187 –71, tebor s osten, which
supported France, got the upper hand over the ermanophile andels
tidnin en which, however, an increasingly ailing Bonnier did not have
the strength to exploit. In 1872, he sold his paper to Fredrik kerblom
(1839–19 1), a secondary school teacher. kerblom, who also received
nancial support from the local merchant aristocracy, was onservative,
except with regard to free trade. ike Bonnier, kerblom also was unable
prevail against andelstidnin en.
ocally, Hedlund pursued a iberal cultural policy with the aim of
making othenburg a Nordic forerunner. His greatest impact on othenburg’s cultural development probably resulted from his support of museums, the city library and the university college. With the help of the
newspaper, he was especially successful in persuading rich othenburgers
to donate to local cultural institutions.
andelstidnin en consolidated its positions as othenburg’s leading
newspaper rm, and in 1874, it was converted into a oint stock company. Two years later, it moved into weden’s rst purposely designed
newspaper building.

Rudolf Wall Dives Right In
Rudolf Wall was the other wede to introduce the new ournalism. Unlike Felix Bonnier, however, he did not hesitate but dove right in. Wall
was well prepared in December of 1864 when he launched a ens y
heter in tockholm. He had been training for a number of years, most
recently at the weekly ris ytten.
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During the summer of 1864, Wall had traveled to Denmark and ermany in search of ideas. In Denmark, ol ets is had established itself as
an impressive example of how to apply everything that was new. Wall’s
mentor Hierta had during a visit to aris become ac uainted with e
etit ournal and enthusiastically described it to Wall. Wall also sought
the advice of Felix Bonnier in othenburg. All in all, Wall had a distinct
advantage over Bonnier who lacked a mentor.
Wall opted to publish in the morning. Thanks to the western trunk
line, as a morning paper a ens yheter could be distributed all over the
ountry, while also incorporating fresh provincial news. Wall arranged
to pick up the papers arriving from the south of weden at a station before tockholm rather than receiving them by mail the next day.
a ens yheter maintained low prices, both for its readers and its advertisers. Five öre per single issue and 1 Riksdaler for an annual subscription was half of what most tockholm papers charged. Wall, also
introduced a monthly subscription for one Riksdaler. The subscription
fee included home delivery in tockholm, with the newsboys acting as
collectors. The cost of advertisements was 6 öre per line, clearly less than
the normal 1 öre.
Wall urged his contributors to write using correct spoken language,
brief and concise, hopefully with amusing twists and turns. Editorials
should be short and limited to one principal point. Thus the newspaper
became famous for its so-called “six-inchers”. a ens yheter developed a
characteristic layout with section headings and, from the very start, newsitem headlines in bold type according to the eri es llehanda model.
The emphasis was on domestic and local news, as well as entertaining material. News items from tockholm, detailed trial descriptions and
letters from the provinces were included in virtually every issue. Among
the foreign reports, anecdotal so-called -scraps were favored. As for culture, Wall prioritized the theater. It provided entertainment, celebrities
and advertisements. ike Bonnier in othenburg, Wall included ris u
French novels in the serials section.
Wall calculated that his rm would break even with a circulation of
5,
copies and with advertisements on 25 per cent of the print area.
After three years, a pro t might be expected. After only three months, the
circulation exceeded 5,
copies. ro tability was achieved already in
copies
the second year. In 188 , the circulation was approximately 15,
and advertisements accounted for 55 per cent of the available space. At
that point, Wall increased the advertisement fees, but let the single copy
and subscription prices remain at their existing low level. Over time, there
evolved the business model that also in weden has become standard for
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subscribed papers, namely one-third of the revenue from sales and twothirds from advertising.
A ma or explanation for Wall’s success was his frugality. The number
of employees and their salaries were kept at a minimum. For a long time,
Wall relied solely on used printing presses, and he put downward pressure on newsprint prices by oining with a number of provincial papers to
form a purchasing syndicate. According to turzen-Becker, like irardin
Wall had a practical bent and a good business sense. He was a manager
and businessman, but not an outstanding ournalist.

A New Attempt to urchase ftonbladet
The university fellows who bought ftonbladet in 1851 had problems
agreeing on the foreign policy line the paper should follow, e.g. for or
against wedish participation in the rimean War. The newspaper spoke
with two voices. Finally in 1855, editor Bergstedt, who disliked the
thought of wedish involvement in the War, resigned. He was succeeded
rst by vedbom and later, in 1857, by August ohlman (1824–74),
both of whom supported Oscar I’s revanchist policy.
ftonbladet lost both in terms of reputation and in circulation. From a
peak of almost 9,
copies in 1848, it fell to 6,5 in 1858. Ten years
later, ftonbladet was surpassed by a ens yheter at around the 7,
mark. peculation concerning the paper’s future ﬂourished. In 1868,
A. O. Wallenberg made an attempt to, via ohlman’s share, purchase the
paper. ince 1865, Wallenberg had been the paper’s economic columnist
under the heading “Economics”. He searched feverishly after channels to
publicize his shipping and banking policy ideas. As in 1848, the attempt
failed, and, ust as then, in 1869 a new paper was launched on the initiative of Wallenberg. On this occasion, it was a thrice weekly publication
entitled to holms osten. The former editor of ftonbladet Bergstedt,
was given the same position with the new paper. Wallenberg transferred
his column from ftonbladet. This exclusively political newspaper lacked
all lighter material. It thus sealed its own fate, and had to close in 187 .
The editorial and nancial problems of ohlman and ftonbladet continued. The newspaper was reorganized into a oint stock company in
1869, and ohlman found himself subordinated to one of the owners,
Abraham Hirsch, who was in charge of the nances. After ohlman died
in 1874, Adolf Hedin (1834–19 5) was recruited as editor. Hedin was a
brilliant publicist – “ wedish iberalism’s grand old man” – but lacked
interest in news reporting and serials, as well as in personnel and nancial
matters. He barely lasted two years in his position. Thereafter, the news-
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paper drifted rightwards with circulation, advertising volume and pro t
all declining.

The apers Move to lara
The venerable and onservative a li t llehanda survived the mid
185 s as an advertising supplement to two different newspapers, and
was resurrected as ya a li t llehanda in 1859. The new editor was
arl Adam indström, h.D. (1816–85). He was able to maintain his
independence vis- -vis both the nanciers and the government. He had
grasped the importance of advertising, as he revealed when he concluded
an agreement with the Association of team Boat aptains giving him
exclusive rights to the popular advertisements containing the archipelago
timetables. indström responded to Wall’s morning-publishing gambit
by introducing a morning edition of ya a li t llehanda starting in
1865.
In 1871, ya a li t llehanda moved from tockholm’s Old Town
to the lara district, where the new central railway station was located.
Over time, lara became the center of newspaper publishing in tockholm. The second paper to move there was to holms a blad.
to holms a blad was principally an outlet for advertising. It had for
decades been the paper of the lower classes. Advertisements accounted
for 8 percent of its contents. The paper, however, failed to exploit this
advantage and its subscription rate was only about ten percent lower that
that of the other newspapers. In response to a ens yheter, in 1868
to holms a blad introduced a daily provincial edition charging eight
Riksdaler for an annual subscription. This made it the ountry’s least
expensive six-day paper.
The owner, onas Walld n became a wealthy large-estate owner.
When his son Wilhelm (1836–19 6) in 1869 took over, he used the
newspaper’s strong nances in an unexpected way.
Wilhelm Walld n had taken annual European trips with special emphasis on studying the English press. He, however, was not inspired by the
new one-penny newspapers but by he imes. ike Hedlund in othenburg, he admired its integrity, accurate news and emphasis on foreign
correspondents. In the course of only a few years, Wilhelm Walld n succeeded in renewing the family newspaper and substantially increasing its
circulation. The amount of text was increased and elegantly presented.
Wallden’s editorials were well written and the aturday light-hearted columns on tockholm were the responsibility of the genre’s master, la s
undin (1825–19 8).
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Walld n achieved his goal. He was referred to with respect as the
“Newspaper ord” and his paper was called the “ wedish Times”. olitically, his free trade-supporting paper was middle of the road. Except for
a few years as a member of the Riksdag, Walld n devoted himself totally
to the paper. His time there was its golden age.
At the end of the 187 s, Walld n moved his paper from the Old
Town to lara and to a building that became tockholm’s rst modern
newspaper palace. At the same time, the rm was converted to a oint
stock company.

Unfair ractices
During the 186 s, a ens yheter experienced dif culties in making its
voice heard in the political debate. In the 187 s, however, it was more
successful. During that decade, two of the leading politicians in the
Agrarian arty, östa osse (1823–88) and Emil ey (1822–92), wrote
most of the paper’s editorials. Initially they did so anonymously, even
leaving Rudolf Wall in the dark. Ellen ey (1849–1926), the daughter
of Emil and a rst cousin of osse, made a fair copy of the articles in
order to conceal the identity of the authors. ince Ellen was aware that
anything in her handwriting would be published, on one occasion in
1878 she submitted her own “ten incher” which, as she expected, was
included. Her father praised Wall and refused to believe that the editorial
was composed by his daughter.
a ens yheter s foremost competitor was derneslandet. Both papers
focused on the same middle strata of the market, a segment that grew
rapidly following the economic reforms of 1846 (the abolition of the
guilds) and 1864 (total freedom of occupational choice). derneslandet
imitated ol ets st and became especially known, not to say a source
of scandal, for a daily column, “Brev till syster Ulla” ( etters to ister
Ulla). It was illustrated with daring caricatures drawn by ohan ustaf
Wahlbom. The paper was the target of a long string of freedom of the
press prosecutions, but the owners and editors were protected with the
assistance of front gures.
derneslandet relied on unfair practices. Together with the satirical
newspaper nda s isse (1862–1924), it engaged in personal attacks on
Wall under the heading “Walliana”. These personal attacks were mixed
in with criticism of a ens yheter s serials, which were dismissed as
“wretched literature”. Wall’s editorial department was called “a kindergarten for ignorant ournalists”.
In 1874, a ens yheter became a oint stock company, and by the
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time it moved into a large of ce building in 1875, Wall was a wealthy
man. At the same time, Wall wanted to enhance his social standing. To
this end, he sought to make a ens yheter more like the established
newspapers. Among other measures, he devoted more of the paper’s capacity to serious cultural material.

andelstidnin s Flitting Reporter
Wall’s program for a ens yhter, like Bonnier’s for tebor s osten,
included a toning down of foreign reporting. What there was, was usually lifted from other papers. tarting in the mid 186 s, it was also possible to rely on international wire services. The Dane Alfred H. E. Fich
(1827–93), who in 1866 had opened Ritzaus Bureau in openhagen,
started venska Telegrambyr n in tockholm the following year.
At the end of the 19th century, three newspapers in particular were
known for their foreign reporting, andelstidnin en, ya a li t lle
handa and to holms a blad. The editors of these papers treated this
division like a favorite child. Their correspondents were often featured in
the newspapers’ marketing. ftonbladet only had professional reporting
from Norway and Denmark.
The foreign news was dominated by events in England, France, ermany, Denmark and Norway. The largest number of reports came from
aris, but the center of gravity sometimes shifted in response to wars and
world fairs, the rst of which was held in ondon in 1851.
andelstidnin en recruited two correspondents that became ma or
personalities in the wedish press, la s undin and Mauritz Rubenson
(1836–99).
undin was a far from successful businessman in othenburg in 1858
when he was discovered by Hedlund and given the assignment as an
delstidnin en’s correspondent in openhagen. In 1859, he moved on to
aris. He uickly became one of the ountry’s leading foreign correspondents. At the same time, andelstidnin en strengthened the foreign division by appointing iktor Rydberg its head. undin supplemented his
nances by also reporting for ya a li t llehanda, to holms a blad
and ftonbladet. When he returned to weden in 1866, it was to holms
a blad that made him second in command. He covered a number of
world fairs on its behalf.
Mauritz Rubenson was providing correspondence from othenburg
for ya a li t llehanda in 1865 when he was employed by andelstid
nin en. Hedlund sent him on long reporting trips. The rst concerned
the conditions of the home weavers in a traditional wedish handicraft
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textile district, uh radsbygden. In 1867, Rubenson visited the rapidly expanding wedish settlements in the American Mid-West. He also traveled
in Russia, Belgium and the Netherlands. Two of Rubenson’s specialties
became world fairs and railway inaugurations. At the opening of wedish
railway lines, the presence of two persons was taken for granted, ing
Oscar II and Mauritz Rubenson. His fre uent travels earned him the
epithet “Handelstidningen’s ﬂitting (correspondent)”.

A Tempting Adventure
In 1868, ya a li t llehanda dispatched ottfrid Renholm (1834–
19 8), a rising name in tockholm, on a reporting trip to pain and
France. In 1869, he was made the papers permanent correspondent in
aris. His reports from besieged aris during the Franco- russian War
(187 –1871) especially attracted attention. In time, Renholm too contributed to other papers. When he returned to weden 189 , he was a big
name, but further success was slow to come.
ohan anzon (1853–191 ) was very young when in 1874 he began to
write travel reports from Italy for to holms a blad under the signature
“ pada”. He was attracted to foreign reporting by its adventurous aspects. A few years earlier, in 1866, he ew or erald had sent Henry
M. tanley to hunt for Dr. ivingston in East Africa. tanley’s account of
that trip, published in book form as ow I ound i in stone, was translated to wedish in 1873. During his rst few years with to holms a
blad, pada traveled in Italy, pain, the Near East and North Africa. In
1876, he was sent to cover the rebellion in the Balkans. ater he worked
for several years as the paper’s resident correspondent in onstantinople.
Following his time in the Orient, pada was dispatched to aris by Walld n where he was active until his death.

From orrespondent to Editor
Isidor ellberg (1841–95), a technician with literary leanings, traveled
to the United tates on his own initiative and became a correspondent
there. He tried his hand at poetry and also contributed to the satirical
nda s isse. olitically, he was supportive of the iberal labor movement.
In 1869, ellberg traveled to the United tates for three years as a
trainee. Following a year at a printing press factory, he devoted himself
entirely to ournalism. He wrote reports for tebor s osten and, on the
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paper’s behest, visited wedish settlements in the Mid-West. In 187 , he
became editor of ens a onit ren in t. aul. Together with a Norwegian man he founded ustitia in hicago. It was intended to combat the
unscrupulous “runners” who sold settlement schemes, transport services
etc. to credulous immigrants. ellberg’s attempt to attain a position in
the wedish-American press, however, failed. His paper was destroyed in
the great hicago re of 1871, of which he gave an eyewitness account
in tebor s osten. ellberg became a great America enthusiast and disputed the wedish press critics of America and of emigration.
When ellberg returned to weden, where he had become known
through his articles in tebor s osten, he wanted to devote the rest of
his life to using the press in the interests of working people. With nancial support from his half-brother, . . ellberg (1828–191 ), who had
become wealthy by publishing the popular education newspaper ens a
e obladet (1868–95), Isidor in 1872 started a local newspaper st
ten. Originally intended to be published in the industrial and working
class city of Norrköping, it instead was located in the diocesan capital of
inköping. As a result, during its rst two years, the paper appeared in
two editions, one for inköping and one for Norrköping.
In the U , ellbeg had learned to do investigative reporting and to
use interviews. Almost immediately, ellberg ran a series of articles on
conditions in the Norrköping factories. ater, he raised the problem of
prostitution in the city and, as a reporter, he visited the local ail. Each
and every issue of the newspaper annoyed the local power elite. His rival
Ridderstad of st ta orrespondenten claimed that ellberg wanted to
“drive the social classes apart”.
The authorities used every known method to try to silence ellberg.
The paper was denied all of cial announcements and ellberg’s print
shop received no public business. In 188 , when ellberg was sentenced
to two months imprisonment for freedom of printing violations, he instituted a continuing section in the paper “From a olitary on nement risoner’s Diary”. ublic opinion supported him, the circulation
increased and a nationwide collection drive was organized. When ellberg was released from prison, a procession of several thousand supporters escorted him to a celebration in the ity Hall.
ellberg’s newspaper was characterized by short and easy to read articles and reports. His paper was edited from front to back all borrowed
material was re-written and shortened.
st ten was a regional-news oriented paper, although it contained a
good deal of reporting on America. It uickly became one of the ountry’s
most radical papers. One of the other left-wing papers, derneslandet,
inspired ellberg to include a satirical and entertaining daily commen-
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tary in dialogue form. From his brother’s weekly, he obtained woodcut
illustrations. When ellberg wanted to reach the entire ountry, he
published in derneslandet. Especially noteworthy was his reporting in
that paper on the 1879 strike in northern weden.
The paper’s survival was threatened in 1874 when his brother withdrew his nancial support, but it was saved by contributions from sympathizers. In the mid 189 s, ellberg’s publication was the most widely
distributed newspaper in the province of stergötland with a circulation
of approximately 1 ,
copies, nearly half of which were sometimes
sold singly.
During the 188 s, ellberg tested an American system with so-called
“multi-decker headlines”. This consisted of a principal headline followed
by several sub-headings, usually using different fonts. No one copied that
system, but the use of interviews became increasingly common in wedish ournalism starting in the 188 s.

7.

Newspapers as Industry and arty
Instrument (188 –97)

T

wenty to twenty- ve years had passed since the establishment of
tebor s osten in 1858 and a ens yheter in 1864 when, once
again, the wedish press experienced the renewal effects of a wave of
new publications. This was the second such wave in othenburg and
tockholm, the rst in the ountry’s third largest city, Malmö. The new
papers attempt to use even lower price and even more easily digested
contents to attract readers. The founders of tebor s osten and a ens
yheter were about to withdraw from their creations. As a result of his
serious illness, Felix Bonnier sold out as early as 1872, while Wall hung
on until 1888. He saw to it that the paper as well as himself climbed the
social ladder. The new owner was the aristocratic Fredrik ult von tei ern (1851–1919).

ower rices in tockholm
The station-master and Riksdag member arl ontus Arnoldson (1844–
1916), who in 1883 had founded the wedish eace and Arbitration Association, was the leader of the second wave in tockholm. In that same
year, he launched iden (The Times) with the sub-title “ weden’s cheapest daily newspaper”. True to his word, the annual subscription price was
only 8 kronor, substantially less than the 12 kronor charged by a ens
yheter. The paper advocated neutrality and disarmament and promoted
cooperation within the political left, both inside and outside the Riksdag.
Among the paper’s contributors were Anna and H almar Branting, ehr
taaff, August trindberg, Adolf Hedin and nut Wiksell. In addition
to the daily paper, starting in 1884 Arnoldson published e otidnin en
iden (The Weekly Times). When nancial problems forced the daily to
publish only every other day in 1885, H almar Branting (186 –1925)
became the editor and the paper’s mission became to prepare the ground
for the labor union movement and socialism. Arnoldson continued as
editor of the weekly paper that at the same time changed its name to
to holm. Both papers closed in 1886.
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In October of 1884, Ulrik Fredriksson (1853–96) started the weekly
to holms e oblad. osting only 2 öre for a single copy and one krona
annually, it was a success. Fredriksson owned and operated an advertising
agency (Allm nna Annonsbyr n) and had previously owned and edited
the weekly ens a idnin ar which was now absorbed into the new paper. The tockholm edition was distributed free of charge on trains and
steamboats, as well as in hotels, cafes, restaurants, barbershops and other
public venues. Encouraged by his success, in 1887 Fredriksson entered
the daily newspaper market. His paper was renamed to holms yheter
and cost 3 kronor per annum and 2 öre per single copy, of which the
paper boys received half. The subscribers to to holms e oblad had received sections of the handbook en yllene s att ammaren (The olden
Treasure hest) as bonuses. In 189 and 1892, the subscribers to to
holms yheter received the paper’s over 2 pages long reference book
as a bonus. Unlike the iberal weekly paper, the daily was strictly nonpartisan. After a year, the circulation was reported to be 27,
copies,
right on the heels of a ens yheter. Instead of a ens yheter, which
had come up in the world and now spoke for the bourgeois middle class,
the “ordinary people” in the capital of tockholm now read to holms
yheter. It was affordable for everyone, and the many advertisements
were enticing. In the fall of 1893, ottfrid Renholm, who had returned
home from his correspondent’s post in aris, was appointed editor of the
paper.

High takes at ftonbladet
During the spring of 1884, it became known in newspaper circles that
the bankers and nanciers who owned ftonbladet wanted to sell. In most
regards, the paper was totally different from what it had been in Hierta’s
time. Its 5 th anniversary celebration in 188 virtually proclaimed that
the paper had outlived its role. In any case, the wedish National ress
lub, which had been organized in tockholm in 1874, issued a memorial medal honoring Hierta who had died in 1872.
Hierta’s daughter Anna (1841–1924) and his son-in-law rofessor
ustav Retzius (1842–1919) now saw an opportunity to restore “Father’s dear old paper”. They entered into negotiations which in the rst
instance resulted in History rofesssor E. . Montan (1838–19 9) obtaining a ma ority share holding. He was the leader of a consortium that
had ust purchased a ma ority position in to holms a blad. In a second round, Montan sold the ma ority position in ftonbladet, at a good
pro t, to Anna and ustav Retzius. There had been many bidders, one
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worse than the next according to the Retzius couple, and the nal price
was very high.
olitically, the paper supported the reform program of the incumbent,
Moderate- iberal rime Minister, Robert Themptander. Retzius recruited Otto errander (1848–97) of orrlands osten to serve as the legally
liable publisher and assistant editor, but he retained the editor-in-chief
post for himself. At the suggestion of the librarian Harald Wieselgren
(1835–19 6), Hierta’s biographer, Retzius took the title of editorial director. The head of the international division, Ernst Wallis, was retained.
As his colleague, the linguistically talented teacher Maria ederschiöld
(1856–1935) was employed. he was one of the country’s rst females to
ualify for university admission, a pioneer as a fulltime woman ournalist and, together with Anna Retzius, active in the women’s movement.
ederschiöld remained in the employ of the paper until she retired in
1921.
In order to compete with low price papers, in December of 1894 f
tonbladet lowered its annual subscription price from 2 (outside tockholm 23) to 12 kronor and the price of single copies from 1 to 5 öre.
tarting in 1887, the paper published a provincial edition that at rst cost
9 kronor, later reduced to 6 kronor.
After three years, Retzius returned to his research, but he remained
on the board of directors. In order to forestall hostile takeover bids, one
of the principal minority stockholders, onsul eneral . W. mitt was
elected chairman of the board. Ernst Beckman (185 –1924), a member
of the Riksdag and number two at to holms a blad, was appointed
editor to succeed Retzius, and in 1888 the newspaper moved to lara.
Beckman had studied charitable organizations in England, the American school system and erman worker protection legislation. Following
the timber industry strike in undsvall during the summer of 1879, he
published an attention-getting series of articles on factory conditions in
the northern sawmills. In 189 , Beckman resigned as editor because the
board of directors would not allow him to simultaneously sit in the Riksdag. Beckman was succeeded by the paper’s long standing staff member,
Harald ohlman (1858–1927), the son of August ohlman. His brother
Arvid (1866–1949) was made managing director.

onservative Initiatives in tockholm
At the end of the 19th century, wedish society reverted to conservatism.
The principle of free trade was uestioned in the early 188 s when cheap
grain from Russia and America appeared on the wedish market. wed-
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ish farmers demanded protected markets and other occupational groups
oined in. The fall elections of 1887 resulted in a protectionist ma ority
in the econd (directly elected) hamber of the Riksdag. onservative
groups oined forces to start new papers to counterbalance the iberal
press.
In December 1884, ens a a bladet, a new “patriotic” newspaper,
was started in tockholm on the initiative of Oscar Nor n (1844–1923).
Following university studies, he had started his newspaper career in 1875
in tockholm. After two years, he moved on to vle, where he became
editor of orrlands osten. Back again in tockholm, Nor n was employed as political editor of the weekly paper i in en (1882–89), the
mouthpiece of a protectionistic and pro-defense grouping within the
Agrarian arty. It was during his time at i in en that Nor n developed
his plan for a newspaper supporting the rapidly growing criticism of free
trade, as well as of weden’s weakened position within the union with
Norway. According to Nor n, this criticism lacked a home base in the
daily press. He also thought it was about time for a new large daily paper
in tockholm twenty years after Rudolf Wall had started a ens yheter.
Nor n became the new paper’s political editor. Axel derin (185 –
1925) was made the legally liable publisher and general editor. His future
as editor of to holms a blad had become uncertain in 1884 when
Walld n sold the paper to Montan. ike Nor n, derin had experience
with both the capital and the provincial press.
ens a a bladet cost 12 kronor per year and 5 öre for single copies.
It thus was lower priced than the other onservative tockholm newspapers, to holms a blad and ya a li t llehanda, who retained their 18
and 2 kronor subscription rate, respectively. As for content, ens a a
bladet was characterized by harsh polemics especially directed at iden s
support of neutrality. The paper published attention-getting reports from
tockholm and the provinces, where it had more correspondents than
any other paper. Its specialties were economics and news from abroad.
The necessary collaboration between Nor n and derin failed after a
year, and Nor n left the paper. In 1888, derin was dismissed by the paper following a conﬂict with the chairman of the board. The newspaper
rm was forced to li uidate and start over. This time, raising capital was
harder than before. In the mid-188 s, the business cycle turned down
and 1887 became one of the worst years of the decade. This economic
slump limited the possibilities for raising new capital. Moreover, ya
a li t llehanda also needed additional funds, as did another onservative newcomer in tockholm, rt and (Our ountry).
rt and was started in 1885 in response to the absence of a hristianity-based, political, daily paper. It was intended to counteract the
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“lack of faith, ridicule and mocking” that permeated the daily press. In
particular, the new paper reacted to Fredriksson’s to holms e oblad
and the socialist and religious non-conformist hostility towards the established state church. rt and s program included a strong defence,
limitations on free trade, tariffs and criticism of the Norwegian demands
for a greater role in the Union’s foreign policy. All this was reminiscent of
ens a a bladet. rt and also undercut ens a a bladet’s prices,
1 instead of 12 kronor for an annual subscription. ike ens a a
bladet, rt and achieved a substantial provincial circulation.
rt and published a weekly supplement that had a considerably
larger circulation than the daily paper. Both versions contained a weekly
sermon. It was a counter move to i in en which every week critically
reported on and reviewed a sermon. rt and ’s sermon supplement,
which was referred to as “ unday reading”, was imitated by other daily
papers such as to holms a blad.
The founding of rt and included arl David af Wirs n (1842–
1912), who was a member of the wedish Academy. He became the
newspaper’s literary critic, while retaining the same position, which he
held since 188 , with osttidnin en. Oscar II was involved in the founding rt and which he considered to be a bulwark against dangerous
forces. The ing kept contributing anonymously and tried to control the
editor-in-chief, the theologian ustaf Torelius (1847–1924) who previously had taught at an evangelical seminary in Basel, witzerland.

rovincial onservatives oin Forces
onservatives outside tockholm also oined forces in order to start
newspapers intended to counteract the iberal press. But public opinion once again shifted and conservatism lost ground. During the 189 s,
extending the suffrage replaced tariffs as the dominant issue in wedish
politics. A new wave, a second generation, of iberal newspapers ﬂooded
the ountry.
Outside the four largest cities, it is easy to see how different forces
alternated. ounter weights to the iberal papers were founded which,
in turn, resulted in their own counter weights, and so on over and over.
At the end of the 19th century, only a few localities got their rst newspaper Arvika, ysekil and igtuna. The number of papers per location,
however, increased. By the turn of the century, 8 percent of all cities and
towns that had more than one paper. Increasingly, cities got their third
and fourth papers.
tart ups, re-starts and counter starts became commonplace. The
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newspapers were local or, at most, regional. The only newspaper outside
the four largest cities that had a national circulation was m landsposten.
This anomaly depended on the paper’s editor-in-chief, the author Alfred Hedenstierna (1852–19 6) writing under the pen-name igurd. The
opinions he propagated were onservative and critical of socialism and
cultural radicalism. His uninhibited articles, especially his so-called “ aleidoscope”, were widely uoted. In addition, he was one of weden’s
most widely read authors. m landsposten had been founded to 1866 to
counter the iberal ya e i ladet.
In Helsingborg, the moderate elsin bor s a blad was started in
1884 to counter Fredrik Borg’s radical resunds osten. Within a week
or so of its launching, sports coverage made its debut in elsin bor s
a blad, and in 1885 what was probably the rst sports vignette in the
wedish daily press was introduced.
In the northern city of kellefte , the iberal ellefte ya idnin ,
founded in 186 , faced competition from the onservative elleftebladet
starting in 1887. The new paper was edited by the onservative member of the Riksdag er imdahl (1836–1925). In another northern city,
undsvall, the onservative unds alls osten was launched in 1859 as a
counter weight to the iberal lfwar o h
mt unds alls idnin .
In the central part of the country, in ristinehamn, the iberal ris
tinehamns idnin en was launched in 188 . Four years later, in 1884, the
paper was challenged by a moderate competitor, ristinehamns osten.
Among its founders was the secondary school teacher . A. rundel
(184 –19 ).
The iberal wave of new papers in central weden also included s il
stuna uriren (189 ), dermanlands yheter (1893 and alu uriren
started in 1894 by Waldemar karstedt (1861–1931). karsted supported
a broadened franchise, religious freedom, peace and vegetarianism. His
local opponent was the onservative idnin f r ahlu stad o h l n which
had been founded back in 1839 by a physician, ohan Magnus Bergman.

ower rices in othenburg
During the 188 s, andelstidnin en encountered new low-price competition. It began in October of 1884 with the appearance of tebor s
tidnin en a bladet. The new paper’s publisher and editor was Anders
eurling (1851–19 6). It was published six days a week and only cost 1
kronor per annum, compared with 2 for andelstidnin en and 18 for
tebor s osten. eurling took note of the fact that the othenburg papers principally were distributed in othenburg and its vicinity. With his
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paper, he intended to unite urban and rural areas. olitically, however,
his paper did not deviate from the other othenburg papers.
In November of 1884, alfrid ödergren (1848–1926) started te
bor s yheter which was published twice every weekday except Monday.
The paper had a unday edition which was printed on glossy paper and
contained entertaining material as well as news.
The established othenburg newspapers did not enter into price competition with the newcomers. tebor s osten started seven-day-per-week
publication in 1885 and introduced a provincial edition. andelstidnin
en responded by publishing twice a day, except on undays, until the
competitors were eliminated. After only three months, eurling’s newspaper was absorbed by tebor s yheter, which in turn vanished step
by step rst the unday issue was dropped and then the morning edition
before the paper ceased publishing entirely in 1885.
othenburg’s third low price newspaper, tebor s ftonblad, made
its appearance in 1888. Its founder was the elementary school teacher
Hans sterling (1847–1925) who had ournalism experience from the
southernmost province of cania. Its circulation grew so uickly that after
only a year it installed a rotary press, the rst in othenburg. tebor s
ftonblad cost only half as much as the established papers. The paper was
iberal and worker friendly, but anti-socialist. ike the other low price
paper, it declared itself non-partisan. The news came rst. In early 1889,
a new company took charge and the newspaper mover and shaker Oscar
Nor n became editor. Nor n developed a onservative program that was
largely identical with the one he had composed for ens a a bladet
ve years previously. Because of his onservative leanings, the newspaper
fre uently came into conﬂict with the iberally inclined city elite which
included a ewish element. Under Nor n’s direction, othenburg had a
vigorous low price paper that was substantially cheaper than tebor s
osten and with a more effective distribution system. The older papers
apparently underestimated
tebor s ftonblad s resilience – after all,
they had witnessed the failure of the others.

ower rices in Malmö
Through a three step process, rst the founding of n llposten in 1848,
then that of yds ens a a bladet in 187 and nally their merger in
1871, Malmö was endowed with a uality newspaper that matched those
in othenburg and tockholm. During the same period, Malmö expanded from a city of 12,
inhabitants in 1848 to one of 3 ,
in 188 ,
thus becoming the ountry’s third largest city.
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When n llposten was founded by Bernhard ronholm (1813–71), a
university fellow in chemistry at und University who relocated to Malmö
as a book dealer and printer, there existed a local, vigorous every-otherday paper, alm ya llehanda, to which ronholm had contributed
during his student days. The newspapers were not competitors since they
served different parts of the market. ronholm and n llposten, whose
name referred to the post of ce’s express service, uickly earned a good
reputation for its foreign reporting. ronholm was a skillful writer and
competent businessman, but an indifferent ournalist. olitically he was
timid, moderately iberal and a Royalist, but he fre uently remained
passive. In the cultural section, contributions by Hans hristian Andersen and rofessor ustaf unggren appeared. For a few years, ottfrid
Renholm served as assistant editor-in-chief.
ome circles in und tried in 1866 to make n llposten a daily paper,
but ronholm resisted for nancial reasons. The response from und
was to instead publish a new paper yds ens a a bladet, with the secondary school teacher arl Herslow (1836–1933) as editor.
In a number of regards, yds ens a a bladet was a modern newspaper. It was owned by a oint stock company, it was published six mornings per week and it was printed in Roman type. It was intended for all
of southern weden. Thanks to the initiatives from und, ronholm
was prepared for what might happen. A few weeks before the new paper
was launched, ronholm, without raising prices, began publishing six
days a week. He did, however, retain his erman typeface. ronholm
emphasized his specialization on foreign news, but his efforts mainly consisted of ill-tempered criticism of the newcomer. Following his death,
ronholm’s paper was bought up by his rival.
The merged paper, yds ens a a bladet n llposten, began publication in 1872. Two years later, Herslow resigned his lectureship and became full time editor-in-chief. In 1881 the new publication moved into
a specially designed newspaper building. For many years, the circulation
stayed at 3,
to 4,
copies. Over time, Herslow became one of the
most inﬂuential persons in the province and was called “The ing of cania”. In many ways, Heslow became the Malmö e uivalent of Hedlund
in othenburg. Both used their paper as the hub of their many-sided
efforts to bene t society.
In the late 188 s, one of yds ens a a bladet n llposten’s staff members left the paper to start
ns a ftonbladet as a onservative counterpart. The new paper charged two kronor less than yds ens a a bladet
n llposten s 1 kronor annual subscription fee. A step to further reduce
prices was taken by the radical
nes yheter when it was started in 1883
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and made daily the following year. It cost only 5 kronor. It was a daring
attempt, and the paper closed in 1886. One year later, or onbladet was
founded as a protectionist counter to
s free trade stance. The editor
of the new paper was rofessor Edvard idforss (1883–191 ).
Among low price papers in cania during the 188 s, it was
ns a
a bladet which hit the bull’s eye. ike the other Malmö papers, it consisted of four pages with six columns each, but its price was at most half
of what the others charged, only 4 kronor annually or 3 öre per single
copy. The founder, Rudolf Asp (1851–19 7), had amassed valuable experience in the printing business. For several years, he had been experimenting with the publication of newspapers and weekly papers, even one
that was free of charge.
ns a a bladet declared itself to be iberal
and politically independent and directed at all social classes.
After a year, the paper was the largest, both in Malmö and in cania.
Its circulation grew so rapidly that the paper dared to proclaim itself “the
country’s largest, most content-rich, best liked and cheapest newspaper”.
The editor was eonard unglund (1867–1946), a student at und University. The paper contained local news – its aim was to have a reporter
in every community in cania – chatty columns, serials and humorous
articles concerning current goings on. tarting in 1885, every aturday
a free, eight-page unday magazine in uarto format called emmet
(The Home) was included as a response to the competition from Danish
weekly magazines. The supplementary magazine contained short stories
intended for a “lady audience”.
ns a a bladet became the rst long
surviving second wave, low price paper.

Newspapers as hurch and hapel
tarting in 1885 with the launching of rt and, the wedish state utheran hurch had a daily outlet. The paper opposed the low-church
revival within both the state church and the nonconformist religious
movement. The later had attracted worshipers all over the ountry, and
in those areas where the movement was strong enough dedicated adherents started newspapers to advance the cause. One such enthusiast was
the book printer and seller Herman Hall (1837–1883) who was an early
adherent of the emerging revival movement in önköping. tarting with
his home city, he created a network of religious newspapers.
During the early 186 s, the twice weekly paper n pin s idnin and
the thrice weekly n pin sbladet were published in that city. In 1865,
Hall commenced publishing n pin s osten, initially weekly, but after
two years twice a week. The newspaper was directed at hristians and
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workers. In order to support fellow believers elsewhere, Hall participated
in starting up ermlands llehanda in ristinehamn in 1872, etlanda
idnin and the weeklies ens a osten in 1873 and tebor s e o
blad in 1874.
ens a osten included a aturday supplement as weekend reading.
In 1874, Hall moved that publication to tockholm, but after a year
returned it to önkoping. He converted the aturday supplement into a
new weekly paper in tockholm called ya osten in 1875. Three years
later, it was ac uired by er Oll n (1846–19 4) and his brother-in-law
A. . arsson. The paper became a news outlet for the wedish Mission
ovenant hurch, established in 1878. A year later the paper changed its
name to emlands nnen, which Oll n and arsson succeeded in transforming into a daily.
In the summer of 1888, . O. Berg (1839–19 3), member of the
Riksdag, iberal friend of the workers, wholesale merchant, consul general and well-known anti-socialist and pro-temperance preacher, together
with some rich “friends of the homeland”, entered the intensive low-price
competition in tockholm by launching the daily newspaper or on
bladet. The paper cost 5 kronor per annum and 3 öre per single copy.
The editor and publisher was the author arl Eneroth (1843–19 7). olitically, the paper leaned to the right. It supported the public elementary
school system and adult education. After a year, the paper changed its
editor and political orientation.
The new editor was arl etter Ros n (1855–19 ), who had a past
with ftonbladet. The paper became iberal, and in one regard, radical.
It supported total prohibition. In 189 , the paper was sold to Oll n.
He changed the paper’s name to ens a or onbladet and in 1894 it
absorbed emlands nnen. The combined paper thus became the nonconformist church’s response to rt and.

Master-Tailor alm in Malmö
The hard economic times of the late 19th century encouraged the growth
of papers agitating for socialism, even though these same conditions made
the collection of the necessary capital dif cult. The leaders of the labor
movement resented the intrusion of the iberal, pro-labor, newspapers
into their bailiwick and wanted to stop it by starting their own papers.
The socialist papers were often deliberately provocative. Their editors argued forcefully in order to both stir up the masses and upset the
authorities. They were especially aggressive towards the Royal Family and
the state church and opposed both the temperance movement and the
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non-conformist churches. The editors took personal legal risks under the
freedom of the press ordinance since they did not utilize front men.
In 1882, the rst issue of a wedish ocial Democratic paper was published in Malmö. It was titled ol il an (The Will of the eople). The
promoter and editor was August alm (1849-1922), a tailor and agitator. alm was palpably inspired by the success of a similar paper in Denmark, where he had been active during most of the 187 s. The content
of the paper was dominated by socialist agitation. It presented accounts
of meetings and other news from the labor movement in cania, but also
included news concerning likeminded people abroad and social reporting.
tarting with the second issue, there was a detailed “serial” dealing with
the strike movement among tockholm’s timber workers. In a addition to
militarism, the hurch, the bourgeoisie and capitalism, the paper’s hate
ob ects included the ood Templar movement, since it often forbade its
members from supporting socialism. In Malmö, alm disputed with the
radical- iberal worker’s paper ram t (Forward ). It had been founded in
1871 by the elementary school teacher ohan Berndt Westenius (1827–
19 7), who also had promoted the formation of Malmö’s Workers Association. Over time, nancial problems worsened for ol il an which
had started with zero capital. In early 1885 the last issue of ol il an
appeared, and alm moved to tockholm.
Once in tockholm, alm in that same year started the weekly o ial
emo raten. The ocial Democratic establishment in tockholm was
dubious about alm and urged its supporters to read the weekly iden,
by then edited by H almar Branting. When Branting refused to declare
his paper ocial Democratic – iden was the outlet for the iberal labor
unions – a ocial Democratic newspaper association was formed and alm
was able to operate his paper with its support. When iden closed in
1886, Branting moved over to o ial emo raten. His wife Anna (penname Ren ) became the paper’s drama critic. o ial emo raten was also
nancially weak because of its low volume of advertising. In addition,
there were disagreement between the editorial staff and the leaders of the
labor movement. A dividing line ran between the movement’s workers
and its university graduates. In 1886, o ial emo raten was adopted as
“the central voice for wedish workers”.
radually, Branting took over the tiller. At the end of 1866, he became editor while his competitor for the post, Axel Danielsson (1863–
99), moved to Malmö and there started the weekly rbetet (Work), a
“voice for a class conscious labor movement”. The paper immediately
entered into a dispute with
ns a ftonbladet, which had taken the
employer’s side in a strike. The very rst test issue of rbetet also con-
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tained an attack on Fredrik Borg of
pro-labor iberalism.

resunds osten for his supposedly

The Ruf an Ericsson in othenburg
During the 188 s, the labor movement also established newspapers in
othenburg, although not so early. ince the 186 s, the city had been
home to a iberal-oriented labor movement which was strongly supported by andelstidnin en. alm visited othenburg in 1882 and socialistbased worker organizations were started.
Initially, andelstidnin en had adopted a positive wait and see attitude. oon, however, confrontations occurred between, on the one side,
the iberal labor and temperance movements and, on the other side, the
socialist labor movement. The temperance weekly paper, eform, which
was started in 1881 by the literary man arl Hurtig, pursued an all out
campaign against the socialists. In 1883, Hurtig’s weekly became the ofcial paper of weden’s rand odge and four years later changed its
name to the I. . . . eformatorn. The Order of ood Templars was
founded in othenburg in 1879.
The typographer ehr Erikson (1861–1922) lay behind the rst socialist workers newspaper in othenburg. He had come into early contact with the temperance movement and had worked in a large printing
plant in tockholm before he moved to othenburg in 1884 and oined
the editorial staff of tebor s yheter. As substitute editor during the
summer of 1885, he took the side of striking longshoremen and was conse uently dismissed from the paper. At the start of 1886, he and a colleague started the weekly paper tebor . olitically the paper vacillated,
but it was considered to be socialist. The local labor unions supported the
paper, but after they stopped advertising it went bankrupt.
ehr Erikson now oined the ocial Democratic association and in
the fall of 1887, together with the basket weaver ohan ellman (1862–
1925), began to publish the weekly ol ets st (The eople’s oice),
with the subtitle “radical popular paper for western weden”. The paper
was intended to be an instrument of the labor unions and was therefore
viewed with suspicion by the ocial Democratic association.
On October 1, 1888, an issue of the paper was se uestered because of
libelous articles directed at the Riksdag, the police chief of othenburg
and the ing. Erikson was sentenced to a total of one year in prison. It
was expected that Hedlund would come to his defence, but he did not
do so, and neither did Branting or Danielsson. Danielsson disliked Erikson’s enterprise and wrote in a letter to Branting that ol ets st was
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a “ruf an” paper and “utter trash”. During his imprisonment, Erikson
tried to keep the paper going but failed, to a large extent because he was
undermined by his partner. The paper closed despite efforts to save it by
Fredrik terky (186 –19 ). The son of an estate owner, he had relinuished a business career in order to become a ournalist for the socialist
press. After having served his sentence and given a nal May Day speech
under the red banners, Eriksson left the labor movement and returned to
temperance work.

A True Workingman’s aper in Norrköping
tarting in 1888, Isidor ellberg faced competition from a socialist,
workingman’s paper that originated in Norrköping, at the time the
ountry’s fourth largest city. Behind the weekly called rolet ren stood
Norrköping’s workers union. Its editor and legally liable publisher was
ustav Adolf Rydgren (1855–1933), an unskilled laborer. The newspaper was entirely edited by the workers themselves, advocated revolution
and was a self-proclaimed “true workingman’s paper”. A number of socialist agitators submitted reports to the paper.
The struggle for the worker audience was tough. In Norrköping there
were two uite onservative workers associations. It was the home of
ellberg’s well-established, iberal workers paper st ten. There was
also a four page advertising paper called orr pin , started by ellberg
in 1885, that accompanied st ten’s Norrköping edition free of charge.
When, after slightly more than six months, rolet ren’s growing circulation re uired a larger press, neither orr pin s idnin ar nor st ten
made its printing facility available. Employers tried to limit the expansion of rolet ren by giving their workers a free subscription to some
other paper.
In late 1888, an issue of rolet ren was con scated because it contained a previously published article by Axel Danielsson in which he proclaimed that “the new Minister of ustice rbom has blown new life into
the res intended to burn heretics at the stake”. o ial emo raten had
previously received the same treatment when it originally published the
article. Editor Rydgren was prosecuted and sentenced to four months
imprisonment.
In the fall of 1889, Rydgren was dismissed as editor. He was succeeded
by a string of seven editors who lasted for varying amounts of time. Included among them was the agitator Anders Hansson anhekt (1861–1942)
and nally the revolutionary Hinke Bergegren (1861–1936). Bergegren
was sentenced to six months imprisonment in connection with the min-
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ing strike at Norberg. He was convicted of having slandered the mine
director on the scene and of having incited violence against strikebreakers. He, in turn, was succeeded at rolet ren by a committee composed
“exclusively of laborers”. The paper shut down in the fall of 1892.

A econd Attempt in othenburg
When he tried to save ol ets st from closing, Fredrik terky had made
a good impression on the labor movement in othenburg. Thus, when
it had raised 1,
kronor with which to start a newspaper, terky was
offered the editorship. y id (New Time), as the weekly paper came to
be called, made its debut in 1892 under the slogan ”a voice of a class conscious labor movement (Western weden)”, a clear allusion to rbetet’s
slogan.
Despite the low prices on the newspaper market, terky opted for a
high price policy the weekly paper cost 4 kronor per annum and 1 öre
for a single copy. In the second test issue, he wrote that he disliked “the
harmful practice” in othenburg of principally selling single copies on
street corners. When the circulation failed to grow as planned, he expressed disappointment in the workers who preferred to spend 5 öre on
papers that opposed their demands for humane conditions than 1 öre
on the outlet that truly spoke for them. In the end, terky lost and had
to lower his price to 5 öre.
The original fund was soon exhausted, but the paper’s nances were
salvaged thanks to recurrent fund raisers such as parties and bazaars.
Without terky the paper would not have survived. He edited the paper,
handled the nances, sold subscriptions, single copies and advertising
and his wife, Anna ensen (1856–1939), worked without salary. In addition, he lent a large part of his private fortune to the paper. These loans
were eventually repaid but not until long after his death.

A Bold Alliance of opular Movements in undsvall
In undsvall, a bold effort was made to unite all the radical forces around
a single newspaper. The initiative came from Alexis B örkman (1853–
193 ), undsvall’s leading ood Templar. Temperance lodges, iberal
and socialist labor unions, the city’s socialist workers club and various
non-conforming religious groups banded together in 1887 to found orr
l nnin en (The Northener). With ohan indström (1859–1935), pen
name axon, as editor, the paper appeared twice weekly. It was intended
to counter the iberal unds alls idnin and the onservative unds
alls osten.
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indström had previously edited mtlandsposten in stersund. That
paper had been founded in 1885 by Olle Westin, a head teacher and
ood Templar and onas ahlin, a wholesale merchant. indström had
been recommended by Oscar Eklund (1861–194 ), the editor of the
weekly ens a ood emplar where indström had been in charge of
the general content. axon was a left leaning iberal, a fervent temperance supporter and a friend of labor. When, as the paper’s editor, he
moved leftward – supporting striking sawmill workers, publishing the
names of strikebreakers and being expelled from his own temperance
lodge following a dispute – things could only end one way indström
left undsvall.
indström was succeeded by ottfrid Frösell (1864–19 7). He too
was a temperance supporter, but he made the paper iberal. racks in the
alliance were becoming apparent, and it was dissolved in 1891, although
orrl nnin en continued to appear until 1894. A new, low-price, paper
was established in 1891, unds alls yheter. It followed Frösell’s political
line. It only lasted a year.
Working through Alexis B örkman, the popular movements took another stab at ournalism in 1892. The new publication called ords ens a
a bladet, was northern weden’s rst daily newspaper. . . Arnoldson
was appointed editor. He had two failed newspaper ventures behind him
and would now experience a third. His Norwegian sympathies and radical beliefs were unacceptable to undsvall’s merchants and forestry-based
industrialists who demonstrated their displeasure by refusing to put advertisements in the new paper. Although the paper went bankrupt after a
year, it was continued by Arnoldson’s son, named after his father’s household gods, laton Torild Washington Arnoldson. In 1894, however, the
futile attempt by the popular movement alliance to sponsor a paper came
to a de nitive end. The subscribers were offered ens a or onbladet as
compensation.

A Wider Market
The multitude of magazines continued to increase during the nal decades of the 19th century. The development of society was reﬂected in
a rich selection of specialty magazines. At the same time, a new type
of magazine evolved. In terms of pricing and content, it paralleled the
new developments in the daily press. The pattern from the daily press,
with successive rounds of new low price papers, was repeated in magazine
publishing.
The rst labor union magazine appeared at about the same time as the
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rst workers newspapers. ordis ypo raf idnin (1883–1887), later
continued as ens ypo raf idnin (1888–1959), is considered to be
the oldest labor union magazine.
The organized wedish women’s movement emerged at about the
same time in tockholm and othenburg, and promptly began to publish magazines. In 1884, the Fredrika Bremer-förbundet (The Fredrika
Bremer Association) was founded in tockholm and öteborgs vinnoförening ( othenburg’s Women’s Association) in othenburg. In 1886,
the magazine a ny (from 1914 called ertha was established in tockholm and its sister publication ram t (Forwards, 1886–89) in othenburg. The latter magazine received valuable support from Hedlund and
andelstidnin en. While a ny was mainly concerned with women’s
issues, ram t became an important forum for the so-called “8 ’s generation” and their radical ideas. A magazine that during most of the 188 s
was available to these “8 ’s generation writers” was r da ens r ni a
(1881–91), headed by Arvid Ahnfelt, h.D. (1845–9 ).
During the 189 s, the illustrated monthly magazine rd o h ild
(Word and icture) was founded in 1892. It became the country’s leading cultural publication and has remained so to this day. It was where the
“9 ’s generation” emerged, but it was not closed to their predecessors,
the “8 ’s generation”. The initiative for rd o h ild came from arl
W hlin (1861–1937) who remained its editor until his death.

For the Whole Family
During the early 186 s, a number of erman family magazines, translated into wedish, appeared in the ountry. They were sold with the
help of bonuses and book peddlers. . E. ernandt (1831–19 6) picked
up on this trend and introduced magazines of wedish origin. In 1857,
he had purchased a print shop in Halmstad and the right to publish the
daily allands osten. With this enterprise as a foundation, in 1862 he
started amil ournalen whose name, beginning in 1864, was changed
to ens a amil ournalen (The wedish Family ournal). For the most
part, ernandt published wedish material. In order to encourage sales,
free bonus lotteries, with cash prizes, were arranged. ernandt organized
a country-wide network of book peddlers and sales representatives. The
magazine was expensive. Each monthly issue cost 75 öre and an annual
subscription 9 riksdaler. Nonetheless, the magazine was a great success.
In 187 –71, between 3 ,
and 4 ,
copies of each monthly issue
were sold. ince Halmstad lacked a railway connection, the distribution
of such a large volume of magazines forced ernandt to move his business
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to tockholm. During the rest of the 187 s, between 4 ,
and 7 ,
copies were produced monthly. When the Riksdag in 1881 changed the
lottery law, outlawing ernandt’s sales practices, he sold the ournal.
A new illustrated family ournal, published weekly and sold at a low
price for the bene t and amusement of ordinary people, emigrated from
Denmark to weden in the late 188 s. The key persons involved in this
process were two Danish lithographers, arl Aller (1845–1916) and
Egmont etersen (186 –1914).
During the late 19th century, these family ournals bene ted from the
spread of nuclear family living. Migration to the cities changed lifestyles
and modes of social contact. The family ournals hitched on to these
trends and provided instruction in bourgeois style and manners. In Denmark, the magazines appeared on unday, when families gathered together.
arl Aller collaborated with his wife aura (1849–1917). arl knew
everything about lithography and his wife understood the market. They
began in 1874 by publishing the sewing and fashion paper ordis
n
ster idnin (Nordic attern Magazine). Three years later, in 1877, they
launched a weekly for the entire family, Illustreret amilie ournal. Even
during the rst year, the circulation was reported to be 4,
copies. Two
years later, it was more than 34,
copies.
Egmont etersen was only seventeen in 1878 when he, following training as a typographer and, with the help of his mother, started a print shop
in the family’s kitchen. In 19 1, Egmont bought a weekly paper called
amernas lad (The adies’ aper) and re-launched it in 19 4 as em
met (The Home). By the next year, he had doubled the circulation.
Aller’s Danish amilie ournal attracted readers in the wedish southernmost province of cania. Responding to this demand, in 1879 the
Aller family published a wedish language edition, a parallel version of
the Danish magazine, a straight forward translation Illustrerad amil
ournal. tarting in 1892, when a wedish editorial staff was installed,
the wedish version was re-named llers amil ournal. The magazine
cost 1 öre per single copy and 5 kronor per annum. This low price was
maintained until 1915. In 1893, the printing of the wedish edition was
moved from openhagen to Helsingborg, the city closest to Denmark
across the ound. At the turn of the century, the circulation of the wedish version approached 6 ,
copies.
No spontaneous demand for etersen’s emmet arose on the wedish
side of the ound. Thus the rst parallel edition of emmet was launched
in Norway. The wedish version arrived in 1921 with the title emmets
ournal (The Home ournal). When etersen sought out a wedish partner, he settled on Elander’s book printing rm in othenburg.
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ictures played a ma or role in attracting readers. They constituted
approximately half of the contents. Even during the 19th century, there
were colored covers. arious supplements, often free, were also used as an
attraction “R dgivare for hus och hem” (Advisor for House and Home),
“Bibliotek” ( ibrary) containing novels, “Barnens Bok” (The hildren’s
Book) and “Nytt fr n alla land” (News from All ountries).

ust for the adies
During the mid-189 s, the author ohan rönstedt (1845–1929), tried
to start a daily paper for ladies with the nancial support of his father, the
cognac producer. He called it u (Now), with the sub-title “The adies’
Daily Newspaper”. After being published for one month during 1894,
the paper closed.
uccess in developing a magazine for women readers, however, was
achieved by Frithiof Hellberg (1855–19 6). He had work experience
from the press, both inside and outside the capital. In 1886, Hellberg
started a general, illustrated weekly magazine named ea. The following
year, it merged with ens a amil ournalen which ernandt had sold
in 1881.
In 1887, Hellberg and ernandt together launched the weekly magazine Idun with the sub-title “A ractical Weekly Magazine for Women
and the Home”. The idea had come to Hallberg during a trip abroad.
ernandt, who had become very wealthy from his family magazine, provided the nancing.
Idun cost only 4 kronor per annum. A free supplement was included,
but the colored hristmas issue cost an additional krona. During some
years, the readers received “Idun’s ibrary of Novels”, consisting of 11
booklets of 16 pages each, free of charge. For an additional fee of 2
kronor, “Idun’s Fashion and attern Magazine” was available. learly,
these supplements were inspired by Allers.
During the rst twelve years, the emphasis was on the practical and
domestic. The magazine honored the bourgeois female ideals. tarting
in 1899, however, Idun changed character. ultural and timely sub ects
became dominant. The focus shifted from women in the home to women
in culture and society. The magazine introduced an “illustrated daily
chronicle.”
Idun was initially very successful, but its narrow emphasis on the upper social classes resulted in a shrinkage of its readership. It was passed
by numerous colored and popularly directed weekly magazines that followed in its tracks. An early challenger was ens amtidnin ( wedish
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he ladies ma a ine Idun be an with broad appeal, but, startin in 18 , it
on entrated on the upper so ial lasses. he new approa h is illustrated by the o er
of the hristmas issue for that year drawn by enny ystr m 185 1
.

adies’ Magazine), which was founded in 189 and whose price was half
that of Idun.

eurling’s to holms idnin en as the ulmination
After the failed 1884 attempt to establish tebor stidnin en a bladet
as a low price paper in othenburg, Anders eurling had been hired as
the assistant editor-in-chief of ftonbladet in 1885. Over time, the owner
Retzius and the editor Beckman increasingly came to doubt the incor-
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ruptibility of the heavily indebted eurling, and conse uently he was
dismissed in 1889. Without employment and burdened by large debts,
eurling decided to try starting his own paper. It was to be easier to read
and cheaper than all the others.
eurling borrowed money from the “A uavit ing”, . O. mith, and
formed a partnership with ernandt. The latter supplied capital, premises and extensive knowledge. ernandt played the same role for eurling
that Hierta had for Wall. As a result, to holms idnin en was started in
1889 and became the most successful of the new type of paper in weden.
It became the rst paper whose circulation exceeded 1 ,
copies.
Initially, to holms idnin en consisted of three components a morning edition in tockholm called or on idnin en and which was intended to challenge a ens yheter, an evening edition, also in tockholm called fton idnin en hitting against ftonbladet and a provincial
edition called to holms idnin en. The last of these was to be dispatched by the evening trains and was aimed at ens a a bladet and
rt and. The cheap provincial paper, i.e. to holms idnin en, was
the most successful.
The cost of publishing the paper was to be kept down by measures
such as paying low wages. In addition, its startup was favored by falling
prices for newsprint and declining postage rates. The paper was intended
to be cheap. It cost two öre per single copy, fton idnin en three öre
and the provincial edition only three kronor per annum (i.e. one öre per
issue).
The paper was to emphasize news and amusement, have a large letter-to-the-editor section and have a better layout than its competitors. A
newspaper with a “short and easily read” format was promised. The paper
was characterized by petty bourgeois contentment, friendliness and good
humor. It was heavily committed to serials.
According to the written agreement reached between ernandt and
eurling, the paper’s editorial stance was to be iberal. It was not to propagate socialist ideas or support strikes. tarting in 1891, the political
leader of the paper was Adolf Hallgren (1855–193 ) who had long experience of the provincial press. Hallgren supported a strong defense and
was reform minded. He worked for universal suffrage without income
re uirements.
In its marketing, the paper was to emphasize contests, ernandt’s
specialty since his magazine days. Test issues were widely distributed.
When o ial emo raten became a daily in 189 , eurling distributed
1,
bonds in order to take the edge off his competitor’s gambit. In
the provinces, the paper was to have a distribution network consisting of
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shopkeepers. The pattern from ernandt’s magazine publishing days is
recognizable.
As had once been the case with a ens yheter, to holms idnin en
initially bene ted from improved mail, telegraph and railroad communications. The paper also was helped along by the upturn in the business
cycle that started in the second half of the 189 s.
ublishing three editions became complicated and in 189 they were
reduced to two to holms idnin en and andsortsuppla an (The rovincial Edition). The former cost 6 kronor per annum, home delivery
included, while the latter was allowed to keep its low subscription rate of
3 kronor.
The newspaper’s print space was much less than that of its competitors. eurling’s response was to reduce the cultural content, especially reviews of books that were considered of little interest to the paper’s broad
audience. The one cultural area that eurling choose to emphasize was
theater reviews. To this end, he hired Anna Branting, who left o ial e
mo raten. Writing under her pen name Ren , she attracted readers with
her reviews of the plays, the performances, the acting and also sometimes
the audience.
The low price paper a ens yheter had not been well received by
the industry in 1864. Now it was a ens yheter that spoke ill of a newcomer. to holms idnin en was called a cheap rag.
After a few years, eurling initiated negotiations to buy the newspaper.
ernandt’s ma or role in the paper’s success is apparent in that the 1893
transaction, which included the publishing house and book printing
shop, became very expensive for eurling. On this occasion, eurling beneted from capital supplied by the editor and owner of a ens yheter,
ult von tei ern. The circulation of to holms idnin en grew rapidly
during the 189 s. The paper started to take hold of the advertising market, threatening to holms a blad s position.

A Newspaper Trust
Right from their earliest beginnings, the media rms had an international outlook. It was only natural to keep an eye on doings in the most
advanced countries. In addition to the news material and the approach to
handling new trends, over time it seemed more and more obvious to keep
track of developments in the areas of marketing, nance and corporate
culture. It was reasonable to assume that what was evolving abroad would
soon enough be transferred to the home arena. Throughout the history
of the wedish press, there are many good examples both of what was
successfully transplanted and of what failed.
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In tockholm, kandinaviska Tryckeriaktiebolaget (The candinavian
rinting ompany) brieﬂy experimented with concentrating the ownership of a number of wedish newspapers. recursors could be found in
the efforts of eopold Ullstein in ermany, E. W. cripps and William
Randolph Hearst in the United tates and the brothers Alfred and Harold Harmsworth (later raised to the peerage as ords Northcliffe and
Rothermore, respectively) in England. loser to home, there was ens
hristian Ferslew who had coordinated no less than four newspapers in
openhagen.
The wedish trust emerged as an extension of eurling’s dealings.
When he bought himself free of ernandt, he instead became dependent on the principal owner of a ens yheter. ult von tei ern thus
became the dominant gure in both of the two papers competing for
circulation leadership. eurling himself received both shares and a managing director’s post, but he was also saddled with an overseer in the
person of Fredrik ethr us, the nancial director of a ens yheter. As
a member of the board of directors of the wire service venska Telegrambyr n, eurling exerted pressure to have a ens yheter admitted to the
ownership group. Now he also came up with the idea for, and became
the leader of, kandinaviska Tryckeriaktiebolaget which was founded in
March of 1895.
The idea to bind together the leading, competing tockholm newspapers was thus accomplished at the ownership level. The intention also
was to include the now less successful to holms a blad, but that effort
failed.
With the overarching goal of recapturing part of what a ens yheter
had lost, the trust also expanded outside tockholm. During 1895, a new
southern weden edition of a ens yheter was started. The newfangled
technology of transferring text over telegraph wires was considered remarkable and was exploited. Nonetheless, the inhabitants of cania were
not to any large degree tempted by the paper. Within six months it became clear that the paper had to be adapted to the local environment.
For a while, the paper was renamed alm idnin en a ens yheter,
and then ust alm idnin en. It lived on until the end of March 19 7
when it was absorbed into
ns a ftonbladet.
The trust also purchased a substantial bloc of shares in unds alls id
nin , and here as well made a big noise about providing news via its “own
wire”.
The takeover of tebor s osten had greater conse uences. Once again
the idea was to create a regional version of a ens yheter. What left a
lasting impression, however, was that the onservative paper changed
political colors and became iberal. That, in turn, induced the editor,
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Fredrik kerblom, to start a new onservative newspaper, or on pos
ten, later renamed tebor s or onpost. A few years later, in 19 4, te
bor s osten was taken over by one of the leading critics at a ens y
heter, namely Edvard Alkman (1867–1937). He, however, was better at
udging drama than at running a newspaper.
The trust did not survive for long. The turning point was 1898. These
transactions were one of the underlying causes of the ensuing heated polemics between a ens yheter and ens a a bladet. The transfer of
the editor from the former to the latter also did not help alleviate the
conﬂict. It was much of the root cause of the continuing rivalry between
the two surviving newspaper.
The trust least of all provided a path forward for a ens yheter.
Rather it appeared to be a costly adventure. ethr us was forced out
at a ens yheter and in the future would concentrate on his work for
venska Telegrambyr n.
till, the most noticeable effect of the trust’s activities was that kandinaviska Tryckeriaktiebolaget was used as an instrument when the leader of
to holms idnin en, Anders eurling, obtained a large ownership stake
in a ens yheter during the new century’s rst year. His circulation successes during the 189 s had allowed eurling to gradually improve his nancial situation. This time, however, he seems to have overestimated his
resources, and he was soon prepared to sell his shares. To the great relief
of a ens yheter’s staff, not least the editor Otto von weigbergk, a “reliably iberal” consortium was able to assure the paper’s independence in
19 1. Among the new owners was arl Otto Bonnier (1856–1941). He
oined the board of directors in 19 3 and became chairman in 191 .

8.

The aper Dragon’s
Opportunities (1897–1912)

B

oth the world as a whole and that of the press continued to evolve.
The transformative 19th century further altered the environment of
the wedish press. weden experienced rapid modernization, progressing from a backward land of peasants to a nation of industries based on
inventions such as the cream separator and ball bearings. On the road to
the future there were many who wished to preserve the past. For thirty
ve years, the ountry was ruled by ing Oscar II (1872–19 7). During his reign, an emerging parliamentarism forced the ing to relin uish
some of his power to his ministers. Nonetheless, he remained a bastion
of traditional values. He created the wedish e uivalent of ictorian culture, the Oscarian.
The new era had many actors. The various popular movements remained an important factor in the transformation of the country. The
Riksdag parties evolved into national political parties. The struggle for a
broadened franchise made progress, even if it was slow.
The press played a decisive role in the modernization process, which
also increasingly opened the ountry to the world. As a result, the outward appearance of the papers changed. weden moved closer to the
leading countries such as the United tates, England, France, ermany
and – Denmark. The highly competitive American press launched innovations that gradually spread. Traditionally, the wedish papers were
well informed concerning the foreign press. As for the American press,
its inﬂuence was reinforced by wedes who had visited and worked there.
They witnessed new techni ues introduced by far from inoffensive men.
In 1883, oseph ulitzer took control of the he ew or
orld, whose
success was based on sensationalistic ournalism. The active reporter became a key gure. unday supplements and sports reporting were part
of the mix. Only two years later, ulitzer was challenged by William
Randolph Hearst. In their erce struggle, the competing papers were prepared to go almost any length. ampaign ournalism received its breakthrough. The graphic techni ues became clearer and cruder. Banner
headlines were introduced. artoon series were adopted. The ability to
utilize photographs improved rapidly. olor printing was utilized, allow135
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ing, among many other things, the publication of a comic strip including
a yellow boy. He was to become the origin of the disparaging term “yellow ournalism”. Their struggle helped create the public agitation that
resulted in the panish-American War of 1898.
In the English press, the brothers Alfred and Harold Harmsworth were
at the center of innovation. Alfred Harmsworth, later elevated to ord
Northcliffe, created the million- issue aily ail starting in 1896. It uncovered new groups of readers, including women, and emphasized briefer
news reports, as well as serials and sports. The growth of the circulation
was so favorable that it became an important concern to provide controlled sales gures. For almost three decades, he aily ail retained its
lead. In 19 3, Harmsworth created the rst modern tabloid, he aily
irror. With some usti cation, he maintained that the tabloid would
be the newspaper of the 2 th century. He also, however, rescued upper
class papers such as he imes and he bser er. Of the two brothers,
Harold Harmsworth, later created ord Rothermere, was the nancier
and builder of trusts.
In direct comparison, the wedish newspapers might seem old fashioned. till, over time, they choose to help themselves from the repertoire of
new approaches and contents. The process of adapting them to wedish
conditions, however, took decades and some were never adopted at all.
It is possible to talk of an Americanization of the wedish press, but ust
as well of a “ wedi cation” of American innovations. In weden, the
division between popular and uality newspapers was never as strict as
elsewhere. Moreover, the strictly cultural newspaper was created at the
right time to produce an epoch.

ens a a bladet takes Out the ath
May 2, 1897 is an important date in the development of the wedish
press. It witnessed an ownership and policy change at ens a a bladet
that was to have importance far beyond the individual newspaper and the
particular occasion. The modern broad and structured morning newspaper was introduced into weden. The inter-play among various forces
allowed high uality articles to be presented in a new context. They were
grafted on to a new and more vigorous trunk. Almost all the separate elements had been available earlier, either from foreign forerunners or from
various parts of the wedish tradition. But it was particularly appropriate
to merge them together at a time when the lagging country had caught
up with developments and as a new industrial nation was eager to display
its capacity. The newspapers, with their substantial capital re uirements,
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nder the line arti les appeared in venska Dagbladet as early as 18 7. It was
not until 1 18, howe er, that this best nown feature of the paper be ame a daily
phenomenon.

bene ted from the new industrialists. The homogeneous esthetic culture
was still dominant, however, so it was only natural that the large newspaper would act as the guardian of cultural reporting and debate. What was
previously considered onservative could now also be de ned in terms of
cultural iberalism. Thus the culture division was established, even if an
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actual separate cultural section of the paper had to wait until after World
War I. In time, it became an un uestioned part of the large newspapers.
This inheritance has persisted throughout the 2 th century and beyond.
The initiative belonged to erner von Heidenstam (1859–194 ). For
several years he had been advocating the creation of “a new, large and intelligent newspaper intended especially for the educated classes and as an
outlet for science and the arts”. He was critical of the existing papers. He
spoke of the “crude ignorance, the indifference to our culture, the business swindle that characterize the press of our time”. There was a clear
need for an instrument that “spoke for the public against the hack ournalists”. Although he had no personal experience of the press, that did
not prevent him from condemning it when he presented his program of
a new nationalism in “Om svenskarnas lynne” ( oncerning the wedish
Temperament) published in 1896 “The newspapers are more and more
becoming business rms that speculate on political cycles.” Nevertheless,
the press had a role to play in his plan to make tockholm the Nordic
capital and to rescue the country from “the terror of the mediocrities”.
Heidenstam had a program that he wished to turn into reality. Not for
nothing was the planned newspaper rm to be baptized “ weden”. His
lack of insight was both good and bad. Being an outsider, he could stake
out the path without being bound by the traditions of the press. It also
resulted, however, in unrealistic expectations concerning what could be
accomplished. He irritated his surroundings, became disillusioned and
returned to his poetry.
Heidenstam was the visionary. The implementation of the program,
as well as its nancing, he left to others. Following various paths, he had
become a successful author. He had a fortune of his own. He sold well.
He worked to achieve better conditions both for himself and for others.
He was supported by a new generation of donors that had been created
by weden’s rapid industrialization. The prominent banker Ernest Thiel,
who had become wealthy by brokering foreign loans to the wedish state,
had nanced the extensive traveling Heidenstam had undertaken in preparation for writing his inﬂuential work concerning the fates of arl II’s
troops ( arolinerna). Unknowingly, Thiel was of decisive importance for
the creation of the poet’s own newspaper.

hoice of Newspaper by hance
Initially the intent was to create a new paper to be added to the dozen
that were already being published in tockholm. radually, however,
the plan was altered to taking over an existing paper. One of the pos-
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sibilities was to purchase ftonbladet. Transferring a newspaper from one
camp to the other was not unprecedented. The short-lived trust had only
a few years earlier taken over tebor s osten and changed its political
allegiance. Even after the notion of taking control of ftonbladet had
been abandoned, the intention of starting an evening paper remained,
apparently motivated by a desire to get back at the hated rival. In fact, the
increasingly onservative competitor did become a principal opponent
during the succeeding years.
The choice of which newspaper to buy was dictated by chance. As a
result of his work unraveling the affairs of the principal owner of ens a
a bladet, the inventor and industrialist ustaf de aval, Thiel at the
turn of 1896 1897 had become the owner of “a fully operational daily
newspaper, which only re uired me to order a new and up-to-date suit
from my tailor”. The 1 ,
kronor re uired was to be supplied in e ual
parts by Wallenberg, Thiel and Heidenstam. The rst of these, however,
withdrew on the grounds that his commitment was limited to an evening
paper. Heidenstam, the originator of the plan, rst tried to reduce his
contribution, and then failed to contribute any funds whatsoever.
Heidenstam wanted to have peace and uiet to work on his arolin
erna. His good friend Oscar evertin (1862–19 6) felt a greater need to
actively participate in the press. Initially, he was less daring and argued
for a magazine or a “modest newspaper with a purely literary program”.
But Heidenstam’s more ambitious plan for a “great cultural paper” won
out. On a few occasions, evertin had been on the verge of going beyond
contributing to newspapers and becoming a real newspaperman. a ens
yheter and to holms a blad had gured in his thoughts during the
early 189 s but had been re ected as, all things considered, inferior to an
academic career. Now he decided to double up. tarting in 1899, he was
to receive an endowed professorship in tockholm. Already in 1897, he
was hired by the newspaper at an annual salary of 3,
kronor.
At the newspaper’s of ces in lara, however, it was mainly his colleague Tor Hedberg (1862–1931) who held down the fort, while evertin worked at home or at the Royal ibrary. Although the title had not
yet been coined, Hedberg in practice was the cultural editor. He took on
“the work at the of ce”, evertin reported. In return, evertin “only had
to do the overall supervision and write about the most important books
and paintings”. On some spectacular occasion he might also help out
with editing assignments. Together with the rest of the staff, he participated in translating mile ola’s famous article concerning the Dreyfus
affair, “ ’accuse ”, that had been published in l urore, on anuary 13,
1898. “Around 2 A.M., the whole colossal article had been translated,
type set and proof read, so that it could accompany the provincial edition
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as a supplement and be distributed in tockholm as an extra issue.” That
is how H almar öderberg (1869–1941), the paper’s master columnist,
recounted the event in his romantic 1912 novel in a newspaper setting,
en all arsamma le en (The erious ame).

The Irritating ack of agabonds
There were additional interested parties and colleagues. Helmer ey
(1864–1939), an expert on Italian literature, had newspaper plans of his
own, but now instead oined the group pro ect. He became the principal actor. He regretted that the original time table, calling for the paper
to appear by New ears 1897, could not be met. To most everyone’s
surprise, he later developed into a persevering editor, fre uently more
concerned with numbers than with letters.
Heidenstam was also impatient. Even the program for the paper became the ob ect of his irritation. “Especially consider that which I have
emphasized in blood (actually red crayon). In my opinion, the business
about anonymity is the most important part of the entire rubbish, because
it is really a new reform and it will be well received.” The newspaper’s
program must not resemble “other shing expeditions for subscribers”.
The mood of he who mostly isolated himself to depict the fates of arl
II’s soldiers in peace and uiet varied. He was often critical, but could
also make suggestion concerning things that needed to be done. ometimes he combined the two “Feel free to describe rincess Ingeborg’s
stockings, as long as we in the other column present an accurate depiction
of Ellen eys’ nightgown. He could amuse himself by entertaining the
paper’s readers using the pseudonym . A. urkblad ( ucumberblade).
It was a distinctly high uality newspaper that Heidenstam anticipated.
Among wedish papers, he particularly pointed to tebor s andels o h
farts idnin as a precursor. Already at an early stage, ens a a
bladet experimented with feature articles, the category for which the paper later would become famous. Initially, however, Heidenstam was dubious. “ omething else that I have always opposed ( ) is the use of the
erman English feature ( below the line’) sections. It separates out the
literary and makes into something subordinate that the reader will skip.
It thus appears to diminish the entire content of the paper. Why not do
as in Norway and Denmark and all our wedish news-sheets and include
the essays among the rest of the reading material. If anywhere, it is in
this newspaper, where the literary articles are intended to carry the entire
paper, that they should appear there ” He could uickly rethink his position, however “This time the line’ is good, so maybe it can be used”.
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Heidenstam soon resumed his critical attitude. The result was a provocative article, “Our Newspapers” that appeared in the fall of 1897
(7.11.1897). In it, he used strong language to condemn the press. “It is a
great big festive chariot with outriders and lackeys and with the authors
sitting on cushions in full Episcopal regalia with anathema in one hand
and our ord esus hrist’s reconciliatory body and blood in the other.
The miscreants line the way, fastened upon the wheel, but in accord with
our human duty, at the moment of their death they receive a blessing, but
it is not claimed that the prelate’s blessing necessarily is of od.”
The newspaper was uncertain about how to handle the article. Heidenstam himself maintained that it was “much too measured and – fair”. He
did not wish to participate in the usual polemics. “For hack ournalists,
abuse is ust like refreshing water.” He wanted to initiate a more general
discussion. He was a poet and never became a newspaper man, not even
to evertin’s limited extent. “It is the press that has failed the wedish
traditions and lured the educated classes into becoming poorly read and
ignorant.”
Heidenstam felt like a restrained king, but he did not rest on his laurels.
Between rounds, he was still full of plans. They could be ma or or minor.
The great newspaper transaction that he had initiated had given him a
taste for action as a change from ust expounding. After a few weeks of the
new regime, he declared that “the domestic (news) section is a true scandal”. Having inspired the cultural paper, he naturally placed demands on
those who were responsible for changing things. What was needed was “a
polemic and a bile lled pen, above all a lively and stylistic one. For the
moment, our shabby domestic politics hardly re uire more”.
The irritations were many, the feelings mixed. Among them was the
poet’s ealousy that ournalists became the recipients of royal favor. Oscar
II received representatives of an international ournalism conference. That
was the occasion on which Heidenstam coined his provocative terminology “A thinker, a scientist, perhaps sometimes even a politician, weighs
his words with concern for future udgments. uch bashfulness before
posterity – what does that mean to the pack of vagabonds of the spirit
from the four corners of Europe which ust now crowded around the dining tables in the halls of the palace of Drottningholm ”

The Newspaper Maker and haker Decides
The reforms at the newspaper rm had no immediate positive effect on
the circulation. Heidenstam toyed with plans intended to solve both the
nancial and the content problems. The principal competitor, a ens
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yheter, was doing better. That was the background for his fanciful plan
to have ens a a bladet buy a ens yheter.
Thus, at a time when newspaper trusts were being constructed, even a
man who lived far away from the world of newspapers had such thoughts.
It is impossible to know how deeply Heidenstam delved into the sometimes complex ownership situation, and thus if the contemplated purchase was to have included the papers closely allied with a ens yheter.
If such was the case, then the most innovative big city papers would all
have been gathered under one umbrella. That there was substantial resistence from the various editorial staffs is hardly surprising, and Heidenstam complained that not even Helmer ey supported his proposal he
has “gotten it into his head that v. D. will do so well that a purchase is
unnecessary”.
ens a a bladet is one of the few newspapers from the late 19th century that has survived. At a number of succeeding ubilee celebrations,
praise has been heaped on those who managed to convert a less than
successful onservative paper, that in its early years was plagued by freuent ownership and editorial changes, into a paper with a consistent
line, perhaps even a soul.
arts of the plan could be implemented uickly. The “9 ’s generation” surrounding Heidenstam obtained their own outlet, thus shifting
the bounds of the cultural debate. The great tockholm exhibition also
soon provided a fortunate opportunity to capture on-going events – the
reporting of the exhibition had of course been prepared by the previous
regime. ing Oskar II celebrated twenty- ve years on the throne and was
also honored in an article by Heidenstam. . A. Andr e, Nils trindberg
and nut Fr nkel took off towards the North ole in their gas balloon,
creating a story of world-wide interest. They vanished into the silence.
But their accompanying carrier pigeons were sighted both here and there.
ens a a bladet was taken in by such stories and, together with the
general attitude towards the paper, those reports gave rise to the less than
ﬂattering nickname “The ulture igeon”.
Taking control of a ma or newspaper is never problem-free. To make
it one’s own was even more dif cult, especially if the preparation time
had been short. The strains took various forms, and if anything it is surprising that the paper survived. The capital invested proved to be insufcient. Following the sunny exhibition summer of 1897, the money was
gone. As Thiel recalled in his critical retrospective “The money lasted
four months, or more precisely, until August 19 of the same year, the day
I was informed that they had been used up and that a further 6 ,
was
re uired to keep the rm aﬂoat. I hesitated at rst but Mr. von Heidenstam elaborated on the moral uestion – which had almost escaped my
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attention – concluding that as an honest man I either had to pay up or
declare bankruptcy.”
Heidenstam also searched for other nanciers. till for a while it was
Thiel who kept the paper going. In early 1898, the money was once again
used up. Thiel was no longer willing to keep pumping in more. He withdrew and received no compensation for his claims. After a few months of
“sturm und drang”, it was instead the mining industrialist ustaf Emil
Broms (1869–19 3) who assumed the burden.
It was at this stage that the paper’s leadership was reinforced with
arl ustaf Tengwall (1864–1913), at the time assistant editor-in-chief
of a ens yheter. As he had earlier demonstrated as editor of m lands
llehanda in önköping, Tengwall had the ability to get things done. He
would continue to do so at the three tockholm newspapers where he was
to intercede, even if his stay at a ens yheter was too brief to leave a permanent impression. His departure from there, however, did contribute
to the rivalry between the two papers.
Tengwall made his important contributions during his years at en
s a a bladet. It was there that he created the great dragon, as ma or
wedish papers are half-affectionately known. He represented a new type
of newspaper man, the newspaper maker and shaker. Once a paper’s editorial staff had reached a given size, someone was needed to hold things
together, someone who motivated, had ideas for reporting, interviews
and series of articles, someone who was responsible for renewal. It was
not the type of person who contributed with his writing. It was the type
whose dynamism aroused enthusiasm among his colleagues.
ompetition in tockholm was more intense than elsewhere, resulting
in more rapid progress. Of the twelve daily papers, to holms idnin en
was the largest with a circulation of approximately 1 ,
at the turn
of the century
ad ytt i a (What’s New Today ) was published in
the same newspaper building. to holms a blad had lost some of the
momentum that constructing its own newspaper building and converting
to a rotary press had given it. till, like a ens yheter and ens a a
bladet, the paper had converted to daily publication. o ial emo raten,
rt and and ens a a bladet were unabashedly opinionated. The
papers with the richest traditions were ost o h Inri es idnin ar, ya
a li t llehanda and ftonbladet. The last of these also published the
large-circulation paper a en (The Day).
Despite his many competitors, Tengwall led the way in several areas.
ens a a bladet became more than ust a prominent cultural newspaper – although Tengwall also took initiatives in that genre. The format
was more generous than that of a ens yheter. Reporting was encouraged and correspondents were dispatched into the eld. In virtually every
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category, except police coverage, ens a a bladet had the upper hand.
Interviews, which had been included since the 188 s, ﬂowered. There were
many contributors, and the generous use of pen names made the group
seem even larger. otten Ekman (188 –191 ) utilized more than forty
different noms de guerre, “ urieuse” when she wrote fashion columns.
Tengwall became the most outspoken advocate of the all inclusive newspaper which had something for everyone. uccess came after a few years.
In 19 4, the paper made a pro t and exceeded a ens yheter s circulation for a time. By that time, erner von Heidenstam was barely willing
to acknowledge his paper any more. He failed to grasp that it was a stroke
of luck also for literature, drama and art to have been given such a strong
position in a newspaper for everything and everyone.

The Era of Organizations
Both Heidenstam and Tengwall can be associated with the organizations
that arose in the newspaper world around the turn of the previous century. With his contemptuous talk of a “pack of vagabonds of the spirit”,
the poet gave expression to the uite widespread distain felt for ournalists. Tengwall’s treatment of his personnel was a decisive factor in the
creation of an association of ournalists.
There were precursors. ublicistklubben ( , The wedish National
ress lub) dated all the way back to 1874. ike the large meetings of
publicists,
had worked to improve the status of ournalism. onseuently, not everyone was welcome. Membership re uired election, a
process explicitly intended to exclude those writers who might sully the
reputation of the entire group. imilarly, the early interest in ournalistic
ethics can be traced back to this concern for the whole profession.
allowed supporters of various points of view to meet and discuss matters,
usually in a pleasant atmosphere.
In 1893, wedish authors had oined together to form a professional
association. The initiative had come from Heidenstam. What was striking was the openly declared intent to work to advance the nancial interests of the membership group. The association was thus a form of
trade union. With that in mind, it is even more remarkable that the ing
himself became the rst, and for a long time the only, honorary member.
Moreover, onservative writers, led by arl David af Wirs n, oined.
The typographers were the earliest newspaper occupation to organize.
The wedish Typographers’ Association founded in 1886, was the rst
labor union in the press and from early on it created a favored position
for its members. It was to last until the drastic revamping of newspaper
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production technology during the 196 s. Even before the end of the
188 s, the union had succeeded in obtaining an agreement that guaranteed its members at least a minimum wage and regular hours.
The striving for professional status together with a clearer demarcation
between the parties nally resulted, around the turn of the century, in the
newspapers themselves successfully organizing. In 1898, Tidningsutgivareföreningen (TU, The Newspaper ublishers’ Association) was formed
with Anders eurling as chairman. It was now possible for the owners
to negotiate on more even terms with the typographers. On a different
plane, one of the early uestions to be broached was the oint purchase
of newsprint.
In the summer of 19 1, Tengwall summarily dismissed ve staff members. There was an indignant reaction resulting in a meeting where the
matter was heatedly debated. Following a discussion within the
in
eptember, the newspaper was censored. Towards the end of the year,
venska ournalistförbundet ( wedish ournalists’ Union) was formed.
Demands were presented calling for a minimum salary, uninterrupted
weekly time off, vacations, notice and the right to refuse humiliating
assignments. It was not until 1916, however, that an agreement concerning standard contracts was reached with TU.

maller but More ages
At the end of the 19th century, weden had a population of approximately ve million. Emigration was still substantial, but declining. The birth
rate was sinking after having reached a peak a decade or so earlier. But
people lived longer. These ve million had about one million daily newspapers to share. One paper for ve people might seem little, but from the
opposite perspective, it represented a substantially increased newspaper
density. The growth had been especially striking since 1865.
During the rst two decades of the new era (1865–1884), the total circulation of the daily press increased ve times, admittedly from a rather
modest level. The resulting half million then doubled again by the turn
of the century, or maybe even a bit more than doubled – the numbers are
uncertain and based on the newspapers’ own reports. A number of factors
played a role. The number of cities and towns with papers increased, as
did the total number of papers. By the end of the century, 85 locales had
newspapers, and increasingly they had more than one each. The average
circulation was approximately one thousand copies in 1865. By1899, it
had uadrupled. The very small papers had become fewer, and the minimum circulation had increased. Nonetheless, thanks to the radicaliza-
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tion of the low price papers, the range of circulation levels had increased.
At the turn of the century,
ns a a bladet had one-twentieth of the
entire wedish daily newspaper circulation and to holms idnin en
one-tenth. The popular movements played a role in the development of
newspapers and magazines and probably an even bigger role in the development of their readership.
Today’s reader would nd himself in a different world if he tried to
read late 19th century newspapers. enetrating the codes, however, is not
so dif cult that he should deny himself a visit there. The newspapers were
at their biggest at the end of the 19th century – at least using the rather
crude measure of page size. They were spoken of as bed sheets and they
could literally be a meter long. That is an area e ual to that of four tabloids. ince then two changes in format size have taken place. The rst
of these occurred a decade or so into the 2 th century when the change to
rotary presses resulted in a larger number of smaller pages.
The use of pictures entered its third phase at the turn of the century. hotography had existed as a possibility since the middle of the 19th
century. An important step was taken during the 188 s when amateur
photography became feasible. It left its tracks in a number of recurrent
publications, for example the wedish Tourist Association’s earbook.
Even after the decisive invention of halftone printing had become practical during the 189 s, however, the pictures remained few, poor and constantly reprinted. An ongoing, immediate visual presentation still had to
wait. et, starting in 1899, ar 8 a demonstrated how world events
and people could be presented photographically. y Illustrerad idnin
(New Illustrated Newspaper) was almost simultaneously forced to uit
the eld. It seemed to prove that people’s picture of the world depended
on photographic technology.
New readers were recruited through low prices, very seldom by attractive layouts. Newspaper pages were lled with compact text whose reading was not yet facilitated and steered by carefully prepared headings.
New technology also became available to the editorial staff. The telephone spread uickly in weden starting in the 188 s and was important
for gathering news. For a long time, however, telephone interviews were
considered too intrusive. Telegrams, both private and through the telegram bureaus, become more common place. But scissors and glue pots
remained important editorial tools. The earliest typewriters had made
their appearance, but for several additional decades, those who eschewed
using them considered themselves superior.
The newspapers took over much of daily life. ince most people had
their own paper, or at least read one, there was greater reason to let them
also control the topics of daily conversation. It was a position the news-
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papers would retain until the breakthrough of radio broadcasting during
the 193 s.
The newspaper also played a role in the shaping of various cities’ identity. Every self-respecting city needed its own paper, and it also was important that it was printed on site. As yet, that did not mean that local
material dominated the contents.

A Farewell to Handicrafts
Right from the start, the press represented an interesting example of the
conversion from handicraft to industry. The reproduction of word and
picture was one of the earliest forms of mass production. The dividing
line was between type setting and printing. This chasm between the
handicraft and industrial sides tended to widen as the presses became
ever faster in the course of the late 19th century.
Type setting by hand retained the spirit of utenberg. Anyone who
has the opportunity to see a nimble type setter at work will be impressed
with his skill. It can also be measured. ust at the time that this handicraft had reached its apex, and was soon to be replaced, at ftonbladet
it was expected that a trained setter could produce 6 rows of 4 type
units each, that is to say a total of 2,4 signs, per hour. A standard issue
of the paper in the late 188 s contained 23 ,4 signs, and thus would
re uire roughly 96 hours of work by a single setter – proof reading not
included.
But machines were on the way. During the 188 s, there was talk of a
wedish invention, agerman’s setting machine. But in practice, it was
not until 1897 that the newspapers began to adopt type setting machines.
A inotype machine was installed at ens a a bladet in 1898, and it
became the dominant system. The newspaper thus underlined its leadership role also in the area of technology. In 1899, the paper installed two
more linotype machines, giving it the capacity to machine-set almost the
entire paper. Once under way, things moved uickly. By 19 5, there
were 193 type-setting machines in the ountry, albeit some were engaged in book printing. By 1917, the number had risen to 575. ince
these machines represented a considerable commitment of capital, their
introduction also led to an increase in shift work.
The change in presses had even greater effects. The number of rotary
presses also increased although it took a longer time. In 1913, there were
79, rising to 94 in 1917 and 119 in 192 . Each press re uired a large investment, but the depreciation period was long. The modernization was
assisted by the emergence of a second hand market.
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The new generation of presses created numerous, previously unavailable, opportunities. Not least of these was the ability to print more but
smaller pages. This, in turn, made it possible to increase and rearrange
the contents. A new press was a big deal, something a newspaper crowed
about. Once the adaptation problems had been resolved, it was possible
to pull away from the competition. This is what happened in 1898 when
ens a a bladet installed a new press.

trikes and heets of ies
The general strike broke out on August 4, 19 9. It was the result of several
years of growing tension between andsorganisationen ( O, The National Organization of abor Unions) and venska Arbetsgivareföreningen ( AF, The wedish Federation of Employers). The strike was a response to a widespread lockout warning issued a few days earlier. At its
peak, 3 ,
workers were out on strike. The atmosphere was heated.
The military was mobilized to guard, among other facilities, the entral
Railway tation and the Riksdag building in tockholm.
It was a uni ue situation which, among other institutions, put the
press to the test. On August 6, a ens yheter reported that a noisemaker
had caused panic in othenburg and that farmers were afraid to bring
their produce into tockholm. eople walked around with loaded pistols.
On a single day, two persons were accidentally in ured. et the newspaper summarized that things had never been so calm as during the strike
and the accompanying ban an alcohol consumption.
to holms a blad had in 19 5 abandoned its specially constructed
newspaper building and moved to new uarters. The police paper that
had become the leading advertising outlet and weden’s Times, was
searching for a new identity. Its new location at asagatan 9 was right
across the street from the imposing new entral ost Of ce whose location further emphasized the lara district’s central position in the wedish newspaper world. A number of highly regarded ournalists toiled
there. Without going overboard or even always dealing with the most
important books, lara ohanson (1875–1948) became one of the foremost literary critics. As such, she often signed her work “ . .”, while her
pseudonym when writing amusing columns, a genre she helped develop,
was “Huck eber”.
Also present in the building was östa öberg (188 –1967), even if
his greatest contributions to the paper were made following a hiatus spent
at tebor s ftonblad (1912–1929). He, in turn, recruited his younger
brother Birger öberg (1885–1929). Birger oined the paper as an intern
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in November of 19 6 and wrote chatty columns under the pen name
“ ta”. Early versions of his “Frida” poems, which he did not publish in
book form until 1922, appeared in the paper. After only a year, however,
he moved to elsin bor s osten where he was appointed assistant editorin-chief in 19 9. Most of the newspaper scenes that can be found, among
other places, in his Dickens-like novel, artetten som spr n des, exude a
small-town atmosphere. In her positive review of the book, “ . .” took
the opportunity to reminisce about their common workplace on asagatan in tockholm “With eyes half closed, the great morning paper’s
building was taking its afternoon siesta. It did not lie entirely unlit nor
was it entirely empty, in a corner here and there in proud and lifeless
lamplight some dreamlike being moved, shadow like and un usti ed, like
a lie that refutes itself.”
ies were more commonly spoken of in connection with to holms
a blad. It was now arl ustaf Tengwall who gave the orders there and
who experimented with ideas that were new to the paper. Whether it was
his idea or someone else’s is not known, but in any case to holms a
blad became associated with the three-stories-high rolls of linen cloth
that informed passers by how many workers had contributed to shrinking the general strike by returning to work. The popular name given to
this fa ade decoration was obvious sheets of lies.
The antagonism was strong, and it found further expression. Both
the newspaper employers and their employees were independent of the
organizations that had ordered the general strike. They had a valid labor
agreement in place. The board of the Typographer’s Association tried to
prevent work stoppages, but many of the graphic workers at the newspapers found the strike reporting to be provocative. Following a general
meeting in tockholm, the typographers oined the strike on August 1 .
abor conﬂicts at media rms tend to attract special attention. Also
this time painful lessons were imparted. One conﬂict led to another. It
was an eye sore that so much of reporting was taken over by aret (The
Answer), edited by o ial emo ratens assistant editor-in-chief erhard
Magnusson (1872–194 ). This paper reached a maximum circulation of
15 ,
copies, in some ways an expression of the gap in reporting that
had been created. The other papers, however, also tried to stay in contact
with their audience. The general strike lasted through the rest of August
and the rst week of eptember. ome papers did not reemploy their
typographers after the strike was over. Anna Branting, the clever and
widely read theater critic in to holms idnin en was red – apparently
because she was married to H almar Branting.
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a ens yheter Takes Over
The strike came at a particularly bad time for a ens yheter. During
the summer of 19 9, it was on the brink of de nitively retaking the lead
among the country’s daily newspapers. It was a process that been underway ever since the moment in 19 1 when it had been bought out from
the trust. The revitalization was the result of fortunate recruiting Otto
von weigbergk, Oscar Hemberg, Anton arlgren.
The paper, however, still had trouble deciding what direction to take.
hould it strive for the largest circulation or should it take up the ght
to mold public opinion and try to attract a somewhat more prosperous
readership At the paper, opinions differed. Those who argued for a large
circulation often referred to Rudolf Wall. The most important proponent of this approach was the long-serving Albert eberg.
Otto von weigbergk (1863–1935) wanted above all to develop the
paper as an opinion maker. In fact, during his long career at the paper
(1898–1921), he was able to realize his plan and to create a spirit of cultural radicalism that was to last far into the future.
It is striking, however, that a ens yheter, ust like ens a a bladet,
in practice put emphasis both on inﬂuencing opinion and on popular
ournalism. Thus they had established an important pattern for the entire
wedish press. It was possible to include important and audience-pleasing features that had evolved in the precursor countries’ press, and still
play an opinion molding role. The dragon could be tamed.
During weigbergk’s initial years at the paper, the combination was
not fully functional. Both ens a a bladet and to holms idnin en
were several steps ahead in the race. But new men brought new opportunities. Oscar Hemberg’s (1881–1944) experience was limited to a few
years at alm tidnin en thus a ens yheter s costly adventure gave at
least some return. In 19 5, he was hired as assistant editor-in-chief, and
during the next few years the paper was transformed.
The rst steps in that process were taken in the spirit of what Henrik
avling had done at oliti en. The general idea, contrary to what had previously been the case at the brothers eorg and Edvard Brandes’ paper,
was to put news ahead of opinion. The editorials became shorter, as they
had originally been in Rudolf Wall’s day, and the headlines more numerous. Advertisements were removed from the front page. The response
in the form increased circulation making it possible for Hemberg to go
further. a ens yheter probably also bene ted from the loss of leading personalities at its two most important competitors. The founder of
to holms idnin en, Anders eurling, died in 19 6. ens a a bladet
was weakened by evertin’s death that same year and by Tengwall’s move
to to holms a blad in 19 7.
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The typographical measures are the easiest to detect. Fat headlines
were also available at wedish print shops, but, they had only been used
in advertisements. As the volume of text increased, however, they also
started to appear in the edited material.
ome of the innovations were ﬂoating in the air and a ens yheter
was not necessarily rst with them all. When, after 25 years, the newspapers nally realized that they needed headlines more than one column
wide, the step was rst taken by o ial emo raten. On May 18, 19 ,
the paper decided that a brutal murder was worthy of two columns. It
was not emulated. uch, however, at least to some extent, became the case
following tebor s osten’s use of dual columns in anuary of 19 5.
till, it was at a ens yheter where these new typographical methods
of expression were put to systematic use during the following years. The
recruitment of Anton arlgren (1882–1973) in 19 8, would consolidate
their use. He had a background in linguistics. Initially he thought he
could limit some of the innovations introduced by Hemberg, but in fact
they worked as a well-coordinated team until lthy lucre lured Hemberg
over to the lm industry in 1916. In 1923, arlgren resumed his research
career as rofessor of lavic hilology at the University of openhagen.
The new typographical measures had rst been tried in the United
tates. avling had been there, and his account ra meri a (From America), written in Danish, had been translated to wedish in 1898. Even if
the American newspapers were probably uite well known in weden, it
is certainly noteworthy that during 19 9 Hemberg himself visited that
innovative country and inspected ulitzer’s orld and Hearst’s ournal
rst hand.
During the spring of 19 9, the installation of a new press provided
a ens yheter with the technical re uirements for completing its modernization. It was put into use on uly 4, and it so happened that it too
went on strike that summer. The news pushed aside the advertisements
from the front page. Thus the reader learned what was most important
among the events that occurred since the paper was last published. It is
yet another red letter day in the history of the wedish press.

The ittle Newspaper Becomes arge
The format of the newspapers has varied in a revealing manner. The page
size continuously increased right from the earliest book-like format until
new modern presses were introduced. In weden this occurred during
the late 19th and early 2 th centuries. The extremely large pages became
smaller. This was especially the case with a ens yheter because the
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change was part of a carefully thought-through modernization plan for
the entire content structure. The pages were substantially reduced in size
(to approximately 55 x 4 cm.), and instead there were more of them.
But smaller was actually bigger. The total volume of text was rapidly
growing. Now there was an opportunity to handle it.
The smaller pages made it possible to further divide the paper into separate sections and thus also to develop special sub-genres, writing styles
and specialized editing. Editorial pages, culture and arts pages and sports
pages emerged over time. The only one that was created immediately
was “the light side”. At a ens yheter it was called “Namn och Nytt”
(Names and More), and under that name it has lived on to the present
day. The section debuted at the same time as the new printing press,
but did not immediately nd itself. oon enough, however, the personcentered notices that were foreshadowed in its name were supplemented
with daily verses, cartoons and amusing columns. The special -notices,
for which the paper’s founder felt such affection for, found their natural
place there.
These developments played an important role in the history of not
ust the individual paper but of the entire wedish newspaper world. The
type of paper that in 1897 was launched against its competitors was followed up. The dragon swallowed ust about everything.
The world of periodicals was also limited by pre-existing constraints.
It is possible to discern a stairway leading from the most concrete, and
therefore the most ephemeral, to the most abstract, and therefore the
least changeable. In order not to make things unnecessarily complicated,
a clarifying example can be inserted. The constantly changing material
still contained stability in the form that these instantaneous impressions
were presented. The genres experienced rise and fall. They were created,
grew, had their golden age and then faded away – and then returned,
sometimes in a somewhat altered guise. At the next level, it is possible
to follow how the various types of newspapers – sometimes working
with and sometimes competing with other media – made use of their
various media and forms. The different types of newspaper followed different trends. Ultimately there is a struggle between the general and the
particular.
In the periodic press, examples of both extremes were represented.
pecialized publications constitute one wing. This becomes especially
apparent when the circle of specialists is small. The young writers’ magazines represent one extreme of small circulations, short lives and pretended indifference towards the public’s actual indifference.
The general interest magazines could never be so pure and singleminded. Their ideal form is the encyclopedia which is intended to por-
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tion out everything worth knowing. Even if it has many volumes, however, it is clear that ultimate universality is an illusion. That is even more
the case with periodic publications along those lines. Among these were
the family magazines, the large, big city, morning newspapers and the
broadcast media with a public-service mission. They pretended to provide everything for everybody. Their hope was to offer enough to continually attract new readers of both genders and various ages. This was also
the beginning of a new approach to newspaper reading to be selective.
It was an indication of the richness of newspaper content that some of it
had to be put aside.
When a ens yheter surged into the lead during the strike summer
of 19 9, the wedish daily press was in a phase of rapid expansion. It
found expression in virtually every aspect the number of newspapers,
circulation and conditions of employment. It was also displayed – which
is of the greatest interest in the present context – an appetite for new
categories. This was precisely the period when the large morning papers
became large. Even if they did not live up to what they promised their
expanding readership, to provide everything for everyone, at least they
provided much for many. With regard to the composition of their content, this meant that the pendulum swung towards the general. Taking heed of their readers’ tastes, they were careful to provide more than
ust news reporting. Occasionally this meant taking over categories from
more specialized sector of the press.
The humorous press, which had been so successful at the turn of the
previous century, served as a reservoir of usable material. A few examples
are especially eye-catching. The initials “O.A.”, Oskar Andersson (1877–
19 6), the clever sketch artist at nda s isse ( unday Nisse), drew
twenty or so installments of “The Man Who Does Whatever He Feels
ike”, generally considered weden’s rst cartoon series. It appeared almost simultaneously with Richard Outcault’s “The ellow id” that left
such a deep impression on the American press.
nut tangenberg (1871–1955) taught himself to be one of the best
in his craft at the humor magazines asper, tri and nda s isse, before he in 1912 struck it rich as a cartoonist at llt f r lla, by introducing Fridolf elinder. The irascible father with his bunch of brats was one
of those characters that has remained in people’s consciousness and far
into the future was published in book form.
The humor press had to relin uish important features to the daily papers. Amusing columnists and cartoonists switched outlets. The humor
magazines largely disappeared, the only one of the old kind still remaining today is r n pin s e oblad (the weekly paper of the absurd, ctitious city of rönköping).
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August trindberg’s rivate Feud
August trindberg (1849–1912) had his last residence in the building
known as the Blue Tower on Drottninggatan in tockholm. There he
became the neighbor of a newspaper, the iberal ftontidnin en, which
had been founded in December of 19 9 and had adopted the policy of
an ad-free front page. Despite nancial problems and fre uent ownership
changes, the paper played an important role until it was closed in192 .
It received a ﬂying start when its neighbor offered to provide articles free
of charge. It began with “ haraoh Worship” on April 29, 191 . “I am
writing without an honorarium but I do re uest proof reading and exemption from annulling editorial comments.” o had trindberg written
to the editor, alfrid p ngberg (1871–1946). Even though trindberg
also contributed to other papers, he helped to pump up ftontidnin en s
circulation from 14,
to 2 ,
copies.
trindberg had spent his earliest years in lara. But that was before
the newspapers had moved in. He had brieﬂy experimented with being
a newspaper man, including at his own outlet ens
rs rin stidnin
( wedish Insurance ournal, 1873). For a time 1872–74), he had worked
at a ens yheter where Rudolf Wall tried to teach him to write in the
popular newspaper style. ater, he had reconnected with ournalism at
alm idnin en. Even in his “Occult Diary”, where he drew the signs
that had allowed him to navigate through the “Inferno” crisis to a new
world view, he collected notices from the papers. The concept of “the
powers” that represented the forces that had changed his life and poetry
had been taken from the newspapers’ foreign reporting. But when he
now utilized the newspapers for a last great personal combat, he did so to
obtain ustice. He seemed to strike out in all directions. He attacked arl
II and the explorer ven Hedin. He took a political position. But above
all, he fought for his standing relative to the successful “9 s generation”.
Oscar evertin had been dead for several years, but still he became the
ob ect of decisive disparagement. The previous year, elma agerlöf had
been the rst wede to receive the Nobel rize instituted in 19 1, one of
the events that made the little ountry’s presence in the world known as
being of both cultural and news worthy interest. Most of all, however,
trindberg’s re was directed at erner von Heidenstam who on his 5 th
birthday during the summer of 19 9 had been honored as weden’s national poet.
trindberg’s personal feud blossomed astonishingly. irtually every
newspaper and magazine wanted to make its feelings known. They had
several motives. onﬂicts had been building up, both in politics and in
cultural policy. Newspapers and magazines had an un uestioned need
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to make their presence felt. At the same time, since in a sense it was old
grievances that were being rehashed, old debate tactics of a scandalizing
nature that might be off putting to a modern reader, were employed.
But there was also a group of new participants that needed to make their
voices heard. Heidenstam waited as long as possible to oin the debate.
This left room for Frederik Böök (1882–1961) to head up the onservative side. In 19 7, he had succeeded Oscar evertin as the leading literary
critic at ens a a bladet. Now he was able to emphatically strengthen
his position and become a leading arbiter of good taste, a role he continued to play into the 193 s. He was also instrumental in driving up the
honoraria paid to article writers by the newspapers, as well as becoming a
leader in the category of so-called “clip-books”. For several decades, these
allowed the leading article writers to publish a selection of their output
in book form.
Bengt idforss (1868–1913), epoch making botanist but also a friend
of poetry, had since 19 acted as literary critic and polemicist at rbetet.
He now received a welcome opportunity to downgrade the importance
of the “9 s generation”. His caustic pen was effective and, despite his
early demise, he became a model for future polemicists to emulate, and
not ust those on the left.
“ trindberg is right” was the caption for ohn and uist’s (1881–1974)
rst contribution to the feud. For decades into the future, he would be
Böök’s antithesis on cultural matters. At the same time, the two were
virtually competitors in singing the praises of the “1 ’s generation”, the
literary fashion that took over once the feud ended.

Americanization and wedi cation
The telegraph inter-connected the world, both shrank it and made it
larger at one and the same time. ince its introduction in the mid 19th
century, it had altered the transmission of news and the forms it took.
During the 189 s, the wireless telegraph also had achieved its breakthrough. The e uipment was heavy but eminently suitable for maintaining contact with ships at sea. The sinking of the Titanic in April of 1912
could not be prevented, but some of the passengers were rescued, and
news of the disaster spread uickly world-wide.
a ens yheter was not the rst to report the catastrophe to holms
idnin en beat them to the punch. But the leading paper utilized all the
new presentation methods on April 16, 1912. These included a double
row, stepped banner covering the entire front page, centrally placed pictures bordered by two single columns of text with multiple captions of
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It did not ta e lon for the wedish paper to adopt the layout approa h of its meri an
inspiration.

decreasing size. Despite not having seen the American papers, a ens y
heter s editorial staff had in all essential aspects chosen the same layout.
The Americanization was complete, at least at a forefront paper. The
dragon’s opportunities had been seized even in regard to the use of headlines. It would take time for it to be adopted throughout the wedish
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press. By the same token, it would take a long time for its last traces to
be erased.
Before Anton arlgren departed the paper to resume his scienti c career, he summarized part of what had been accomplished in his publication ournalisti i a ens yheter ( ournalism at Dagens Nyheter, 1923).
Of the textbooks for wedish ournalists that have appeared, none has
had such an impact as arlgren’s. This might seem surprising since its
original, more modest, purpose was ust to comment on the situation at
one particular newspaper.
arlgren summarized the Americanization that he, more than anyone
else, had initiated. But part of the story is that, following his inspection
trip to the United tates in 1918, he warned that the lessons learned there
had to be used with a degree of moderation and be adapted to wedish
circumstances.
Naturally enough, some of what he had to say was a product of the
times. His very pronounced support of the stepped head and its ideal
form gives the impression that od Almighty had participated in the
design process “The lines that arise when the various letters’ capitals are
connected (lines that should be parallel) should in an ideal heading form
a 45 degree angle with the horizontal rows (and with the lines in the
column).” This remained the rule for a remarkably long time at many
wedish newspapers.
Other parts have a timeless uality. Much should be presented succinctly. In order to convey a message, the important part should come
rst. But, on the contrary, if and when the readers’ interest has been
aroused, there is almost no limit to the detail that can be provided.
arlgren left behind what served as a testament directed at a ens y
heter’s writers. His argument in favor of ournalism utilizing an inverted
pyramid structure and the new heading styles, won over a large portion
of the wedish press. It made the point that nowadays the behavior of
even ordinary folks was acceptable in most circles. For decades to come,
a ens yheter became the paper others imitated or defended themselves
against.

9.

The Newspapers’ War
(1912–19)

O

n une 28, 1914, the heir to the Austro-Hungarian throne, Archduke Franz Ferdinand, and his wife were murdered on the streets
of ara evo. One month later, Austria-Hungary declared war on erbia,
following which ermany declared war on Russia and reat Britain on
ermany. The World War had begun. A fortunate era came to an abrupt
end. The borders that travellers had been able to cross without a passport
were sealed. ountries that had previously competed in their proclaimed
desire for peace now threw themselves into a devastating slaughter of
people on land and sea. weden, which had already avoided war for a
century, once again managed to remain on the outside. But the sense of
world catastrophe loomed ominously even there. Even though the econd World War claimed more victims and encompassed a larger share of
the world, those who experienced the rst conﬂagration would maintain
that it had a greater effect. Ultimately, they meant that the second was a
continuation of the rst.
It has usti ably been said that truth is the rst casualty of war. That
was certainly the case during World War I. ropaganda was not something new, but now, for the rst time, it was used systematically. War is
considered to bene t, or at least to transform, the mass media. World
War I has been called the last great newspaper war – in return it transformed the papers more than any previous war. Word War II would
belong to the radio.

The World Through wedish Eyes
The buildup for the anticipated war had been ongoing for several years. It
seems reasonable to draw a boundary line a pair of years earlier.
Nor was the wedish newspaper reader unprepared. Their foreign reporting was the aspect of the papers that had the proudest tradition, although the product varied both in uantity and uality. For a long time,
the foreign newspapers provided an embarrassment of riches. To the
extent the individual wedish paper relied on these sources, it re uired
both an international perspective and competence in foreign languages.
159
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The female staff members often had superior knowledge of languages.
Women translators became an important group at the large newspapers.
In their half century of existence, the news bureaus had altered the
perspective on the world at large. The situation had become easier to
survey and less variant. Both the international and the national bureaus
were put to the test during the build up to the war. The reporting risked
becoming one-sided or biased, or in the worst case, part of a propaganda
campaign.
The large newspapers tended to place their outstanding ournalists
in the foreign news department. It was not ust a oke when they were
referred to as foreign ministers. Their prototype was erner öderberg
(1872–1932), who worked at to holms a blad during the rst two
decades of the century, before becoming editor-in-chief of ftonbladet for
a couple of years. He urged the wedish newspapers to participate in the
foreign debate, even though the country remained outside. In retrospect,
he concluded that World War I was a watershed even in this regard. Indeed, editorial articles concerning foreign uestions were then becoming
more prevalent even in the provincial press.
Despite these efforts, many observers felt that the newspapers did not
accept their responsibility for helping weden take its place in the world.
Anton arlgren had early on made himself known at a ens yheter for
his penetrating reports from Russia. He continued to write home to the
paper during his travels. When, as was usually the case, he was at the
paper and the new order was searching for material to build sensational
pages, he discovered that the foreign material was not deserving of front
page headlines. The reat War would change all that.

Dispatched into the Real World
radually a ens yheter also developed the capacity to compete in
foreign reporting. Beyron arlsson (1869–1928) was among the most active participants in the ournalistic renewal where a ens yheter regained
the lead. ike many other wedish newspaper men, he had studied the
American press situation and played a role in the Americanization of the
wedish press. He could also urge others to change paths and participate
in the renewal. It was he who pushed ustaf Hellström (1882–1953) to
take up ournalism. “ ou young tockholm novelists, you hang around
the bars and write about government clerks, their bill- obbing and little
erotic escapades. Why don’t you get out and about ”
To be on the scene, to offer a wedish slant on the material, to see
with one’s own eyes, these were special temptations. There were 19th
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century precursors in the wedish press. Hellström became one of the
most skilled and persevering of these. He lasted long enough to write
from ondon 19 7–191 , aris 1911–1918 and New ork 1918–192 .
Then, after a period at home, he returned to ondon 1918–1935. During those years he made additional contributions by reporting from other
places, especially from Berlin during the crucial year of 1933. But, he
needed someone to send him on assignment.
Hellström uickly began his new line of work when he arrived in ondon in 19 7. He was not uncontroversial among the editorial staff which
sometimes perceived him as too literary. Reminiscing, he has emphasized
that the correspondent’s role was somewhat ambiguous “There were several circumstances that came to my assistance. First of all at that time,
the task of the wedish foreign correspondent was totally different from
what it would become after 1914. He was not re uired to send his paper
daily telegraphic reports. urrent political news was handled by the maor international news bureaus. It was only in very special cases that one
was assigned to wire in news, cases that lay outside the interest sphere of
the bureaus meetings of wedish associations, occasions when wedes
had run afoul of the English police and court system.”

ioneers, enholders and Maids
“As I rode on the streetcar, I saw a girl come ﬂying out of a doorway on
Badstugatan and, of course, run down towards Tegn rgatan. I umped
off, of course – and at of course’ half those present giggled – and caught
sight of her man with a broken beer bottle in his hand, (---) One would
have thought the girl would be utterly hysterical, cut as she was, but she
at least had the presence of mind to give false information to the police,
and she hissed and spat when I gave them the facts. ome evening, after
she has recovered and I am on my way home from the newspaper, she
will kill me, but how could I have known how much she loved him.”
o did the “ enholder” herself recollect her day as a reporter.
It was Elin W gner (1882–1948) who coined the term “penholder”
referring to an important group of women ournalists who found their
way onto editorial staffs and tried to make them function on their terms.
Her little novel with that title dates to 191 and deals with the struggle
for a woman’s right to vote, love and write. W gner had schooled herself
at elsin bor s osten, rt and och a ens yheter, before taking over
as assistant editor-in-chief (19 7–1917) of the weekly magazine Idun.
Women pioneers have played an important role in the wedish press
at least since the 18th century. During the early 19 s they made ma or
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contributions to the discovery of new aspects of reality. The share of
women on editorial staffs increased slowly but surely until parity was
reached during the 196 s. The great step in this development was taken
when their role was expanded beyond performing the speci cally female
tasks. enerally speaking, however, this process proceeded more rapidly
in the press than in other sectors of society.
Women made their presence known both as a group and as individuals. A network of women ournalists that was formed in tockholm the
same year as the novel “The enholder” was published was called “The
ang”. Even in this regard, the capital was slightly ahead. “The ang”
occasionally discovered areas that had previously been totally ignored by
the papers.
urli inder (1865–1947) developed the critical reviewing of children’s literature during her long career at a ens yheter (19 –33).
Ester Blenda Nordström (1891–1948) performed an exploit that was
far ahead of its time. During the summer of 1914, under the by-line
“Bansai”, she published a series of articles entitled “A Month as a ervant
irl on a Farm in the province of ödermanland” in ens a a bladet.
It is better known under the name that was chosen when it was published
as a book later that same year
aid mon
aids. It was a great success, but what has since been called participatory observation started a
debate with overtones of press ethics. Was it proper, without disclosing
ones’ intent, to make observations and then make them public “Bansai”
trod in the footsteps of ack ondon and tested some his methods well
before nther Wallraff. The assignment was made by the motor behind
active ournalism, the newspaper maker and shaker Ewald tomberg. In
the future, however, “Bansai” would take numerous personal initiatives
for her explorations both within and outside the country.
The editorial staffs were still small, but growing. At this time, the
largest staffs were at papers such as ens a a bladet, a ens yheter
and to holms a blad, each of which had between 24 and 27 members.
ftonbladet and to holms idnin en were somewhat smaller with 2 ,
while fton idnin en, a en, ya a li t llehanda, o ial emo raten
and ens a or onbladet had to make do with 1 to 14. As for women,
the tockholm press led the way, but that still meant only one in ten.
The newspapers with no women at all on their editorial staff included not
only ost o h Inri es idnin ar, but also to holms idnin en, fton
idnin en and ya a li t llehanda. Their largest representation was
at to holms a blad, ftonbladet and a ens yheter. At the wedish
Telegraph Bureau almost every third employee was a woman.
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From the Training rounds to the alace ourtyard
During the years leading up to the World War, tensions increased even in
weden. ince the newspapers by this time served as a forum for the ongoing debate, much of the conﬂict occurred on their pages. The “defense
uestion” was the central issue for several years before the war. With
Russia’s grip on Finland being tightened right next door, demands for
a stronger wedish defense intensi ed. The iberal government, led by
arl taaff, that had taken of ce following its electoral victory in 1911,
delayed the implementation of an earlier decision to build a large armored warship. It took on symbolic importance. A voluntary collection
campaign was initiated, and in 1915 the ship eri e was launched. The
defense uestion increasingly came to dominate domestic politics. The
focus of the disputes shifted. The farmers, who had not always been eager
to pay higher taxes for the sake of defense, now became involved in a
nation-wide march to the Royal alace in tockholm in support of ing
ustav . The dispute had been moved from the training grounds to the
palace courtyard.
A driving force in the agitation for a strong defense was ven Hedin.
His brochure
ord of arnin reached the million copy mark. The
onservative arty lined up behind this manifesto, the ocial-Democrats were e ually united in opposition. Among the iberals, the uestion split the party. ftonbladet advocated agreement across party lines.
everal of the newly established papers throughout the country, such as
sterbottens uriren The West Bothnian ourier) agreed. . . Ekman (1872–1945), the editor rst of s ilstuna uriren and later of f
ton idnin en, and who during the late 192 s and early 193 s was to
become prime minister, in his role as spokesman for the broad-minded
wing of the United iberal arty, also supported this position. a ens
yheter supported taaff but, like the government, had to admit that the
voluntary collection of 17 million kronor was a powerful indication of
popular support for a strong defense.
Hedin continued his campaign. taaff modi ed his position, but
still had to concede that even a ens yheter had become more defense
friendly. On February 6, 1914, the day had nally come when the close
to 4 ,
marchers representing the rural population presented their
anti-government and pro-defense petitions. The ing received them in
the palace courtyard and held an intensely personal speech, the formulation of which had been assisted by ven Hedin.
A few days later, despite being waited on by a mass of supportive workers, taaff submitted his resignation. New elections were called. A rancorous campaign followed, during which slanderous accusations that taaff
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had displayed weakness towards Russia surfaced. The onservatives became the largest party in the second (popularly elected) chamber. a ens
yheter was sub ected to criticism for having failed to loyally support
the government. During the newspaper’s ftieth anniversary celebration
a few months after the outbreak of war in 1914, weigbergk took the
opportunity to ustify his position that a newspaper never should be an
errand boy for a party or a government. In so doing, he anticipated what
later was to become the ournalistic norm.

World War on the Front age
For centuries wars and revolutions had raged without newspapers feeling
a need to change their graphic form. Now the newspapers found themselves in a phase of rapid change. During the initial years, the headline
writers at the pioneering newspaper, a ens yheter, had had trouble
convincing even themselves that the graphic modes of expression they
wished to try were suitable. The World War had decisive conse uences
for the wedish press. The clearest expression of the War’s effect was that
when it broke out many newspapers followed a ens yheter’s example
from 19 9 and eliminated advertisements from their front page. These
included both ens a a bladet and to holms idnin en. This was an
extraordinary measure intended to convey the seriousness of these events.
There were, however, differences of opinion at the newspapers. everal of
them later reverted to their earlier practice.
In some uarters, war reporting on the front page was seen as an expression of sensationalism. Nonetheless, the war years witnessed a substantial modernization of the newspapers’ typographical methods. A
few years after the pioneering newspapers, many provincial papers also
ac uired new presses, allowing them to print more but smaller pages.
The war contributed to the prioritization of events by their importance.
everal papers accomplished this by including a special summary page
– although it was not always what rst met the reader’s glance. till, it
was another step towards inﬂuencing what the readers actually read. The
largest headline on the summary page revealed the most important event
that had occurred in the world since the previous issue was published.
This usage often contributed to painting a dark picture of the times.

Neutrality Instructions
The position of the wedish press during First World War was in several regards different from what would be the case during the econd
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– in retrospect it is dif cult to avoid drawing a comparison. The government led by H almar Hammarsk öld, that held of ce during most the
war (1914–17), did not have the same broad parliamentary support as
the coalition government of World War II. Nonetheless, it was able to
garner support for its expressed desire to defend the ountry’s neutrality
and avoid irritating the warring parties. During the initial phase of the
war, Torvald Hö er, head of the Foreign Of ce’s press department and
close friend of leading members of the papers’ editorial staffs, conveyed
demands that the newspapers practice a “neutrality duty” and “foreign
political discretion”. He maintained that this was not an infringement on
the freedom of expression.
Despite strong opposition, the government succeeded in having its
way and was thus able to inﬂuence both the domestic debate and the
foreign perception of weden. Unlike the situation during World War II,
it was accomplished without the creation of a special regulatory agency.
iolations were noted and warnings to be careful issued privately. During
the early stages of the war, taaff was sub ected to criticism in the Riksdag
for having unnecessarily contributed to greater attention being directed
at an anti-entente article. The leaders of both the onservatives and the
ocial-Democrats simultaneously issued assurances of their support for
the government’s neutrality policy. It has been observed that the “Hammarsk öld ministry could be pleased with a remarkably tolerant press”.
till a non-trivial number of freedom-of-the-press prosecutions were
pursued, and some resulted in convictions. All together there were some
9 cases, directed not ust at leftist papers such as rand (Fire) and torm
lo an ( torm Bell), but also at ftonbladet, tebor s osten and en
s a a bladet. In contrast with what was the case during World War II,
the newspapers were not sub ected to any further repressive measures.
They do not even seem to have been contemplated. It has been noted
that the wedish newspapers en oyed a greater degree of freedom than,
for instance, the Danish. There were several explanations. Despite differences of opinion, it was pretty generally understood that neutrality was
the only possible policy. Moreover, the situation was not as perilous as
during World War II.

An Increased Readership
On the fourth of August 1914, a ens yheter sold 153,189 copies, the
highest number yet. Of course the level attained during the rst days of
the war could not be sustained. till it was growing rapidly. The average
circulation in August was close to 9 ,
and by the end of the rst year
of war it had stabilized at approximately 7 ,
.
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to holms idnin en, however, still maintained a clear lead with circa
125,
copies. ftonbladet was ust under 3 ,
, but could add the
enormous circulation of its half weekly edition amounting to several
hundred thousand copies. o ial emo raten had a distribution similar
to that of ftonbladet s principal edition, thus outdistancing traditionrich papers such as ya a li t llehanda and to holms a blad that
did not even reach 2 ,
.
There were more readers. Despite their appetite, however, they got
less to read. One constraint was the supply of newsprint, and for a time
the papers decided to reduce their print space. For newspapers in an expansive phase, problems soon arose on this point. At the outbreak of the
war, the number of advertisers declined, but after a year or so, the upward
trend resumed.

The Telegraph Bureaus at War
Right from its inception in the 186 s, venska Telegrambyr n, like the
telegraph bureaus in other small countries, had been integrated into a
network created by the great powers. In the wedish case, this especially
meant being tied to the erman Wolff bureau. More obviously than in
any other area, there was a risk that the telegraph bureaus associated with
a great power would be incorporated into the warring countries’ propaganda apparatus. Even though weden had declared itself neutral, most
wedes had chosen sides. This often resulted in profound antagonism.
The head of venska Telegrambyr n, F. . T. Eklund (1868–1943), was
pro- erman. Nonetheless, he attempted to balance news received from
Wolff with reports from the English Reuters and the French Havas – if
for no other reason than to prevent the Foreign Of ce from cancelling its
agreement with his bureau.
Discontent, however, led to the establishment of an alternative news
intermediary. During 1915, tockholms Telegrambyr was founded with
support of the entente countries. That same year, the ocial-Democratic
resscentralen (The ress enter) was also added. Its staff included,
among others, er Albin Hansson (1845–1946), who eventually would
lead the ountry, and Ivar ung uist, who eventually would lead a
ens yheter.
venska Telegrambyr n tried to maintain its position by providing
the newspapers with better service. Through a special government-of ce
division, of cial news and specialized news of local interest were provided. Towards the end of the war, the rivalry became more intense after
the other two competitors merged on uly 1, 1918, creating Nordiska
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resscentralen (The Nordic ress entral), still with English support.
imultaneously with the launching of the nal offensive on the Western
Front, the propaganda war was further intensi ed. In weden, this meant
that the reporting by both bureaus became increasingly one-sided.
After the ghting had ceased towards the end of 1918, the situation
changed for the two wedish bureaus that had forwarded the version of
the news supplied by one or the other of the warring sides. uddenly, they
had neither war news nor nancial subsidies to support their activities.
They decided to make their own peace. De förenade byr erna (DFB, The
united bureaus), however, could not count on widespread support from
the newspapers. Especially the provincial papers were critical of DFB,
and, in the fall of 1919, no less than 13 newspapers oined together to
form resstelegrambolaget ( tb, The ress Telegram ompany).
The need for a national bureau, possibly with government support,
had already been argued during the agitated bureau conﬂicts. The Newspaper ublishers Association wanted to participate in a reconstruction.
And the conﬂicts that had their origin in the taking of sides during the
war would nally be resolved through a peaceful and stable solution. Two
further steps were re uired. In the rst of these, DFB was taken over by
a group of tockholm newspapers in early 1921 and renamed Tidningarnas Telegrambyr (The Newspapers’ Telegraph Bureau), in retrospect referred to as “little TT”. After an additional year of negotiations, the result
was a nationwide, newspaper-owned bureau (TT). ustaf Reutersw rd
(1882–1953), previously the editor-in-chief of to holms a blad, was
put in charge.

The olitical arty ress Era
A substantial share of twentieth century newspapers were party-af liated. The system had evolved gradually. The oldest papers, such as orr
pin s idnin ar and ya a li t llehanda, represented onservative
principles. The numerous successful papers launched during the nineteenth century mainly served the iberal cause. As an increasing number
of cities became endowed with two newspapers, it was entirely natural
that they would support different political views, one onservative and
one iberal.
A new phase of development began when the modern political parties
emerged starting in the 188 s. This breakthrough was mirrored in the
newspaper’s contents by the introduction of regular editorials. Once the
modern parties around the turn of the century had aligned themselves
from right to left, the newspapers were also drawn into politics. In the
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strictly party-oriented papers, most of the content was politicized. This
development aroused controversy within the papers right from the beginning. Was circulation directed at the like-minded suf cient, or should
the paper try to reach a wider audience
The importance of the press is demonstrated by the rst generation of
ocial Democratic papers. tockholm and Malmö had party newspapers
before the party was even founded in 1889. In othenburg, a long-lasting party paper, y id (New Times) was founded in 1893. Their central position is underlined by the fact that many of the party’s leading
spokesmen, including the two rst party leaders H almar Branting and
er Albin Hansson (both future prime ministers), were simultaneously
newspaper men.
Throughout the rst half of the 19 s, press people were strongly
represented in the party’s decision making bodies. For a long time, it was
considered perfectly natural, and it was not challenged until the 196 s.
Around the turn of the century, the expansion of the ocial Democratic press outside the ma or cities accelerated. ocally based papers
could be short lived, such as ands rona uriren (1899–191 ), or might
live on a long-time, such as the stad paper urora (1899–1957). Having
been founded in 19 , ya amh llet (The New ociety), since 195
titled a bladet ya amh llet, is currently the country’s oldest ocial
Democratic paper. Over the years, it has had inﬂuential editors, among
them Ture Nerman (1886–1969) during the years 191 –15. Fredrik
tröm (188 –1948), who also was an author in addition to his political
career, made an early contribution to the Eskilstuna paper ol et (The
eople),which had been founded under a different name in 19 5. A colorful legend such as Fabian M nsson (1872–1938) was schooled at a pair
of Malmö newspapers before he appeared at rbetarbladet (The Worker’s
aper) in 19 4. He was an eager narrator, both as a novelist and ournalist. He did not, however, appreciate the modern headline system.
tarting in 19 5, the ocial Democratic Workers arty took on a more
active role in developing newspapers. One basic motive was to keep the
party’s various papers from competing with each other. Thus the various
party districts also became the basic structure for the newspapers’ coverage. m lands ol blad in önköping (19 1–91) received of cial sanction
and subsidies.
The expansion continued during the 191 s. Of the fourteen papers
that were established, nine survived while the other ve were of short
duration. ircumstances, as well as the competitive situation, varied. The
splitting up of the ocial-Democratic arty into revolutionary and nonrevolutionary wings in 1917, also played a decisive role.
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The wedish Revolution oes Missing
During World War I, the tone of public discourse was at a feverish pitch.
Old friends fre uently ended up in opposing camps. Even within the
political parties, conﬂicts arose. Of interest for press history is that this
situation led to an increase in the outlets for the various views.
The press is an urban phenomenon. rinting facilities are located in
cities. For a long time, however, most readers remained rural. In an era
of rapid change, it continually seemed a bit late to found special outlets for those who lived in the countryside. The resulting lack of such
publications was one of arl Berglund’s (1859–1921) motives when, in
191 , he launched the paper andsby den (The ountryside), published
in Falköping. In addition, he took the initiative for a new rural political
party to ll the vacuum left behind by the long-dominant antmanapartiet (The Agrarian arty) when it merged with the onservatives in 1912.
“Brothers, let us unite ” he declared, but his creation, Bondeförbundet
(The Farmers’ arty), faced competition from ordbrukarnas Riksförbund (The Farmers’ National Association) right from its inception in
1913. The two organizations nally merged in 1921.
The conﬂicts were even greater within the ocial-Democratic arty.
The reform oriented approach that had became dominant as soon as the
party achieved Riksdag representation during the 191 s, was challenged
by an increasingly vociferous opposition. These left-wing ocialists were
particularly well represented within the party’s youth organization. The
war brought the defense uestion to the fore. The youth organization’s
peace congress of 1916 became a breaking point. When the mother party
refused to accept this position, the radicals split off to form the ocialDemocratic eft arty. They wanted to return to the original socialist
ideas and urged far-reaching non-parliamentary actions, disarmament
and an end to military appropriations. In addition, they were sharply
critical of the leaders of the mother party.
The struggle between the two parties was reﬂected in the press. ol ets
a blad oliti en (The eople’s Daily aper- olitics) became the principle outlet for the left socialist party. In addition, new papers were established where the radical program received the most support alarnes
ol blad,
re alarnas idnin , orra m land, st ta ol et. The
mother party lost newspapers such as orrs ens amman (The Flame of
the Northern ights), ya orrland (The New Northland) and ster
bottens ol blad.
After having lost orrs ens amman, the ocial Democrats needed a
paper of their own. As a result, the eventually very successful orrl nds a
o ialdemo raten was established at the end of 1918. rmlands ol blad
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became a permanent ocial Democratic outlet starting in the summer of
1918, following gains made by the leftist opposition in the elections of
1917. ala emo raten began to appear in the city of Falun in 1918,
although it was initially printed in vle. The long-discussed plans for
its establishment were implemented in response to the founding of other
newspapers in the county by the left socialists.
Tensions were at their peak in 1917, the year of the Russian Revolution. The situation was acerbated by the disturbing variation in developments among various sectors of the economy. Wages lagged. trikes became fre uent. During 1916, food prices had risen sharply. 1917 became
a year of famine with widespread hunger. Rationing was insuf cient to
create fairness, and the black market ﬂourished. rime Minister Hammarsk öld was derided as Hungersk öld.
Erik Hed n (1872–1925), was a classically educated critic whose career, including a stint as foreign news editor, was mainly at o ial emo
raten. At this time, however, he was at torm lo an, where he advocated a general strike in the hope of ending the war and violent activism.
Together with ta Höglund (1884–1956), one of the leaders of the
left-wing breakout, and Ivan Ol elund (1891–1978), the editor of rand,
he was convicted of high treason following a closely followed trial.
Demonstrations and riots were fre uent occurrences during 1917.
The shortage of food was coupled with demands for political reforms.
There were also references to events in Russia. There was even talk of a
wedish Revolution. It did not occur, nor was there a civil war between
whites and reds as was the case in neighboring Finland.
iven what was happening abroad, it was easy to cast suspicion on
moderation. till, it eventually won out. Regardless of how excited feelings were, both between and within the various parties, the conﬂicts were
toned down. There were several reasons. Events out in the world could in
themselves encourage a degree of calm in weden, a country spared from
the war. Under pressure from both internal and external sources, the
work of completing the democratic breakthrough started. It also resulted
in an extension of the franchise to women.
The newspapers played a role in calming things down. The imposed
neutrality duty could not be maintained 1 percent. Nevertheless, restraint was apparent. Otto von weigbergk was among those advocating reﬂection. He became especially well-known for his support of the
iberal government’s careful policy in regard to assistance for Finland. It
resulted in a familiar phrase “Don’t rock the boat ”
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The Biggest hoose Their ath
The war had its winners and its losers. uch was also the case with the
newspapers. No permanent peace was established among them either.
The struggle continued in large and small ways. It concerned both large
circulations and small advertisements. And it was fought both in the nation’s capital and in the smallest towns that would ever have their own
papers. As has been demonstrated, tockholm has had a dominant position in the wedish press during much of its existence. Although to
some extent dependent on the measures used, it is possible to determine
periods of time when this dominance was at its greatest. In terms of the
total number of papers published and the number of locales that had
their own paper, it is obvious that the apex represented a far-reaching decentralization. The most importance conse uence was that the number
of opinion formers increased substantially as the editorial pages expressed
varying independent views.
Even if there was variation, however, it is dif cult to nd any area,
other than the rst two branches of government, where tockholm has
been e ually dominant. And what was not expressed in terms of the number of newspapers and magazines, was compensated for by the automatic
assumption that both opinion and news were measured by the capital’s
standards.
This domination was not always a good thing – not even for those
who were part of it. It has always been trickier in tockholm to decide
on what a newspaper should concentrate. The price of being ahead of the
pack in one regard or another has been high and has sometimes resulted
in an expensive lesson. It was not a matter of chance that the new form of
newspaper death that took on the character of a continuous thinning out
of the ranks, rst began in tockholm. It had direct conse uences for the
types of material that the big city papers concentrated on.
a ens yheter had the most positive development. Around 19 5,
when the paper retook the ournalistic initiative, there were still three
newspapers in tockholm with a larger circulation to holms idnin
en, to holms a blad and ens a a bladet. ens a a bladet’s circulation had increased during the world war and in 1919 amounted to
19,
copies. to holms a blad expanded during the early stages of the
war, but then could not keep up with the competition, despite measures
such as a buying over Fredrik Böök from ens a a bladet in 1916.
The contest for circulation stood principally between to holms id
nin en, the leader since the mid-189 s, and a ens yheter, which had
been the leader during much of its founder’s time. These two papers, both
founded as low price alternatives, had undergone substantial change and
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now also played a central role in molding public opinion. Once again,
the older of the two was catching up in terms of circulation. 1 ,
issues was the magic number that Andes eurling had surpassed back at
the turn of the century. a ens yheter reached it during the last year of
the war, 1917–18. Immediately thereafter, however, it fell back below
that mark. While to holms idnin en also declined, its circulation of
12 ,
copies (192 ) still kept it in the lead.
Total circulation, however, did not constitute the entire competitive
situation. In accord with its founder’s policy, a large part of to holms
idnin en s edition was distributed outside the capital. This nation-wide
circulation was of less interest, at least to those advertisers located in the
city and aiming at local readers. This situation contributed to a ens
yheter s advertising, during the war, surpassing that of the previously
leading to holms idnin en.
At to holms idnin en the opinion was that their advertising lead
had been lost because the winner, a ens yheter, was less scrupulous.
During the war-pro teering period, the honorable Erik B. Rinman
(187 –1932) worked to prevent the paper from publishing exchange offers, such as that of cognac for ﬂour “Brown traded for white.” Disguised
procuring was immediately censored out on direct orders from the legally
responsible publisher. Advertisements for contraceptives, which had been
outlawed by the so-called ex Hinke, were left to others. a ens yheter,
however, was not prepared to admit to a lower moral standard. Whatever
might have been the case with ethics, it has been claimed that even then
it was determined which of the two newspapers would become the larger
in the long-run and indeed survive.

Also on a unday
ublishing newspapers on unday also was not something entirely new.
With somewhat mixed success, it had been practiced since the 188 s. Initially it was far from obvious that the public’s increased availability of leisure time would result in more newspaper reading or purchasing. a ens
yheter s unday edition began with a circulation smaller than that of the
weekday version, but it grew rapidly. The additional week-end readers
became an important category to convert to everyday subscribers.
An early commitment to a unday edition seems to have played a
decisive competitive role and, in the long run, helped determine which
newspapers would survive. In addition to a ens yheter, ens a a
bladet was an early bird, while ya a li t llehanda waited until 19 9,
ftonbladet until 191 and to holms idnin en all the way until 1913.
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o ial emo raten did not start seven-days-per-week publication until
1924. With an editorial staff only one-third or one-fourth as large as those
of its largest competitors, but still having to deal with a uantity of text
only insigni cantly less, it naturally was dif cult to keep up. Nonetheless, the paper experimented with a twelve page supplement. Right from
the beginning, the circulation of this unday edition eclipsed that of the
weekday version. The gap between the two continued to increase, not
least because many readers nation-wide subscribed to ocial Democratic
papers that lacked a unday edition. At the start of the 195 s, the unday
edition had considerable more than twice the weekday circulation.
,
tebor s idnin en, had been started by andelstidnin en in
19 2. Despite limited resources of its own, it was ahead of its time. During its rst half century, “the little red one” was printed on rose-colored
paper. It was a forerunner of the century’s most important innovation,
the evening tabloid. Over time, it became part of this exclusively big city
grouping. The tabloid format, however, had to wait until 1942. The circulation of
s unday edition increased during the 192 s to 72,9
copies, while that of the weekday edition was 31,
. tebor s andels
o h farts idnin instead bet on a aturday paper. By the 192 s it had
nearly three times the circulation the weekday edition.
ompared to later conditions, it is striking how large a share of the
total edition was sold as single copies. onverting occasional readers into
subscribers was thus an especially attractive proposition. It motivated
special efforts from the widely distributed unday papers.

Breakthrough for ports Reporting
In uly of 1912, the Olympic ames were held in weden. Excluding the
modest participation that occurred when the 1956 e uestrian events were
held in tockholm, it was not only the rst but, at least so far, also the last
time that the ountry hosted the ames. The newly constructed Olympic tadium, where most of the events were contested, attracted large
crowds that could delight in numerous wedish triumphs. There was also
great interest on the part of both the domestic and the foreign press. All
together, 138 wedish newspapers and magazines were represented.
a ens yheter demonstrated its eagerness to take the lead also in sport
reporting. reviously, from the precursor country of England, ustaf
Hellström had reported knowledgably on the 19 8 ondon Olympics.
The work-a-day editorial situation, however, was uite different. The
sports writer who had been lured over to the paper was treated much like
an errand boy, and his reports were often used as llers.
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The greatest sporting event yet in weden resulted in a new order.
a ens yheter especially made a great effort to cover it and even provided an English edition. A breakthrough for sports reporting seemed
imminent and would have been a further sign that the wedish papers
were keeping up with developments. Despite some efforts, however, it
was delayed.
When the contents of the newspapers had been separated into departments around the turn of the century, the sports reporting was of
so little conse uence that it was not provided with a section of its own.
But sports were on the way to becoming one of the great popular movements, and, with some delay, the magazines and newspapers successfully
hitched on for the ride. To some extent, mass movements and the mass
media developed in tandem as part of the general modernization process.
During the second half of the 19th century, the regular compilation of
notices included news concerning swimming, marksmanship, gymnastics
and ice skating competitions. Towards the end of the century, some of
these notices were expanded into virtual play-by-play description. On
average, however, the sports content of the newspapers does not seem to
have exceeded one percent until after the turn of the century. After that,
however, no other genre increased nearly as fast as sports – during the
2 th century, it increased several hundred-fold. The great breakthrough
for regular sports reporting occurred during the inter-war period.
The sports material in the newspapers can be seen as a thing apart, the
clearest case of a newspaper within a newspaper. It is more interesting,
however, to see it as one of the many areas where the modern mass media
took the lead and created a need among its readers. The conditions that
are particularly apparent in the case of sports are, in principle, no different from those that apply in many other areas.

tars of ports ournalism
The breakthrough of sports ournalism, a world beset by numbers, also
can be traced precisely with numbers. But a limited number of star writers
still play a role by developing elite styles of writing that over time spread
widely. In the case of wedish sports ournalism, it is possible to identify
a number of forerunners. In terms of persistence and enthusiasm for the
cause, however, no one measures up to Torsten Tegn r (1888–1977).
He considered that his life had been saved by athletics. He stuttered and
had at times been on the brink of suicide. till, he became skilled at
several sporting events. He felt himself to be part of the sports movement. In due course, he came to hold leading positions in the special-
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ized associations for competitive walking and bandy (a game resembling
eld hockey, but played on ice skates), as well as serving on the National
ports Association’s board (1926–1941). As might be expected during
this pioneer period, he became too close to his sources to practice much
critical analysis.
For a period of time, Tegn r tried to earn a living by writing for to
holms a blad. The paper paid 4 öre per line. tarting in 1915, he became co-editor of ordis t Idrottslif (Nordic porting ife). That same
year, he purchased Idrottsbladet (The ports aper). It had been started
in 191 , but, after the founders had gone elsewhere, it was in such bad
shape that it could be purchased for 1 kronor. Over the course of ve
years, the paper’s circulation increased 25 times, reaching 2 ,
in
192 . Among the various explanations for this rapid success, Torsten
Tegn r himself emphasized the long delay before the daily papers made
a serious commitment to sports. Of course he also was aware of his own
infective enthusiasm. ournalistic records were sought-after goals. On
February 13, 1917, it was possible to obtain a description of how the
team Uppsalakamraterna had defeated the team AI in a bandy match
that had ended only a minute earlier. The volume of the contents grew
very uickly and reached its apex during the 1936 Berlin Olympics, to
which the paper dispatched 22 staff members.
It was especially as editor-in-chief of Idrottsbladet during more than
half a century (until 1967) that Tegn r accomplished his life’s work. He
gave sports both status and a vocabulary. Both directly and indirectly, he
helped train several generations of sports ournalists. His personal style,
however, de ed imitation. The editorial of ce of Idrottsbladet was located
on Tunnelgatan, since renamed Olof alme’s treet, on the outskirts of
lara. Here gathered a group of writers, some of which, like Tegn r himself, became long-serving colleagues. Among them was ven indhagen
(1896–1988). Following a stint (192 –1927) as chief of sports at ya
a li t llehanda during the pioneer years, he spent more than half a
century working with Tegn r. Others moved on and in turn founded
or put their stamp on other important publication. These included anErik arland (by-line “Rit-Ola”, 19 5–1988), Rudolf Eklöw (“R et”,
19 4–1986) and arl-Adam Nycop (19 9–2 6), the Finland editor of
the paper during the years 1929–1934. Among those who learned about
ournalism within the group was Albert Bonnier r. (19 7–1989).
iven its emphasis on broad appeal, to holms idnin en should
have had every reason to commit to sports. Attempts were made. Torsten
Tegn r was a diligent by-the-line contributor to the paper during the
1912 Olympics. Oscar öderlund (1892–1965), better known under his
by-line “ lokar Well”, was a true pioneer as one of the six members of
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the original Idrottbladet’s editorial staff. For a few years, starting in 1916,
he was employed as sports editor, but he performed other tasks as well,
not least as a war correspondent. After an interlude at to holms a
blad, he returned to to holms idnin en during the early 193 s and as
boxing writer took part in the contest with a ens yheter.

The Newspapers’ eace
eace had been eagerly anticipated. There were things to catch up on and
innovations to adopt. ome of these, such as regular sports reporting,
were immediately implemented. ports coverage uickly expanded to ll
numerous pages. ulture also received its due. The conﬂicts during the
war, as we have seen, also brought forth a newspaper owned telegraph
bureau.
All was not peaceful, however. The 191 s came to be framed by newspaper labor disputes. As was the case in several other countries, the wedish press experienced a conﬂict with its typographers. As in 19 9, the
strike broke out in the middle of the summer. A total of 6,7 3 typographers ceased their work.
The wedish Typographers’ Association wanted higher wages. The
strike became long-lasting, eight weeks, but its effects varied from paper
to paper. ome newspapers had agreed to the demands and were published as usual. In Helsingborg, for example, these included
ns a o
ial emo raten, llers and resunds osten. At elsin bor s osten some
of the typographers remained at their station, while elsin bor s a blad
was totally closed down for several days before managing to produce a
growing emergency edition. At other papers, board members and the
editorial staff pitched in.
Despite these conﬂicts, the general picture of the wedish press as
evolving under tran uil conditions was not shaken. Both the wedish
Newspaper ublishers’ Association and the wedish ournalists’ Union
gained strong positions, while the wedish Typographers’ Association
had long held an even stronger hand. In view of the newspaper industry’s
special characteristics, both sides had cause to avoid conﬂicts as far as
possible. Among other measures, this situation induced them to protect
workplace peace by reaching long-term agreements.

1 . The olden Age (1919–36)

T

he inter-war period was a golden age for the wedish press, in some
regards even the golden age. In the press history of the advanced
countries, the tendency has been to place their golden age earlier, to a
time before mass distribution papers, or at least before World War I.
Developments lagged in a weden spared the horrors of war. That also
meant that the “Demon of ensationalism” made a later appearance.
The Treaty of ersailles was signed on une 1, 1919. It created a partly
new map of Europe, including a number of additional countries, among
them Finland. weden was also affected. The uestion of the land Archipelago, located in the Baltic ea between weden and Finland, threatened to be the sub ect of an international conﬂict. It was, however, resolved by the eague of Nations in 1921. Fortunately no blood ﬂowed,
only an ocean of ink.
Inﬂuenced by world events, weden completed its democratization
process by making the franchise universal and e ual. The number of
eligible voters umped from 1.2 to 3.2 million. These new voting rights
were rst exercised in the election of 1921. weden became the last Nordic country to grant women the right to vote and hold of ce. The voting
rights campaign had been important during the period when the press
was modernized. This reform was essential for the press’ golden age. Now
that all adult men and women could inﬂuence elections, the ability to
persuade the general public became crucial.
Democracy had to be defended, especially since it would soon be challenged by ideologies that claimed to exercise power in the name of the
people, without however consulting them. The press, not without reason
considered to be its own branch of government, had a special role to play
in this context.
weden was being transformed into an industrial nation. tarting
around 193 , a ma ority of the population were urban dwellers. tockholm, with 6 ,
residents, became a metropolis. The country was increasingly integrated into the world economy. Movements in the international business cycle were directly transmitted to weden. Both the 192 s
and the 193 s witnessed sharp economic downturns which particularly
impacted the labor market. During the 191 s, the unemployment rate
had been approximately 5 in 1921 it was ve times larger at 26.8 .
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It then fell rapidly and remained around 1
for a decade. tarting in
1931, it once again increased dramatically, reaching a peak of 23.3
in 1933. It then slowly declined by a few percentage points annually,
eventually stabilizing around 1
in the late 193 s. In other countries,
unemployment became fertile ground for the growth of fascism and demands for national revenge. In weden, however, it was handled differently. During 1933, the same year that Hitler seized power in ermany,
a crisis agreement was reached between the ocial-Democratic and Agrarian arties, which put developments on a different track
Thanks to the great tockholm exhibition, the 193 s had a bright
introduction. Both modern architecture and modern man were presented there. In light of later events during the immediately following years
– the shooting of striking workers at dalen in 1931 and the suicide of
Ivar reuger in aris in 1932 – both functionalism and relaxed behavior
became secondary concerns. During the darkening 193 s, the previously
spared land was drawn in more directly. The Italian attack was also directed at a wedish Red ross unit. The panish ivil War attracted
volunteers from many countries, including weden. Foreign powers reacted to the content of wedish newspapers. The ermans expressed their
irritation when Torgny egerstedt insulted Hitler in the pages of te
bor s andels o h farts idnin . The world was getting close, perhaps
too close.

Freedom with Few imitations
The wedish freedom of the press ordinance received constitutional status at an early date. That of 1812 was truly long-lived. Although freuently amended, it remained in force until 195 . The rules concerning
what could and should be published, however, were debated during the
193 s.
Within the newspaper world there was overwhelming support for selfregulation. In 1923, new rules were enacted, and ten years later the ethical issues were dealt with. uicide was one of the areas where the press
was urged to show restraint. Whether or not to publish names was still
the main uestion. In an international comparison, the wedish model
seems remarkable.
During the 192 s, a number of legal and ethical uestions were raised
by the campaign against derneslandet. The newspaper had existed since
the middle of the 19th century. It had participated in the critical coverage
of the powers that be, but had also occasionally engaged in scandal mongering. Individuals were offered silence in return for payment.
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A number of commentators accepted the challenge. The newly established rbetaren (The Worker), like ens a a bladet, played a ma or
role. The criticism was also deeply rooted among the unions and leftwing youth organizations. Finally, the wedish Newspaper ublishers’
Association presented newspaper retailers with an ultimatum if they continued to sell derneslandet they would not be allowed to sell any other
papers. Most people thought it was a blessing that a scandal sheet of the
old type disappeared. In principal, however, it was odd that a group of
newspaper men would form a posse to get rid of a newspaper.

A Maximum
The number of wedish newspapers reached its apex in 1919. 235 papers
appeared at least twice a week during that year. In addition, there were 23
news sheets that published weekly. Of course there are various measures
that might be used. If the wedish press’ trend towards more fre uent
publication is considered, then the high point is pushed forward. The
group that published almost daily had the longest growth path, continuing to increase almost until the 195 s. imilarly, if the criterion is the
weekly total of issues, once again the apex is advanced. In 1919, 881
issues appeared weekly, in 1927, 946 and in 1936, 972. The maximum
was reached in 1939 with 979 issues per week. The number of papers
that only appeared weekly, and should be added to the numbers above,
remained uite constant during the inter-war period.
There was considerable evidence of growth. Not only were the newspaper issues more fre uent, they had a richer content. The consumption
of newsprint, a oint measure of the number of papers, their size and their
fre uency, doubled approximately every ten years starting in 1924. The
newspapers with the largest circulations, to holms idnin en, a ens
yheter and ens a a bladet had the most text. ompetition forced
them to be of e ual size. In 1935, that amounted to approximately 15
advertisement-free pages.
The growing circulation followed a sharply rising curve. By 192 , the
total circulation of the wedish daily press had reached approximately 2
million. During the golden age, it increased by more than an additional half
million copies. The 3 million mark was reached towards the end of World
War II. The output of few other products grew at such a rapid rate.
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Arts and etters Triumphant
In 192 , ens a a bladet was surpassed by a ens yheter, thus relegating it to last place among the three large tockholm newspapers. Despite this, it retained its hold on parts of the advertising market. The
decade appeared to be a fortunate period in the history of the paper, at
least until the change of ownership at the end of the 192 s.
ens a a bladet strengthened its position in covering the arts and letters scene. At tebor s andels o h farts idnin , Torgny egerstedt
was able to reserve the third page for such material starting on eptember 3 , 1918. Only a few weeks later, on October 17, 1918, ens a
a bladet introduced its “below the line” section. Its origins go back to
the classic French “feuilleton” (material separated from the newspaper’s
political contents by a line – hence, below the line).
Anders sterling (1884–1981), who had learned the ropes at andels
tidnin en, was hired in 1919 by ens a a bladet, basically to ll the
void after Fredrik Böök. The latter, however, returned from to holms
a blad only two years later. Böök’s position was never stronger than
during the 192 s. ens a a bladet contemplated making him editorin-chief. A test period, however, did not yield the hopes for results, neither for him nor for the paper. He resumed writing.
The response of the other papers con rmed that the day of the arts and
letters page had arrived. yds ens a a bladet n llposten uickly enlisted.
The paper argued that more detailed investigations of social, political and
cultural uestions were called for. Even the papers that had been started
with other ob ectives oined up, thus expanding and solidifying the position of arts and letters sections. Torsten Fogel vist (188 –1941) played a
key role in this process. He had moved from fton idnin en to a ens
yheter in 1919. A few years later he suggested that the paper should
challenge two specialized such outlets. He skillfully argued that a ens
yheter could and should still retain its folksy approach. His argument
won acceptance and no one could match his in diligence and breadth.
The arts and letters section’s de nitive breakthrough in the wedish
press, was con rmed when even to holms idnin en oined the pack.
A development that had begun in the 192 s was continued with the recruitment of Anders sterling in 1936. At the same time, he became editor-in-chief of the wedish Academy’s paper, ost o h Inri es idnin ar.
All was not hugs and kisses. From his centrally located position, Fogel vist in 1926 found reason to warn of the developments that were
occurring before his very eyes. “The industrialization of the press” frightened him, and he did not mince words when it came to those who used
“the power of technology and nance” to pro t from the freedom of
speech.
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The truggle to be the argest
to holms idnin en was the youngest of the big three, but it had succeeded with its folksy approach and had achieved the largest circulation.
It was done at the cost of a rather expensive national distribution system. It was also a drag in the tockholm advertising market. Nonetheless,
the paper succeeded in attracting a respectable portion of the important
small advertisements. World War I had resulted in a circulation record
of 16 ,
copies.
Things were almost going too well for signs of trouble to be noticed.
Despite a decline in both readership and advertising, pro ts remained at
a reassuring level. Not until 1927 did the faltering trend have a serious
impact on pro ts. The circulation then fell even further during the last
two years of the decade. By then, it had declined below the magic level of
1 ,
copies that the paper had been the rst in weden to exceed at
the turn of the century.
The ma ority owner, F. Emil ei on (186 –1946), followed a policy
of cost cutting. The editorial staff at to holms idnin en consisted of
twenty to thirty ournalists at the beginning of the192 s. It was fewer
than its principal competitors felt they could get by with. The owner was
even eager to save on newsprint.
a ens yheter had two competitors. In retrospect, it is easy to explain why the paper emerged victorious from the struggle. But it would
take time and occur step-wise. In 19 9, a ens yheter had retaken the
ournalistic initiative. During World War I, the paper had taken control
of an important part of the market for advertisements, indicating that it
had better coverage in tockholm than did to holms idnin en. The
gap in circulation levels was also being closed, even if nal victory was
only achieved in 1942.
The early achievers left the paper. ten Dehlgren (1881–1947) was selected the new editor-in-chief. A naval of cer with iberal views, he had
oined a ens yheter in 1911 in order to take over administration and
nance. He handled these tasks so well that in 1922, he was put in charge
of the entire newspaper’s policy, despite the fact that he was not considered much of a writer. Within only a few years, he had to relin uish the
political editorial post. He remained editor-in-chief until 1946, however,
easily long enough to let him experience the paper assuming rst place,
both in terms of circulation and advertising.
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Among other Mass Media
The rapidly evolving technology was helpful not ust to the newspapers,
but also to their challengers. During the inter-war period, mass media
became plural. The press, however, held its own against lm and radio
and to some degree even bene ted from them.
It would be a long time before the radio en oyed suf cient freedom to
be able to develop its special characteristics. There were early advocates
of free entry, but the radio’s potential for spreading information and
opinion caused most observers to prefer stricter regulation. The war-time
propaganda was still fresh in their minds. The system adopted in England
appeared to make more sense than that chosen in the United tates.
The broadcasting concession ended up with Radiot nst (The Radio
ervice) that began sending on anuary 1, 1925. Tidningarnas Telegrambyr , which had started to function at the beginning of 1922, played a
vital role in the selected system. The formation of TT had been stormy,
but once in operation it was felt that bureau’s ownership structure guaranteed impartiality and ob ectivity. Because the state, the telegraph administration, the radio manufacturers, the newspapers and TT all had
congruent interests, a rm was established that only conveyed news from
TT and did so at times least likely to be competitive with the papers. The
head of TT also became head of Radiot nst during its rst twelve years
of operation.
Having its communi u s broadcast on the only radio station, in the
eyes of many listeners, TT became a rarely uestioned source of news.
This faith also spread to the material provided to the newspapers. For
many years, TT maintained a strong position vis- -vis the wedish press.
The number of af liated news outlets increased in ust a few years from
144 to 175 (1925). A degree of competition only emerged gradually.
Thus, for example, 1933 witnessed the creation of Förenade andsortstidningar (F T, United rovincial Newspapers) which also had a news
service.
tarting in the early 193 s, the teleprinter came to play an important
role in the distribution of news. It was rst utilized by the othenburg
papers, followed by those in the province of stergötland, the rest of
central weden and cania.
As a national bureau in a small country, TT became linked to the large
transnational bureaus, Havas, Reuter and Wolff. TT did its utmost to be
the only wedish channel to these international bureaus. It cooperated
closely with the similarly situated bureaus in the other Nordic countries.
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A Full- cale olitical Debate
Neither before nor since has the political debate been so press dominated.
The papers were many, advocates of various viewpoints were well represented and the opinion genre well-established.
Even during the press’ golden age, there were newspapers that closed.
The response could vary. arls rona idnin en was a seamless continuation of arls ronas e oblad, after only orr pin s idnin ar, the
country’s oldest paper. When it was forced to close in anuary of 1935,
the handy explanation was that it was the victim of changing times, instead of looking at internal problems. When the radical and innovative
ol ets idnin bade farewell to its readership in 192 , however, the editor, Waldemar B low (1864–1934), drew a sigh of relief at nally having
a vacation after 35 years of uninterrupted toil.
But new papers were added. ontinued urbanization contributed, as
did the need to provide every shade of opinion with its own outlet. During the inter-war period, the non-socialist papers constituted between
two-thirds and three- uarters of the total. The share of the iberal papers declined, not least during the years around 192 . The onservative
newspapers became the most but not the biggest, a position that was
maintained until the 195 s.
In absolute numbers, the right-wing press lost a net of six papers during the 192 s and fteen during the 193 s. The corresponding gures
for the iberals were eight and fteen. The ocial-Democratic and Agrarian arty presses, however, gained outlets during the period. For a long
time, the A-press (the workers’ press) remained at a constant level. In
the mid-192 s, it reached its high point with 3 papers, a level that was
maintained for two decades. The number of outlets for the agrarians
peaked a few years later in 194 it amounted to 19 newspapers.
tarting in 1921, the ocial-Democrats were the largest party in the
Riksdag, but the party’s papers were seldom competitive with the very
largest newspapers. tarting late, they fre uently were the second, third
or fourth paper in a given locale. Their distribution was internal in the
sense that they usually turned to fellow socialists.
The recruitment of colleagues had its own set of rules. For the party
papers, it was only natural that their editors also held positions within the
party and represented the party on various of cial elective bodies. They
sat on city and county councils, or in the Riksdag. In time when ocial-Democratic governments were installed, there were a whole slew of
positions to ll. tarting in 192 , H almar Branting led three short-lived
governments. er Albin Hansson became a government minister before
succeeding Branting as party leader in 1925. o ial emo raten was said
have to set a “world record in chieftains”.
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The Newspapers’ eographic Distribution and Market
ituation
The ocial-Democratic press was largely organized along party district
lines. It had been created in three waves. During the inter-war period,
the ocial-Democratic newspaper map was lled in – it is near at hand to
place each in its competitive situation.
yd stra eri es a blad ( outheastern weden’s Daily aper) was
started in 1921 in arlskrona. During its initial years, the paper was
socialist, starting in 1925, ocial-Democratic. le in e ns idnin (Blekinge ounty’s Newspaper) was rst in offering six issues per week,
thereby strengthen its position.
nstidnin en (The ounty Newspaper) i stersund encountered tough
going right out of the starting gate. By the time it was able to publish six
times a week in 1927, stersunds osten had a twenty-year head start.
st ta emo raten was founded in 1926, waiting until 193 before
adopting six day publishing. The onservative or s idnin had started
doing so way back in 19 2 – and later on (1949) would be one of the few
to add a seventh day.
stra m land (Eastern m land) was also a late starter in 1928, In
almar, even the Agrarian arty had been uicker. In 1925, a local consortium took over the, in 1918 merged, newspaper almar almar ns
idnin . The leading paper in the city, however, was still arometern
(The Barometer) which had started six-days-a-week publishing in 1912.
otlands ol blad made its debut in 1928, but ten years were to pass
before it published six issues per week. Being an island, the otland market was naturally circumscribed. The competition was the old and onservative otlands llehanda and otl nnin en. The latter went over to
the Agrarian arty in 1936.
ronober aren (The ronoberger) was established in 1934. m lands
posten had dominated the local market for decades, even though ya
bladet had tradition on its side. It had managed to be rst onservative and then iberal before, in 1932, being incorporated into the press
apparatus being constructed by the Agrarian arty.
In a few cases, the ocial Democratic organizations took over existing
papers. ite idnin en, a iberal paper dating back to the 191 s, was
offered up to the ocial-Democrats in 1929. imilarly, the radical- iberal
st ten in inköping was incorporated into the A-press in 1935.
The founding of newspapers played an important role for the Agrarian arty. They started late and continued for a long time. Their efforts
also followed party district lines, in their case with a natural emphasis on
heavily agricultural areas.
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The takeover of
ns a a bladet assured the agrarian movement
of a leading newspaper in the province of cania with a circulation of
almost 5 ,
.
In 1919, allands yheter (The Halland News) replaced al enber s
osten, describing itself as “the Halland farmers’ own paper”. In the masthead, it proclaimed itself to be an “Outlet for the Agrarian arty” during
the years 1921–26. ater, without cutting its ties with the party, it assumed a more independent stance. It became a daily in 1939.
ord eri e (Northern weden) was founded during the same year
of 1919 in ollefte , initially publishing three times a week, increased to
six times in 1927.
uh radsby dens idnin (The aper of the even Hundreds) began
in 193 in Bor s as a weekly, while st taby dens idnin came out
twice as often in k nninge starting that same year. In a few cases, as in
1931 with aholms idnin , an active paper in an area of strong support
for the party was taken over and turned into a small, but vigorous, paper.
With the remarkable exception of Malmö, however, the Agrarian arty’s
papers were usually last on the scene, with the agrarians trailing the other
parties in building up their loyal press. onse uently success also lagged,
but it would come.

Eyes eft in tockholm
The outlets for the smaller political groupings were generally published in
tockholm. Initially, they were usually weeklies, for example, the young
socialists’ rand. For three decades starting in 1918, it was edited by
. . B örklund (1884–1971) and it played a ma or role for radical writers.
The eventually well-known such writers were legion. The new generation
of writers felt welcome, but they would often go on to more lucrative
outlets.
ol ets a blad oliti en (The eople’s Daily– olitics) managed to
change its name and allegiance several times. In 1921, the paper became
on outlet for the Moscow loyalists in veriges kommunistiska parti. Following the fth world congress of the omintern in 1924, ta Höglund
(1884–1956) was removed as editor, instead taking over at the shortlived en nya oliti en (The New olitics). When next the party split
occurred in 1929, the newspaper went with the wing led by arl ilbom
and independent of Moscow. For a few years in the late 192 s, the paper
published a well-regarded literary supplement, rda s llen ( aturday
Evening). It ended after Ture Nerman’s criticism of modernism separated
political and esthetic radicalism. During the early 193 s, ol ets a blad
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oliti en received nancial support from Torsten reuger (brother of the
notorious “match king”, Ivar reuger).
The wing of the party that remained loyal to Moscow started a new
paper of its own in 193 , y a . ustav ohansson (1895–1971) was
there from the start, served as editor-in-chief during the years 1934–59
and wrote editorials, poetry and criticism. By the mid-193 s, the circulation had risen to 26,4 issues. The paper also had some weekly offshoots, the most famous of which was rbetartidnin en (The Workers’
Newspaper) in othenburg.
veriges Arbetares entralorganisation ( A , wedish Workers’ entral Organization) was created over midsummer 191 , but it waited until 1922 before offering a daily newspaper, rbetaren (The Worker). In
1926, the paper moved into Folkets Hus (The eoples’ House) in lara,
located close to the church. The building became a central meeting point,
serving as a last resort and refuge from the cold for many text purveyors.
During a few years in the early 193 s, this Folkets Hus also became the
scene of attention generating debates.

ight ages with Heft
Reporting, arts and letters, diversionary reading, interviews in word and
picture the newspapers of the olden Era provided a richness of content not previously seen. The dragons experience a breakthrough on a
wide front. The resources of the large papers were large. The availability
of correspondents and colleagues on assignment separated the large papers from the small. A scoop that even attracted international attention
was the discovery by correspondents dispatched in 193 by a ens y
heter and e o ournalen of the remains of the balloon-borne explorers
Andr e, trindberg and Fr nkel who had vanished on their way to the
North ole 33 year earlier.
For the light pages, it was their grand age, their daily poem reaching
its apex with the arrival of Alf Henrikson (19 5–95) to begin his long
career at a ens yheter. He took the genre to levels that fre uently made
ournalism into poetry once again. That is not to deny that over time he
encountered worthy competitors such as tig Dagerman (1923–54) and
Tage Danielsson (1928–85) at rbetaren and a undgren (“ a enn”,
1931– ) at ens a a bladet.
ight-hearted columns ﬂourished at the same time as personal expression in news coverage was being eliminated. An older generation of columnists established themselves and the genre. During his long career,
Hans etterström (1877–1946) played an important role as a style set-
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ter. tarting on February 2, 1922, his son, Erik etterström (19 4–97),
wrote 52
chatty columns in ens a a bladet. It is believed to be a
world’s record.
These columns also created an important link to the readers. They
felt like they were friends of the characters in “Eld’s” (Erik undeg rd,
19 –82) world. For some of the staff, the columns became their principal activity, for others it was one of several. “ bergsson” (Oscar Ryd vist,
1893–1965) was also a reporter and published another paper, the satirical r n pin s e oblad. “ ustafsson med Muntascherna” was actually
Hadar Hessel (1891–1984). Under his real name, he was also the longserving head of the notices department. eading reporters such as Barbro
Alving and an Olof Olsson also occasionally wrote columns.

The olden ages
Most readers had extra spare time on undays, which the papers turned
to their advantage. The availability of time encouraged more timeless
stories. There was an opportunity to plan and for more aesthetic editing. A market for more, and more original, picture images developed.
Illustrators and photographers got their chance. The supplements that
accompanied the unday papers became a display window for what the
papers could achieve. Money could be extracted even from a tight- sted
management. The unday supplements became an area of competition,
including that from the weekly magazines which had been blessed with
the added attraction of photogravure printing.
to holms a blad s unday supplements became a ournalistic laboratory with a bold use of pictures, not infre uently as distinctive collages.
ens a a bladet assumed a leading position. Many outside writers beneted from its generous honoraria. a ens yheter improved its reputation among readers with literary interests. The resources devoted to the
unday supplements were remarkably large, as much one seventh of the
entire editorial budget.
At to holms idnin en, Bengt Idestam-Alm uist (1895–1983) played
a ma or role. He oined the paper in 1923, and under the pen name
“Robin Hood”, he became a member of the rst generation of lm critics who viewed the cinema as a new art form. Films were an important
sub ect in the supplement, but considerable resources were also devoted
to serious literature, including that of the young working class authors. It
was here that eventual Nobel rice Winner Harry Martinson published
“ rldsnomaden” (Nomad) in the April 19, 1931 issue. It has been said
that this event alone usti ed the newspaper existence for “its entire life
time”.
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o ial emo raten’s supplement was run during some important years
by the paper’s only female staff member, a Andersson (1889–1991).
Martin och, as well as other members of the rst wave of working class
poets, found a home there. The ensuing generation, however, felt out of
place. After Arthur Engberg had refused to participate in a shake up of
the supplement and had openly criticized the new working class poets.
Relations were ice cold during the crucial years during the early 193 s.
Offsetting this dif culty, a number of non-socialist papers opened
their pages to these writers. They also paid better as much as 15 kronor
for a short story and 75 kronor for a poem. Even the onservative ya
a li t llehanda became an important channel. Under arl B örkman’s
leadership during the years 1928–34, the supplement achieved its high
standing.

From World hampionships to Every Day Happenings
age 1 of the anuary 15, 192 issue of a ens yheter was the rst true
sports section in the wedish press. The initiative came from David onason (“Mr ones”,1894–1975). It had been only a matter of time. onason
was promised a full-time assignment handling the ve daily columns to
be devoted to sports, as well as his own editorial staff. There had been
earlier attempts, but the war had intervened. The great innovation was
that a form of ournalism that had emerged in connection with the ma or
championships was extended to reporting what happened from day to
day. The ensuing rapid development was further testimony to the level
of demand. During a ten-year period, the space devoted to sports in the
wedish press increased three and a half times.
ports also played a role in the circulation contest. to holms idnin
en lagged at the start, until it added well-known reporters such as Bengt
Ahlbom (19 4–93). The early starters saw to it that sports was given considerable space even before the mid-192 s. Next in line were papers in
the larger provincial cities whose editorial staffs were interested in sports.
They experienced the same evolution during the next decade. In time,
the provincial papers devoted almost as much space to sports, albeit with
large regional variations.
The rapid intrusion of sports material was not uncontroversial. It was
fre uently cited as yet another example of super ciality. Reader interest
varied widely. The text was either intensely studied or totally ignored.
But it clearly increased circulation. ocally, the contest between the various newspapers was as apparent as that between the area’s sports clubs.
Other media also hitched on to sport reporting. Radio became an im-
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portant source of fresh sports results, and its on-the-scene reporting created a sense of being present. In this area, as in others, however, this new
mass medium did not threaten the position of the papers. He who had
heard ven erring (1895–1979) describe the classic asa ski race would
also be eager to read about it afterwards.
For a long time, the recruitment of sports writers was different from
that that of ournalists in general. The male dominance was virtually total. ports achievements and contacts with the sports movement have
long been more important than the ability to turn a phrase or to critically
examine. Anyhow, they became an important bridge to a partially new
circle of readers.

Malmö and the World
In 1923, Ewald tomberg was appointed editor-in chief of yds ens a
a bladet n llposten. For him it was redemption, for the paper it was a
shake up. With its commitment to inﬂuencing opinion in both politics
and arts and letters and with correspondents stationed abroad, the paper
wanted to participate in national affairs. As its name indicates, it wished
to be considered a regional newspaper in a large, densely populated, area.
Nonetheless, being large in Malmö and its immediate surroundings was
of special importance for creating the basis of advertising dominance.
ns a a bladet was still the largest. tomberg experienced the
change in ownership there as a threat and one of his counter measures
was to introduce an agricultural page. abriel önsson (1892–1984) not
only wrote reviews but also contributed poetry about the changing seasons and the oys and tribulations of farming.
tomberg was a restless newspaper shaker and mover. till he remained
at yds ens an for ve years and achieved a remarkable amount. It had
become a different paper by the time he left. He had the ability to nd
new colleagues. ome of them would have a greater impact than others.
ven Hansson (1895–197 ) came to the paper in 1925. He was relied
on for complex foreign assignments. He was best known, however, as a
sports writer, particularly as the author of 12,
sports columns. He
attracted readers to the sports section who otherwise never would have
looked at it. He was considered to be the paper’s greatest drawing card.
Anders ten (19 3–99) contributed for well over a half century. Through
his political cartoons, he contributed more than most of his colleagues to
the paper’s pro le.
yds ens an had several competitive advantages. The only morning
paper, until 1945 it was also the only paper with a unday edition. With
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a geographically more concentrated and better off audience, yds ens an
carried the most advertisements. iven these circumstances, it is rather
surprising that it did not pass
ns a a bladet until the 194 s. The latter was still living high off its laurels at its 5 th anniversary in 1938, and
thought it could still combine the spirit of its founder with its ambition
to be the Agrarian arties foremost outlet.
rbetet held a central position, at least partly because the ocial-Democratic arty had long en oyed strong support in k ne and recruited a
number of its leading gures there. During the years 1918–24, the paper
had an elo uent editor in Arthur Engberg. It was only in the 193 ’s
under the leadership of arl Hovbergs (1893–1944), however, that the
paper once again asserted itself in the contest with yds ens an and
n
s a a bladet, brieﬂy even taking the lead.

othenburg rovides a New attern
There are two papers that can compete in having most successfully reinvented themselves during the inter-war period, tebor s osten and
ftonbladet. Within only a few years of each other, those papers on the
brink of closing managed not only to save themselves but also to generate
suf cient momentum to seize the leadership position in their respective
markets. Their saviors created a sense of urgency at their newspapers.
On closer examination, their situations were less dire than believed. To
some degree, their new leadership was also underestimated. Before their
competitors grasped the danger, these revitalized papers had built up a
head of steam.
tebor s andels o h farts idnin was the elite paper in othenburg. During the inter-war period, its circulation remained almost constant at 4 ,
copies. Distribution to four out of ten households was
suf cient to retain rst place until the early 193 s. Dominance in advertising was retained for another decade. One of several reasons for why it
was lost was that for a long time it had been so easy to keep. The withdrawal of pro ts was strikingly large.
tebor s osten’s other competitors had each sought out its own
niche. y id, with its concentrated distribution was the most nancially
successful ocial-Democratic paper during the 192 s. The long contemplated morning publication, however, did not become reality until 1936.
By then, the competitive situation had changed. While the circulation
did in fact increase to over 2 ,
copies, expenses grew even faster. During the late 193 s, y id was the biggest money loser in the ocialDemocratic press.
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tebor s or onpost was a onservative morning paper with a circulation of between 1 ,
and 15,
issues and, at least until 194 , more
advertising than y id. Beginning in the late 192 s, however, the paper
needed substantial nancial support, which was provided by the prominent industrialist Axel Wenner- ren and local onservative circles.
tebor s osten was in a nancial bind in the mid-192 s. Edvard Alkman led the paper for a bit more than twenty years. He increasingly had
to rely on his contacts to keep the operation aﬂoat. Among the nancial
supporters was Dan Broström, and when this prominent ship owner died
in an auto accident in 1926, the position of the newspaper became desperate.
Its savior turned out to be Harry H örne (1893–196 ). He had begun
his career at orra
ne in H ssleholm but since 1918 had been schooling himself to become the ournalist of the city at tebor s osten.
Bonniers was among those who contemplated purchasing the newspaper. ong ago, it had been founded by Felix Bonnier, and the family
placed tradition above monetary considerations. A preliminary agreement was reached, but Tor Bonnier wanted Torgny egerstedt’s approval
of the transactions. He said no. andelstidnin en examined the possibility of taking over its competitor and closing it down. onsideration for
the many long-serving staff members at tebor s osten, however, took
precedence and stayed its hand.
Third, or possibly fourth, hand the offer went to Harry H örne, by
this time a man of thirty something with little or no nancial resources.
tebor s osten became a remarkable success. The circulation immediately began to grow. tarting on the low side of 25,
, it had become
eight times as large by the early 194 s. At its peak of 3 9,862 copies in
1976, it was thirteen times that of 1926. This turnabout in the competitive situation in othenburg was among the most important in wedish press history. It is therefore especially interesting to determine what
factors were decisive. The closing of
tebor s ftonblad played into
H örne’s hands. But a thought-through emphasis on “the ideas of 1926”
involved commitments to several important types of content, including
family concerns and sports. The language used was to be simple and easily grasped. H örne, however, was not attracted to typographical innovations. Thus the paper remained old-fashioned in appearance throughout
the reign of the rst H örne.
A well thought out ournalistic program was still a rarity, and since it
involved a lagging newspaper its tracks were especially noticeable. But
the recruitment of high uality staff members was at least e ually important. Filip Bör esson was in charge of the technical side. Ebba unggren
(1887–1978) organized the distribution in an effective manner.
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ricing policy played a decisive role, but it has to be seen in context.
The commitment to a low priced weekly subscription became an important competitive tool. But it was also a matter of a new basic approach
to newspaper nances. A large circulation was important, but it was even
more important that it be geographically concentrated.
The newspaper also bene ted from its competitors’ mistakes. y id
lost out in the competition for many worker households because the
unions interfered in the choice of content, as well as from a long-standing feud within the local labor movement. At andelstidnin en, the reaction was to be offended that the newcomer had so much wind at its back.
But rather than commit resources to the rm’s ﬂagship, it was decided to
start an entirely new paper, or ontidnin en (The Morning Newspaper),
that began publishing on November 1, 1932. It undermined the third
house paper,
, whose successful development reaching back into the
192 s was halted. For the time being, andelstidnin en was not short of
funds. In the long run, however, the siphoning off of pro ts would become fatal for its continued development. till, or ontidnin en did not
receive suf cient resources to seriously compete with tebor s osten.
The preparations had been inade uate even if the editorial staff became
well-known. Among those who learned the ropes there were arl-Adam
Nycop, igge gren and Alf Martin. Initially, the paper’s circulation was
one- uarter of that of
tebor s osten and the volume of advertising
one-third. In 194 , the paper folded its tent.

In the World of the Weekly Magazines
The inter-war period was also golden for the weekly magazine press. Its
total circulation in 193 was close to two million copies, that is to say
barely less than that of the daily press. During the 193 s, its circulation continued to increase, reaching 2.3 million copies in 194 . Of this,
two-thirds was produced in tockholm. The country’s largest publication in all categories was for a time ela rlden (The Whole World),
which could boast a circulation of around 4 ,
in 1928. Other titles
within the weekly magazine press continued to expand until 195 . But
re-launchings and mergers were commonplace in this motley world.
A characteristic of the weekly magazine press was its domination by a
small number of large enterprises. It can reasonable be said that the mass
production of printed material became systematic earlier in the weekly
than in the daily press. The day of the forerunner and the pioneer was
done the time for broad-based implementation had arrived. The concern
with the richest tradition was Allers. Two more actors on the market also
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had ties to Denmark. Egmont H. etersen’s (186 –1914) emmet was
transformed into the wedish emmets ournal (Home ournal). Originally published in othenburg, it moved to Malmö in 1925. emmets
e otidnin (The Home Weekly Magazine) was created in Malmö by
itus etersson (1898–1969) and his wife aula in 1929. In 1931, it received company from llas e otidnin (Everyone’s Weekly Magazine).
After the publisher encountered nancial dif culties, it was taken over
by the Danish immigrant Einar Hansen (19 2–94). The two magazines
gave the publishing house its name, Allhem.
Initially, the weekly press was naturally Nordic. It was also suitable for
decentralization. Together with tockholm, cania became a long-lasting
center for the weekly press, although othenburg had played a prominent role during the establishment era. This applied for a lengthy period
to Elanders, one of the large printing rms that for several decades used
part of its capacity to publish weeklies and other mass market literature.
Erik kerlund (1877–194 ), more than anyone else, took hold of developments in weden’s inter-war media sector. No one else exploited the
potential of advertising to recklessly beat the drum for his magazines, his
daily papers and himself as he did. He had gotten his othenburg rm
going, but it was in tockholm that the national weekly magazine press
had its breakthrough during the 192 s. He relied principally on a handful of collaborators who had participated in building up his rm. The advertising division was managed by his sister Anna Ehlin (1892–1958).
In 1919, kerlund became the sole owner of hl n
kerlund, which
in addition to weekly and hristmas magazines published literature in
substantial editions. . . hl n decided to sell out. Only two years later,
however, he returned to the market with rt em (Our Home). It was
precisely during the 192 s that the most tradition rich sub-genre among
the weeklies, the family magazine, became complete. kerlund was an
originator, but neither a writer nor a mover and shaker. He fre uently
discovered pro table niches for his publications. ilm ournalen (The
Film ournal), in competition with other movie magazines, demonstrated how to best coordinate with a new mass medium.
usmodern (The House Wife) functioned in a more practical arena
where domesticity was celebrated and, over time, the all-con uering service material increased in volume. The magazine did not become really
successful, however, until Ebba Theorin- olare (1891–1953) became
editor and enthusiastically devoted herself to the task of supplying the
homemaker with a voice.
The name ela rlden came from its origin as a travel magazine.
How the entire world could be made personal was later recounted in true
stories about life, what has come to be called authentic ction.
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The weekly magazines emphasized illustrations, both in black and
white and in color. The public’s thirst for pictures was still substantial
and attention-getting pictures produced by various techni ues, in black
and white or color, played an essential role. hotogravure printing, rst
introduced by e o ournalen (The Weekly ournal) and
ar 8 a
(Every Eigth Day) in 1914, was of competitive importance. In 1921,
ar 8 a introduced full page photographs on its front page. till,
the magazine could not deal with the competition, and in 1933 it was
merged with the even more venerable Idun. For decades, Idun referred
to itself as the “ladies’s own”. It was a cut above with its emphasis on arts
and letters, reportage and photography. Eva Nyblom, married Hökerberg (1899–1994) oined the magazine as early as 1924 and, as editorin-chief starting in 1928, carefully changed its direction. till in 193 ,
its tone was ladylike, and it would take time before the newly emerging
professional woman would become Idun’s principal focus.
In tockholm, an additional rm was created through mergers, axon
indström. At its head was ohan indström axon. After having
moved to tockholm, in 19 5 he began to publish nin smannen (The
ower). There he set high goals for himself to improve “our people’s
economy, health, morals, level of culture and oy in living”. This he set
out to achieve by publishing articles, news-items, poems and stories. After several dif cult years, he was able to procure his own print shop and
to found a publishing house that produced best selling books on good
manners and vegetarian fare. In 1923, the magazine lineup was supplemented with the adventure-story publication e tyr (Reading). In 1929,
following the take over of the gardening magazine iola in 192 and
ens amtidnin in 1928, a printing facility was installed at veav gen
98. It made photogravure printing possible. In addition, e ande li et
( ivid ife,193 –82), a magazine directed at young male readers, was
introduced.

Bonniers’ Ma or Move
As a publisher, Bonniers was no stranger to producing periodic literature. It had been part of their repertoire since the founder’s time. They
snuck a peek at both domestic competitors and foreign forerunners. The
younger members of the family were fre uently sent abroad for practical
experience and often would return home with ideas for new publications.
Worried about Erik kerlund’s plans, Bonniers tried to attract the authors.
Despite a ma or commitment in the shape of onniers e otidnin (1924–
29), however, it proved dif cult to combine high standards with sufcient uantity.
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It was at this stage that Bonniers made a ma or move that greatly widened the enterprise and de nitively converted it into a media concern.
Discussions among competitors were not unusual during the 192 s.
uch was the case concerning both the daily papers and the weekly magazines. They were often directed at structural re-arrangements. Neither
before nor since, however, has as huge a deal been consummated as that
which ended the decade. Bonniers purchased hl n
kerlunds weekly
magazines e o ournalen, llt f r lla, usmodern, ela rlden and
adiolyssnaren (The Radio istener). Also included were 18 hristmas
magazines.
All together, more than one thousand employees were affected. The
initiative had come from kerlund. A number of different explanations
have been suggested for why he, barely past age fty, wanted to leave his
lucrative life’s work. A pessimistic outlook concerning both the general
economy and the future of the weekly press, as well as personal health
problems, might have been the root cause. Bonniers agreed to the purchase after a certain amount of hesitation. Much remained the same. Erik
kerlund was made chairman of the board and Anna Ehlin remained
in charge of advertising. Through this purchase, Bonniers had taken a
decisive step towards becoming a modern-style media conglomerate. Initially, it constituted greater nancial risk taking than had previously been
the practice in the Bonnier family.
The large publishing house was dominated by women, to some extent even at the highest levels. “ ometimes I felt like I was in an African
matriarchy”, commented Albert Bonnier r., who in turn had been head
of purchasing, in charge of production and, starting in 1939, managing
director. Even more generally, the weekly press was a woman’s world.
Women were the most important target group also for the oldest and,
for a long-time, the most successful type of weekly, the family magazine.
The specialized women’s magazines had more dif culty in picking their
focus. hould they emphasize the frivolous and romantic, or the realistic
and down-to-earth, practical advice or even women’s liberation
“ et ”, as was the standard internal designation, protected its dominant position by guarding its existing publications and by creating new
ones. During the 192 s, e o ournalen had become the re ned, but
modestly sized, magazine that, not least, presented a pictorial view of the
world. It was considered the ﬂagship of the ﬂeet. For many years, the editor-in-chief was Elsa Nyblom. Despite her great contributions, she was
red in 1943 after anticipated circulation gains had failed to materialize.
e o e yn was created in 1935 with another publication, amernas
rld. The latter did not become an independent magazine until 194 .
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uccess reates Alternatives
The rapid advance of the weekly magazine press resulted in an intensive
public debate concerning the media which was to continue and culminate during the following decade. In 1934, the ocial Democratic outh
Organization initiated a campaign against “the anti-educational and anticultural weekly press”. It was a renewal of the dispute concerning to what
end mass distribution should be devoted.
The criticism was also expressed in the form of alternative publications. In 1937, the consumer cooperative movement’s paper onsument
bladet (The onsumer aper), which had existed since 1913, changed
its name to i (We), and proclaimed itself an alternative to the commercial weekly magazines. Its authors contributed short-stories and poems,
sometimes also reportage. The loyal servant above all others was the reporter Elly annes (19 7–2 6). he was hired by the newspaper in 1934
and continued on her trips of discovery well after her retirement in 1969.
But the freelancers were even more important. Here, Ivar o- ohansson
could pursue his examination of the 193 s’ harsh wedish reality. ictures became increasingly important and, especially after the magazine
had converted to photogravure printing, became an example for other
publications to emulate.
Unlike the consumer cooperative movement’s press, that of the labor
unions was so specialized that for a long time its publications were of interest only to the membership. Right from the start, and similarly to what
was the case with the party af liated press, there had been disputes about
content. There was disagreement about the amount of space to be devoted
to diversion in addition to the re uisite informative and opinion molding
material. There were also conﬂicting views about the appropriate degree
of professionalism and independence of the editorial staff. In any case,
growth was vigorous. The number of union papers associated with O
had grown to 44 by 1925, a ve-fold increase since 189 . It was during
the inter-war period that the decisive steps toward modernization were
taken, often on the initiative of individual members. The 1937, modernization of etallarbetaren (The Metal Worker) was done with direct
reference to the i magazine, and it would be perceived as an example for
other union publications to emulate. Other outlets with dedicated leaders,
such as mannen (The Mariner) and antarbetaren (The Farm Worker),
had been precursors in publishing serious literary material. tarting in the
193 s, they began to attract a wider readership, and came of be of decisive
importance for the working class poets that emerged during the same decade, as well as some of lara’s poetic bohemians.
The women had their own magazine during the inter-war period, the
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improbable ide ar et (The Epoch, 1923–36). The female franchise was
new, and in 1921 the iberal Women’s National Association was created.
It opted for an independent line following the disputes surrounding the
prohibition referendum. It needed its own outlet. In practice it consisted
of a small circle of talented and tightly knit women who simultaneously
worked at the important school at Fogelstad. The most experienced ournalist was Elin W gner who served as editor for a time (1924–27) but
was torn between her writings and the magazine chores.
ol et i ild (The eople in ictures) was started in eptember of 1934.
It must be considered the most serious attempt to create an alternative
to the commercial weekly press. The initiative came from arl ilbom
whose concept was a magazine that would paint a portrait of the working
people and thus be perceived as their own outlet. The intent is conveyed
by the title. The going was rough right out of the gate, however. Failure
was close at hand. Its salvation came when the Esselte concern took a
ma ority position and determined that the magazine would be politically unaf liated. Ivar hman (1914–89), rst assistant editor-in-chief
and then editor-in-chief, and Einar Ebe (1897–1983), who organized the
special work-place based sales system, were thus given the opportunity to
develop their ideas. They would remain as long as the original ol et i
ild lasted.
uccess came. By 194 , the circulation had risen to 17 ,
copies,
and then peaked at approximately 235,
around 195 . onsidering
the high uality content of serials, short stories, travel accounts, reportage
and articles, it is an optimistic indication of what happens when people
get what they want. Further encouragement came from the ability of the
agents to sell books, including those of ma or working class authors, in
very large editions, ultimately in an initial printing of 1 ,
copies. an
Frideg rd became the most widely distributed of the “people’s” writers.
Many of his works were serialized in the magazine.
These alternative magazines, however, did not create a long-term harm
for the ma or weekly press concerns. ol et i ild became one of the rst
victims of the tougher conditions encountered by the weekly press during
the 196 s.

The Decade of the ournals
The golden age had hundreds of newspapers but several thousand magazines. In tockholm alone, around four hundred magazines were published in 193 . entral components of both high uality and popular
ournalism evolved in the magazine sector. At this point, the division of
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roles was determined by the high cost of newspaper publishing. For those
who had more ideas than money, it was much easier to start a ournal
than a newspaper. During the 193 s, ournals with artistic, literary and
political contents were both common and important. The decade has
been described as a golden age for ournals.
ometimes the cooperation between newspapers and ournals was obvious. When a Andersson in 193 was relieved of responsibility for o
ial emo raten’s unday supplement, she started the magazine f nstret
(the window). The young writers oined in. Ten or so of them signed a
protest petition against the vacuous content of the principal ocial- Democratic outlet. f nstret carried forward the mood of the tockholm exhibition. The debates from the eople’s House in lara continued in the
pages of the ournal. iews that had become unacceptable in the ma or
papers could be presented in f nstret. irtually everything was sub ect to
criticism, and not least media criticism became important. In a dubious
principle expression of principle, the ournal refused adds for products it
did not like. During its early, and most important, years, the ournal was
published weekly. The nances were never secure, and starting in 1933 it
became necessary to thin out the publication to once a month.
The young writers were often far left and published in young socialist,
anarchist or syndicalist outlets. But they strove for their own publications. The young avantgarde eventually succeeded with outlets such as
onta t (contact) and ara an ( aravan). These were often short lived
and had tiny circulations. Over time, however, they could still be of considerable importance and attract an interest in principle exactly because
they demonstrated the reverse extreme in circulation. pe trum ( pectrum – 1931–33) was narrow, cult-like and important for the introduction of new aesthetic signals and new writers, not least Eliot and Freud.
arin Boye and unnar Ekelöf were among the editorial staff.
Also in this eld, Bonniers took the initiative. For a pair of years
(1931–32), they made it possible for ven tolpe to publish ronten (The
Front). In addition to the highly sophisticated, in 1932 they initiated
onniers itter ra a asin or
(Bonnier’s iterary Magazine). By
the time it shut down in 1999, only rd o h ild, had lasted longer
among wedish ournals with serious content.
The rest of the 193 s witnessed a string of important literary ournals,
including the Marxist teneum (1933–35). It was published in und,
as was the somewhat later ordeuropa (Northern Europe, 1938–39) in
whose pages the war clouds were already apparent.
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The Owners Take the ead
A further sign that the press was in a golden age was that the nation’s
wealthiest capitalists became involved and competed for inﬂuence over
the newspapers during the 192 s. For a time, the leading dailies and
magazines both seemed to be more a matter of concern for the owners
than for the editors. Among them, only Bonniers had a tradition and
possessed its own competence in the area of graphics. During the 192 s
and 193 s, a number of decisive steps were taken in the mass media
world. The take over of hl n
erlund was important in itself, but
in addition it had important conse uences for the daily papers. In 193 ,
Bonniers obtained a ma ority share position in a ens yheter.
Of the two reuger brothers, Ivar was the rst to become involved
with the media, initially by creating vensk Filmindustri ( F). Next he
turned to the newspapers, at rst in order to obtain favorable publicity
for his widespread dealings in other areas. In 192 , Ivar reuger became
involved with ftonbladet. His younger brother Torsten displayed a more
long-lasting interest in the eld of newspapers. He acted both on his own
and on behalf of his brother.
The most fre uently used chip in the game, however, was to holms
a blad. In 192 , Ivar reuger became a minority share holder in the
paper. Axel Wenner- ren had achieved his position by building up Electrolux. During World War I, he began to develop an interest in newspapers and during the 192 s he looked around for a large newspaper
enterprise. His gaze also was attracted to to holms a blad. For several
years, it had been on the brink of closing. In 1925, the circulation was
a mere 6,
copies. In 1926, however, the same year that new ideas
were successfully launched at tebor s osten, a turnabout was achieved.
Both Wenner- ren and the reuger brothers were interested in supplying more capital. ome time later, however, Wenner- ren was bought
out and the shares ended up with Torsten reuger.
On October 1, 1926, the single copy price was reduced from 15 to 1
öre. The layout was changed to the Berliner format, the editing was altered and the newspaper declared itself politically independent. To a considerable extent, these measures were steps towards tabloid ournalism,
which would later be handled by the evening papers. For several years
the paper tried new approaches and opened itself to new writers, both of
which would bene t other newspapers. It was here that Herbert revenius (19 1–93) began his multi-faceted career in 1924. After moving to
to holms idnin en, he also functioned as chief of arts and letters.
In the last of its many reincarnations, to holms a blad became both
a promise and a threat. Bonniers, who for a long time had been ignorant
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of who covered the low-price paper’s losses, were not averse to taking
over and closing it. Ivar reuger, however, wanted to prevent Bonniers
from becoming too dominant.
The big three, to holms idnin en, a ens yheter and ens a a
bladet were not allowed to ght in peace. A commitment to the new
ournalism had been undertaken by another actor. At a ens yheter, the
concept of an evening paper had been sketched already in 1922. It was
to be an Anglo- axon inspired paper in half of a ens yheter s format.
These existing plans now risked being crushed by to holms a blad s
innovations. Once the competitors became aware of the availability of
long-term capital that could absorb the losses for numerous years, a whole
new game intended to neutralize the troublesome upstart began.

An Anti- ompetitive Agreement
In October of 1928, a few months after Ivar reuger had obtained a
ma ority share holding, ens a a bladet entered into an agreement
with Torsten reuger representing to holms a blad. The idea was
to coordinate the papers with to holms a blad becoming more of a
purely popular paper. Under the leadership of östa öberg and Ewald
tomberg and relying on a host of talented young writers, the newspaper
nevertheless evolved. Important ournalistic innovations, such as “human
interest” stories, wedding pictures, personal columns and new types of
letters-to-the-editor, were launched there. The circulation grew. 17,5
copies were announced for 1927. There was a substantial number of advertisements by tradition, but in accord with the laws of inertia, they did
not increase as rapidly as the circulation. Finally, it reached the impressive level of 7 ,
copies in 1931.
In 193 , to holms idnin en also changed ownership. ens a a
bladet s pushiness played a role when ei on contacted the reuger
brothers. reviously, in 193 , he had sounded out Ivar reuger about a
sale, but it was Torsten reuger who took over in 193 . He did not wish
to have it known publicly, however, so he let Erik kerlund play the role
of owner when the newspaper itself announced the transaction on May
23, 193 .
The large newspapers re uired a great deal of capital, and the perseverance of the new paper owners could not be taken for granted. Market
competition was therefore interspersed with feelers intended to change
conditions. But it was not ust the public that was denied insight into the
newspapers’ ownership situation. Those directly involved tried to ambush each other by keeping the ownership and various agreements secret
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and by utilizing front men. The best kept secret appears to have been Ivar
reuger’s large ownership stake in ens a a bladet.
In connection with Torsten reuger’s take over of to holms id
nin en, Ivar reuger was handed to holms a blad free of charge. Although declining, the losses were still substantial. In any case, the end
result was that the more than century old newspaper was shut down.
Its demise was nalized in an agreement signed on October 31, 1931,
one of the most anti-competitive in the history of the wedish press.
to holms a blad disappeared from the market through a merger with
to holms idnin en. In return, the reuger side received compensation
in the form of 75 ,
kronor from a ens yheter and 5 ,
from
ens a a bladet. ince the latter was owned by reuger, however, that
part only consisted of a rearrangement of money. The agreement set the
individual copy price at 15 öre and raised advertising rates. The agreement laid the groundwork for peace on the surface and conﬂicts and lust
for revenge underneath.
The conse uences of this unholy alliance were many, although several
of them were not immediately apparent. At a ens yheter, the elimination of the troublesome upstart, to holms a blad, was good news.
till, it was a substantial amount that the paper had to lay out, and a
ens yheter was the only one who had to pay up in ready cash. According to the agreement its evening newspaper plans had to be put on the
backburner throughout the entire 193 s.
to holms idnin en to holms a blad ended up with a long-lasting double name that no one used informally. Nevertheless, the closed
paper left some important traces. ey staff members led by the editorin-chief Ewald tomberg moved over. o many of to holms a blad s
readers followed along to the combined paper that a ens yheter lost
the longed for circulation hegemony that had nally been achieved in
1929. Instead it took another dozen years of struggle before a superiori
tockholm circulation and domination of the classi ed advertisement
market once again became decisive.
ens a a bladet had acted forcefully to get rid of the paper with
such an irritatingly similar name. The events that followed Ivar reuger’s
death a few months after the merger caused the newspaper to suffer in a
number of ways for what had occurred during the Match ings’ ownership years. The ensuing years have been described as “the most trying in
the history of the newspaper”.
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lara An Unlikely Newspaper oncentration
Newspapers belong in cities. For a long time, tockholm was home to
a very large share of the wedish press. It was also concentrated in the
center of the city, in lara. Even in comparison with newspaper districts
in other large cities, lara remains a uni ue conglomeration. The lara
period was not nally over until 1989, when ftonbladet, as the last of the
large papers, moved away. But the so ourn that had begun in the 187 s
had reached its apex before the demolitions of lara in the 195 s and the
newspaper relocations of the 196 s.
The blocks hemmed in by three streets ( asagatan, ungsgatan and
Drottninggatan) and the rapids between ake M laren and the Baltic
ea, had attracted most newspapers with its railroad and postal facilities.
External economies of scale developed in the form of useful news and
picture bureaus, engraving facilities and transport services. lara became
a city district that never slept and a haven for not ust ournalists and
typographers but also for others attracted by its special market.
In some regards, lara was a small town in the heart of a large city. But
right in its middle there was an apparatus that for some sectors was the
largest in the country. Until around 193 , the number of graphic workers
increased despite mechanization. At that point, 11,583 persons were employed in the branch, and approximately that level was maintained until
195 . The most rapid growth had occurred between 191 and 193 . It
was than that lara achieved clear domination of the graphic industry.
The concentration was remarkable. At its culmination, approximately
one-third of the graphic industry, measured in terms of workers, was
located in tockholm. That meant that it alone employed one out
every seven industrial workers in the city. uch concentration was totally
uni ue. Finally, further expansion in the city center became impossible.
lara was the country’s most renowned center for bohemians. It was
most prominent between 193 and 1945. This meant that it had been
rather slow in developing, although there existed a tradition pre-dating
the newspapers. Bellman had at least died in lara. noilsky and trindberg, Bo Bergman and igfrid iwertz were among the many writers who
described the milieu on the basis of personal experience. And ever since
ergel, the artists had if anything an even greater claim. Eventually, it was
manifested by the location there of onstakademien (The Royal wedish
Academy of Fine Arts) and onstfack (The University ollege of Arts,
raft and Design).
The bohemians were a marginal group. As such they are interesting
as a measure of the on-going professionalization of the newspaper staffs.
Their freedom carried a price tag. In the newspaper world, professsion-
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alization meant that one task after another was performed by permanent
and increasingly specialized employees. ictor Arendorff (1878–1958)
began his remarkably long career as a news-hound.
Despite the austere circumstances, lara gathered authors such as
Nils Ferlin, an Frideg rd, ilhelm Moberg, Ivar o- ohansson, unnar Ekelöf, Emil Hagström, Helmer rundström and Willy Walfridsson, artists such as ven Erixson ( -et) and tig sberg and musicians
such as unnar Turesson and ille Bror öderlundh. By no means all of
them can be labeled as bohemians. uite the reverse some of them were
critical of that lifestyle. till, the fellowship was there and the good times
rolled. Especially during the early years before 1936, the most important
hang out, af osmopolite, long a neighbor of to holms a blad, was
the site of important daily and nightly discussions.
The ournalists from the surrounding newspapers participated in the
partying and the discussions, even if there was a fairly clear divide among
the restaurants. W 6, Tennstopet and Rosenbad were the principal ournalistic hang outs while af osmopolite, ilen, F rstenhof and the
various Norma chain restaurants belonged to the authors and artists.
There was little room for women in this man’s world, although there
were some, such as Barbro Alving, who from time to time were part of
the group. The ournalists also found it dif cult to do without this atmosphere. ome were engulfed by it with disastrous results. It is startling to
realize how much of the picture of reality and opinions that were spread
throughout the ountry originated in ust a few blocks.

The Birth of the Evening Tabloid
Even after to holms a blad had closed down in the fall of 1931, the
reuger brothers still possessed three newspapers, ftonbladet, to holms
idnin en and ens a a bladet. lans existed to combine them in a
oint printing facility. Events, however, intervened. Ivar reuger’s suicide
in 1932, turned many newspapers’, as well as many individual wedes’,
nances upside down. It might have meant the end of the reuger owned
evening paper with its proud tradition and uncertain course.
But Torsten reuger had different plans. ftonbladet s previous owner,
veriges Nationella Ungdomsförbund ( weden’s National outh Association), had become dependent on him for loans. tarting in 1931, he
became the new owner. His brother’s death, however, created nancial
dif culties for Torsten reuger, and he was forced to sell substantial assets. He was convicted of securities fraud for irregularities contained in
a prospectus for a bond loan for the Högbrofors forest company. He
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remained in prison until une of 1934. With the help of his newspapers,
he would then spent the rest of his life ghting for vindication.
After 1932, the name reuger was a burden. Torsten reuger was
forced to withdraw as a newspaper owner. In 1933, he transferred to
holms idnin en and ftonbladet to Erik kerlund who, in turn and without the seller’s knowledge, conveyed half the holding to Bonniers. Only a
few years earlier, kerlund had sold his ma or magazine holdings to Bonniers. Now, he was clearly more interested in to holms idnin en and
was not averse to closing down ftonbladet. reuger, however, used his
veto right. In the sales agreement, he had provided himself with a repurchase option on ftonbladet and, against all odds, he was able to exercise
it in 1937. His lust for revenge re uired tools. The coordination between the morning and the evening paper played a certain role. Initially,
ftonbladet bene ted the most. During the years 1931–34, ftonbladet
re uired nancial support since it was incurring losses, albeit shrinking
ones. In due course, when success was achieved, however, the evening
paper had to pay rather high prices for the services it utilized.
The man responsible for that success was
. In 192 , er ustaf
eterson (1896–1977) started at to holms idnin en. As a young, but
still veteran, employee, he did not see eye to eye with his new chief,
Ewald tomberg. In March of 1933 he transferred to ftonbladet and was
made editor-in-chief in April. reviously, in eptember 1932, ftonbladet
had taken over the presses left behind by to holms a blad. They were
in good working order and trained personnel were available to operate
them, which was especially important when the circulation began to increase. Thus the compact format that for so long has been associated with
the evening paper was actually inherited from a morning newspaper.
’s appearance on the scene had immediate effects. He created a
regional newspaper. The picture and women’s pages contributed to the
success. Everyone involved agreed that
’s inﬂuence was decisive. He
had a rare ability to nd and inspire colleagues. In summary, it can be
said that he launched a new type of paper.
According to
, the good legacy at ftonbladet was represented by
ohn and uist. He had left a ens yheter during World War I. At
ftonbladet he had a long career.
believed that his presence at the
paper, until he was appointed a professor at und University in 1936,
was an obstacle for the pro- ermans. Even he, however, demonstrated
great understanding for the erman views.
International examples played a role. ince the 189 s, there had existed abroad a popularly directed ournalism that sought to provide what
the reader wanted. The task was to adapt it to wedish conditions and to
make tempting innovations seem less dangerous and foreign.
him-
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self had an English and French bent. In connection with his development
of wedish popular ournalism he has referred to – he imes. He took
the idea of several short editorials from there.
opular ournalism imposed its own special conditions. For one thing,
it did not allow the writer’s personality to nd full expression in the
paper’s text and pictures.
only truly revealed his character as a writer
after he also became an assiduous theater critic in 1937. He had his own
style, and he appreciated others who did as well. During the early years,
when the foundation for success was being laid,
mostly had to devote his time to what others had written. He set the tone. It was to be
friendly, ironic and witty. He wielded his pencil on others’ text. He saw
to the rewriting. He had a nose for what the readers wanted. rime,
sports and comics helped increase the paper’s circulation. Of these, the
editor-in-chief himself seems to have been most interested in crime reporting.
ftonbladet was rst in the daily press to make a serious commitment
to cartoon series. It was a genre that had slowly been gaining territory.
It had been part of the Americanization of the late 19th century. From a
press history perspective, it is of interest as an important aspect of popular ournalism and the recruitment of new large groups of readers. Thus
a newspaper’s proclaimed stance concerning the introduction of comic
gures can be seen as a signal that a critical decision had been reached on
uestions of policy.
The weekly magazine press was early on the comics scene with llt f r
lla leading the way. wedish comic gures that have lived on ever since
made their debut there. ince 1927, ronblom, created by Elov ersson
(1894–197 ), has set the standard for gold bricking. Nr. 91 arlsson, the
bumbling soldier created by Rudolf etersson (1896–197 ), has lived on
thanks to a long line of succeeding sketch artists.
ro i a lad (Motley ages), the supplement produced by ftonbladet
that dared to frankly declare itself “ weden’s rst colored newspaper”,
had contained a special cartoon page in color as early as the 191 s. Towards the end of the 192 s, however, the time had come for the daily
press to take the genre seriously. In 1929, the rst wedish cartoon series,
“Herr natt” appeared in to holms idnin en. ftonbladet took the big
step on May 28, 1934 when it introduced its rst entire page of sketched
series under the heading “life’s humorous latitudes”. That label has since
come to signify the entire mode of cozy ournalism developed by
.
everal other newspapers believed this was the basis of much of fton
bladet s circulation success and emulated it. Already by late 1936 a veritable race to have the most popular comic series developed, principally
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among a ens yheter, to holms idnin en and ya a li t llehanda.
Right on their heels were a number of provincial papers.

A hoir with Many oices
east of all, the olden Age lacked multiplicity. On the one hand, the
demands of modernization were met and, on the other hand, room remained for the idiosyncratic. uccess came to those who were able to
keep up with progress towards a news-sheet that provided all the modern
functions news gathering, inﬂuencing public opinion, amusing the reader
and providing services. It is clear that in important regards the newspapers looked different after the war. In the case of the daily press, it meant
that it was possible to print more than the four pages that had been the
classic newspaper size ever since the beginning. Moreover, the format
did not have to be the same every day. There was room to create sections
and, in time, to edit the contents. The introduction of a summary page,
where the most important news was presented in brief, was the most
striking evidence of modernization. Fre uently, but by no means always,
the newspaper’s rst page, stripped of advertising, was used. In this regard, however, things proceeded slowly. arying traditions played a role,
and concern for the advertisers slowed the process. uccessful paper such
as ens a a bladet, yds ens a a bladet n llposten and st ta or
respondenten would not make the change for many years.
Even by 192 , the use of news photos was not striking, or in any case
not abundant. This was an area where the largest papers made use of
their superior resources. There was a wide range in the use of headlines.
The smaller provincial papers were substantially more restrained and
displayed little variation. The use of stepped headlines, an innovation
especially associated with a ens yheter, was often accompanied by the
introduction of other changes in editing and content. Attempts at left
edge rubrics were a rarity limited to a few papers.
Family owned newspapers has become a special characteristic of the
wedish press. It has a long tradition. Even the appearance of print
widows who became pioneers among female ournalists represented a
type of preservation through inheritance of intellectual and commercial
capital. The inter-war period witnessed a breakthrough for the family
ownership. It was then that Bonniers established its dominance. H örnes
became an ownership family starting in 1926. But the true pioneers were
among the large provincial papers.
In inköping, the Ridderstad family has participated in the editorial
or operational leadership of st ta orrepondenten for 125 years. ome,
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like the dynasty’s founder, . F. Ridderstad, contributed for long periods
of time. His son Wilhelm remained as an active chairman of the board
until his death in 193 . randson Eskil eventually pulled all the strings.
He was a member of the board for fty years, its chairman for 19 and
editor-in-chief for 23 years. His younger brother arl, was chairman of
the board for 13 years and deputy managing director for 19. During Eskil
Ridderstad’s time, the circulation tripled from approximately 16,
in
1917 to 48,794 in 1954. His price policy emulated that of Harry H örne.
His attitude towards the employees was distinctly patriarchic, which laid
the ground work for conﬂicts. It all ended sadly for Eskil Ridderstad with
a palace revolution by the editorial staff in 1953. He withdrew from the
editorial board and a year later he was excluded from the board of directors and removed as managing director. The family had to be content
with its ownership position.
In ster s, the leading newspaper family was named ers. Anders
ers (1869–1951) was the editor of estmanlands ns idnin for four
decades (19 8–48). He consolidated the paper during the inter-war period. One of his most important steps was to convert from every other day
to weekday publication in 1919. After he became involved in press organizations, it was only natural that his son Anders ngve ers (19 2–85)
would take over. It did not happen, however, until 1941 when he rst
became managing editor and then, in 1948, editor-in-chief. He tried to
make the paper less local than was the case with many others in the same
position.
During the inter-war period, elsin bor s a blad became connected
to the ommelius family. Malte ommelius was chairman of both ummifabriken (The Rubber Factory) and Tryckeriaktiebolaget Helsingborgs
Dagblad (The rinting ompany Helsingborg’s Daily aper). Only after his death in 1922, however, did his widow Elvira and his son Ove
(1896–1977) begin to buy shares in the printing and newspaper company. The co-owner Dunker thought the new printing facility had become
too expensive and that Ove ommelius was too willful. It all ended with
Ove being made an offer to buy. For a half century, the attorney and art
historian educated at the University of und served as editor-in-chief. He
then turned the position over to his son ören ommelius.
Northwestern cania became the base for one of the earliest provincial
newspaper chains. In 1928, Thure ansson (1886–1971) began to construct ord stra
nes idnin ar (Northwestern cania’s Newspapers).
The rst building block was n elholms idnin together with its two off
shots,
an s idnin and lippans idnin . In 1931, resunds osten
was purchased and integrated.

11. Before, During and After the War
(1936–5 )

A

lthough brief in historical terms, the period between 1936 and 195
falls naturally into three distinct parts pre-war, war and post-war.
There are things that unite people, but sadly there are more that divide
them. War has dark precursors and dark conse uences. The panish ivil
War preceded World War II, and instead of ending in peace, the latter
evolved into a cold war.
The outside world intruded into that of the press. till, during the rst
two inter-war decades, the interest in foreign reporting decreased. “ ust
as a contented person only thinks of illness and death when his health is
threatened, so a person whose principal goal is to continue living in peace
and uiet only thinks of foreign policy and war when a crisis is at hand”.
This reﬂection is that of rofessor Herbert Tingsten, who after the war
in his new role as a newspaper man in ected a resurgence of vitality into
the foreign policy debate. His examination of his predecessors caused
him to conclude that interest in the outside world was determined by the
appearance of crises.

The 18th and the 19th enturies ersus the 2

th

onsidering how ﬂeeting the life of a newspaper is, its history is remarkably important. As a rule, it is an advantage to be old. If it is a newspaper,
then, in concert with its subscribers, it can establish enduring reading
habits. But there are exceptions that prove the rule. On the tockholm
evening paper market, there was a erce struggle between a li t lle
handa, whose history stretched back to 1767, and ftonbladet, founded
in 183 .
ya a li t llehanda was politically onservative and guarded its
traditions. Its modern history bore the imprint of eonard unglund
(1867–1946), who had participated in the successful establishment of
ns a a bladet. After being transferred to tockholm, during the
years 19 6–36 he personi ed ya a li t llehanda. He was a strident
polemicist. In time, he came to control almost all the levers of power.
He was one of the principal owners and, starting in 1914, he took con2 9
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trol of the paper’s nances. He was involved with the paper’s layout and
dealt with personnel uestions. The circulation was expanding and during the turbulent 192 s reached 35,5 , compared with a later peak of
ust over 5 ,
. ince the 19th century, ftonbladet had been not ust a
competitor but an obvious enemy. But as late as the early 193 s, ya a
li t llehanda clearly held the upper hand over ftonbladet. Both papers
bene ted from a ens yheter and ens a a bladet refraining from
publishing evening papers.
The general economic downturn, as well as the restructuring of the
newspaper market, contributed to a decline in the volume of advertising.
unglund believed himself to the victim of a plot to reduce his single
copy sales on the part of ressbyr n (the principal operator of newsstands), which he accused of one-sidedly favoring the Bonnier papers.
ya a li t llehanda supported a particular view point, and tried to
present itself as a uality newspaper, while its competitors took the opposite tack. Already during World War I, the paper had pursued an activist
course which included clearly anti-democratic tendencies. During his last
years at the paper, 1934–36, unglund maintained a pro-Nazi and antiemitic stance which caused him to distance himself from his most enduring friends within Arvid indman’s onservative arty. In 1935, the
paper experienced a crisis. Axel Wenner- ren supplied funds and tried
to stem “that which can be interpreted as approval of Nazism, Fascism or
other dictatorial regimes”. Next there were conﬂicts within the editorial
staff, and nally unglund considered himself to have been outmaneuvered. In1938, he transferred the paper to a consortium represented by
two of the men who were to serve as editor-in-chief during the paper’s
remaining years, arl B örkman and Erik W stberg (19 5–1954).
ricing played a role in the conﬂict. ftonbladet was also fortunate
in regards to sports. It established decisive superiority during the 1936
Olympic ames in Berlin and armisch artenkirchen. It was of great
help that the events were held at a time of day that suited a true evening
paper – and that their competitor had problems with its new teleprinter.
The competitive situation would shift further. By 194 , ftonbladet,
with its circulation of 164,
copies, had become the ountry’s largest
newspaper, and the dramatic wartime events pushed it even higher. At
4 percent, its tockholm household coverage was four times larger than
that of ya a li t llehanda.
Both ens a a bladet and a ens yheter contemplated taking over
ya a li t llehanda. Much of its editorial staff was recruited by pres
sen when it started in 1944. This was also to be the form in which the
struggle with ftonbladet continued.
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In Bang’s World
“To great democratic relief, some mistakes in the arrangements have
nally become apparent. Today, two program times had to be totally
altered. And Hitler’s own ﬂagpole s ueaks when the standard is raised.
But perhaps that is a planned reich s ueak.” Barbro Alving (19 9–87)
achieved her break through as a reporter at the 1936 ummer Olympic
ames in Berlin. It was both uick and unexpected. eldom had a wedish reporter been able to transport her readers out into the world to such
a degree. But even if she was only 27 years old, she was well prepared.
Directly after graduating from secondary school in 1928, she oined
to holms a blad as a cub reporter. There she had Ella Taube as her
“ ournalistic mother”. he immediately attracted attention “ he outwrites us right and left.” östa öberg soon became aware of what an
asset she was “What can you say about little Alving ” The newcomer
herself thought highly of the training she received ”We are wrong, but a
newspaper should be worn down and stuffy, with bends and nooks and
crazy dead-end corridors, with people in all of the nooks and here and
there, in some of them, a kook or two”. Her perspective changed, but not
her evaluation “One’s rst swim strokes were taken in a duck pond, and
that was probably for the best.”
After only a few months, however, she moved over to Idun. ince the
editorial staff was so small, she was allowed, on the heels of her most
important mentor Elin W gner, to act as assistant editor-in-chief. ife
is hell, she informs us in a letter, but the work is anything but. he also
had no doubts about her ability “I have a wonderful ob, meet a lot of
wonderful people and know that I’m a good ournalist. Am constantly
on the move and have an awful lot to do – yes, it’s all truly wonderful.”
Barbro Alving worked for three years at Idun, including a reporting assignment in Egypt. But she worked hard, lived hard and strictly udged
her own performance.
It was at a ens yheter, however that starting in 1934 she made her
most important contribution. And she was determined to make her mark
without delay. Her self-esteem was wounded when editor-in-chief Dehlgren initially did not know her name. he uickly corrected the situation.
Her permanent employment was assured by a trial report on the inauguration of the Traneberg bridge.
he found her unmistakable tone. It was not inborn, it rather emerged
from the writing styles that she had cultivated in her diary and letters. In
this important process of creating informality, her interaction with male
and female friends also played a decisive role. Why, she asked herself at
some point, don’t I write the same way in the paper as I do to my friends
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and in my diary And then she did. It sounds easy, but it was a big step.
It re uired personal courage. After only a year of so, she had it as a fully
developed techni ue. he used it with great success when she was included in a ens yheter’s team at the Berlin Olympics. arious types
of exaggeration became an important component of her break trough at
those Olympics. It is most obvious when uantitative components are
used “ ive me the uiet Mr. ingh Raunak ing from India, who ran
with a blue bow in his hair and a full black beard and was 5,
meters
behind the others the whole time.” What made it so characteristic was
her conviction that her story was a priceless treasure.
Her success was rapid and emphatic. “ o now I’m weden’s most
skilled ournalist, ddle sticks, comic is what it is.” “Result the board has
unanimously said that it does not want get rid of me, so I can count on
nancial advancement when I get home.” It is true that Barbro Alving
put her all into it, but it is also possible to be a bit impressed by the audience that saw to it that she became so popular.
When Bang was at her best, she was a master. Even when fully developed, her writing style had a bantering aspect. It worked better in her
reportage and personal portraits than in the columns with which it is usually associated. This might seem counter-intuitive, but it has its logic in
that genre lines often have to be crossed to create personal master works.
It is against a serious background that her linguistic energy, as well as her
insight, has the best effect. It adds balance and intimacy to the gravity.
Barbro Alving would continue on for an additional half century.
Next, despite being a paci st, she would become known for her war
reporting. The panish ivil War, not without reason called “the war of
the authors”, also became a gathering place for reporters. It was further
con rmation that some types of ournalism develop in the shadow of
war. he reported from there in two rounds. he traveled there without
being dispatched and, what is more, she was pregnant. On what later
became a famous postcard, she wrote “if I were to die, please don’t say
that I had many friends.” In war as in peace she traveled the world over
and sometimes displayed a boldness that cannot have been sanctioned by
the paper. ometimes she found her work unsatisfactory, as in the case
in Finland “The Winter War was clearly an ordeal by re for a paci st.
I did not endure.” No, things were not always as easy as her texts might
imply. ometimes she risked the paper’s press time by failing to produce
a simple news item.
There was a basic humanity in what she wrote. Many have learned
from her. he went as far as a wedish ournalist could go. Her contact
with her readers had a conversational aspect – or at least gave that impression. It is an impression that has its roots in her mastery of another mass
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medium, the radio. Those who heard her there could not avoid also hearing her somber tone with their inner ear when they read her texts.

The Arsenal of Repression
weden found itself much more exposed during World War II than
had been the case in World War I. The limitations on personal freedom
were substantial. Masses of private letters were examined. There was a
considerable amount of wire-tapping. The fear of espionage resulted in
both vigilance and distrust. ince the wedish word “tiger” means both
“tiger” and “keeps uiet” in English, the government sponsored symbol
for discretion was a tiger with blue and yellow stripes – a wedish tiger. It
became wide-spread and popular. The population rallied around and the
determination to keep weden out of the war was virtually unanimous.
For newspapers and magazines, which were responsible both for providing information and facilitating debate, the limitations were palpable.
At the outbreak of the war in 1939, the wedish rime Minister, erAlbin Hansson, announced that “ weden’s preparedness is good”. It was
a dubious, although necessary, claim. Nor was the preparedness for handling information good. Total war and modern propaganda had taken
forms that were unanticipated when the classic freedom of the press ordinance had been enacted in 1812.
As early as October 1939, the government had re uested restraint
both with regard to criticism of foreign powers and information concerning national defense. During the earliest days of the war, the creation
of a council where leading representatives of the press were involved in
establishing guidelines for the responsible handling of news was initiated.
Its composition was reminiscent of the national unity government that
replaced the purely ocial-Democratic cabinet in December of 1939.
tatens Informationsstyrelse (The overnment Information Authority) also began to function from the start of 194 . It became best known
for its “grey slips”. Altogether, 26 of these were distributed during the
war years through the Newspapers’ Telegraph Bureau (TT). In this function, instead of its usual role as a supplier of news, TT forwarded re uests
that a particular piece of news be withheld. Through ten Dehlgren’s involvement with the Information Authority, a ens yheter, like ens a
a bladet through Ivar Anderson, also involved came to play a problematic double role.
During the early war years, prosecutions under the freedom of the
press statute was the standard approach to suppressing what was considered to be unsuitable writing on foreign affairs. Fairly uickly, however,
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other forms of repression were adopted. tarting in the spring of 194 ,
outlets that had been convicted of freedom of the press violations were
denied permission to transport their periodic publications. This restriction principally impacted the ommunist press. Despite being criticized
as being both unconstitutional and ineffective, the ban remained in force
until 1944.
On the initiative of Minister of ustice . . Westman, se uestration
was added as another repressive alternative. It allowed printed material to
be seized without a court order. Between April 16, 194 , shortly after the
erman occupation of Denmark and Norway, and November 1943, 28
issues of newspapers and magazines were con scated. The ommunist
papers rbetartidnin en (The Workers’ aper) in othenburg was seized
33 time and, y a (New Day) 22 times. Nazi publications, especially
a ens e o (The Echo of the Day), were seized on 3 occasions. tebor s
andels o h farts idnin was se uestered eight times, as was rots
allt (All the ame ). The mere expectation that a foreign power would
react – usually it was ermany – was enough to cause a paper’s edition to
be seized. The most notorious case was the intervention against seventeen
daily papers who in March of 1942 published one and the same article
describing conditions in Norwegian prisons.
In practice, even these illegal actions were not particularly effective,
except possibly in calming down the foreign reaction. The remainder of
the issue that could be seized was often only a small fraction of what had
already been distributed. It was also effective to make a reprint with the
offending article omitted.
In a controversial law that was enacted in the spring of 1941, a new
possibility for censoring the press in case of war or the threat of war was
provided. It outlined an inspection authority that was to work with the
already existing overnment Information Authority. It could be activated in response to a special Riksdag resolution, which would give it
a one-year mandate. Fortunately, the law was never applied and it was
repealed in connection with the peace.
wedish preparedness was not good. That was evident in the handling of the press during the war. It was a patch work of regulations that
was activated. A provisional coercion act applied from 194 until 1945.
Allm nna kerhetst nsten (The eneral ecurity ervice) acted like
a secret police. Within the rules of the extensive postal censorship that
was in effect until 1944, hundreds of periodicals were also handled. The
import and export of newspaper and magazines was also sub ected to
limitations. These measures can now be followed in the archives of the
ecurity ervice.
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Torgny egerstedt’s reat Moment
The war revealed what people were made of. This was especially true for
those who had to take a position in the newspapers. In the case of Torgny
egerstedt (1876–1945), there is no uestion but that he experienced his
greatest moment when it was most needed.
He began as a religious historian who had to migrate from Uppsala
to und in order to have his thesis accepted as the starting point for an
academic career. But the theological faculty there opposed offering him
a professorship. This, his rst conﬂict, was fought along iberal versus
onservative lines similar to those that permeated the struggle concerning trindberg that had occurred a few years earlier. Instead, egerstedt
became a professor in tockholm. During his years in the capital (1913–
17), he served as editor of Bonnier’s publication orum, which was started
in 1914. When he thereafter was permanently attracted to the world of
newspapers, it was taken as evidence that the modern daily papers could
offer better nancial terms than the universities. egerstedt received several offers from the ma or tockholm papers. He could have taken over
at a ens yheter both in 1921 and 1925, and at ens a a bladet a bit
later. But he chose andelstidnin en where he remained until he died.
The recruitment of egerstedt resulted from discontent at andelstid
nin en. It was directed at the patriarchal style that Henrik Hedlund had
inherited from his uncle but which was now outdated. In addition, there
was criticism of the pro- erman sympathies that had become apparent
at this paper which had traditionally looked westward. egerstedt took
on his task with vigor. Despite support from the leading ownership family, the Forssmans, however, he could not immediately implement all his
ideas. ersonally, he attracted attention with his involvement in so many
of the newspaper’s departments, and the skillful way he rid himself of the
academic writing style he had previously utilized.
egerstedt oined the paper on une 4, 1917. Overcoming some resistance, he created the famous third cultural page. egerstedt was one of
the notoriously diligent writers who bene ted greatly from the olden
Age of the newspapers. He could also vary his style remarkably. In the
Today column, he worked with uick and effective saber thrusts. That
was also the style that, a few weeks after Hitler’s seizure of power, for the
rst time unleashed erman anger and action “And now the world press
will have to deal with this man as long as od allows. It probably won’t
be very long, but every day it continues is one day too many.”
egerstedt personi ed the struggle against Nazi ermany and thus also
became the foremost critic of the concessions that the wedish national
unity government felt compelled to make. With his uncompromising
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he third pa e of Handelstidningen was reated by or ny e erstedt shortly after
orld ar I. urin the se ond, it was possible for blan spa es to spea olumes.

and upright stance, he became an irritant. He was considered for membership in the wedish Academy, but Torsten Fogel vist was selected
instead. At the start of the war, he was nominated for the chairmanship of
, but the other candidate was elected. He was criticized by those who
thought he was going too far in his criticism. The circulation increased,
but not fast enough to maintain the percentage household coverage. This
was partly the result of andelstidnin en becoming a national paper. In
tockholm, many more people read egerstedt than H örne.
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egerstedt’s struggle against Hitler was intended to safeguard Western
values. He had no use for concessions. He lived long enough to see the
turning point of the war, but not the erman capitulation. He died on
March 31, 1945.

All the ame
There were others who also opposed evil. The circumstances varied. omparisons with andelstidnin en’s fearless editorials lay near at hand. y
bro idnin was established in connection with Nybro being given a city
charter in 1932. The newspapers attitude vacillated until Runer onsson
(1916–2 6) arrived. He was to remain there as sole editor for 45 years.
He covered his city while composing for the ountry. He was by no
means a harmless ournalist. He boldly attacked submissiveness towards
the ermans and was reprimanded by the Information Authority. In
1941, he was summoned to the Foreign Of ce for a talking to. It was not
for nothing that he was called the “ egerstedt of the East oast”.
. A. elander (1877–1964) worked at s ilstuna uriren. He was an
“erupting volcano of ideas and feelings”. His both great and dif cult time
came during the war. But many eventually well-known ournalists were
schooled by this passionate iberal and inventive newspaper man. One of
them, arl-Adam Nycop, characterized the paper as “the best school of
ournalism”. er Wrigstad received his initial training there, for the rst
months without pay – such was the standard situation for an intern. ven
örmark also learned important lessons in Eskilstuna.
Ture Nerman had wandered at enin’s side when the Russian revolutionary was on a short visit to weden. He had written daring new-spelt
poetry and, as a literary critic, had clashed with the modernistic poets. But
also this multi-faceted writer acted heroically during the war. tarting in
October 1939, rots llt (All the ame ) was published with Nerman
as its driving force. hortly thereafter, he was sentenced to three months
in ail for slandering Hitler, and served his time during the following
year. His newspaper was also sub ected to se uestration and transport
bans, but the circulation of approximately 2 ,
copies continued to be
distributed as long as there were dark forces to resist. In 1946, however,
the paper was closed.
In Denmark, newspapers such as Information have bene ted from
their ties to the resistance movement. In neutral weden, the most honest
newspapers have not had the same return on their wartime capital. Unlike Torgny egerstedt, tebor s andels o h farts idnin survived
the war. Despite being weden’s most pronounced uality newspaper,
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however, it went under a few decades later. rots llt , which Ture Nerman developed into an irritating and often se uestered newspaper, was
a distinctly wartime phenomenon and pretty uickly had to withdraw
when conditions changed. An uncompromising position might be less
attractive in peacetime. All that it de ed no longer existed, fortunately.

arying hades of Brown
Nazism did not have much success in weden. But there were some periodical publications that wholeheartedly supported Nazi party. The most
remarkable of these was ol ets a blad. It was taken over by Nils Flyg
(1891–1943), and when he shifted from one extreme to the other, from
ommunism to Nazism, he took the paper with him. It was closed in
194 , only to reappear in the summer of 1942 with nancial support
from the erman foreign of ce. It then hung on until the end of the
war in May of 1945. a sposten (The Daily ost) started to appear in
December 1941. The ermans provided both part of the share capital
and an ongoing operational subsidy. Following a 1944 trial, the intermediary who provided these sums was convicted of illegal receipt of foreign
funds. The third Nazi paper was a ens e o which was launched in August 194 . It was noted for its erce partisanship. It too was supported by
erman money, and in 1946 the publisher was held legally responsible.
The Nazi press was of negligible importance. A much larger role was
played by those papers that in various ways expressed understanding for
Nazism, or at least for erman interests. This was most common among
the onservative papers, but even among those that supported the Agrarian arty there were sympathetic ournalists. This was also true of the
two large, supposedly iberal arty supporting, reuger newspapers, f
tonbladet and to holms idnin en. The support offered the ermans
was not particularly consistent, sometimes being provided only by an
occasional ournalist. For easily grasped reasons, the understanding was
greatest while ermany was en oying military success before 1943.
In 1937, Torsten reuger had been able to exercise his option and reestablish ownership of two of the most successful newspapers. That the
editor-in-chief of to holms idnin en that he appointed, Bör e Brilioth
(1884–1968), had been engaged in unifying various Nazi and nationalistic groups, came as an unpleasant surprise for the editorial staff. Both the
political and foreign editorial groups had to struggle to maintain their integrity. reuger sometimes acted as arbitrator. With his political naivet
and his hostility to Bonniers, reuger nursed hopes for a erman victory.
The ermans were satis ed with his papers, but were less successful in
inﬂuencing his morning paper than ftonbladet.
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everal large provincial papers also went remarkably far in their support
of the ermans. elsin bor s a blad was to the right of the right. The
paper had one writer who expressed himself exactly like a Nazi. He was
dismissed by the editor-in-chief Ove ommelius (1896–1977) in early
1944. st ta orrespondenten displayed understanding for the erman
view of the world. The occupation of weden’s Nordic neighbors in April
194 was defended with reference to the English position. The persecution of the ews, however, contributed to a change in perspective.
orrbottens uriren followed a similar line, but in addition it had a
columnist who expressed views that in various regards was provocative.
He argued that democracy was more developed in ermany than in England and that egerstedt belonged in a mental institution. In response to
a very attention getting explosion at the ommunist orrs ens amman’s
printing facility, he expressed regret that human lives had been lost. His
empathy did not reach all that far, however the important thing was that
(the province of) “Norrbotten be rid of ommunists”.

A Dif cult Balancing Act
The trend was for the press to become increasingly independent. The
third estate wanted to safeguard its separate status vis- -vis the rst two.
crutinizing and calling into uestion are most naturally performed in
opposition. With a world war raging around the corner, however, this
rule no longer held. Once weden installed a national unity government,
the party newspapers of the ocial Democrats, the Agrarians, the onservatives and the iberals all become at least potential government outlets.
When, in addition, the ournalistic profession united behind a principle
of self-restraint, both domestically and abroad, the large newspapers
found themselves walking a tight rope. The result was tension within the
editorial staffs and between them and the owners.
At ens a a bladet, Ivar Anderson became editor-in-chief in 194 .
He was the embodiment of the compromise policy. Thus, the diligent
and long-serving Otto rte, who advocated a steady continuity and rallying around the neutrality principle, presented no problem for the paper. However, one of the paper’s best known writers, Fredrik Böök, was
banned from its pages in 194 after he had described conditions in erman occupied Denmark in idyllic terms.
At a ens yheter, which had always wanted to be an opposition paper, the conﬂict was more pronounced. ohannes Wickman (1882–1957)
was a loyal and long-serving employee. His roles there including serving as aris correspondent until the spring of 1918 and then becoming
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foreign news editor. Already during the 193 s, his anti-Nazi views had
been considered provocatively obvious. The ownership family shared his
views but, at least initially, believed they should be expressed with greater
moderation. This was also the position advocated by ten Dehlgren in
his double role as editor-in-chief and chairman of the overnment ress
Board, especially during the beginning of the war.

reparedness and Rationing
The war was devastating. But in the midst of a stricken world, weden
was a blessed isle. The threat that weden would imminently be occupied, or otherwise drawn into the war, was a Damocles sword hanging
over the ountry during the early years. The entire population was also
affected by the rearrangement of life resulting from guarding the borders,
military call-ups and the rationing of goods. iewed in a positive light,
it produced a unity that brought people closer to each other. uite a few
came to view the war years as a memorable idyll.
The newspapers, having been drawn into and serving to reﬂect these
realities experienced their fair share of problems. Their nancial condition deteriorated during the early war years as a result of less advertising
and higher costs. Technological advance was slowed due to the inability
to obtain modern printing presses. Newsprint became considerably more
expensive and printer’s ink became scarce.
The expansion of the teleprinter network to the northernmost parts
of the ountry had not been completed. In most pressrooms, however,
the chattering of this noisy machine became a mental image representing the ﬂow of news. The legendary foreign news commentator unnar
Franz n (1882–1983) received essential assistance in his long-lasting task
in m landsposten, and eventually in the radio, to cover the entire world
from x ö.
But there were also factors that bene ted the papers. Most important,
of course, was that the ountry was spared from the war. The demand
for news contributed to larger circulations. Even though the radio had
established itself as an obvious source of news, the newspapers held their
own. In time, they could also raise their prices, both of subscriptions and
for advertisements. The text space shrank, sometimes as the result of an
agreement among competing papers. The principal losers were the unday supplements, sports and cartoons. Both the dif culties themselves
and the steps taken to overcome them contributed to a decline in the
total number of newspapers.
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Is Worth Remembering

till, newspapers were being founded. The 194 s were the debut decade
of the evening tabloids above all others. First out of the gate was the
short-lived fton idnin en (1942–56).
ftonbladet’s pro- erman stance created a reaction that slowed the paper’s advance and triggered the thought of starting a competitive paper.
fton idnin en
was thus started with the purest of motives. It was
also rooted in a popular movement. Initially, the O leadership had been
skeptical on nancial grounds. fton idnin en had many opponents.
One of them was the ountry’s rime Minister. er Albin Hansson was
concerned that the result would be “an offshoot of othenburg’s an
delstidnin in tockholm” and that O would be creating a paper that
would oppose the government’s foreign policy”.
Bonniers had had plans for an evening paper since the 192 s. Their
wrath at ftonbladet nally motivated them to act. In those desperate
times, cooperation was an attractive possibility. a , Tor and Albert Bonnier contacted the paper planning committee that O had appointed in
November of 1941. iven the ountry’s critical situation, the parties
were able to make considerable progress towards a compromise. The defense of democracy was the principal common goal. Bonniers was willing to accept that O would select the editor-in-chief. It was intended
that the cooperation would be long lasting – for ve years past the still
distant peace. Bonniers would do their part by making a ens yheter’s
production facilities available. O was to provide new money, a million
kronor in share capital and an additional million as a loan. The idea of
oint ownership, however, was uestioned, originally by O. It was to be
the reef on which the pro ect foundered. ftonbladet
had an interest
in revealing the secret negotiations. “Boycott against AB exposed Bonniers tried to cooperate with O”, proclaimed the paper’s front page on
anuary 9, 1942.
eft to its own devices, O had to implement the plan uickly. The
rst issue came out as early as March 26, 1942. What fton idnin en
stood for triumphed. But that did not mean that the paper won out.
The time available for a breakthrough was barely any longer than the
preparatory period. During its second year, the fortunes of war turned
and the war ended during its fourth year of publication. The special wartime circumstances were replaced by others. The s uadron with popular
ournalists and an important opinion forming assignment had to nd
its place in a new environment. It was not easy to know on which foot
to stand. The problem was made acute because fton idnin en, which
had been founded to defend democratic values, had to live on in a world
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where commercial aspects were becoming ever more important. There,
two largely irreconcilable strategies clashed in a way that was more instructive than almost anywhere else.
The 1943 policy shift at ftonbladet, together with the launching of
pressen in 1944, worsened the situation of fton idnin en. Moreover,
with the coming of peace in 1945, the principal motive for its establishment vanished. The opponents and the set-backs were legion. The board
of directors was weak and had little newspaper experience. The e uipment worked poorly. The unavailability of newsprint with the right color
until 1946 made a bad impression.
Even the recruitment of staff members became mired in strategic disputes. The rst editor-in-chief, Frans everin (1889–1972), like several
of his principal colleagues, had political careers on the side. Writers,
politicians and youths inhabited fton idnin en. They were distinctly
outnumbered by their competitors. The newspaper also functioned as
an educational institute for ournalists before such training had been formalized in schools. There is good reason to assign part of the blame for
what was to happen on the shortage of personnel. When the struggle with
pressen was at its peak, the paper could only muster 4 colleagues to
counter its competitor’s 14 . outhful enthusiasm was not enough.
At the end of the war, in uly of 1945, Ivar undvik (19 9–86) was
made editor-in-chief with the dif cult assignment of turning the situation
around, ust as the paper’s two competitors threatened to take over completely. In fact, he succeeded. Together with the very earliest period, the
post war year of 1946–5 , appear to have been the paper’s least troublesome time. It was especially the provincial circulation that increased.
The conﬂict between expectations and reality at an evening tabloid
that was still associated with a popular movement became more severe. A
test-case that has remained in the memory of several staff members was
the news of the birth of the current monarch on April 3 , 1946. It is said
that the placard with the text, “It’s a rince” was the most effective in all
15 years of the paper’s existence. It simultaneously resulted in a large sales
volume and disappointed comments from a movement that was formally
anti-royalist – of course, by now we have seen enough to have dif culty
understanding the excitement. Nor did undvik, when looking back at
it, believe that it was all bad for the paper. Once again, the circulation
began to move in the right direction.
According to undvik, the fate of the paper was decided on eptember
3 , 195 . That was the day direct ownership responsibility was transferred from O to A-pressfonden (The Workers’ ress Fund). As a result, the needs of fton idnin en were now weighed against those of
the other A-press papers, and this at a time when newspaper deaths were
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accelerating. In anticipation of 1951, the paper’s leadership wanted to
escape a dif cult situation by committing more resources, but their plan
was re ected. Efforts after that point were mostly intended to keep the
paper going without, however, a belief that it was actually possible. In his
farewell editorial, undvik apologized for “the bizarre material that has
to be served up in an evening tabloid under existing competitive conditions”.

The Fortunes of War and those of ftonbladet
Turn Around
In 1937, after having served a term in prison,
resigned his position
as responsible publisher of his successful newspaper. He was replaced by
the political editor, Fritz önnegren (1895–1971). Thanks to his good
relations with Torsten reuger, he could himself determine the paper’s
political stance, as well as inﬂuencing the composition of the editorial
staff. The number of pronounced pro-Nazis at the paper increased, and
they were able to leave their imprint on the paper’s position as long as the
ermans were militarily successful. On a few occasions, the press attach
at the erman Embassy inﬂuenced the contents of the paper.
was not a Nazi, but neither has he been able to explain why the
paper he had saved ended up where it did. He maintained his recipe for
success. He argued that there was still a need for “a newspaper that was
happy”. It turned out to be a stance that could be abused. When the
circulation, thanks to political resistance and competition, declined by
around 2 percent, he was able to persuade Torsten reuger to approve
a re-orientation of the paper’s position. By that time, he had also become
convinced that the ermans could not possibly win the war.
Hilding Eek (191 –83), a urist who had ust defended a doctoral thesis concerning freedom of the press in weden, was employed as political
editor to demonstrate what the wedish legislation meant in practice.
Allan Fagerström (1916–85), like so many leading personalities in the
wedish evening press, had been schooled in und. In that city, where
there were so many erman fellow travelers, his stance had attracted attention. Until the fall of 1943, he had not even read ftonbladet, where
he, with his distinct views and his e ually distinct prose, would become
a long-serving and faithful staff member. In 1943 he was summoned to
change the paper’s pro le. Ironically enough, thirteen years later in 1956,
he was installed as editor-in-chief to demonstrate that the paper’s pro le
had not been altered in any decisive way after Torsten reuger had sold it.
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pressen s on uests
1944, the year of the invasion, witnessed a change in the newspaper landscape with the launching of pressen. It was desperate to appear youthful
and sassy. But unlike fton idnin en, which had to be rushed out in a
few months, pressen had been under preparation for a uarter century.
After the negotiations with O had run aground, there was an ongoing
discussion within the board of a ens yheter. Opinions, however, differed. ten Dehlgren opposed splitting the available resources and feared
that a ens yheter’s working class readers in particular would resent
such an effort. However, he lost. In April of 1942, only a month after
fton idnin en’s start, a decision in principle was taken that another
evening tabloid would be published. Two more years elapsed, however,
before the paper was available on the market. The recruitment of staff
from the oldest wedish newspaper, ya a li t llehanda, which had
been forced to close a few months earlier, also brought with it a degree
of experience.
eading the strikingly young editorial staff were newspaper men such
as Ivar Harrie (1899–1973), arl-Adam Nycop (19 9–2 6) and igge
gren (191 –89). They were different, brought with them different experiences and played different roles. Harrie had received a classical education at the University of und and learned the newspaper business at
andelstidnin en. For a few years, he had earned his keep as chief of arts
and letters at a ens yheter, and it was mainly to emphasize that the
new paper had its origins there that he was made editor-in-chief. ome
considered him to be a hostage at a paper that had to bear the brunt
of the criticism for sensationalism. He became an elo uent defender of
Nycop, who among the three was the visionary for the new type of paper
and who took the blame for the sensational aspects. With his experience
of sports and picture ournalism, he continued some of what the earlier
evening tabloids had relied on. His memos to the editorial staff were
intended to convey the impression that the product was well thought
out right in the middle of the frenzy. gren was the steady practitioner
among the three and the one who, early in the morning, determined the
appearance of the paper. He was the typical newspaper shaker and mover
long controversial, eventually legendary and possible, the one most responsible for the paper’s success.
But success was not immediate. Not until the spring of 1945, and
probably thanks to a popular lottery, did the circulation exceed a level
suf cient for the paper to break even. It was as if the erman capitulation
on May 7, 1945, which was greeted with the placard reading “ EA E”,
was precisely the sensation needed to bless the paper.
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ollowin a slu ish start, the new e enin paper Expressen be ame a reat su ess.
urin the se ond half of the 20th entury it was the lar est paper of its type.
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The relatively recent, and for a long time successful, modern evening
tabloid was a type of paper that re uires such a large circulation that it
must remain a rarity. Among the hard knock lessons learned was thus
that its publication is limited to the largest cities. This was the case despite the fact that national distribution was an important, perhaps even
an essential, condition for reaching a suf cient circulation. It became
necessary, on the one hand, to give the provincial readers the, perhaps
illusionary, impression that these decidedly tockholm oriented papers
mirrored the entire ountry and, on the other hand, to distribute the
paper to them as uickly as possible.
Distribution thus became more important than believed by those who
consider newspapers different from other products because they contain
reading material. In time, the airplane came to play a decisive role and
helped determine which papers would survive. fton idnin en had originally committed itself to an agent based delivery system. When it refused
to abandon this approach, it found itself excluded from air transport to
the provincial cities. This handicapped it especially in the contest for
youthful and sports interested readers. Arranging its own air transport
proved to be expensive and could only be sustained to a few places. The
paper fell behind and was unable to fully exploit the opportunity when
circulation-lagging ftonbladet eventually suggested cooperation in order
to resist their most successful competitor even in the provinces.
With its long period of success, pressen could claim credit for many
of the innovations that in the post-war period were introduced not ust
into the evening tabloids, but in wedish ournalism generally. Ultimately, it goes back to the paper’s strong self-image.

The old War and the Welfare tate Idyll
The war ended in 1945. As one of the countries spared from destruction, weden was able to bene t from the situation. ow unemployment
contributed to a rapidly rising standard of living. More and more women
oined the labor force. It made it possible to implement the welfare state
that had been under discussion since 1928. The use to which this newfound wealth should be put, however, was the sub ect of political dispute.
The ocial Democratic government that in 1945 replaced the national
unity government was challenged by a non-socialist opposition. Following the sudden death of er Albin Hansson in 1946, Tage Erlander surprisingly took over as party leader and rime Minister – pressen was the
rst paper to break the news. He was to display unusual staying power
in the post, continuing to lead governments until 1969. For many years,
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his chief opponent was the distinguished economist Bertil Ohlin. Even
before he assumed the leadership of the iberal arty in 1944, his articles
had made to holms idnin en the best informed paper concerning the
party’s policies. The political debate was especially intense in connection
with the 1948 election, and most of it was still conducted in the daily
papers.
World War II was not followed by peace, instead it morphed into the
old War. It was to dominate the world scene until the fall of the Berlin
Wall in 1989. In this division of the world into East and West, with the
oviet Union and the United tates as the pre-eminent powers, weden
would nd itself in a precarious position. Following futile attempts to
form a Nordic military alliance, Denmark and Norway oined NATO.
Finland was left to guard its non-aligned status while keeping an eye
on its powerful eastern neighbor. Neutral weden became a buffer between the two power blocks. How far the proclaimed neutrality actually
stretched, however, has been the sub ect of debate, even since the les
have been declassi ed.
Americanization occurred on a broad front, not least among the media. omic books became available. Allers started the rush in 1946 by
creating a special magazine for arl-Alfred ( opeye). Even greater success
was achieved by the Walt Disney comics that appeared in the 1948 creation, alle n a
o. (Donald Duck
o.). Its circulation eventually
grew to over 2 ,
copies per week.

Newsprint Is Rationed
During the war, most people had ad usted to a rationed life, especially
since the system worked better than during World War I. It was even said
to have improved public health. It was more dif cult to accept, however,
that the end of the ghting did not uickly result in a restoration of free
consumption. offee was the greatest source of popular complaint, but
for the press newsprint was crucial.
The smaller newspaper size during the war was accepted. The continued post-war rationing did not result from a newsprint shortage, but
from a lack of foreign exchange. weden was one of the principal exporters of newsprint. It was unavoidable that this advantage would be
used to achieve balance in foreign trade. Faced with the threat of formal
regulations, the newspaper industry opted for voluntary limits. tarting
on October 1, 1945, the newspapers agreed to reduce their newsprint
consumption by ten percent compared with the previous year. This rationing continued until 195 .
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The restraint on newsprint consumption left its mark in various parts
of the newspaper world. It reduced new establishments. The newspaper a en (The Day) managed to see the light of day, if barely. It was
launched on the initiative of the entecostal leader ewi ethrus (1884–
1974). When he applied for a newsprint allocation for the long-planned
pro ect, he was at rst refused. But since the paper had already made an
agreement with the printer in uly of 1945, the decision was reversed,
and the paper could appear starting on November 1, 1945.
As a result,
llsposten (The Evening ost) in Malmö became the
only paper started during the rationing years. When the existing set of
evening papers was thus completed in 1948, the year yds ens a a
bladet n llposten celebrated its 1 th birthday, the Newspaper ublishers’ Association’s special newsprint committee urged delay. The mother
newspaper, however, had saved up enough newsprint so that Malmö too
could have a tabloid.
The rationing had the general effect of consolidating the existing structure, or even of creating stagnation. Nor was it easy to t an increasing
circulation into the newsprint allocation constraints.
Newspaper content was also affected by the restrictions. It was true
of details thus for example, narrower columns were tested. But it was
also true of more serious matters. It became necessary to decide what was
more and what was less important. udgments as to what was cultured
and what was not became involved. ports coverage was deemed expendable and could be reduced.

The Weekly Magazine ress under Fire
The weekly magazine press continued to be successful, and therefore also
sub ect to criticism. Even during the war, epoch making magazines had
been stated. In 1938, the rst wedish picture magazine appeared when
e ( ook) was created in the image of American precursors, with Nycop
as the prime mover and editor. It played an important role in mirroring
the war. During the 194 s, a number of publications that successfully
located their niches were founded. tarting in 1942, Edwin Ahl vist’s
(1899–1984) creation at the irkel publishing house, e ord a asinet
(The Record Magazine), served as a dream factory for boys interested in
sports. Through short stories and serials, the reader could visualize his
future as a sports star – while at the same he was admonished to do his
homework. i ournalen (The ocket ournal), launched by Hemmets
ournal Inc. in 1945, with its emphasis on short stories, fashion tips and
lm news became in many ways the girls e uivalent of e ord a asinet.
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Together they were historical in their innovative discovery of new niches
for popular magazines.
ontinued success kept the lively criticism of the weekly press dating
back to the 193 s going. Faced with the tightened rationing of newsprint, in 1947 the ountry’s book writers attempted to get at the weekly
press. Bonniers was now made to suffer for having wandered so far away
from the world of books when it purchased hl n
kerlund. And
things were not limited to ust the liveliest debate ever. The writers issued
demands to both the government and the large publishing rm that the
use of newsprint be supervised. The result was a government in uiry
that in 1948 presented a proposal that grouped the weekly press into
four different categories. At one extreme, represented by pornography,
newsprint supply would be limited to one half of that used in 1946. The
most favored category, consisting of professional ournals and magazines
dealing with art, music and literature, were allocated three uarters of
their earlier consumption.
In another assault, the writers demanded that the publishers improve
the literary uality of the weekly magazines. It resulted in an attempt to
alter the contents of the family magazine rt em. Artur undkvist and
tig Dagerman, both distinguished literary gures, participated, but the
experiment ended in failure. rt em was merged with another, newly
started, family magazine, ret unt (Around the ear), and contributed
to its success.

Herbert Tingsten’s Tone
No one who saw him could fail to appreciate his remarkable vitality – and
over time, he also became known for his debating style on both radio and
television. A prominent professor of political science, Herbert Tingsten
(1896–1973) was recruited to a ens yheter in 1946, and, until he left
the paper in 1959, he was to keep it at the center of public debate.
Tingsten inherited an enviable situation. During the war, the paper
had de nitively established its leading position. The circulation had increased by a third to 2 7,64 . to holms idnin en, whose total circulation had not been surpassed until during the war’s rst year, had only
one half the household coverage of a ens yheter in tockholm. The
re-con uest of rst place, that had been initiated under Hemberg and
arlgren during the rst decade of the 19 s, was nally accomplished
four decades later.
Tingsten had no newspaper experience, nor was he interested in anything that went on outside the editorial of ces. The long-serving second
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in command, Ivar ung uist, who had played an important role in the
newspaper’s successful development, choose to leave only a year later. He
had dif culty ad usting to the new editor’s domineering attitude. When
appointing the new editor-in-chief, the owners for the rst time had discovered that the editorial staff had a will of its own. Their candidate
was ten Hedman (1897–1992), who had played a leading role at the
paper as a reporter, a supplement editor and the head of celebrity and
society reporting. As to Tingsten, one was either for him or against him
– at least until he revealed his human side in his memoirs, itt li (My
ife, 1961–64).
Tingsten introduced a new tone into the political debate. In the ongoing old War, he became a energetic defender of the western democracies
and strongly opposed all attempts to e uate the two sides. As a leading
political scientist, one of his writings had been a ma or study of the evolution of ocial-Democratic ideology. Now he became a strident critic of
the ocial-Democratic government’s policies. He cast suspicion on the
government for appeasing the oviet Union and striving for socialization
of the economy. The conﬂict culminated with the parliamentary elections of 1948. A change of power was near at hand. An early edition of
the paper even proclaimed it to have happened, on both the front and
the editorial pages. When the ultimate result was otherwise, Tingsten had
to eat crow.
That Tingsten set the tone and shifted the terms of the debate is unuestioned. Disagreement, however, has raged over the extent to which
he achieved his policy goals. He championed wedish membership in
NATO and the ac uisition of nuclear weapons. His uncompromising
stand risked strengthening the opposition. He also took positions that
provoked the bourgeois public. As a convinced republican, he tried to
inﬂuence the paper to reduce its coverage of Royal events. He turned
against the established church and argued for non-denominational instruction in the schools. With his remarkable work habits, he stamped his
mark on the paper. In the editorial of ces, he surrounded himself with
a long line of skilled writers. Right from the beginning, he was eagerly
cheered on by the owners. He was countered by the ocial-Democratic
press, which also experienced a favorable period following the war.
In retrospect, it is near at hand to see the public opinion formers in
the print media as utilizing their advantages to produce a grand nale
before being challenged by T during the 195 s. And regardless of how
prominent a soloist Tingsten was, by necessity at a large paper, the choir
of ournalists determined success or failure. Here, their success was unsurpassed in the history of the wedish press. The formerly folksy paper
had become dominant in arts and letters. The foreign correspondents
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were still allowed to stay at their posts long enough to give world’s great
cities a voice of their own. The celebrity and society page retained its
position as a gathering point. The sports page kept “R et” Eklöw and,
with the assistance of sports cartoonist “Rit-Ola”, retained the initiative
it had seized in 192 .
Individual staff members, such as an Olof Olsson (“ olo”, 192 –74),
still could devote all their talent and energy to capturing aspects of the
world and of history in their reporting, columns and reviews. He had
been Tingsten’s political science student and oined the paper in 1945.
There he maintained his friendship with his former professor. It has been
said of him that he “emphasized the importance of the moment and the
person”. He believed in the individual. He was out of step with the times
and, exactly therefore, was able to capture its spirit. Although he did not
ultimately become a big name for all at the paper, late in life he became
known to the entire nation through his recreation of the war-time mood
in the T series
onstans i eri e ( omewhere in weden, 1974).

The War roduces onstitutional aw
The war left many tracks. One of them was a new constitutional provision intended to regulate the future status of the mass media. The need
to regulate what could be said or written when the nation’s borders were
threatened had been made absolutely clear during the war. Thus, an of cial commission was appointed already in 1944 with the goal of developing a new freedom of the press statute.
The press was represented by inﬂuential personalities, including nut
etersson (1892–1982). When, after many years as number two, he was
appointed editor-in-chief of andelstidnin en in 1945, he followed in the
foot steps of Torgny egerstedt. The commission unanimously recommended that much of what had happened during the war not be allowed
to recur. ensorship was out of the uestion, as was se uestration without legal proceedings. There should be no obstacles to the printing and
distribution of printed materials. iability would rest on the responsible
publisher, while the messenger ran no risk of prosecution.
While the experiences of the war laid the groundwork for unanimity
on these crucial points, it was more dif cult for the commission to agree
on how any legal proceedings were to be organized. In the end, they retained the ury system. It was felt to be a guarantee both of competence
and of public support.
This experience-based unanimity also resulted in relatively fast legislative action. The proposal was given initial approval at the spring 1948
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arliamentary session. The re uired second reading following a new
election occurred in the fall of 1949. The only difference between the
government’s proposal and the commission’s recommendation was the
inclusion of a special wartime provision. It allowed for the imposition
of a six-month publishing ban on a newspaper that had been convicted
of serious violations. Despite this reminder of war, it could usti ably be
maintained that this new constitutional provision provided far-reaching
freedom of the press. The proud tradition of 1766 lived on.

12.

tructural hange in the 195 s

T

he number of wedish newspapers that published at least four times
per week reached its peak in 1955 2 seven day papers, 1 6 six day
papers and 1 four day papers. There were no ve day papers. The rst of
these appeared in 1962 when nstidnin en dert l e idnin increased
its publication fre uency from four to ve times per week.
An important reason for this record number was that weden had not
been dragged into World War II in 1945, the facilities of the wedish
daily press did not lie in ruins, and it could restart free of impediments.
The expected post-war depression did not materialize, and the favorable
economic environment bene ted the entire branch. The rationing of
newsprint put a ceiling on the expansion of the leading paper in each
locale, thus favoring the number two papers. Moreover, as compensation
for the rationing, the daily press was allowed to raise its advertising fees
despite a general price freeze.
In this hothouse atmosphere, the number of multiple-day papers increased, and the newspaper publishers’ nancial results became very favorable during the late 194 s. During this news-intensive decade, ten or
so daily papers were started and about twenty increased their publication
fre uency to six days per week. In terms of circulation and number of
papers, the years 1942–54 were the most successful ever for the ocialDemocratic press.

Newspapers Meet the rim Reaper
In the early 195 s, the circumstances of the daily press changed. The
rationing of newsprint was abandoned, and the leading papers increased
their lead. It was easier for them than for the number two papers to deal
with the cost increases that accompanied the orean War. In the middle
of the 195 s, a new American-inspired anti-trust law was enacted. The
1954 aw Against the imiting of ompetition shifted marketing power
from the producer to the distributor. Retail price maintenance imposed
by manufacturers was prohibited. rice setting became free and the introduction of cost-saving self service stores created space for price competition. trong, locally ensconced retail chains were soon established in
233
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virtually every branch. roducers’ brand advertising was replaced by the
retail chains’ weekend advertisements featuring loss leaders. The ma or
advertisers favored the local daily press, especially the papers with the
greatest publication site household coverage. Thanks to the reliable circulation statistics (Newspaper tatistics, T ) that had become available
starting in 1941 as the result of an American-inspired campaign by the
advertising agencies, it was easy to determine how the circulations of various papers compared in a given area. The advertisers could easily separate
number one from number two papers. Having a large site of publication
circulation became more important than having a large total circulation.
Thanks to the ban on radio advertising right from the start in 1925,
later expanded to include television in 1955, the daily press had many
years in which to build up and strengthen its position in the market for
advertisements. The locally oriented press also bene ted from the organization of radio and television as nationwide public service-enterprises.
The new competitive conditions resulted in failures among the daily
press. Only three of the ten daily newspapers founded during the 194 s
survived the evening tabloids pressen and
llsposten and the nonconforming church paper a en. During the 195 s, the number of
multiple-day newspapers shrank from 136 to 1 2, that is by 25 percent.
Within the press, this was referred as the “newspaper death”, although
the total circulation did not decline. The summed circulation total of
multiple-day papers was 375 per 1,
persons in 195 . The number
edged lower to 37 in 1952, but reversed course and returned to 375
in 1959. The record for this category was established in 1965 with 399
copies per 1,
persons.
The political parties felt responsible for the newspapers associated with
them, and they tried to help in various ways. Way back in 19 8, the
ocial-Democrats had formed A-pressens samorganisation (the A-press’
oint organization) for newsprint purchases and the procurement of advertisements. A year after the successful 1936 elections (for the rst time
more than 45 percent of the electorate voted for the party), O and the
ocial-Democratic arty ointly established A-pressens Förlags AB (The
Workers’ ress ublishing o.) in order to refurbish their papers and
take full advantage of their electoral triumph. tarting in 1942, the business sector and the wedish Employers’ Federation supplied funds to
weak onservative and iberal arty papers through the ibertas Foundation. ince the foundation did not consider itself capable of udging
the political value of various papers, starting in 1949, the funds were allocated to weak but important onservative and iberal papers by Högerns
förlagsstiftelse (the onservative arty’s ublishing Foundation) and the
iberal tiftelsen ressorganisation ( ress Organization Foundation) re-
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spectively. The Rural Areas ress’ Newspaper Fund supported the papers
that represented the Agrarian arty (since renamed the enter arty).
The ommunist newspapers had their own fund raising organization
that was called “The Firm Defense”.
As a rule, the rescue efforts failed, but of course they were mostly
dealing with hopeless cases. Most of the papers that closed down had
circulations not exceeding 5,
issues. everal of them did not even
reach 2,
. ome of the daily newspapers were converted into political
weeklies, the most important of which was rbetaren.

ommunist Hubris
The radical political winds that followed the end of the war resulted in
the wedish ommunist arty (
) receiving ten percent of the popular vote in the elections of 1944 and 1946. The party took their electoral
success as a sign that it should revitalize its daily newspapers since they
only accounted for a few percent of the total daily press circulation.
At the start of 195 , four of the party’s weeklies were converted into
offshoots of its principal newspaper, y a . A few years later, eight
more daily provincial papers were added. Together with its offshoots, y
a achieved a circulation of 45,7 issues, the largest ever for a ommunist paper in weden. The system of daily offshoots was dropped in
1956, and the circulation decreased to 15,
copies. The party’s share
of the vote fell below four percent in the 1958 election.
During 1959–64, the editor-in-chief of y a was the future party
leader . H. Hermansson (1917– ). The paper was tightly tied to the
party. Even in the late 194 s, the paper’s ournalists were considered to
be party functionaries. Editorials, commentary, columns and sports coverage were always e ually political. enerally speaking, the paper adopted the views advocated by the oviet Union.
In 1947, orrs ens amman in the northern city of ule set a circulation record of 8,2 copies. During the 195 s, however, it declined to
5,
. The best know staff member and contributor was the party leader,
Hilding Hagberg (1899–1993), who served as editor-in-chief 193 –35
and continued as a columnist all the way into the 198 s.
rbetartidnin en in othenburg reached its high point in 1949 when,
as part of the renewal effort, its printing was moved from tockholm
to othenburg. The political connection to tockholm, however, was
maintained the paper was provided with detailed instructions concerning content from there. Nils Holmberg (19 2–81) was political editor
during the immediate post war years, while simultaneously serving as
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vice chairman for the othenburg ity ouncil. Among other contributors, it is possible to mention the working class writer unnar Adolfsson
(19 6–83), who was editor-in-chief 1952–65, and the author an Myrdal
(1927– ) who began his writing career there as a teenager.

Regional onservative Dreams
During the early 195 s, the onservative arty’s ublishing Foundation
took the initiative for three mergers of local second place papers along the
northern Baltic oast and the West oast. The plan was to create large
onservative regional papers beside ens a a bladet in central weden
and yds ens an in the southern part of the country.
The rst of these mergers occurred in 1951, combining the second
place papers mebladet (founded in 1847), elleftebladet (founded in
1887) and orrbottens llehanda (founded in 1891) in ite into ord
s ens a a bladet in kellefte . The circulation of the new paper exceeded the sum of its three components’ individual levels by 3 . ince it
did not achieve increases in the communities served by those components, however, advertisers were not impressed. When the paper closed
in 1958, its circulation was 11,
copies. The main gainer from this
failed restruction effort was the iberal orra sterbotten (founded in
191 ). It was now the only paper left in kellefte and in 1959 increased
its circulation from 21,
to 24,
copies.
The second merger occurred a few months after the rst. It involved
the three second place papers
rn sands osten (founded in 1842),
ollefte ladet (founded in 1895) and rns lds i s osten (founded in
189 ). The new paper was called n ermanlands yheter and was stationed in H rnösand. Even in this considerably smaller geographic area,
the mental distance between the local communities turned out to be too
great. The readers were not prepared for a newspaper for the whole province. After two years, a circulation approximately 1 percent less than the
combined starting number caused the onservative arty’s ublishing
Foundation to throw in the towel. The readers were distributed among
the iberal arty’s rns lds i s llehanda (founded in 19 1), the ocialDemocratic ya orrland (founded in 19 7) in ollefte and the iberal
minded sternorrlands llehanda (founded in 1874) in H rnösand.
The third merger engineered by the onservatives was initiated in
1951 and concerned the West oast province of Halland. It centered
around the newspaper alland, founded in Halmstad in 1875, with off
shots in aholm and arberg. The papers absorbed by alland were
al enber s idnin (founded in 1875) and the iberal est usten ar
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ber sposten (founded in 1894). When the iberal arty thus lost its daily
outlet in arberg, the party immediately started a new paper. The now
regional paper alland en oyed a circulation gain of almost 3 percent,
but it did not last and the paper was closed in 1959. The two family
owned papers, allands yheter and the iberal allandsposten in Halmstad, could now divide the province of Halland between them.
These important restructuring lessons did not sink in throughout the
press. In the middle of the 196 s, the ocial Democrats made the same
mistake. In 1966, the second place papers ster tlands ol blad in Norrköping and st ten in inköping were combined to form ol bladet
st ten. After a few years, its circulation was no greater than that of
ster tlands ol blad alone had been before the merger. Things turned
out even worse for the second place paper ol et in Eskilstuna which
at about the same time absorbed
stmanlands ol blad in
ster s.
With a total circulation of 4 ,
copies, ol et styled itself a “middle
of weden big city paper”. The province of ödermanland became less
and less enchanted with ol et local news from the ad acent province
of stmanland was of no interest to them. The circulation collapsed
and the merger was undone. The ve year long adventure broke the back
of ol et, which, during the late 195 s, had actually been larger in the
industrial city of Eskilstuna where it was published than its iberal competitor s ilstuna uriren.

ompetition Doubles the irculation
During the late 194 s, no true evening tabloid was published outside of
tockholm. This situation changed uickly when the provincial editions
of pressen and
doubled in the course of a couple of years. Newspaper publishers in othenburg and Malmö responded to the challenge.
The conversion of the tabloid
from a lunch time to an evening
paper occurred in 1948 when the mother newspaper, andelstidnin en,
changed from afternoon to morning publication. At the same time,
adopted a policy of single issue sales only. The editor-in-chief responsible
for the transformation was erker Thor n (1895–1977). The legendary
soccer player ven Rydell (19 5–75) was in charge of the sports section.
The circulation of
doubled in four years, from approximately
2 ,
to ust over 4 ,
copies. The paper even became larger than
andelstidnin en, where it was largely considered a necessary evil. At
tebor s osten, anticipatory plans were laid for an evening tabloid of its
own with the working title “
Extra aper”.
The conversion of
into a successful evening paper raised hopes at
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the onservative arty’s ublishing Foundation which was supporting
the publication of tebor s or onpost (founded in 1896). andelstid
nin en’s move to morning publication had made that market crowded,
so that a move over to the apparently much more less competitve evening
paper market seemed to be a sensible rescue measure. The paper’s name
was changed to ftonposten and began publishing under that name at the
beginning of 1951.
The new evening paper was a success. ftonposten immediately initiated a contest with a new AAB automobile as rst prize. In addition,
there were small daily drawings where the readers could win with their
used tram or movie tickets. The success was credited to Erik Westerberg
(1915- ), the editor-in-chief starting in 1952, who gave the newspaper a
distinct evening paper character. The ma or loser was
which lost 2
percent of its readership, allowing andelstidnin en to once again surpass
it. By the mid-195 s,
was threatened by closure.
Together, ftonposten and
thus increased the interest in evening
papers in othenburg. ftonposten’s circulation success, however, was
not repeated in the advertising market. In addition, the resources of
exceeded those of ftonposten by the time of its 5 th anniversary, the
editorial staff consisted of 25 persons, in addition to which the paper had
access to andelstidnin en’s photographers. Technically,
was also
better e uipped because, once again, it had access to andelstidnin en’s
resources. ranted, ftonposten installed a new press in 1954, but it became an expensive affair. Another headache was that Westerberg resigned
already in 1954 following a contract dispute. In 1955,
launched a coordinated counter-attack, increasing the number of pages by more than
2 percent.
In 1956, the onservative arty’s ublishing Foundation and local
nanciers refused to provide more money, and the board of ftonposten
decided to close the paper. As a result,
’s circulation increased by almost 5 percent over the next few years, from barely 4 ,
to almost
6 ,
copies. ftonposten had helped
in defending the othenburg
market against the evening papers from tockholm. Now
took over
the ointly developed evening tabloids paper market and once again became larger than andelstidnin en. The success of
provided important nancial support for the mother paper. As a result, it was able to
survive longer than would have been possible on its own revenues alone.
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arefully uarding One’s Turf
At the end of the 194 s, the afternoon papers elsin bor s osten in Helsingborg and
ns a ftonbladet in Malmö encountered nancial difculties. Both were owned by onservative Member of arliament Erik
Hagberg (1891–1982), who wanted to straighten out the nances by selling
ns a ftonbladet. Among the potential buyers were rst the iberal
arty and then Torsten reuger, the owner of to holms idnin en and
ftonbladet. The Wahlgren family, which owned yds ens an, wanted at
all costs to prevent Hagberg’s Malmö newspaper from ending up in the
hands of the iberal arty. Nor did they intend to let “ nancial interests”
from tockholm establish a toe hold in the Malmö newspaper market.
yds ens a a bladet offered to buy
ns a a bladet, but no immediate agreement was reached. As a defensive measure, in 1948 yd
s ens an began to publish its own evening paper,
llsposten (Evening
ost), but only on undays as an indication that there was no intention
of driving out
ns a ftonbladet. It was also considered important to
stake a claim in the Malmö evening paper market before their competitor rbetet had time to implement its presumed plans for an evening
tabloid.
llsposten appeared for two years with a minimal editorial staff
of a couple of persons, and it was to a large extent written by employees
of yds ens an. During these years,
llsposten served principally as a
complement to yds ens an in the realms of sports and entertainment.
In late 1949, reopened negotiations between the papers resulted in
an agreement. At the start of 195 ,
ns a ftonbladet was closed and
llsposten became a daily. It was endowed with a ten person editorial
staff. The leadership consisted of the editor-in-chief ven-Olof Berlin
(191 –2 4), who had been responsible for the previous unday-only
version, the assistant editor-in-chief ke Thomson (1916–89) and the
political editor ixten alm (19 9–88). erhaps the best know personality at the paper was Birger Buhre who was put in charge of sports starting in 195 . The entertainment editor was Bertil Behring (1927–2 2),
while Henrik öholm (1926– ) was put in charge of arts and letters. It
consisted of a “second page article” next to the political editorials until
a regular arts and letters page was introduced in 1956. For the younger
readers, the “ unior ost” was launched in 1954 as a four-page aturday
supplement.
llsposten had heard that rbetet was planning something
similar.
After the Wahlgren family had purchased
ns a ftonbladet, rumors
were ﬂoated in Helsingborg that they intended to go further by taking
over elsin bor s osten with a circulation of 7,5 copies, of which
6,3 were in Helsingborg itself, and merging it with
llsposten. The
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owners of elsin bor s a blad, the ommelius family, desperately wanted to keep the Wahlgrens out of the Helsingborg newspaper market, and
in 1951 they succeeded in buying elsin bor s osten. The family then
decided to convert the Hagberg paper into an evening paper.
The afternoon paper elsin bor s osten successively changed its character and was renamed
llsnytt (Evening News). It never did become
an evening paper, however. It was published at lunch time, accepted subscriptions and, like other subscribed papers, was home delivered. ingle
copy sales never contributed very much to the circulation. After reaching
a peak of ust over 9,
copies,
llsnytt closed down in 1954. Its foremost staff member was Ulf Nilson (1933– ), later a reporter and foreign
correspondent for pressen during 1963–1995, and after that an industrious columnist for various papers.
A transaction that the ommelius family missed, however, was the sale
of the onservative ands rona osten, which had a 65 percent household coverage in its home town. The family believed it had been promised the right of rst refusal if the paper came up for sale, or at least that
Thure ansson, the newspaper owner in neighboring ngelholm, would
not be allowed to buy it. A middle man solved the conundrum in an
unexpected manner.
In 1952, the owner of ands rona osten, an honorary consul in Helsingborg, sold the paper to the onservative arty’s ublishing Foundation. After only a few weeks, the Foundation then passed it on to the
party-insider Thure ansson. This purchase was the third, and last step
in the creation of the chain of newspapers known as ord stra
nes
idnin ar.

The ocial-Democrats Overreach
The publication of the ocial-Democratic newspapers was organized in
accord with the party’s district divisions. To be eligible for nancial assistance from national head uarters in case of need, a paper had to be an
approved party outlet. In the province cania, the of cial party outlet was
rbetet. The paper had company from other ocial-Democratic papers
in stad and andskrona, but they were not sanctioned by the party’s
highest authority.
Nor was there any intention to start a ocial-Democratic paper in
Helsingborg. It happened anyway because rbetet’s local editor in that
city thought much was happening there during “the time of the consuls”
that needed to be illuminated in a way different from that provided by
the non-socialist papers. Following some success in the local elections in
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the early 19 s, the leadership of the labor unions decided that the time
was ripe and
ns a o ial emo raten was founded. It was only with
great reluctance that the paper was recognized as an of cial outlet by the
national party. In 1932, rbetet encountered a fourth compatriot competitor in cania when ns emo raten was launched in the county seat
for Northern cania, ristianstad. tarting in 1936, it appeared every
weekday.
ince its competitors in Helsingborg were seven-day-per week papers,
in 19 7
ns a o ial emo raten began publishing every day. On
aturdays, rbetet in Malmö distributed a unday supplement which was
dropped in 192 , but later resurrected during the 193 s. When rbetet
during World War II came to the realization that
ns a a bladet,
still the largest paper in Malmö, intended to publish a unday edition,
it wanted to strike rst. The unday supplement was eliminated in 1945
and replaced by a real unday paper.
ns a a bladet did not begin
publishing every day until 1949, and already by 1955 it reverted to six
days per week. By then the paper had fallen behind its Malmö competitors, far behind yds ens an and ust behind rbetet. yds ens an had become the largest paper in the Malmö area in 1948.
onverting rbetet into a morning paper was under discussion during
1948, but the board kept postponing a decision. There was concern that
the upward trend in the paper’s circulation would be disturbed. Moreover, there was reluctance to leave the afternoon market entirely to
n
s a a bladet and the newly started
llsposten. yds ens an had always
been a morning paper.
The tougher competitive situation during the 195 s impacted the
ocial-Democratic cania papers outside of Malmö. rbetet had to take
them over. On December 31, 1957, urora and ns emo raten were
absorbed by rbetet. Of their total circulation of 8,9 copies, approximately 7 percent migrated to rbetet. This increase strengthened the
paper’s position within the party, but not elsewhere. The paper was considered boring – it was more politics than entertainment – and even internally it was called “ ravda”.
The ocial-Democrats in Helsingborg were able to retain
ns a o
ial emo raten until 1965, when it too was taken over by rbetet. Its
unday edition, however, had been dropped back in 1956. For marketing reasons, the name had been changed to yheterna even earlier in
1954. The ocial-Democrats had come to believe that names associated
with their movement were detrimental. tarting in 1953, the editor-inchief had been Frans Nilsson (1915–89), who in 1961 took over the
same post at rbetet and began modernizing that paper.
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reuger osses round
The most unexpected restructuring deal during the 195 ’s was the purchase of the iberal ftonbladet and to holms idnin en by the National abor Federation ( O), and its conse uences. First of all, since two
ocial Democratic papers were shut down, the transaction contributed to
the decline in the total number of newspapers. econdly, the take over
turned out to be much more expensive than O had expected.
Following the war, the party’s of cial mouthpiece, or on idnin en
o ial emo raten (for marketing reasons, simply referred to as
, had
the unenviable task of being the only tockholm morning paper to defend government policy. The party leadership’s interest and involvement
in the paper, however, increased when the party’s policies and representatives were harshly attacked, especially by Herbert Tingsten at a ens y
heter. Although
had no political commentator to e ual Tingsten, the
columnist arl Fredriksson (1895–1963) was capable of answering and
sometimes of provoking him. Fredriksson, known as “The arlsson of
the North”, had been recruited from m lands ol blad in önköping.
achieved record circulations, both for weekdays and undays, in
the late 194 s, but in the 195 s things became tougher. The circulation
stagnated, and inﬂation brought nancial dif culties. The paper lost millions of kronor and things were ust as bad for the evening tabloid
,
which was produced in the same printing facility. ome improvements
were made, but a long-planned new building was never constructed.
In regards to arts and letters,
also played a role as a counter weight
to the large non-socialist papers. Head of the department during the 195 s
was the lm maker and author Erwin eiser (1923–9 ). In 1951, Artur
undkvist (19 6–91), previously a literary critic at to holms idnin en
and a ens yheter, began to write for the paper after Tingsten had criticized him and other supporters of the “third way”. Another notable arts
and letters contributor was the poet Erik Blomberg (1894–1965).
Torsten reuger’s newspapers lost ground to the Bonnier papers. By
1952, the venerable ftonbladet had been surpassed by the upstart pres
sen, although it still retained a lead in tockholm. In 1955, ftonbladet
was bought by 27 percent of the households in tockholm, pressen by
23 percent.
reuger’s other tockholm paper, the once so successful to holms
idnin en, had two-thirds of its circulation outside the city. In tockholm, the household coverage of the paper was 17 percent, compared to
5 percent for the market leader, a ens yheter, and 12 percent for the
third place paper, ens a a bladet. The fourth paper, with a mere 8
percent coverage, was
.
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Following the war years, to holms idnin en became a dependable
mouthpiece for the iberal arty, with its leader Bertil Ohlin (1899–
1968) contributing a steady stream of political and economic commentary. The new editor-in-chief, succeeding Bör e Brilioth (1884–1968) in
1948, was arl reuger (1914–89), Torsten’s son.
to holms idnin en had dif culty holding its own against a ens
yheter, despite expanding its foreign news coverage, committing to airborne reporting and telephoto technology and had many well known
staff members. erhaps the most popular of all was the light-hearted
columnist Olle arle (19 9–98, “ ello”). The editorial efforts eventually resulted in circulation growth, reaching a record level of 186,9
copies in 195 . The entire increase, however, occurred outside tockholm, while the paper’s household coverage ratio in tockholm declined.
to holms idnin en cultivated its position as the nationally most widely
distributed morning paper. Financially, however, its large provincial distribution was of little bene t since it did not result in much advertising.
The editorial staff devoted much effort to feature materials, especially
in the unday supplement. unnar Hel n (1918–2 2) was recruited
from the radio and in 1949 was made arts and letters editor, succeeding
Herbert revenius (19 1–93) who became head of the radio theater.
Erik H almar inder (19 6–94) was appointed deputy editor. inder was
also an addition to the paper’s stable of rst rate literary critics. These included ictor vanberg (1896–1985) and the Finish wede Bengt Holmvist (1924–2 2).

reuger ives Up
reuger’s newspaper business, which still in the late 194 s had been
highly pro table, began to lose money. The problem was to holms id
nin en, which became ever more costly to produce during the inﬂation of
the 195 s. ometime around 195 , reuger began considering selling his
newspapers, or at least to holms idnin en. He would have preferred to
keep ftonbladet in order carry on his campaign of personal exoneration.
For him, nothing was as important as the Högbroforsen case.
reuger discussed a sale with all of the political parties except the
ommunists. The most progress seems to have made in his negotiations
with the Agrarian arty. In 1952, the onservative arty had contacted
O and proposed that ens a a bladet should buy ftonbladet with
O simultaneously purchasing to holms idnin en. The onservatives
wanted to ac uire an evening paper in tockholm where ya a li t
llehanda, despite substantial support from ibertas, had become a can-
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didate for closing. The unholy plan was revealed by a ens yheter, thus
killing it. reuger retaliated by accusing Bonnier, falsely as it turned out,
of during the war having made preparations for a sale of a ens yheter
to the ermans. Herbert Tingsten became so agitated that he banned the
reuger papers from being cited in the “Newspaper Neighbors” section
and issued instructions that no notice should be paid to those papers.
reuger was forced to sell some of his assets in order to offset the losses
of his tockholm newspapers. In 1956, he sold sternorrlands llehanda
in H rnösand to the onservative arty’s ublishing Foundation, as well
as building lots to the renters’ movement and a centrally located hotel
site to the consumer cooperative movement. reuger’s personal interest
in owning newspapers also seemed to have diminished after the upreme
ourt in 1956, for the third time, dismissed his appeal in the Högbroforsen case. At that point, he began to seriously bargain with the potential
buyers.
The most likely bidders were ens a a bladet and O, who were
closely associated with the parties with whom reuger had ust dealt. The
negotiations continued for at least six months. Most signs indicate that,
right from the start, reuger intended to sell to O and the talks with
ens a a bladet were not serious. In truth, reuger thought of himself
as the rightful owner of ens a a bladet in succession to his brother
Ivar. He never accepted ens a a bladet’s usti cation for why such
was not the case.
The go-between for the contacts between reuger and O was the
former tockholm city alderman ta Höglund. During the 193 s, he
had been part of the leadership of o ial emo raten (
) and ever since
had been on good terms with reuger. Thus, for example, together with
his party colleague and professor of law ilhelm undstedt, he had organized public meeting supporting reuger in the Högbroforsen matter. The ocial-Democratic government minister ustav Möller had also
been supportive of reuger. At least as important, however, was no doubt
that in the summer of 1956 O was the only potential buyer willing to
pay reuger’s price. The transaction was concluded in August of 1956.
O purchased the newspapers for 25 million kronor, with reuger retaining the right to appoint the editor-in-chief, the responsible publisher
and one additional staff member at each of the two papers for a period
of two years.
The deal was kept secret until after O’s general meeting in eptember and the arliamentary elections held later that same month. The O
meeting enacted an increase in the support for the movement’s newspapers by 5 öre per member per month. The national secretariat was
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authorized to take all necessary measures with regard to newspapers,
measures that in practice had already been taken. On October 4, reuger
and O made the transaction public. Torsten reuger was severely criticized in the non-socialist press.

After reuger
The now “politically independent” former reuger papers, were endowed
with new in-house editors-in-chief. ustaf N sström (1899–1979), for
over 25 years an arts and letters staff member at to holms idnin en,
was made editor-in-chief of that paper, while Allan Fagerström was put
in charge at ftonbladet. With the exception of the two former editorsin-chief, . . eterson and igvard Malmberg, the ournalists at fton
bladet remained at their posts. About fteen staff members at to holms
idnin en resigned, several of them moving to ens a or onbladet.
ens a or onbladet, which had survived thanks to contributions
from ibertas, was re-launched in 1957 after O had taken over to
holms idnin en. The paper readopted is old name, or on ladet, and
became the tockholm paper most closely associated with the iberal
arty. ressure from ibertas had persuaded the non-conforming-church
based paper to relax its advertising policy. Erik H almar inder and the
iberal arty politician er Olof Hanson (1918–98) became co-editors.
The group of writers that transferred from to holms idnin en included the future iberal arty leader unnar Hel n. It was hoped that a
substantial part of to holm idnin en’s readership also would switch
to or on ladet. The paper expanded its program and tried to attract a
much broader audience than the non-conforming church members that
made up its core constituency. The hoped for success, however, did not
materialize. Of the 55,
copies lost from to holms idnin en’s circulation over two years, only slightly over 1 ,
accrued to or on
ladet. The paper closed immediately following the 1958 election.
During the discussions within the ocial-Democratic camp following
the purchase of reuger’s tockholm papers,
emerged as the stepchild. This was partly due to the general bad reputation of the evening
tabloids, but in addition there had been considerable opposition to the
paper within the party leadership right from the start. At the end of 1952,
reuger had proposed that ftonbladet and
distribute their papers
ointly by airplane, but
had declined the offer. Even after the purchase, when there were no longer any obstacles to such cooperation and
its competitive advantage versus pressen was ust as great, that refusal
was not reconsidered. O took over the publication of ftonbladet on
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November 1, 1956, and the last issue of
appeared on November 3.
For political reasons, however,
was allowed to co-exist with to
holms idnin en through the 1958 election.
was shut down three
days before or on ladet.

A New Type of Newspaper – The olitical Weekly
Despite being converted to a weekly at the beginning of 1958, after having
been published six days a week since its beginnings in 1922, the yndicalist paper rbetaren continued to play an important role in the public
debate. It became the rst hard-hitting wedish political weekly.
An important contributing factor was that the paper had taken strong
stands concerning a number of udicial scandals during the 195 s, the
e ne, Hai by and und uist cases. The most serious of these was the
last. It involved a long list of breach of faith and fraud charges. Back
in 1947, rbetaren had charged Magistrate Folke und uist with embezzling funds from minors. The paper was convicted of libel and the
responsible publisher, Armas astamoinen (19 9–86) was sentenced
to two months imprisonment and the payment of damages. After astamoinen has served his sentence, und uist was sentenced to prison for
exactly the offenses the paper had alleged. astamoinen wrote about the
Hai by case for the rst time in anuary 1948. It concerned bribery and
blackmail in connection with the Royal ourt. rbetaren became a center
of controversy when the author ilhelm Moberg (1898–1973) choose
the paper as the platform for the campaign against the miscarriage of
ustice that he launched in 195 . Thereafter, Moberg became a fre uent
contributor to rbetaren.
The interest roused by the paper paid off in the form of an increase in
its circulation by over 4 percent in a single year, from 9,8 copies in
1951 to 14,1 in 1952. Another factor contributing to this success was
the paper’s rst arts and letters editor, tig Dagerman. He wrote 1,35
“daily notes” – timely commentaries in lyrical form – between 1945 and
his suicide in 1954. urrounding Dagerman, there existed a large group
of free-lance, young literary talents. One of these, who started his writing
career at rbetaren, was Mauritz Edström (1927–87).
The newspaper, which originally had principally been distributed
within the yndicalist labor movement, broadened its staff and readership during the early 195 s. The new generation of ournalists was not
particularly well-informed about yndicalism, but did have a radical outlook. The editors-in-chief, however, were syndicalists of the old school.
After the miscarriage of ustice discussion had ebbed out, Dagerman had
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died and the paper’s resources had shrunk and inﬂation had increased
the cost of production, the circulation declined by half and the paper was
converted into an opinion weekly.

To the Top in a ingle Bound
The papers that were closed during the “newspaper death” were mainly
non-socialist and their readers usually went over to the largest local paper,
a change facilitated by the fact that it too was non-socialist. In several
locales, the non-socialist leading paper often took the initiative to merge
with the failing second place, also non-socialist, paper, thus consolidating
its position in a single bound. uch mergers often resulted in an unbeatable household coverage in excess of 5 percent. Thus, the restructuring
during the post-war period principally occurred within the non-socialist
part of the newspaper market.
uch a merger occurred in Norrköping between two onservative papers, orr pin s idnin ar and ster tlands a blad. The later had
been founded in inköping in 189 as the rst daily morning paper in
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the province of stergötland. Its intended purpose had been to support
free trade in opposition to the large onservative papers orr pin s id
nin ar and st ta orrespondenten. After a few years, the publication
was moved to Norrköping, where the paper had had its greatest success.
In the early 2 th century, ster tlands a blad became onservative
and in 193 a ma ority of the shares were obtained by Ivar Anderson
(1891–198 ), the editor-in-chief of st ta orrespondenten. When he
was appointed editor-in-chief of ens a a bladet in 194 , he sold his
ma ority position to the Ridderstad family, which was the principal part
owner of st ta orrespondenten. The purchase agreement gave Anderson an option to repurchase the shares in case the paper was to be sold to
anyone with a non- onservative point of view. This clause halted the attempts of the iberal arty to purchase the paper. orr pin s idnin ar,
which since 1947 had had the Erik and Asta undin’s Foundation as its
ma ority share holder, bought ster tlands a blad in 1956, but there
was no immediate merger.
The morning paper ster tlands a blad was mainly distributed in
the rural areas and the afternoon paper orr pin s idnin ar mainly in
the city of Norrköping. They continued to be published separately for
three years after the purchase, but in 1959 they were combined into a
morning paper. The merger was delayed, rst because of a desire to celebrate the 2 th anniversary of orr pin s idnin ar independently, and
second because of a reluctance to leave the afternoon market entirely in
the hands of their ocial-Democratic rival, ster tlands ol blad.
During the early 194 s, the iberal eri es llehanda was the leading
newspaper in the rebro area, without, however, having a high household coverage level. The second largest paper was the ocial-Democratic
rebro uriren. The third and fourth were the iberal eri es idnin en
and the onservative rebro a blad.
eri es llehanda reinforced its leading position in a single leap when
the paper’s owner, managing director and editor-in-chief, la s ung,
in 1944 bought eri es idnin en. None of his competitors could match
this gambit. It was utterly unthinkable for the left-wing rebro uriren
to merge with the onservative rebro a blad. When the new competitive situation, in 1956 forced the latter to shut down, its readers went
over to eri es llehanda. ince ung took over, the latter had been
able to increases its number of pages and its editorial activity, convert to
morning publishing in 195 and put a new rotary press into use in 1953.
In this situation, rebro urriren was helpless.
During the early 196 s, discussions were started concerning cooperation between the iberal rst-place paper with more than 5 percent
household coverage, n pin s osten, and the number two paper, m
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lands llehanda. The latter was owned by the onservative ress Association in önköping county. An agreement was reached according to
which the owner of n pin s osten, the H. Hall rinting ompany,
accepted responsibility for publishing m lands llehanda for a period
of three years. A new share issue gave the onservative ress Association
a 15 percent stake and board representation in the H. Hall company
After three years, the two papers would be published as one as long as the
onservative ress Association’s board member agreed. The agreement
was extended on two occasions. For ten years starting in 1964, m lands
llehanda was a separate edition of n pin s osten, after which it was
absorbed by the latter.
n pin s osten was directed by the two brothers Hamrin, arl-Olof
(19 3–7 ) and ngve (1967–69). The former was managing director
and the latter editor-in-chief. The two engaged in a power struggle concerning what was more important, the paper’s nancial health or its ideological stance. Despite ngve Hamrin’s efforts to maintain the paper’s
nonconformist pro le, it became increasingly secular during the 195 s.
A milestone on this road was its initial acceptance of movie advertising
in 1952.

Uni ue econd lace aper ooperation
If the political obstacles could be overcome, it was possible for small newspapers with different political leanings to combine to compete against a
larger rival. uch a breakthrough was accomplished on the island province of otland.
At the beginning of the 196 s, the competition among the three newspapers on otland intensi ed. The onservative morning paper, ot
lands llehanda, dominated the principal town of isby, thus becoming
the leading advertising outlet and achieving nancial success. The other
papers were published in the afternoon. After the postal service stopped
afternoon deliveries, they were forced to handle their own distribution
at considerable expense. For the ocial-Democratic otlands ol blad
the result was a substantial loss in 1961. The newspaper’s editor-in-chief
since 195 , elle ollerman (1914–2 6), was also appointed managing
director in 1962, He then began talks concerning cooperation with the
enter arty paper otl nnin en.
otl nnin en, which in the meantime had converted to morning publication, offered to print otlands ol blad. Its capacity, however, turned
out to be inade uate and the resulting delay in distribution meant that
the paper did not become available until after the evening tabloids from
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tockholm had arrived in isby. The director of the A-press, Evert arm n (1921–2 6), who had been in charge of advertisements at rst
otl nnin en and then otlands ol blad, believed the solution lay in intensi ed cooperation. In 1966, the newspapers formed a oint operating
company that was to publish them as two editions – both morning papers
– under the common name otlands idnin ar ( otland’s Newspapers).
Aside from the editorial and a few other pages, the content would be
identical. A precursor existed in Trondheim, Norway. There the iberal
newspaper idaros and the Agrarian paper r ndela had been combined
but with each retaining its front and editorial pages.
otlands idnin ar improved its nances by reducing its personnel.
otlands llehanda had better technology and distribution. In 1964, it
became the rst wedish newspaper to adopt offset printing. The hold
of the freighter carrying the offset press to isby also contained similar
presses for sternorrlands llehanda in H rnösand and rns lds i s
llehanda. oans from the government’s newly established press fund
made it possible for otlands idnin ar to purchase an offset press that
was put into use in 1971. At the same time, the paper converted to tabloid form and carried out a ournalistic renewal. Its instigator was the
editor-in-chief, Rune acobsson (1928– ), who had previously worked at
both otl nnin en and otlands llehanda and thereafter at ftonbladet
and various magazines. In 1975, he was awarded the “ reat ournalism
rize” for the renewal.
otlands idnin ar kept reducing its competitor’s lead and, in 1974,
passed it. An important pre-condition for this success was the national
press subsidy system introduced in 1971 and which treated otlands id
nin ar as two separate newspapers. Over time, more and more of the
contents were the same, and only the editorial page differed.

a ens yheter Widens the ap
By 1942, a ens yheter had become the country’s largest newspaper.
Thereafter, it continued uninterruptedly to increase its circulation every
year, from 2 7,
copies in 1945 to 341,
in 1958. Nonetheless,
in that year it was surpassed by its rapidly growing concern colleague,
pressen. ome of a ens yher’s staff saw this development as a loss of
prestige. In tockholm, a ens yheter passed the 5 percent household
coverage mark in 1952. Even in the early 195 s, more than 7 percent of
the total of classi ed advertisements in the three morning papers appeared
in a ens yheter. Its coverage percentage continued to increase after the
ocial-Democrats had purchased to holms idnin en in 1956.
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a ens yheter was considered to be the national standard in ournalism, the ultimate goal for the generation of ournalist that began their
careers around 195 . The newspaper’s increased resources bene ted all
its departments. The night time editorial staff was increased and the network of domestic correspondents was expanded to nine editorial of ces.
Tingsten was strongly committed to the arts and letters section and was
one of its most diligent contributors. The Bonnier ownership family,
with its large book publishing interests, was particularly interested in a
section with numerous book reviews.
There was a clear division between the newspaper’s political and general editorial functions, between the editor-in-chief, Tingsten, and the
head of the editorial staff, ten Hedman. The latter summarized his years
at the paper by saying “He pursued his campaigns and I took care of
a ens yheter. As head of the editorial staff, Hedman particularly fostered the foreign news reporting and the narrative and commenting ournalism. a ens yheter was well e uipped in both these categories. The
paper had a uartet of renowned foreign correspondents Agne Hamrin (19 5–82) in Rome, Daniel iklund (19 8–96) in ondon, ictor
inde (19 3–7 ) in aris and ven hman (19 7–93) in New ork.
The group was supplemented by Bo rborg (1917–2 7 ) in Bonn. Two
masters of reportage were employed by the paper, Barbro Alving and an
Olof Olsson (“ olo”). The former (“Bang”) resigned in 1959 after her
paci sm had collided with the campaign for the ac uisition of a wedish atomic bomb that Tingsten was orchestrating. he continued writing
columns and reportage for the Bonnier weekly magazine e o ournalen
to which she had contributed since 1942.
The chatty column had two heydays, the rst following World War
I and the second during the 195 s. The light touch also characterized a
number of the contributors to the “Woman’s age”, which in 1958 was
re-baptized “The Whole Family”. Those who wrote for it included the
columnist Eva von weigbergk (19 6–84, “ olomba”) the food writer
ernilla Tunberger (1912–86) and erd Ribbing (1889–1979) who provided personal advice.

An Excessively Multi-Tasking Editor-in- hief
Although it did not have a decisive effect, ens a a bladet also beneted from the 1956 reuger transaction. The distance to a ens yheter
remained enormous.
ens a a bladet was considered to be the onservative arty’s principal mouthpiece even though it was owned by a foundation. The edi-
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tor-in-chief and managing director was Ivar Anderson, who also was on
the party’s ruling committee and served as a member of arliament. He
had been head of IUI (the Industrial Research Institute) and been involved in the business world’s subsidization of the onservative press.
Eventually, it became impossible to combine all these assignments, and
Anderson resigned from arliament. At the same time, Allan Hernelius
(1911–86) was employed as deputy publisher in charge of general editing
while Harry rönfors (1894–198 ) assumed the position of managing
director. Hernelius succeeded Ivar Anderson in 1955.
One of the newspaper’s strong sides was the provision of business news
and the views of businessmen. Among the contributors in this area was
the well-known economist rofessor Torsten
rdlund (1911–2 3).
tarting in 1949, he became a regular economic commentator. In addition, the head of on unkturinstitutet (the Business ycle Institute),
rofessor Erik undberg, bank director ars-Erik Thunholm and the former head of the Riksbank, Ivar Roth, were fre uent contributors. During
World War II (1939–1944), rdlund had served as editor of the ocialDemocratic think tank magazine, iden (The Times).
The paper was also well-thought of for its arts and letters material.
arl Ragnar ierow (19 4–82) was head of its literary division between
1946 and 1951. Another prominent contributor was unnar Brandell
(1916-94). The net-work of foreign correspondents was similar in structure to that of a ens yheter. The solon was ven Aur n (19 6–85),
working rst in ondon and then, starting in 1945, in aris.
In the mid-195 s, the paper’s group of well-known columnists, reporters and reviewers was reinforced with, among others, Axel Waldermarsson (1918–2 6) and unnar Unger (1915–76, “ agittarius”).
On the lighter page, “In the Margin”, a somewhat odd byline appeared
during the 194 s, “ O ”. It represented the young law school graduate
Olof alme (1927–86), later the leader of the ocial-Democratic arty
1969–86 and rime Minister of weden 1969–76 and 1982–86.

Nothing New in othenburg
In othenburg, even without capturing many readers from andelstid
nin en, tebor s osten managed to pass its competitor in one part of
the advertising market after another. tebor s osten’s chief competitor
for the wider public was the ocial-Democratic y id. The rst publication of newspaper statistics in 1941, revealed that tebor s osten had
a 63 percent household coverage in othenburg. Despite switching to
morning publication and converting its rst page from advertisements to
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news, andelstidnin en lost ground. The editor-in-chief nut etersson
(1892–1982), who had succeeded Torgny egerstedt, stuck to the paper’s
high-minded ournalistic ambitions, thus assuring a modest circulation.
andelstidnin en’s premier page was still number three containing
various types of arts and letters material. Both it and the “Today” column, with its political chat and commentary, were tenderly cared for institutions. Among the othenburg papers, andelstidnin en utilized the
most editorial resources. In 1956, its staff consisted of approximately 6
ournalists while tebor s osten, with ve times the circulation, made
do with around fty. Even arl erhard, the undisputed king of the humorous musical skit, used song to satirize Harry H örne’s frugality. During the 195 s, andelstidnin en s circulation began to grow. It increased
from 36,
copies in 1951 to 51,
in 1959 and then continued up to
62,
in 1966 67. Thereafter, however, decline set in.
The leadership of tebor s osten was totally averse to change. The
paper looked ust about the same at the end of the 195 s as it had 2 or
3 years earlier – no color, few photographs, small headlines and much
text, but still an increasing number of advertisements. The emphasis was
on local, sports, crime and family news. The leading writers reporting on
the western part of weden were ke Hall (19 7–93) and Ingvar örck
(1922–2 4), and the latter’s long-time collaborator, the illustrator tig
itse (1921– ). Hall was one of the ournalists that most fre uently appeared on the pages of tebor s osten. Despite his folksiness, Harry
H örne long resisted the inclusion of comic strips. It was not until 1968,
the year before his death, that tebor s osten introduced a comics section. The rst day, it was big news on the placards “ omics in - ”.
Ingrid egerstedt Wiberg (1911–2 1 ), Torgny’s daughter, was enticed from
to tebor s osten as an editorial writer in 1955. In 1957,
Harry H örne started his own column next to the editorial, “Teeny Tiny
Words of ove”, which he dictated daily shortly before the deadline. His
last column appeared in 1969, the same week that he died.
During the 194 s, the onservative yds ens an
had become
the largest paper in Malmö, but its position was not impregnable. Its
household coverage rate was only 37 percent in 1948. rbetet, the ocialDemocratic newspaper that had been largest during the war, was decling,
as was the third paper
ns a a bladet. The latter had been taken over
by the Agrarian arty in 1919 and had then started to lose market share
in Malmö. Nonetheless
en oyed a clear lead with regard to advertising giving it superior editorial and technical resources.
did not wish
to be limited to the Malmö- und area, but instead wanted to be a newspaper for all of southern weden. In order to save money, foreign cor-
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respondents were often shared with other papers. During World War II,
and for fty years thereafter, Hedvig Thorburn (1915– ) reported from
ondon for both tebor s osten and yds ens an. The strong standing
of arts and letters was demonstrated at
s 1 year anniversary celebration when a culture prize was instituted.

13. The lory ears of the
opular ress (195 –7 )

T

he times were good for the popular press following World War II. A
few titles disappeared, but they were absorbed by others with good
ultimate results. New publishing ideas ﬂourished without harm to the
traditional ones. Among the new genres were fashion, comics and specialty magazines as well as men’s and gossip publications. The limits of
decency were tested in the men’s magazine eld.
Around 196 , the popular press – weekly, specialty and consumers’ magazines and comic books – achieved its circulation apex with
approximately seven million distributed copies. The weekly magazines
had reached their maximum in the middle 195 s while the specialty and
consumers’ magazines continued to increase during the second half of
the 196 s. At that point, the popular press’ circulation began to decline
sharply.

One ast arge Family Magazine Is Founded
The last establishment of a ma or family magazine occurred in 1946 when
hl n
kerlund launched ret unt. The magazine was intended to
be folksy with an increased reality reporting content. It was to be more
strongly anchored in the rural areas and be less focused on entertaining
the reader. The driving force among the ownership was Albert Bonnier
r, who a few years earlier had helped create pressen.
ret unt was not particularly successful during its rst year. By the
end of that year, its circulation had only reached 6 ,
copies. Within
the ownership group, Albert Bonnier had to struggle to keep the magazine
going. As a last resort, the editor-in-chief of e ni ens rld (The World
of Technology), ven Broman (1922–98) was transferred to ret unt.
Boman had begun his newspaper career with the provincial ocialDemocratic press supplemented with sports assignments for the tockholm papers, including pressen. That was where he was noticed by
Bonnier. At et , Boman began by straightening out a number of the
publishing house’s technology and hobby magazines. His work resulted in
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the very successful 1948 launching of e ni ens rld, a bi-weekly magazine dealing with cars and motorcycles. Broman was labeled a winner.
His program for ret unt emphasized greater realism. More reporting on real people, fewer novels and serials, more practical attractions
cooking, baking, ﬂowers and gardening, contests and comic strips, all
presented in a more up-to-date and accessible format than that of its
competitors. Examples of the contests were “Miss weden” and “ wedish
ooking hampionships”. Albert Bonnier especially emphasized reporting from exotic countries. Thus there were numerous contributions by
explorers such as ten Bergman, Thor Heyerdahl, Rolf Blomberg and
ven ills ter. An attractive serial during the 195 s was ilhelm Moberg’s epic story of wedish migration to America. It appeared alternately
in the commercial ret unt and the non-pro t ol et i ild, depending
entirely on the author’s momentary attitude towards the two magazines.
The circulation of ret unt turned around, and the increase was reinforced by the 1951 absorption of rt em (Our Home). The merger
made ret unt the ountry’s largest family magazine. With the single
exception of 1958, when emmets e otidnin (The Home Weekly
Magazine), brieﬂy assumed the lead, ret unt remained the market
leader through 1993, for all of forty years. It set a circulation record for
family magazines in 1955 with 498,
copies.
The merger with rt em brought with it the star reporter Thea
Ol elund (1921– ), daughter of the author Ivan Ol elund. he was the
foremost exponent of personal interview reporting. he undertook long
reporting trips, including some to the United tates. ometimes she also
appeared as the “lovelorn” columnist under the signature “Mrs. Margareta”. he was so productive that on occasion she had to use pseudonyms to
keep the readers from believing that she was the magazine’s only contributor. Thea Ol elund continued to produce columns well into the 199 s.
Old-style family magazines also continued to en oy a measure of success during the 195 s. The traditional emmets e otidnin set its circulation record of 455,
copies in 1957 and 1958. The old recipe
seemed to be ust about as salable as the new. llers amil ournal reached
327,
copies during 1957, the record year for family magazines.
A third magazine also surpassed the 4 ,
level during the 195 s.
It was hl n
kerlunds youth oriented e o e yn (The Weekly
Review), edited by Mikael atz (1913–93). It was ahead of others in
emphasizing reportage and pictures, not least concerning the worlds of
entertainment and fashion.
hl n
kerlund’s prestige publication e o ournalen, with its
high-class content and socially and geographically more restricted dis-
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In 1 0, weden s last started
family ma a ine ret Runt
he ear ound , be ame the
ﬁrst to ontain a
se tion of
e en si pa es.

tribution, never exceeded 1 ,
copies despite having writers such as
tig Ahlgren, Barbro Alving and ustaf von laten. The editor-in-chief,
Ahlgren, had been one of the weekly press’ most acerbic critics while he
was chief arts-and-letters editor at
(1942-46), and in 194 he had
published the critical work e opressen o h fol et (The Weekly ress and
the eople). His 1946 shift from being arts-and-letters editor at the Oowned
to editor-in-chief at the Bonnier-owned e o ournalen attracted so much attention that those knowledgeable about the history of
the press compared it to ei er’s conversion to iberalism in 1838.
e o ournalen did not enter the fray against the other weekly magazines, instead maintaining its traditional sober style directed at the upper
social classes. In 1963, the ladies magazine, Idun, which had a partly
similar orientation and audience, was combined with e o ournalen
under the direction of ustaf von laten. urprisingly, the merger was
not a success. Before the merger, the two magazines had a combined circulation of approximately 15 ,
copies. In 1975, the merged magazine
had a circulation of ust 65,
copies.

tricken by New Rules
The decline experienced by the family magazines in 1958 was minor, a
circulation decline of only 2.5 . It turned out to be the start of a new
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trend, however. It is tempting to explain the downturn by the start of
regular television broadcasting in weden in 1957. T , however, does
not seem to have been the cause. On the contrary, it was a source of inspiration for the family magazines, ust as radio had been. ret unt had
latched on to popular radio programs.
Instead, the turning point for the branch was a result of the above
mentioned anti-trust legislation enacted in 1954 and its conse uences for
the structure of marketing and advertising. This change in the marketing system resulted in the I A private retail block becoming an important actor through its own publication I
uriren (The I A ourier).
Founded as an alternative family magazine in 1942, it had initially been
distributed free of charge in the I A shops. ater, it was made available
to I A customers for a token postal subscription fee that was charged
against the annual rebate. During the 195 s, I
uriren’s circulation
increased by almost 3 ,
copies, from 4 ,
to 7 ,
. It became
a cheap alternative or complement and can be assumed to have affected
at least the multiple purchases of family magazines. As part of a systemic
change, I
uriren halted the expansion, and initiated the decline, of
family magazines. The branch never worried about television. First of
all, no television advertising was permitted and, second, the publishers
believed in their products and were convinced that they could be developed further.
I
uriren faced its own competitor in the consumer cooperative
movement’s weekly magazine i, whose subscription fee also was deducted from the customer’s rebate. During the 195 s, the two together had
a circulation of more than one million copies. Both magazines contained
much practical material. In addition, i had short stories and social reporting. i was a slightly more male-oriented magazine than I
uriren
whose content was clearly directed at women.
The family ournals encountered yet another competitor in 1971 when
and (The and) was created by the agricultural cooperative movement
through the merger of
tidnin en and ordbru arnas renin sblad
(The Farmers’ Association’s aper). The magazine was published in two
parts a general part, and onsument, and an association part, and ant
bru . The magazine was intended to “combine the function of being an
association magazine with the goal of, at the same time, participating in
the general magazine market”. In 1971, and s circulation was 34 ,
copies. This magazine of the agricultural cooperative movement turned
out to be a more serious competitor for I
uriren and the traditional
family magazines than was the consumer cooperative publication i.
The family magazines also meet competition from the labor union
press. The magazines of the large O unions in particular strove to serve
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as alternatives to the commercial weekly press. A uarter million copies
of the weekly etallarbetaren (The Metal Worker) were distributed. In
1955, the general material in the magazines amounted to slightly over
half of its contents, with emphasis on ction and foreign reportage. The
country’s largest publication, with a circulation of over one million copies,
was the monthly r ostad (Our Dwelling), ointly published by the
housing cooperative and tenant movements. It continued to be published
through 2 6, when it was divided into two drab magazines, one for the
housing cooperative movement ( emma i
At Home in H B and
one for the tenants’ organization ( em
yra – Home and Rent .
The weekly magazine market also provided two hristian alternatives, ens a ournalen (The wedish ournal) and emmet o h amil en
(Home and Family) which, for nancial reasons, were forced to merge.
emmet o h amil en, which had been started in 1941, surpassed ens a
ournalen after a few years. In 1952, it bought the latter and assumed its
title. During the late 195 s, the merged magazine reached a circulation
of 15 ,
issues.

Branch and Magazine Reforms
The effects of the marketing system shift, however, were not universally negative for the traditional weekly press. During the late 195 s, the
weekly magazine publishers wanted to start selling through the self-service stores that bene ted from the new anti-trust legislation. This same
law also freed up the sale of tobacco products. As of anuary 1, 196 , the
kiosks and tobacco shops lost their monopoly rights in this area.
The weekly press immediately latched on to the new retailing trends
and started to sell their magazines through the new channels. Among the
bene ts for the weekly family magazines was that the food stores had a
larger share of women customers than did the tobacco shops. In addition,
they had more space available for displaying the magazines.
Already by the early 196 s, the retailing reform had resulted in an increased circulation for the family magazines. Further circulation increases
occurred at regular intervals thereafter as a result of new content reﬂecting popular trends 1973–1974 by emmets ournal (medical information) and a ons e otidnin (health food), 1979 by emmets ournal
(reporting on ordinary people experiencing dif culties) and 1985–1986
by emmets e otidnin (cooking).
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For Women and For Men
During the war years, llers had launched a weekly magazine in weden directed at the drafted soldiers, an entirely new market. It originated
in 1941 and was called u ofemman (The Twenty Fiver), reﬂecting its
low price, ve öre less than normal – a strong sales pitch. The magazine
reached a circulation of approximately 1 ,
copies. There seems to
have been two reasons why it did not grow larger.
One reason was that the magazine was omitted from the military’s lists
of publications that could be subscribed to from the barracks. u ofem
man had to rely on kiosk sales. Moreover, the editor-in-chief, Anna Br ve
(19 6–99), was far from pleased with her assignment. In the paper, she
listed herself as A. Br ve in order to not reveal that she was a woman.
The magazine continued to be published after the war as amil etidnin
en 25an, but in 1959 it was absorbed by llers amil ournal, resulting
in a ma or ump in circulation. Together, the magazines became llers
amil ournal, starting in 1968 shortened to ust llers.
ater, Anna Br ve was to make an important name for herself as editor-in-chief of the modern ladies magazine emina, started in 1944. “ et
me handle it ” she said frankly and remembered later “I was young and
bold and had no notion of fear.” he achieved uick success and challenged the other magazines for women.
The trend had started in Norway where the Norwegian Aller in 194
had transformed ordis
nstertidende (Nordic attern Magazine) into
innor o l r (Women and lothes). In weden, this transition from
the traditional to the modern ladies magazine was initiated by et when
it reworked usmodern s sewing supplement liti a h nder (Busy Hands)
into amernas rld (The adies’ World). wedish Aller converted llers
m nster tidnin (Aller’s attern Magazine) into emina in 1944. In both
cases, the old name hung on for a while. The publishing house axon
indström started its contribution to the genre, i amer (We adies) in
a small format that t into a pocketbook, but it never caught on. Unlike
llers amil ournal and llers m nster tidnin , emina was a high-price
publication. Despite the price, under Br ve’s leadership emina reached a
circulation of 28 ,
copies. The magazine was oriented towards “wellpaid, professional women with children”.
amernas rld en oyed great success immediately following World
War II, but it was passed by emina during the mid-195 s. The latter’s
breakthrough occurred between 1953 and 1956 when the circulation
under Br ve’s leadership rose from 1 ,
to over 25 ,
copies. Elegantly designed home decorating reporting and table setting contests,
together with fashion advice, recipes and beauty tips, resulted in many
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members of the intended target group, women between 25 and 45, discovering the magazine. emina was a pioneer in the utilization of offset
technology and the availability of four-color printing. Financially, the
magazine was a very good venture.
The more traditional ladies magazines, usmodern and axon’s ens
amtidnin , also partook of the growing market. In 1953, usmodern
reached its highest circulation level of 24 ,
copies, but then declined
as a result of competition from its stable mate ret unt. ens
am
tidnin expanded during the 195 s, passing the 2 ,
copies mark in
1958.
Most successful among the magazines that were directed at a male
audience was the reportage and picture publication e ( ook). In the
mid-195 s, it reached a circulation of 24 ,
copies. Its best known
contributors were the editor-in-chief Rune Moberg (1912–99) and the
sketch artist an-Erik arland (“Rit-Ola” – Drawing Ola). The magazine
was the largest men’s publication in the late 195 s, reaching a circulation
of 25 ,
copies in 1964. During the late 196 s, its circulation began
to decline and by the mid 197 s it had almost been cut in half to approximately 11 ,
copies.
Ivar hman, the editor of the popular movements’ alternative, ol et i
ild (The eople in ictures), had engaged a well-known s uad of regular
contributors. Among those at the serial division were er Anders Fogelström, who also served as assistant editor-in-chief, an Frideg rd, Moa
Martinson and, when he was in the mood, ilhelm Moberg. The covers
often consisted of work-life photographs by . W. ullers. After having been taken over by Tiden’s publishing house in 1948, the magazine
reached a circulation of 236,
copies in 1952, but declined somewhat
thereafter. In 1961, the magazine suffered a loss for the rst time, and
a ma ority of its shares were sold to the Esselte printing concern. A year
later, it was sold on to et , on the, often re uired but seldom observed,
condition that the character of the magazine be maintained at least for
the time being.
et already had a men’s magazine, e ande li et (In real life), whose
circulation was also declining. In 1962, that magazine changed its name to
tuellt f r m n (Timely for Men), and the following year it was merged
with ol et i ild, with the title ib tuellt. When the wedish ban on
pornography was lifted during the mid-196 s, the magazine uickly took
advantage of the liberalization, and, in the footsteps of layboy, began
to publish center folds. Its competitor, named e tyr, took things a bit
further and conse uently surpassed ib tuellt s circulation.
ib tuellt s increasingly vulgar content bothered the Bonnier family
and certain decency limits were imposed. It was more important, how-
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ever, that, exceeded only by ret unt, ib tuellt was the rm’s most
pro table publication. e also tried to maintain its circulation by including naked women and sexy stories, but the effort failed.

arl lfred

ompany

In weden, large-scale comic book publishing started after the war. Following the Danish publishers Allers and Egmont, who issued arl lfred
and alle n a
o. respectively, Armas Morby (19 9–8 ) started the
publishing house ress
ublicity in 1948 and began to produce erie
ma asinet (The omic trip Magazine). et established erieförlaget
AB (The omic trip ublishers Inc.). Its rst triumph was the comic
book antomen (The hantom), which, starting in 195 , provided both
adventure and humorous strips. It was followed by ar an and then
londie, the rst entirely humorous comic book.
In 1938, Armas Morby had started a press agency and, through it, had
established valuable American contacts. During the mid-195 s, Morby
controlled about 3 percent of the comic book market. In 1956, he expanded into the daily press. In that year, he bought dermanlands y
heter in Nyköping, a year later he added rosa nnonsblad (Trosa Advertising aper), and, in 1962, nstidnin en in ödertal e. In 1964, Morby
wanted to purchase the ocial-Democratic paper ol et (The eople) in
Eskilstuna and publish it as an offshot with a ocial-Democratic editorial
page. He was afraid that his competitors s ilstuna uriren and atrine
holms uriren were about to merge and wished to make a pre-emptive
move. The management of ol et was totally opposed. As noted above,
it had other, more grandiose, plans.
The comic books encountered criticism. It reached its peak during
1953-54 when public meetings were held all over the ountry. The
scale of the debate becomes apparent from the support offered by iberal
newspapers such as andelstidnin en for legislation against “desensitizing” publications and the founding of a special anti-comics magazine,
n domsnytt (News for outh), by a non-pro t association.
As during the great weekly magazine debate a few years earlier, et
tried, at least to some degree, to placate the critics. Bonnier changed the
name of the omic trip ublisher to hlen
kerlunds outh Magazines. It published the rst entirely wedish comic book, uff o h uss
with östa nutsson (1898–73), the creator of elle, the Tail-less at, as
editor. The title comic strip was written by nutsson and drawn by Helga Henschen (1917–2 2). It was here that Rune Andreasson (1925–99)
introduced Teddy, later renamed Bamse (the Bear), the ideological op-
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ponent of Donald Duck during the 197 s. ukas Bonnier also wished
to have an “innocuous” wedish humor magazine. As a result, the old,
incredible inept, wedish comic soldier, No. 91 arlsson, was resurrected
and given his own comic book. During the 196 s, other comic strips
were endowed with their own publications ille ridolf ( ittle Fridolf)
in 196 and sa isse in 1967. ike all the weekly magazines, the comic
books contained the seeds of additional titles.
hlen
kerlunds outh Magazines once again changed its name,
this time to emic International. In 1969, emic, together with Williams
ublishers, bought Armas Morby’s ress
ublicity. emic received 6
percent of the titles, including eriema asinet (The omic trip Magazine). Morby continued his expansion within the daily press. In 1969, he
bought orrtel e idnin and yn shamns osten and, somewhat later,
a a alts badens idnin . The comic book king had now achieved his
goal, a chain of newspapers around tockholm.
Williams ublishers, a subsidiary of Warner ommunications, appeared on the wedish market in 196 . Under the leadership of Rolf
ansson (1925– ), it began publishing Illustrerade lassi er ( lassic omic
Books) and ens a ad. Until 1975, this version of the American humor magazine “Mad” was edited by asse O’M nsson (1931–88). The
rm was sold to Bonniers in 1975.
artly inspired by ad a a ine, an underground press developed in
the United tates. These were not strictly comic books, but comic strips
played a ma or role in many of them. A wedish example of this trend
was the political satire magazine uss, started in 1968.

Everything about ittle
The rst wedish specialty magazines dealt with sports Idrottsbladet (The
ports aper) and e ord a asinet, founded in 191 and 1942 respectively. As noted above, the combination of a number of hobby magazines
in 1948 resulted in e ni ens rld. In 195 , it was oined by opul r
e ani , a wedish version of “ opular Mechanics”. During the mid195 s, et latched on to the growing interest in interior design with a
number of specialty magazines.
The post-order rm I EA, founded in 1946, was part and parcel of
this interior design trend. It had started to sell furniture the following
year, and in 1958 had opened a department store in lmhult, the home
town of its founder, Ingvar amprad. The Helsingborg exposition of
1955 (H55) also contributed by putting great emphasis on furnished
dwellings. There, the interior designer ena arsson (1919– ) launched
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the concept of a “multi-purpose” or “family” room as contrasted with a
“formal living room” or “front parlor”. In the wake of H55, et started
the monthly magazine llt i emmet (Everything in the Home). It emphasized d cor and do-it-yourself articles. Among the contributors were
ena arsson and Marianne Fredriksson, editor-in-chief 1962–74.
A decade later, llt i emmet had a circulation of 15 ,
copies.
At that point, in 1966, the I A publishing house, eager to broaden its
product line, entered the market with em o h ritid (Home and eisure
Time). The two magazines were combined in 1983. ater, llt i emmet
would reappear at regular intervals.
With llt i emmet, et had opened a new eld for magazines. In
196 , the rm started tnytt (Boating News), and, in early 1965, e ans
aff rer (Business Week). The latter was conceived by Erik Westerberg,
with inspiration from, among others, usiness ee . The magazine’s rst
editor-in-chief was ustaf von laten. It uickly became the ountry’s
leading business publication with a circulation exceeding 45,
copies
in 1975.
Marianne Fredriksson participated in the creation of two specialized
monthly magazines with content traditionally reserved for the family
magazines i r ldrar (We arents), directed at the large cohorts born
in the 194 s, in 1968, and llt om at (Everything About Food), in
197 . The latter was an immediate success, achieving a circulation of
more than 16 ,
during the rst half of the 197 s.

Frivolity and a Dolce ita
Following the war and the introduction of television into Denmark barely ten years later, Aller re-launched in Denmark its radio and television
program magazine, et ny adioblad, with the title e o
r ( ee and
Hear). The new version was intended as celebrity ournalism. Apparently
Aller’s had plans to use this title throughout the Nordic countries, but
was unable to use it immediately in weden.
In weden, the pursuit of celebrities was initiated by the smallest of the
ladies magazines, ens amtidnin . The venture was successful. Aller’s
anticipated wedish initiative came in 1964 in the form of nt i e an
(Events of the Week). The name was taken from a television program, a
weekly sports summary.
Initially, nt i e an performed poorly. The circulation was limited to
a modest 12,
copies. A radical reorganization was considered necessary. The magazine mover and shaker Thomas Rosenborg, who was responsible for the success of the Danish e o
r, was enlisted to save the
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wedish version. He “blew away all that was stuffy and boringly wedish”
and replaced it with “frivolity and la dolce vita”. It became a “k ndis”
magazine. The term “k ndis”, a slang version of “celebrity”, was coined
in 1963 by another television program. The circulation took off. At the
end of the 196 s, it surpassed 2 ,
copies. In due course, e o
r
was launched in the rest of the Nordic coutries 1978 in Norway (2 issues
per week from 2 3), 1992 in Finland 7 p i
( even Days) and 1994
in weden. During the early 2
s, the combined Nordic circulation approached one million copies.

14. The Era of tructural reservation
(196 –75)

T

he on-going structural change caused concern, not ust among the
daily press but also in political circles. The multiplicity of the daily
press was considered to be essential for democracy and important to preserve, especially since it was the totally dominant local source of news and
arena for public debate. The government looked for means to prevent
further newspaper closings and maintain competition. Despite nancial
contributions from sympathizers, left and right respectively, threatened
newspapers had not been salvageable. Within the labor movement, the
conviction that the government had a responsibility to help maintain the
structure of the press grew ever stronger.
During the 196 s, two government commissions considered the desirability of government support. Their branch analyses indicated that
the nancial situation of the leading papers was satisfactory, but that the
second place papers had problems. The commissions concluded that, in
order to be effective, government subsidies would have to be selective,
that is to say, directed at the weaker newspapers. They did not, however,
suggest any ob ective standards for the allocation of such subsidies. Following the recommendation of the second commission, incentives were
enacted to encourage the adoption of oint home delivery to morning
paper subscribers. In addition, a special press’ loan fund was instituted
to assist newspapers with poor credit. These measures were effective, especially in encouraging oint home delivery. It soon became clear, however, that regardless how great the oint delivery savings might be, they
were insuf cient for rescuing the second place papers. The concern for
closings increased.
In this situation, the ocial-Democratic government, ointly with the
enter (Agrarian) arty, proposed the introduction of government operating subsidies for subscribed papers that faced a local competitor with a
greater circulation. This selective press subsidy was introduced in 1971,
nanced by a tax on advertisements. A third press commission (1972–
75) examined both the motives for the subsidy and the rules for its allocation. As a result, in 1976, a still existing, system was introduced. It
was based on the observed close correlation between advertising revenue
267
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and the degree of local household coverage. The upper coverage limit
to receive assistance was set at 4 . Thus, the system was considered to
serve as compensation for the lost advertising revenue resulting from a
low household coverage level.

Better Truly Dead Than ust ubsidead
In othenburg, after having been forced to drop its unday edition in
1959, y id attempted to improve its position by taking over various
ocial-Democratic papers in western weden. In 196 , arabor aren
was the rst, but it was to no avail and the losses continued to increase.
At the same time, the nances of the now ocial-Democratic to holms
idnin en deteriorated. The A-press did not have suf cient resources to
save both newspapers. In 1966, a nal attempt to save the situation by
having part of ftonbladet s edition printed by y id and converting
uriren (The ourier) in Uddevalla into an offshoot of y id failed. As
a result, y id closed in 1966.
Following the closing of y id, tebor s osten increased its household coverage in othenburg from 78 to 83 percent, while the gain for
andelstidnin en was only marginal. imilarly, tebor s osten was the
great gainer on the advertisement market.
tebor s osten experienced a change in leadership. In 1964, the two
veterans, Ebba unggren and Filip Bör esson, left the paper, and Harry
H örne focused on his editorial duties. At his death in 1969, his son and
deputy editor, ars H örne (1929– ) took over as editor-in-chief.
Despite the lack of bene ts from y id s demise, the leadership of
andelstidnin en had a sanguine view of the future. The paper devoted
much space to economics, trade and arts and letters, where tebor s
osten did not seriously try to compete. The nancial results of andels
tidnin en were considered satisfactory. In 1968, however, for the rst
time the paper suffered a loss. In order to improve the nances, subscription prices were increased by 4 . As a result, the circulation dropped by
almost ten percent and then continued to decline.
In early 1969, the management suggested that andelstidnin en be
closed and replaced by a “weekly commentary paper”. Instead, the company was reorganized. Business rms and 2,
individual subscribers
bought new shares. In 1971, andelstidnin en pared back its contents
– a reduction and specialization that resulted in sports and police reporting being eliminated. This editorial rearrangement was a failure. uite
simply, the readers wanted sports and local news. In a last attempt to save
the newspaper, the company sold its evening newspaper
, including
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ui er implementation of
one planned in rease in the
press subsidy would ha e sa ed
Handelstidningen, but the
paper was opposed to subsidies
and did not ar ue in fa or
of the in rease. he headline
reads
ouldn t be sa ed.

the popular, single-issue on undays,
nda stidnin en, to tebor s
osten. The editor-in-chief of
, r-Arne igenius (1942– ), who had
come from andelstidnin en, stayed on. nda stidnin en was closed.
At andelstidnin en, there was strong opposition to the press subsidies. Harald Wigforss, editor-in-chief starting in 1958, fought against
the system. When it was nevertheless enacted, and the newspaper’s board
felt compelled to accept it, Wigforss resigned in protest. B örn Ahlander
(192 –8 ), who had been wedish Radio’s correspondent in Washington and Moscow, succeeded him in 1971 and thus had to implement the
editorial rearrangement. Ahlander stayed for a year and was then replaced
by ke D urberg, the paper’s last editor-in-chief. The newspaper closed
down in 1973.

One of Europe’s reat Newspaper
Around 196 , a ens yheter changed editorial leadership. Herbert
Tingsten was replaced by two editors-in-chief ven-Erik arsson (1913–
1998), who had been a political ournalist 1951–57, and Olof agercrantz, who had been arts and letters editor. Following demands from
the editorial staff union, its chairman, Bör e Dahl vist (1929– ), was
appointed to succeed ten Hedman.
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Dahl vist emphasized a ens yheter s role as a many-faceted news
source. A number of new specialty divisions were added to the existing
ones and all were provided with additional resources. During Dahl vist’s
reign, 1962–1974, the editorial staff grew from 17 to 276 individuals.
The reporters became experts. uch was the case, for example with political reporting under ven vensson (1926– ) and the local government
coverage by Mert ubu (1933– ). A number of general reporters were
given responsibility for specialized areas in which they were interested.
The photo ournalism was improved, the editing tightened up and the
foreign reporting increased. The goal was to add a foreign correspondent
each year. Dahl vist was determined that the readers should feel that they
were partaking “of one Europe’s great newspapers”.
to holms idnin en lagged far behind. Its circulation and advertising volume were developing unfavorably, and its nances were in decline. In 1963, the paper attempted to lure a younger audience with an
advertising campaign claiming that it was a more light hearted paper
suitable to the “T age”. The editors, however, belonged to an older
generation the editor-in-chief, ustaf N sström, had been succeeded in
1959 by ictor inde, and both he and the political editor, Ivar undvik were around 6 years old. The success achieved was short-lived. The
losses increased and O wanted to convert the newspaper to a weekend
publication along the lines of the English bser er and unday imes. At
least they did not want to shut down. The leadership of the ownership
company, tockholms-Tidningen AB, advocated converting to a tabloid,
but inde was skeptical. He had traveled around Europe talking to newspapermen, most of whom were convinced that a morning tabloid could
only succeed if it had a purely “boulevard” character, that is to say, if it
was ﬂuffy, sensationalistic and totally apolitical. He could not, however,
persuade the owner, O, and the decision was taken to convert. In early
1965, to holms idnin en made its debut in a new smaller format.
The old editors resigned, and a new, young editor, unnar Fredriksson
(193 – ), was brought over from ftonbladet. Fredriksson introduced a
unday political diary signed “ truve” after the seedy reporter in August
trindberg’s satirical novel da rummet (The Red Room). The “diary”
was alternately written by Fredriksson and Dieter trand (1936– ).
The tabloid format also failed to reverse the negative trend. ritics
saw it as half-way stop on the road to closure. The losses increased further, and in February of 1966 to holms idnin en ceased publishing.
As a result, a ens yheter increased its total circulation by about 3 ,
copies and its household coverage in tockholm from 57 to 63 percent.
ens a a bladet en oyed a somewhat smaller increase in coverage, from
15 to 17 percent. Together those two papers thus captured not uite half
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of to holms idnin en’s circulation in the capital. The rest apparently
bene ted ftonbladet.

yds ens an Breaks the 5

ercent Barrier in Malmö

During the rst half of the 196 s, yds ens an moved to a new building
outside Malmö and a printing facility with new presses. Olof Wahlgren
(1927–199 ) family heir and the newspaper’s aris correspondent, was
appointed deputy editor in 1961 and became vice managing director of
the newspaper rm and managing director of
llsposten. yds ens an
increased its text uantity and hired additional staff. Together with his
father, hrister (19 –1987) Olof became involved in an attempt to
unify the non-socialist opposition in anticipation of the 1964 election.
Under the party designation Medborgerlig amling ( itizens United),
the combined candidate list en oyed considerable success. Nonetheless, the Wahlgrens were accused of having splintered the opposition. In
1966, yds ens an changed its political designation from onservative to
unaf liated iberal. The following year, the paper surpassed 5 percent
household coverage in Malmö.
At rbetet, the editor-in-chief, Frans Nilsson, also assumed the role
of managing director in 1962. The rst step in modernizing rbetet was
to convert it into a morning paper. ust as to holms idnin en had
done, rbetet tried to attract younger readers by presenting its content in
a more popular manner and by utilizing approaches borrowed from the
evening tabloids.
Because of
ns a a bladet’s precarious nancial situation and insuf cient resources, the editorial leadership left the paper. A new team
modernized the lay out. The paper pursued readership even outside its
publication locale. In 1959, almar ns idnin became an offshoot
printed in Malmö. This arrangement was canceled after three years as a
result of distribution problems. avings and cutbacks resulted in a lower
uality product and further circulation losses. Households in the Malmö
region preferred the two larger newspapers.
ns a a bladet lost its
leading position in ellinge and vedala when these areas evolved from
countryside to Malmö suburbs.

The Evening Tabloids Have Their Day in the un
In 1952, pressen became the ountry’s largest evening tabloid, without
however surpassing ftonbladet in tockholm. Only with new ownership
in 1956 and new leadership – ven örmark (1923–87) as managing
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editor, ars estad (1928–63) as deputy editor-in-chief, östa Bodin
(1917–84) in charge of distribution and igurd lans (1929– ) as head
of national news – did ftonbladet become a nation-wide paper. It was
re-launched as a nation-wide evening tabloid in 1964 with the help of
Bingo. This move also marked the beginning an intense competition between ftonbladet and pressen, as well as an extraordinary expansion.
In a brilliant marketing ploy, ftonbladet did not compare total circulations, where it was hopelessly behind, but instead compared increases
(“increased the most”). By this measure, the two rivals were much more
e ual. Over ten years, the combined circulation increased from 58 ,
copies in 1961 to an all-time record of 1,121,4 in 1971.
Many factors contributed increased urbanization, the conversion of
local evening papers to morning publication, distribution by air and satellite printing facilities, rising real incomes, more leisure time, a rapidly
growing population aged 2 -29 and food store sales. Initially, television
caused considerable concern, but the attitude gradually changed as the
evening tabloids took advantage of television programs and personalities,
ust like the weekly magazines. ftonbladet was the rst to have a T
page, but pressen uickly followed suit.
When er Wrigstad (1917–2 2) succeeded Ivar Harrie as editor-inchief of pressen in 196 , he wanted considerably greater inﬂuence over
the paper than his predecessor had exercised. Harrie had left most of the
content and editing decisions up to arl-Adam Nycop in his capacity as
managing director. Wrigstad and Nycop have both testi ed to their lack
of personal chemistry. Nycop, who was a ocial-Democrat, could not
reconcile himself to pressen s increasing support for the iberal arty.
On his part, Wrigstad became increasingly critical of Nycop’s notion of
converting pressen into a great “people’s university”, thus placing the
paper at the service of popular education. According to Wrigstad, such
ideas were making pressen “greyer and greyer”, thus playing into the
hands of ftonbladet. Wrigstad wanted the paper to be a “vigorous news
source” and “an inﬂuence on current campaigns”. The differences between Wrigstad and Nycop deepened, and the conﬂict was only resolved
in 1963 by moving Nycop over to a ens yheter, where he was to work
on a planned branch printing facility for pressen in önköping.
Editor-in-chief urt amuelsson and his colleagues at ftonbladet
sometimes advocated a mixed political position that deviated from that
of the ocial-Democrats. They, for example, favored a wedish atomic
bomb, television advertising and increased European economic cooperation.
In the eyes of the world, it was amuelsson, not örmark, who had
directed the transformation of ftonbladet into a national newspaper, and
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he thus received the ma or credit for its success. In an attempt to slow
down ftonbladet’s gains, Bonnier lured örmark over to et in 1962
as a publishing house director. This move at least temporarily halted the
growth of ftonbladet’s circulation. That same year, Fagerström resigned
as editor-in-chief to become an unaf liated writer, and igurd lans was
appointed managing editor.
1964 was an eventful year for the two national evening tabloids. At the
start of the year, pressen began to be printed in Bonnier’s new newspaper building in the Marieberg district in tockholm. Thanks to its satellite in önköping, pressen became the rst paper in Europe to be sent
in its entirety by wire. A few months later, pressen began to also print
in othenburg and Malmö. Once again in 1964, pressen increased its
circulation by more than ftonbladet.
In eptember of 1964, pressen added a supplement, nda s pres
sen, to its unday edition. It was produced under the leadership of asse
ersson (1921–2
). The supplement was a great success, among other
reasons because it was off-set printed at the önköping facility, resulting
in a high uality especially noticeable in photos. Its circulation exceeded a half million copies for the rst time in 1965. For ftonbladet, this
supplement came as a nasty surprise, but remarkably the paper managed
to produce its own version within a week.
ftonbladet slipped further behind pressen in circulation, and its nances deteriorated. In addition, there were ma or personnel disputes at
the paper. The tension increased in early 1964 when amuelsson was appointed managing director of tockholms-Tidningens AB while remaining editor-in-chief of ftonbladet.
In late 1964, the head of arts and letters, arl ennberg, and the
deputy managing director, Folke “Macke” Nilsson (1929–82), both resigned. A number of ournalists left the paper. In order to restrain the
managing editor, igurd lans, amuelsson appointed Bör e indkvist
(1915–93) as deputy editor-in-chief and his own stand-in. amuelsson
held lans responsible for letting “pop ournalism” establish a foothold
in the paper.
The concern at ftonbladet was reinforced when the circulation declined for the rst time in many years. Bertil Nilsson, who strongly disliked Bonnier’s recruitment coup, asked örmark to return as administrative editor-in-chief. When he heard of the offer, amuelsson ob ected and
threatened to resign. A petition from 35 colleagues urging the return of
örmark to the paper caused amuelsson to resign as of anuary 1, 1966.
At the same time, örmark assumed the position he had been offered.
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One Man’s oss Is Another’s ain
The closing of to holms idnin en in 1966 marked the beginning of
a growth period for ftonbladet. The circulation gap to pressen shrank
and several of to holms idnin ens staff members were recruited. These
included the editor-in-chief, unnar Fredriksson, who succeeded urt
amuelsson as head of the political editorial staff. atching on to the leftwing wave, the paper became increasingly radical, attracting more and
more young readers. ust about one-third of the increase in the paper’s
readership during the late 196 s resulted from increased distribution
among 2 –29 year olds.
The return of arl ennberg to ftonbladet in 1966 was also of importance. The paper’s reputation in left-wing intellectual circles rose, and
ennberg opened the arts and letters page to numerous radical writers. In
1957, ennberg had provisionally been made head of ftonbladet’s arts
and letters page, following ten years as a staff member. It was to become
one of the longest provisional appointments in press history. With the
exception of 1964, when following the conﬂict with amuelsson ennberg spent a year writing for pressen, ennberg stayed at his “provisional” post until his retirement in 1975. Even after that, he continued to
write diligently until his death. ennberg advocated the so-called “third
point of view”. He was an early critic of American military intervention
in ietnam, and he opened the newspaper’s columns to the foremost
critics of American policy, such as ara idman, after they had been reected by a ens yheter. ennberg, however, also attacked the oviet
Union, especially following its occupation of zechoslovakia in 1968. In
1963, ennberg instituted the “Inner olumn”, which uickly became
the probably most widely read section of the arts and letters page. In it,
ennberg and Axel iffner (1919–94) criticized wedish society from
a left-wing perspective. Agneta lei el (194 – ) succeeded ennberg in
1975.
pressen also encountered its allotment of conﬂicts. In the fall of
1966, the position of the editor-in-chief, igge gren, was challenged.
He emerged victorious from the conﬂict and was able to concentrate all
power in his own hands. pressen continued to expand its national editorial network, reaching a maximum of 21 local editorial of ces in 1967.
The distribution was improved with a goal of having the paper available throughout the country at the latest by 4 .M. In 1969, pressen
introduced a section entitled “Reﬂex”, consisting of ve pages with easily accessible and informative background material, three times a week.
In the tockholm suburban edition, a special section entitled “Around
tockholm” was added, in the hope of increasing the paper’s attractive-
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ness in the tockholm region. pressen also launched a othenburg edition with four pages of local material. That same year, the paper also
presented a special T supplement,
pressen. It was intended to
capture the increased interest in television anticipated from the startup
of wedish Television’s second channel. tarting in the summer of 1969,
pressen once again began to grow faster than ftonbladet. The annual
race they had been engaged in throughout the 196 s was over.

Oversight by O
In response to the times, ftonbladet adopted a clear left-wing ocialist
stance. The news reporting was fre uently to the left of the views on the
editorial page. olumnists such as an Myrdal and sa Moberg (1947– )
contributed to the radicalization. eading ocial-Democrats, union ofcials and other representatives of popular movements disliked being
attacked in their own newspaper. It was felt that the paper assisted the
ommunist cause when, for example, it reported favorably on unauthorized strikes.
The chairman of O criticized the paper during a long conference
with the editorial staff, and ven örmark reported that he had had
enough and wished to resign. unnar Arvidson (1924– ), then employed
by wedish Television but previously with a ens yheter, was offered
the position of deputy editor-in-chief. The local ournalist union protested against the title. It wanted strong editorial leadership to confront
lans and Fredriksson and therefore demanded that Arvidsson be given
the same title örmark had had, administrative editor-in-chief. lans
and Arvidsson worked poorly together and the editorial leadership was
expanded to include Bengt öth n (1934– ) as administrative editor.
Dieter trand was put in charge of feature material. Following a period
of intrigue, Arvidsson returned to wedish Television.
Hoping to recruit his successor, editor-in-chief Fredriksson contacted
Bengt Dennis (193 – ) who was then employed by the Department of
Finance. Earlier, however, he had been a nancial reporter for
, to
holms idnin en and wedish Radio. Dennis, however, declined the offer. Instead the O press chief, östa andberg (1927– ) was appointed
administrative editor-in-chief and legally responsible publishers. When
andberg took over, the editorial staff protested and Dieter trand resigned.
andberg had ournalistic experience from the union press, and he
immediately strengthened the labor market reporting. In addition, he
devoted special effort to dealing with ftonbladet s many ethical issues
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before the wedish ress ouncil. andberg eliminated some uestionable articles which led to internal protests, but the number of complaints
to the wedish ress ouncil declined. ftonbladet had been the paper
sub ected to the most complaints.
The press’ self-regulation had been reformed in 1969. A ublic ress
Ombudsman ( O) of ce had been instituted and the wedish ress
ouncil had been reinforced with representatives of the public. An additional step towards reform was taken in 1974 when the wedish National
ress lub, the wedish ournalists’ Union and the wedish Newspaper
ublishers’ Association adopted a set of rules entitled “Rules of the ame
for ress, Radio and T ”.

Double Buyers acri ce One aper
In 1971, the circulation of pressen increased by approximately 12,
copies and that of ftonbladet by 6 . Thereafter, the trend was downward for both papers. The decline had been triggered by a price increase.
For four years, 1966–197 , both evening papers had cost 5 öre. It was
a practical price one krona for both. uch double purchases accounted
for roughly one third of 1971’s record circulation. In the fall of 197 ,
the price was raised to 6 öre and a year later to 75 öre. The circulation
decreased by 5 to 6 percent. The price increases continued and after four
years it had doubled to one krona per paper. The evening tabloids actually did remarkably well in maintaining their circulation. The continuing increases, however, eventually took their toll. By 1979, when the
price had been doubled once again, the circulation was 15 percent below
the record 1971 level. With the price increases, approximately 3 ,
double purchases virtually vanished. The effect was most serious for f
tonbladet. For most double purchasers, pressen was their rst choice.
One of the measures taken by pressen to slow down the decline in
circulation was trying to increase the distribution of the paper in othenburg and Malmö. tarting in 1971, the othenburg pages were included
ve days per week. In 1972, pressen moved the printing of its southern
edition from önköping to rbetet s printing facility in Malmö, where
ftonbladet already was being printed.
None of the evening tabloids from tockholm were successful in othenburg or Malmö. The local evening tabloids,
and
llsposten
respectively, dominated their markets.
even expanded during the second half of the 197 s, although this was a result of the paper’s ability,
after it had been sold to tebor s osten, to insert daily ads in that much
larger regional morning paper.
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Union Opposition to ooperation
The traf c situation in central tockholm, together with crowded facilities that made the installation of new presses impossible, became a
problem for ftonbladet during the early 197 s. For several years, fton
bladet’s unday edition had been printed at Dagens Nyheter AB’s facilities in Marieberg. Now ftonbladet’s managing director, Bertil Nilsson
(1919–2 ), suggested to Erik Huss, managing director of Dagens Nyheter AB, that all of his paper’s editions be printed there. The proposal
was greeted with interest at Dagens Nyheter AB. Only relatively modest
additional investment would be re uired to handle ftonbladet’s daily
production needs.
There were several good reasons for such cooperation. Modernization
of the production facilities would re uire a great deal of capital. The two
papers were already cooperating with regard to distribution and an extension of this coordination to production was expected to yield substantial
cost savings. By the end of 1971, the parties had reached an agreement
in principle. The agreement speci ed that no employees would be laid
off, that the cooperation would be strictly limited to production and
distribution and that editorial con dentiality would be guaranteed. The
papers were to be printed simultaneously – one would not be able to
include later news than the other. A binding agreement was to be signed
before the end of 1982. The boards of directors were satis ed.
The employees at ftonbladet, however, ob ected, both the technical
workers and the ournalists’ union. At a ens yheter, the ournalists’
union demanded guarantees that their paper would not be pushed aside.
In late 1971, it was announced that ens a a bladet also would
participate in the oint production agreement. At the start of 1971, a
number of working groups were formed. Then, in the fall of 1972, the
managing director of ens a a bladet, ven erentz (1921–97), instead suggested that his paper and ftonbladet establish a oint production
company. Bertil Nilsson, however, wanted to pursue the a ens yheter
alternative. onse uently, during 1973, ftonbladet and a ens yheter
reached an agreement in principle to form a oint printing company. By
early 1974, the situation seemed to be in hand. 23 of O’s 26 member
unions supported the proposal and on ftonbladet’s board of directors
only the representatives of the personnel were opposed. The board of Dagens Nyheter AB gave its support. It was expected that ens a a bladet
might eventually participate as well.
At this point, however, union opposition to cooperation between
Bonnier and O stiffened. The graphical workers at a ens yheter initiated an unauthorized strike, which resulted in the negotiations with the
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personnel breaking down. Also within the ocial-Democratic arty and
the labor unions there was increased opposition against cooperation with
the “bourgeois press”. Finally, the largest O union, the Metal Workers’
Federation, changed its position. As a result, a ma ority of the O unions
followed suit. The labor movement was so strong in 1975, that its ob ections prevented the implementation of an economically highly usti able
cooperation agreement. Following that year, however, union inﬂuence
declined as the business cycle turned down.

The ress ubsidy ystem Is Improved
The operating subsidy for second place newspapers was shown to be insuf cient in 1971 when the daily press experienced its worst year since
World War II. The principal reason was a weak economy, but the newspapers were uick to point ngers at the tax on advertisements. The Apress newspapers demanded an increase in the subsidies and the second
place paper ens a a bladet, which, unlike the onservative arty it
supported, was in favor of selective press subsidies, petitioned the government. The managing director of the newspaper, ven erentz, argued for
the cause within the daily press community. The subsidy was increased
in 1972, and again in 1976 and 1978. The tax on advertisements was
reduced by the non-socialist government that took of ce in 1976. The
new government cut the tax rate from six to three percent and increased
the oint distribution rebate. These two actions principally bene ted the
rst place papers. The cabinet minister in charge, the iberal an-Erik
Wikström (1932– ) explained that the non-socialist government’s policy
was to “have selective actions be less prominent in favor of a more general
expansion”.
The government support of the press – operational subsidies and favorable loans for new printing e uipment – did much to halt the circulation decline experienced by the second place papers up until 1971.
Only a handful of them, however, managed to improve their home town
household coverage. When the economy turned around and advertising
once again increased, the improvement, as before, was concentrated on
the rst place papers.
During the rst few decades, the size of the operational subsidies had
been based on a particular newspaper’s consumption of paper for edited
material. It was a model borrowed from Norway, where such subsidies
had been adopted somewhat earlier than in weden. Together with the
introduction of offset printing, such an allocation system encouraged reliance on large headlines and pictures, as well as on genres that re uired
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much space but little ournalistic work. A perfect example was letters to
the editor. Another was so-called “celebration material”, with pictures of
new-born babies and their mothers. A third was classi ed used-item sales
advertisements from the public. These were carried free of charge in a socalled “ﬂea market”. et a fourth example, but with considerably lower
attractive power, were large advertisement for the paper itself, which were
considered to be edited material. The rst place papers uickly adopted
the celebratory and ﬂea market ideas.

rowth Through Division
tarting in the late 196 s, a left-wing ocialist press grew faster than any
other party press had ever done in weden. In accord with ommunist
tradition, newspaper publishing was high on the agenda.
To a great extent, this expansion relied on voluntary efforts. Hawkers
sold single copies of the papers on the street. ympathizers were continually urged to show support by subscribing, and separate fund raising
campaigns were routine.
The left-wing ocialist papers, hundreds of more or less short-lived
publications, often reached a dead end, but the ournalists pushed on.
ome of the papers earned a reputation for being ournalistic nurseries.
The revolutionaries might have abandoned their ideals, but they retained
the ability to pursue rebellious ournalism, to adopt unconventional approaches and, even more important, to start new papers.
At the 1967 congress of the wedish ommunist arty (
), the
left-wing socialist “modernizers” were victorious. The party adopted a
new program and changed its name to the eft arty, The ommunists
(
). The party’s principal mouthpiece was y a in tockholm. Due
to the party’s shaky nances it had become a one-day-per-week paper in
1965. Factional conﬂicts within
nally resulted in the “traditionalists” seceding and forming a new party, the Worker’s arty, the ommunists (A ), with orrs ens amman in ule as its press outlet.
To speak for the third grouping among the wedish ommunists, the
Maoists, the ommunist Association, the Marxist- eninists ( FM ),
was formed. The Maoists wanted to follow in the footsteps of “beautiful
hina” and be guided by “the Albanian lighthouse”. They found most
of its sympathizers among university students. In the long-run, the goal
was to establish a new ommunist arty in weden. The movement’s
principal outlet was nistan (The park, 1967–86), named after one of
the best known Bolshevik newspapers.
When the election of 197 turned into a great disappointment for
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FM , it received only .4 percent of the votes cast, the radical demands and revolutionary rhetoric was toned down. tarting in 1972,
the paper became a weekly. The editor-in-chief was unnar Ohrlander
(1939–2 1 ), known as a political columnist (“Doctor ormander”) in
to holms idnin en and ftonbladet, to which he later returned.
At the start of 1973, FM changed its name to weden’s ommunist arty (
) as a way of proclaiming itself the rightful heir to the old
. nistan had doubled its number of pages, but the circulation did
not develop favorably.
As an expression of the united front ideal among the Maoists, ol et i
ild ulturfront (The eople in ictures ulture Front) was founded in
1971. The magazine was directed at a broad public within the working
class and among the radical middle class. The initiative came from members of FM . The prime mover was an Myrdal, but in the initial stages
the translator an tolpe (194 – ) and the artist eif etterling (194 – )
also participated. The title, rst of all, was intended to bring to mind the
old ol et i ild and there was a ma or commitment to high literary and
illustrative uality writers such as ven Delblanc, ars ustafsson and
. . ersild were fre uent contributors. econdly, there was a desire to
be associated with the popular front movement of the mid-193 s and the
struggle against fascism – an anti-fascist newspaper that was published in
1936 was entitled “ ulture Front”.
The magazine wished to be independent both of the government and
of commercial interests. onse uently it accepted neither press subsidies
nor advertisements. The later, of course, was making a virtue out of necessity. A share association collected a suf cient startup capital, and the
rst number appeared in anuary of 1972.
The magazine received much notoriety in the spring of 1973 when
two reporters, an uillou (1944– ) and eter Bratt (1944– ), revealed
that there existed a secret wedish domestic intelligence service, IB. It
engaged in the registration and surveillance of ommunists and secret
wiretapping in cooperation with foreign agencies. Following further revelations in the fall of that same year, uillou and Bratt were sentenced
to prison for espionage.
The most successful left-wing organization was the FN (anti-American ietnam War) movement. Its various sub-groups collectively formed
an umbrella organization, the United FN
roups. Its principal mouthpiece, ietnambulletinen (The ietnam Bulletin, 1965–79), was an outwardly directed propaganda publication that within the movement was
referred to as “Bullen”. The newspaper inspired many political left-wing
and “solidarity” magazines during the 196 s and 197 s.
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ietnambulletinen achieved its greatest circulation in 1972 with 6 ,
copies. Thereafter it declined up to the paper’s closing in 1979. Interest
in ietnam receded and the competition from other left-wing publications increased.
In 197 , a breakaway faction of FM formed the ommunist Association, the Marxist- eninists (revolutionaries), FM (r). Its motivation was a different perspective on parliamentary and union activities.
The othenburg section founded the monthly paper rolet ren (The
roletarian) in late 197 . It was considered the party’s primary political
weapon. In the mid-197 s, rolet ren was converted to a weekly that addressed a broad public and reached a circulation of approximately 5,
copies, about the same as that of the traditionalist’s orrs ens amman.
rolet ren accepted press subsidies and is still published.

The arty That new How to ublish apers
During several decades in the late 2 th century, the enter arty (formerly the Agrarian arty), built a successful newspaper concern consisting of medium sized provincial papers. Where all the other parties had
failed publish pro table papers, the enter arty succeeded. It was the
creation of a single individual the party secretary and managing director
Allan ettersson (193 – ).
The election of 1968 made the enter arty the largest single opposition party, and its leading position was con rmed during succeeding
years. It received over 25 percent of the votes cast in the 1973 election.
The votes-received based national and local political subsidies to the party increased in step with its growing representation in the Riksdag and
local elective bodies. In addition, the money losing newspapers associated
with the party became less of a nancial drain after the press subsidy was
introduced in 1971.
The party leadership expected that the success would be temporary,
and, in order to create something lasting, it was decided to use the swelling party coffers to purchase daily newspapers. These, however, were not
to be money losers but prosperous rst place papers. This newspaper
purchase strategy was known only to an inner circle of party leaders.
In late 1972, the previous enter arty leader, unnar Hedlund, was
asked by Armas Morby if the party was interested in buying the handful of papers surrounding tockholm that he owned. iven the party’s
preparations, a uick agreement between the party and Armas Morby
was reached. In the media, however, it became a drawn-out uestion.
Editorial writers throughout weden expressed dismay that a group of
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independent newspapers were to be converted to enter arty outlets
overnight. In order to make amends for not having informed the employees in good time, the enter arty, on Morby’s initiative, set aside
one million kronor for funds designed to bene t them. The 1973 purchase of Morby’s papers, having a total circulation of 65,
copies, in
one fell swoop made the enter arty a player in the branch. It meant,
for example, that family owned papers interested in selling found it natural to turn to the enter arty, especially if their political sympathies
leaned in that direction.
In short order, the party bought two family owned rst place papers
allands yheter in Falkenberg in 1975 and stersunds osten in stersund in 1975. The former had a circulation of circa 3 ,
copies, while
that of the latter was approximately 35,
. The purchase of the latter
occurred immediately before the election of 1976, which brought the
enter arty into the government and made its leader prime minister. At
the same time, Allan ettersson, the managing director of the newspaper
concern, was appointed party secretary.
This double role, however, gave ettersson too much work to do, and
the newspaper transactions ceased. Moreover, the rst place paper ster
sunds osten encountered problems that re uired the managing director’s
attention. The local second place paper, ocial-Democratic nstidnin
en, suddenly began to increase its circulation and nally became the
largest newspaper in stersund. This development was a sensation une ualed in the post war history of the wedish press. Not until after Allan
ettersson had resigned as party secretary in 1984 and stersunds osten
had received a new managing director could the newspaper take the initiatives re uired to retake the rst place position that had been fumbled
away to nstidnin en. Almost 2 years passed before entertidningar
AB bought any more papers. It was 1994 before the next purchase, that
of ud i s alls idnin , occurred.
By the creation of entertidningar AB the enter arty demonstrated
that parties were capable of publishing papers, but also that doing so
re uired several balancing acts. One of these was to keep the party needs
separate from the business aspects. Each year, the papers paid a dividend
to the party according to a pre-determined formula. Another balancing
act was the separation of press policy and business considerations. The
party’s numerous nancially weak regional weeklies and the second place
paper
ns a a bladet in Malmö could count on support from the
party and its secretary on press policy uestions, but not nancial support from, or collaboration with, entertidningar AB and its managing
director. Moreover, the press subsidy resulted in an increased number of
enter arty weeklies. When the rst subsidies were distributed, there
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were twelve enter arty weeklies among the recipients. At its peak in
the late 197 s, that number had reached twenty two. Although each had
a relatively modest circulation and the tockholm region was a failure,
it was still true that the country was covered with the party’s regional
weeklies.
The tightrope walked by the party became apparent when the rst
place paper orra
ne in H ssleholm was put up for sale. The paper was a good t among the rst place papers owned by entertidningar AB, but it was bought by the second place paper
ns a a bladet
which had need of a support prop in cania.
It came as a total surprise in 2 4 when the enter arty announced
that the prosperous newspaper group entertidningar AB was for sale. In
2 5, it was purchased by a consortium of provincial papers led by the
family owned tampen, the parent company of
tebor s osten. The
decision made in the early 197 s to purchase thriving provincial papers
turned out to have been nancially very well advised. The sale brought
in almost 1.8 billion kronor, making the enter arty one of the richest parties in the world. ince 2 6, it has once again been part of the
government.

To The Highest – iberal – Bidder
If not displayed otherwise, the political leanings of wedish newspapers
used to become apparent when an election approached or when any of
them was for sale. The later was the case when the enter arty bought
Morby’s papers in 1973 and again when the iberal eri es llehanda in
rebro was put on the block in 1975. The rst was con rmed in anticipation of the 1976 election and, even more so, after the resulting shift in
government from left to right.
When the editor-in-chief of eri es llehanda, Anders lason (1939– ),
informed the editorial staff that the ung ownership family wanted to
sell it and two other papers they owned – er sla sposten in indesberg
and otala idnin , the party leaders, unnar Hel n ( iberal), Olof
alme ( ocial-Democratic) and Thorb örn F lldin ( enter), had already
been informed.
Within the iberal arty, represented by an-Erik Wikström, it was
agreed that the newspapers had to be retained in their camp. It was crucial that the enter arty and the ocial Democrats be prevented from
engaging in a bidding war before the iberal arty had had an opportunity to nd a suitable owner. F lldin agreed to hold off for the time being.
He was interested in maintaining good relations with the iberal arty
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in anticipation of a possible non-socialist victory in the 1976 election.
Hel n and F lldin had reached a similar agreement in 1971 when the
iberal sterbottens uriren had been for sale and some members of the
ownership family had contacted the enter arty. alme made the same
promise to Hel n, possibly because he might bene t from it after the
election if he needed the iberal arty to form a governing coalition.
everal iberal papers were interested in buying eri es llehanda.
Anything else would have been surprising since the paper, with its circulation of 63,1 copies, was the second largest paper outside the three
largest urban areas and one of the most pro table rms in the branch.
The iberal arty had failed to insure that the ownership family was
willing to wait until a buyer of the correct political hue had been located.
Instead they had commenced negotiations concerning cooperation with
the ocial-Democratic competitor rebro uriren. One possible reason
that the ocial-Democrats had not kept their word was that unnar
Hel n had announced his intention to resign, thus making the iberal
arty a doubtful ally. The news that the two papers in rebro were seriously considering cooperation with regard to technology and the sale of
advertisements in approximately the manner suggested by the third press
commission, landed like a bomb at iberal arty head uarters.
The party convinced the ownership family to drop all plans for cooperation. Instead, a iberal consortium took over the ung family’s three
newspapers in December of 1975. In 1982, allandsposten in Halmstad
was taken over with similar motives and in a similar manner, without,
however, the party leadership being informed. The political party ties
were weakening.

The Employers’ Federation Rescue

ens a a bladet

The closing of to holms idnin en in 1966 did not ease ens a a
bladet’s nancial dif culties. A restructuring from top to bottom was reuired. The editor-in-chief, Allan Hernelius, was dismissed and the managing director, ven erentz, had the editorship added to his duties. The
deputy editor, arl-Axel “ acke” Tunberger (1912–86) was appointed
political editor.
Following a drop in circulation during 1968–69, the paper’s leadership decided to implement a number of changes. The rst page, which
had been devoted to advertisements, was changed to news coverage in
1971. In order to attract the popular post-text ads, a “ﬂea market”, where
the public at low cost could advertise to sell or purchase used merchandise, was introduced. The coverage of business, foreign news and arts and
letters was reinforced. till, the circulation did not increase.
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The deteriorating advertisement market during 1971 was a severe
blow for ens a a bladet and the losses increased. At the same time,
the circulation continued to decline. In ve years, from 1967 to 1972,
the weekday circulation decreased from 169,6 to 152,
, or by over
1 percent. The 1972 increase in the press operating subsidy was helpful,
but a dark cloud appeared on the horizon when the Bonnier owned pecialtidningsförlaget ( pecial ublication ublishers) in 1973 announced
plans to publish a daily business paper. ince it would be directed at the
same audience as ens a a bladet, it had to be considered a serious
threat.
The very existence of ens a a bladet was thought to be at risk. onse uently, the newspaper was saved by the wedish business community.
The wedish Federation of Employers’ bought the paper’s building and,
for tax reasons, the newspaper corporation was changed into a trading
company. Firms that wished to support the paper could become part
owners and cover the losses of ens a a bladet with untaxed funds.
This support of the newspaper was part of an information campaign that
the Federation of Employers’ started in 1971 to counteract the bad image
of business.
When ens a a bladet’s editor-in-chief and managing director ven
erentz in 1973 became managing director of the Newspapers’ Wire
ervice (TT), the ournalists’ union at the paper demanded that a ournalist replace him as editor. The union turned to ustaf von laten who
was making preparations for Bonnier’s planned daily nancial paper. von
laten was very interested and became everyone’s favorite candidate. The
price paid by the paper was increased independence from the Moderate
( onservative) arty.
Olof unggren (1933– ), who had been managing director of the
weekly magazine publisher Allers and head of the Newspaper Employers’ Association, became ens a a bladet’s new managing director. He
advocated a policy of expansion. In 1974, emmets e otidnin , then
the ountry’s second largest family weekly magazine, was purchased together with the short-story and serial magazine llas e otidnin .
The new leadership wanted to produce a newspaper that appealed to
educated and nancially well-off readers. The most important measure
became an increase in the breadth of the business reporting, a matter
high on the wish list of the paper’s nancial supporters. It also served as a
response to Bonnier’s plans for a daily business paper. The other category
of prioritized material was arts and letters and the opinion pages. Other
sections, including sports, had to stand aside. The revamping was successful. Over the following fteen years, the circulation increased from
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148,6 copies in 1973 to 227, 1 copies in 1987. The greatest increase
occurred in the countryside.
The two magazine men, ustaf von laten and Olof unggren, continued to widen ens a a bladet both as a newspaper and a commercial enterprise during the 197 s. von laten continued to divide the paper into divisions. He was encouraged in his efforts by the success of
Marianne Fredriksson with the “Idag” (Today) section which dealt with
everyday issues, both large and small. Idag-articles became books and
the books became a publishing rm. In early 1977, the below-the-line
material was transferred to the arts and letters division and the paper’s
political label was changed from “Moderate” to “Independent Moderate”. Excerpts from the memoirs of world famous individuals became a
recurrent feature. The right to publish the results of IFO’s monthly political polls was taken over from a ens yheter. von laten committed
resources to the business section. The opinion page, “Br nnpunkt” (Hot
pot) became the most widely noted in the ountry under the leadership
of öran Albinsson Bruhner (1927– ). Albinsson was also put in charge
of business editing. The invention of new ﬂea market classi ed ads offers
to the public seemed endless. Only sports were still short-changed.
Despite an almost uninterrupted string of successful years measured
in terms of circulation while von laten was editor-in-chief, the string
of annual losses also remained unbroken. It was never the intention, as
he himself expressed it, for the newspaper to make a pro t. von laten
had been assured by the chairman of the board that, after all the failed
attempts to economize out of the crisis, he was expected to expand out
of it.
Olof unggren moved over to the wedish Federation of Employers
in early 1978. His successor H kan ambert-Olsson (1941– ) and von
laten did not get along as well, which is not hard to understand since the
mission of the new managing director was to slow down the expansion.
von laten resigned as editor-in-chief in 1982.

When the Market Turned eft
Dagens Nyheter AB ( a ens yheter and pressen was listed on the
stock exchange in 1965. a ens yheter’s circulation continued to increase even after the large ump that resulted from the closing of to
holms idnin en. The increases continued for ten years, until the march
towards half a million was halted at 452,1 issues in 1975.
At a ens yheter, the expansionist Bör e Dahl vist was planning
suburban supplements. The printing presses had been expanded during
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the 196 s and a sixth one ordered. Dahl vist adapted to the change of
opinion climate of the 196 s. ender e uality, environmental uestions
and the third world received great attention. Many of the newspaper’s
established ournalists felt out of place in this atmosphere.
These new left-wing tendencies and debate climate were not least apparent in the arts and letters section. In general terms, the social content
of the large city papers’ arts and letters sections increased by 5 percent
during the rst half of the 196 s and by 75 percent during the second
half. This expansion occurred partly at the expense of the traditional material, for example literary reviews. a ens yheter and ftonbladet were
leaders in this transformation. The new voices at a ens yheter were
ars Forsell (1928–2 7), Folke Isaksson (1927– ) and ven ind vist.
onsidering all the success, there should have been peace and harmony at the paper during this period, especially since the problems of
its closest competitor ust grew and the chances were good that it would
close. Instead, however, the period was marked by three internal conﬂicts. It was unclear whether or not the turn to the left was good or bad
for the paper. The increased circulation and the decreasing advertisement
volume were the result of the business cycle.
Albert Bonnier r, the chairman of the newspaper’s board, wrote to the
managing editor, Bör e Dahl vist, and expressed “concern over the newspaper’s left-wing turn with regard to reportage material and the hostile
attitude towards business that violated the ideals that the Bonnier family
honored”. ke and erard Bonnier, however, did not share Albert Bonnier’s critical attitude. They, and other members of the family, instead
cherished another family tradition not to interfere in the work of the
newspapers. They were afraid of the storm of criticism that would erupt
should they do so. Well aware of the situation, Dahl vist responded that
ob ective and unbiased reporting were the principles that guided every
staff member at a ens yheter. He then added that no “business leader,
politician or union of cial should ever be able to assume that his portrait
of reality will be forwarded”.
When the newspaper’s ournalists’ union became aware of Albert Bonnier’s letter, it wrote to him emphasizing that it was inappropriate for the
owners to become involved in the editing of the paper. Albert Bonnier
then announced that the board wished to return to the system with a
single editor-in-chief.
As chairman of the board, Bonnier received a letter from forty members of the editorial staff, referring to themselves as the “ uiet opinion”
that was becoming increasingly concerned about the declining goodwill
for a ens yheter that they were encountering in their daily work. They
expressed their hope that in selecting an editor-in-chief the board would
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not be affected by various pressure groups. Among the signers was a long
row of well-known, older staff members. The newspaper’s two editors-inchief, arsson and agercrantz, decided to initiate a study of the editing
of the editorial page and the organization of its staff with the head of the
local ournalists’ union as chairman of the study committee. The additional members of the committee were three editorial writers.
The committee proposed that the editorial pages’ policy should be independent of the political parties and that the editorials should be signed.
The ournalist union supported these proposals and, in addition, decided
to urge the board to extend the contracts of the two editor’s-in-chief
for two years. The board accepted the union’s suggestion, also declaring
that a ens yheter was “politically independent” and that politically
independent writers were to be given increased space. They also noted,
however, that it lay outside their area of expertise to decide whether or
not the editorials should be signed.
When the board of Dagens Nyheter AB, in preparation for an anticipated video boom, voted to purchase vensk Filmindustri ( wedish
Film Industry, F)), editor-in-chief arsson abstained and editor-inchief agercrantz voted no. In an editorial, the latter then warned against
Bonniers’ increasingly dominant position in inﬂuencing public opinion.
agercrantz’s protests had no effect, neither on the transaction nor on his
position at the paper.
The paper’s shift to the left, however, had a positive market effect.
What a ens yheter lost on the right, it more than made up for on the
left. Abroad, the continent-wide left-wing wave that swept across Europe
resulted in the establishment of new papers. In weden, it was captured
by Olof agercrantz to the bene t of a ens yheter.
In the mid 197 ’s, a ens yheter changed editorial leadership. The
managing editor, Bör e Dahl vist resigned in 1974, and was succeeded
by the newspaper’s U correspondent. Hans-Ingvar ohnsson (1933– ).
When Olof agercrantz retired in 1976, he was replaced by the author
er W stberg (1933– ). Editor-in-chief ven-Erik arsson’s contract was
extended until his retirement in 1978. He was then replaced as chief political editor by vante Nycander (1938– ). The latter received increased
resources for the editorial division which largely were devoted to columnists and the “DN Debatt” section at that time located on the editorial
page, later to be moved to a separate page.
After 1975, a ens yheter’s circulation began to decline. It never recovered. The newspaper’s time as “one of Europe’s leading papers” was over.

15. New apers in a Time of risis
(1975–8 )

T

he national government’s press policy was initially intended to preserve an existing structure, but later the idea of easing the way for
new papers also surfaced. ubsidies for the starting of newspapers were
introduced in 1976 and remained in place for approximately ten years.
They attracted many comers 18 newspapers were founded and substantially more tried, despite the various crises encountered by the country’s
largest morning papers.
During the 197 s and early 198 s, several attempts were made to
implement a recurrent dream among newspaper innovators to provide
contexts, to deepen the presentation, to present explanatory commentary and to tell the whole story. ome of these pro ects mostly resembled
weekly magazines. A few had daily paper characteristics. The latter were
started with the help of government subsidies.

The oid after

andelstidnin en

Following the closing of andelstidnin en, tebor s osten attempted to
attract the former’s readers by increasing its coverage of arts and letters,
policy debates and business, without, however, otherwise changing the
paper’s general approach. arl Bei bom (1947– ), assistant editor-in-chief
of the yndicalist paper rbetaren, was put in charge of the expanded arts
and letters section during the years 1977–1984.
When neighborhood papers began to appear in othenburg, te
bor s osten bought some of them as a defensive measure, started others
and, in anticipation of receiving new presses, in 1979 launched the four
color magazine
. When the business cycle turned down in 1981,
however, the prospects of both the suburban papers and the magazine deteriorated. The magazine was closed, some of the suburban papers were
converted into advertising supplements and an immediate hiring freeze
was imposed. The economic downturn, together with the ever more obvious need for new presses, caused tebor s osten to abandon its traditional low price policy. Within a year, the subscription price was increased
by approximately 3 percent. Nonetheless, the circulation declined by
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only a few percentage points, indicating an extremely inelastic demand
and resulting in greatly improved nances. The advertisers were also hit
with higher prices, but their increase was spread over several years.

The House of rises
In late 1976, the chairman of Dagens Nyheter AB, Albert Bonnier r.,
made a new attempt to achieve technical cooperation among the tockholm newspapers. He proposed that Dagens Nyheter sell its newspaper
real estate and its machinery to a neutral ownership group not associated
with the Bonnier family. This proposal did not increase the willingness of
ftonbladet s employees to cooperate. The employees at a ens yheter
oined the opposition. The ournalists’ union at pressen wanted pres
sen to become a stand-alone rm. Only at ens a a bladet was the
response unreservedly positive.
At the same time, the rst three year stint of the managing editor, HansIngvar ohnsson, was to be evaluated. The ournalists’ union appointed a
committee with Mert ubu as chairman. Its assignment included the development of new forms of editorial democracy. The result was a proposal
for employee controlled management along ugoslavian lines.
The proposal was that an editorial board and a working committee
would assume control. The board would discuss the principles guiding
the paper’s contents and stance. The head of the editorial staff, holding
the title of editor-in-chief, was to be elected by the editorial staff. The
editorial leadership would be reinforced with three staff members chosen
by the editorial board. When the proposal was presented in a ens y
heter in early 1977, many people inside the paper, and even more outside
it, were indignant.
Other matters, however, intervened. The rst sign of nancial setbacks appeared during the fall of 1977. The company leadership maintained that large losses threatened if nothing were done. In October,
ohnsson’s contract was peacefully renewed, but in November the paper
experienced an editorial crisis. Based on a secret source, a ens yheter
reported that the National olice hief had informed the rime Minister
that the Minister of ustice was a security risk as a result of his dealings
with prostitutes. rime Minister Olof alme categorically denied the allegations, characterizing them as lies and gross slander.
a ens yheter caved in. The ournalist responsible, eter Bratt, was
re-assigned and the Minister of ustice was paid damages. When, during
the early 199 s, the relevant documents became public, it was revealed
that the rime Minister’s blanket denial was less than truthful.
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The nancial crisis at a ens yheter was to be resolved through higher
subscription prices and a ve-year personnel reduction plan cutting the
number of employees from 3,2 to 2,7 .This crisis program laid the
basis for more problems down the road. The higher prices caused the
circulation to decline and the labor ef ciency program was abandoned
after two years. At the point, the number of employees had been reduced
by 15 rather than the anticipated 5 .

lean Up From the Top Down
The government press policy changed the competitive situation in
Malmö. yds ens an, which had expected to sooner or later take over
ns a a bladet’s circulation, no longer could.
ns a a bladet survived.
When yds ens an was forced to report one the worst nancial results
in the branch for 1977, it turned to the national government for help.
It was the rst place paper, but its household coverage had shrunk to 48
percent. rime Minister F lldin was petitioned. As a result, the paper
both was relieved of paying interest for one year on a 3 million kronor
loan from the press loan fund and given an operational subsidy of 3.9
million kronor for 1977. That latter sum is what a second place paper
with a 48 percent household coverage would have received. Thereafter,
during 1978–89, the operational support to yds ens an amounted to
one or two tenths of that paid to rbetet, after which it was eliminated
over a three year period.
At the newspaper, 65 staff members were given notice of possible future termination. The commercial printing division was closed. A number of planned festivities were cancelled and no dividend was paid in
1977. There was a generational change at the top and a number of individuals at the next lower level were replaced. The chairman of the board,
hrister Wahlgren, resigned a year ahead of schedule.
Olof Wahlgren, took over, but he never recovered from having been
simultaneously forced to resign his managing director position. The
number of termination notices issued turned out to be excessive only
three staff members had to be let go. Thanks to the government assistance, the paper was uickly able to regain its nancial balance. In 1985,
ydsvenska Dagbladets AB was listed on the stock exchange.
rbetet also succeeded in getting back on its nancial feet during the
late 197 s thanks to a combination of additional stockholder contributions, increased operational subsidies and the ability to ualify for two
support payments. tarting in 1977, rbetet received separate subsidies
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for its publication in cania and for its othenburg edition, rbetet st.
At least half of the text material had to differ between the two editions.
These payments, together with increased support from the owner O,
meant that rbetet did not have to lower its costs. Instead the size of the
staff increased and expenses were allowed to grow.
At the end of the 197 s, rbetet also received new leadership. When
the editor-in-chief and managing director, Frans Nilsson, departed in
1977, he was replaced as managing director by ars Ewers (1938–) and
in 198 as editor-in-chief by ars Eng vist (1945–).

The Newspapers of the New olitical arties
When orrs ens amman in 1977 left
and went over to A , the
one-day-a week paper ol il an i orrbotten (The opular Will in Norrbotten) was started as a counter weight and mouthpiece for
. Ten
years later, orrs ens amman, in order to become a national paper, moved
to tockholm to a new newspaper building with an offset press provided
by East ermany. ublication was reduced from six to ve days per week.
A further ten years down the road, it became a weekly, shortened its
name to lamman and declared itself to be “independent socialist”.
The nationally distributed
paper y a , which in anticipation
of the 198 national referendum on nuclear power scarcely dealt with
anything else, encountered nancial dif culties when its circulation, and
therefore its press subsidy, was cut in half. After a time as a two-daysper-week paper, it reverted to one-day-per-week publicaton and was nally closed in 1983. The other challenger to
, the Maoist nistan,
ceased being a newspaper in 1986. The revolutionary rolet ren and the
Trotskyite Internationalen continued as weeklies, but the Traditionalists’
lamman still emerged the victor within the ommunist press.
A year after the formation of the hristian Democratic arty ( D), it
started its own magazine amh lls emens ap ( ocial ommunity). The
party, however, wanted at all costs to have a voice in the daily press.
onse uently, it bought the local newspaper arlshamns llehanda.
Having gone bankrupt in 1974, the paper could be bought cheaply. Alf
vensson, who was to lead the party for over thirty years (1973–2 4),
became the responsible publishers and for a brief period served as editorin-chief. The paper was sold to le in e ns idnin in arlskrona in
1976. Three years later, anh lls emens ap was converted into a one-dayper-week newspaper and, in 1988, changed its name to ristdemo raten
(The hristian Democrat). The party won representation in the Riksdag
starting in 1991.
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The Environmental arty the reens (M ), that was created in
the wake of the nuclear power referendum, had not yet been of cially
founded when its publication lternati et i s ens politi (The Alternative in wedish olitics) rst appeared in 1981. The party won seats in
the Riksdag starting in 1988. The publication’s name was changed to
il ma a inet (The Environmental Magazine). It was on the brink of
bankruptcy in 1999 when the party leadership refused to contribute and
the party’s EU parliamentarians stopped sharing their per diems with the
paper. The threat of closure was resolved through an agreement between
the Environmental arty and the magazine’s incoming ma ority owner,
the association of veriges onsumenter i amverkan ( wedish onsumers Working Together).
The Ny demokrati arty (New Democracy), which was founded in
1991 by the businessmen Ian Wachtmeister and Bert arlsson, did not
start any newspapers. uite the contrary, it was often said that it was the
newspapers, especially pressen, that started the party. The party held
the balance of power in the Riksdag during the years 1991–94.

New apers for New wedes
ubsidies for newspapers and magazines published in the languages of
immigrant groups in weden were introduced during the mid-197 s.
These payments, which were allocated by the Immigration Board, were
substantially lower than the sums provided to wedish language papers
that received press subsidies. When the immigrant papers started to argue that they should be treated e ually, the non-socialist government
agreed to their re uest. Not since the Momma family’s French language
newspaper in the mid-18th century, to holm a ette, had there been a
foreign language paper in weden.
First to bene t was the politically independent, ve-day-a-week Finnish paper inn anomat, which was launched in othenburg in 1974.
The number of Finns in weden amounted to 225,
, of which ust
over 5 ,
lived in the othenburg area. The paper’s circulation, however, barely reached 5,
copies. It received a press subsidy for the rst
time in 1978. In 1982, the paper went bankrupt and was taken over by
the editorial leadership. After a pause, it continued to be published one
day per week, only to close in 1985.
esti e aleht (The Estonian Daily aper), which also received a press
subsidy in 1978, was older. It had started in 1954 as a recurring page
in to holms idnin en, later becoming a special edition of that paper.
When to holms idnin en was sold to O in 1956, the cooperation
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ceased for political reasons – esti e aleth was onservative. During
1959–7 , the paper was published as an edition of s ilstuna uriren It
then became an independent paper publishing two days per week until
1995 and one day per week thereafter.
The third immigrant paper to receive a press subsidy was uotsin
uomalainen (The wedish Finn). It was started in 1964 as a publication of the umbrella organization, The National Federation of Finnish
Organizations in weden. The contents were successively broadened and,
starting in 1972, it became a weekly. Despite the substantial growth of
its circulation, the paper was soon on the brink of bankruptcy. In 1986,
it was taken over by usi uomi, a onservative second place paper in
Helsinki. When it failed in 1986, usi uomi s managing director took it
over. The paper, which is still published, was mainly directed at the Finnish immigrants that arrived in weden during the 196 s and 197 s.
The panish speaking regions were represented by ibera i n (The
iberation) which was started as a weekly magazine in 1981 and was
principally addressed to immigrants from atin America, among which
those from hile were the largest group. The paper rst received a press
subsidy in 1987.

New apers out of Old Magazines
The press subsidies were in part intended for general news outlets, and
partly for publications of a daily press character. The latter category reuired case by case udgments and became an opening for support for
a number of magazines, usually political or religious. These magazines
normally received government magazine support payments which were
available during the years 1977–84. Over time, the decisions of the press
subsidy authority became increasingly generous.
The upgrading of old magazines started in 198 with the monthly
roders ap (Brotherhood), a publication that had been started in 1928
as an outlet for hristian ocial-Democrats. tuellt i oliti en (What’s
New in olitics), a ocial-Democratic arty publication, was reclassi ed
as a newspaper after 4 years as a magazine.
The iberal arty received establishment support for the conversion
of the membership paper tsi t ( rospects) to a one-day-per-week newspaper. It name was later changed to
et iberala yhetsma asinet
(NOW The iberal News Magazine). In charge of the pro ect was the
future party leader ars ei onborg (1949– ), who during 1983–84 was
the paper’s rst editor-in-chief.
In 1992, the press subsidy authority approved the weekly magazine
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emmets n (The Friend of the Home), issued by a publishing house
closely associated with the entecostal movement. A year later, the
press subsidy authority accepted ndaren (The Messenger) which had
been created in 1992 through the merger of two other non-established
church weekly magazines. That same year, the life magazine etrus passed
through the eye of the regulatory needle. After a review of the press subsidy de nitions had concluded that they were on a slippery downward
slope, the rules were tightened. As a result, ndaren and etrus , but not
emmets n, had their subsidy entitlements cancelled.

New Magazines for the Establishment
and Radical ealots
In 1975, the country’s cultural elite started the uarterly magazine rtes.
The sponsors were the Musical Academy, the Academy of Fine Arts and
the wedish Royal Academy. The magazine was intended to cover their
sub ects without, however, serving as an outlet for them. Representatives
of the three academies worked diligently on the magazine. The periodicity was increased from four to six issues per annum in 1977. In early
199 , it demonstrated its independence by providing space for a debate
concerning the alman Rushdie affair. During 2
–2 3, rtes also
received support from amfundet De nio ( ociety of the Nine). rtes
ceased publication in 2 5.
The book publishing rm Atlantis started the uarterly magazine a
di in 1978. It was preceded by orisont (1954–1977) and followed by
eni . The editor was Harry rv (1921–2 9 ), librarian, Finnish wede
and war veteran. As evidence of his great erudition, he was often referred
to as a one-man academy or popular university.
A ournalist completely outside the establishment, the left-wing radical ohan Ehrenberg (1957– ) originated the arts and letters publication
artisano in 1977. A year later, the magazine changed its name to
and in 1979 became a monthly. The press subsidy lured Ehrenberg into
converting it into weekly news publication in 1982. It did not receive
any establishment subsidy, however, nor was it exempted from the value
added tax. After publishing issue no. 16, the magazine went bankrupt.
With the help of a fund raising effort, it became possible to resume publication, now on a bi-weekly basis.
became a style setter with regard
to the use of photos and page layouts.
During the early 198 s, the wedish tate utheran hurch decided to
consolidate its splintered publishing activities. Three newspapers became
one, ens a yr ans idnin (The wedish hurch’s Newspaper). It was
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published weekly and was printed in a tabloid format. The contents, in
addition to organizational information, consisted of cultural material and
debates, uestions of faith and perspectives on life, letters to the editor
and everyday material. The sees that so wished were allocated their own
page. For several years, the editor-in-chief was the press historian Elisabeth andlund (1951– ) who had been a nancial ournalist at ens a
a bladet for almost 3 years. In 2 7, she became editor-in-chief of the
non-established church publication a en.

The Woman in the Red tockings
The previously so successful emina lost one uarter of it circulation during the early 197 s. In 1974, a new leadership had taken over Marianne
von Baumgarten (1939– ), who came from the specialty magazine i
r ldrar, and aren öderberg (1945– ), who left a teaching post at the
raduate chool of ournalism in tockholm. The magazine was given
a new layout and new contents. The American women’s magazine s.
served as a model. The magazine’s advertising proclaimed “Women are
not easily led, shallow, gossipy. The weekly magazines are.” Within the
branch, emina was accused of being leftist and run by “redstockings”.
The new direction pleased neither the readers nor the owners. A new
editor-in-chief was given the task of straightening things out. Now the
advertising asserted “We have taken off the red stockings.” It was too
late. The magazines circulation had fallen below the magic 1 ,
level.
In the fall of 1981, emina was no more.
The weekly magazine emina was succeeded by a magazine club
called emina
nadens a asin (Femina the Monthly Magazine). Each
month, the members received a specialty magazine on a particular subect hints and ideas, fashion, home and garden or food. Distribution
through a club was intended to be less costly than single copy selling.
emina
nadens a asin received a number of awards. The magazine’s editor-in-chief, tina Norling (1938– ), and designer, M rit indstrii (1933– ), considered the principal reason for the success to be changing social attitudes towards their type of magazine “It is permissible to
be beautiful, to treat oneself to good food, expensive clothes, a beautiful
home. Most everything is allowed, even frivolity.”
Other publishers climbed on board. That same year, the fashion magazine li was started. In cooperation with hl n
kerlund, the French
publishers Hachette introduced lle in 1988. hl n
kerlund’s own
magazine amernas rld also became a fashion magazine, but remained
a weekly. e o e yn adopted the same emphasis on fashion. Both were
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successful during the early 198 s, but at the end of the decade their circulations once again declined. e o e yn was threatened by closure.
amernas rld became a monthly in 1991 and Bonniers ceased cooperating with Hachette.
The fact that emina
nadens a asin en oyed greater success than
amernas rld and e o e yn was credited precisely to its monthly
publication by Norling and indstrii “Many women don’t have the time
to read the weekly magazines, but once a month it is possible to indulge
oneself with a bit of relaxation and a luxuriant feeling.” They also maintained that their magazine was better positioned in terms of age groups,
35 to 55 years old, than were their competitors. It relied on a growing
segment of the population.

A erious Alternative in the Dumpster
ftonbladet eagerly sought innovations that might halt its circulation decline. In 1977, it launched a unday supplement entitled “Magasinet”.
It was intended to be a serious alternative to the existing ﬂuffy unday
supplements and an in depth complement to the daily news publication.
It was designed to introduce “the new ournalism”, that is to say the increased use of literary techni ues and more thorough interviews.
The leadership of the new supplement consisted on the internally recruited Rune truck (1941– ) and Marianne Baumgarten. an uillou
made his reappearance following the IB affair. Among the supplement’s
reporters were öran Rosenberg, who was recruited from the news division (“Rapport”) of wedish Television, and Annette ullenberg (1939– ),
who had spent the previous ten years at the consumer cooperative movement’s publication i following stints at e o ournalen and ens a
a bladet.
The supplement became best known for two personal portraits, one of
rime Minister Thorb örn F lldin and the other of the transport union’s
leader Hans Ericson, a tough negotiator concerning the wages of newspaper delivery employees. The rst of these resulted in a public apology by
the paper while the second was sent to the dumpster by the responsible
publisher östa andberg. The author of the articles was Rolf B örlind
(1943– ) later a script writer for, among other pro ects, a long row of
Martin Beck detective movies.
The rime Minister, who thought he had been painted as an intellectual midget who was not playing with a full deck, sued the paper. This
historic freedom of the press case – no serving prime minister had ever
sued a newspaper for slander – was lost by F lldin. The defense attorney
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argued that the article was not a personal portrait in the usual sense, but
a piece of prose with F lldin as the main character in a ctitious setting.
The intent was to expose and ridicule the argumentation used by F lldin
and the enter arty. In the portrait of Hans Ericson, the “ ctitious setting” was a night club on the Reeperbahn in Hamburg.
“Magasinet” was published for 18 months. Within the branch, it was
perceived to be a serious competitor to ol et i ild ulturfront, although
it was the later that survived. “Magasinet” was replaced partly by a unday supplement, partly by a leisure time publication and partly by a youth
paper. The ﬂuff was back
During the fall of 1977, the female staff members at ftonbladet had
met to discuss their experiences. They were motivated by their conviction that a woman colleague had been passed over for promotion. Their
stories were collected in a report that served as a protest against, among
other grievances, the male chauvinism at the paper. The report, entitled
o umentet (The Document), together with comments including those
of male employees, was published in pocket format in 1979.
As a direct result of o umentet, resources were transferred from “Magasinet” to a new women’s editorial of ce and a women’s page was added to
the paper. Regardless of how the importance of o umentet is evaluated
in the short-run, its long-run effects should not be underestimated. When
the paper’s circulation once again increased during the 198 s, much of it
was due to the paper’s ability to attract women readers.

Widening and Renewal among Women’s Magazines
In the late 197 s, the leading outlet for the new women’s movement,
innobulletinen, which had been published since 1971 by rupp 8 encountered increased competition. It came not only from ftonbladet s
women’s section, but also from a number of both old and new women’s
magazines. In response, innobulletinen increased its fre uency of publication from four to six times per annum.
innobulletinen was the source of one of its own competitors. ome
members of rupp 8 broke off, feeling that working class women were
given insuf cient attention. In 1974, they started the Marxist dh ttan
(Red Ridinghood), intended exclusively for such women. For scholars
working in the new eld of women’s studies, the uarterly inno eten
s apli tids rift (Woman cience Magazine), was founded in 198 . It was
published by the Forum for Women cholars in und. To a large extent,
it concentrated on topical issues intended to ease the shortage of course
literature in the eld.
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Even the really venerable women’s magazines inﬂuenced, and were
inﬂuenced by, the competition. The real veteran in the area, Fredrika
Bremerförbundet’s magazine ertha, improved its nances by dealing with sub ects that could attract contributions from various cultural
groups and institutions. era Nordin, editor 1976–82, was inﬂuenced by
the American s., the West erman mma and the Norwegian irene.
In 1979, ertha changed its format from A5 to A4, introduced a modern
layout and began to be distributed through the kiosk chain ressbyr n.
Nordin had worked at emina, both before and after the so-called “red
stocking” period, and her uninhibited choice of material challenged the
older members of Fredrika Bremerförbundet.

The Weekly Magazine of the 198 s
Declining circulations during the 197 s resulted in excess capacity for
the weekly magazine publishers. As a result, the following years witnessed
a number of closings, curtailments and mergers. hlen
kerlund replaced the weekly e o ournalen with the monthly
nads ournalen
and e was combined with ib tuellt in order to create room for “the
weekly magazine of the 198 s”, eporta e.
eporta e was intended to be a different weekly magazine aimed at a
post-war generation that for the most part did not read weekly magazines. The pro ect was lead by the veteran newspaper and magazine innovator Erik Westerberg, who visualized a magazine that reﬂected the
public debate concerning life styles, family life and gender e uality. The
potential circulation was estimated to be 3 ,2 copies. Only half as
much was re uired to make the magazine pro table. Westerberg was
convinced that he was about to experience “the great adventure, the great
opportunity, the exciting challenge”.
The publisher made a preliminary agreement with taffan Heimerson (1935– ), deputy editor at ftonbladet since 1976, to become editor-in-chief. When Heimerson learned that the magazine would not be
purely news oriented, that he would not receive the resources promised
and would only be allowed to hire three outside staff members, however,
he withdrew from the pro ect. The launching was further delayed by
the board chairman ukas Bonnier’s trepidation at merging the picture
magazine e with the men’s magazine ib tuellt and converting e o
ournalen into a monthly, the package solution re uired to create space
for eporta e. Then Westerberg suddenly became tired of the pro ect and
wanted to delay it. He had no desire to stake his professional competence
and reputation on a failed magazine.
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Despite Westerberg’s protest, eporta e was launched. He noted in his
diary that the rst issue was a virtual catastrophe “a totally unnecessary
magazine.” The magazine lasted fteen issues. The rst sold over 15 ,
copies and the last less than 5 ,
. The magazine that was supposed to
take over from e and e o ournalen, and in the long-run replace ret
unt as the Bonnier concern’s money machine, was a failure.

A Really ood Final Issue
Among the measures taken to broaden the activities of ens a a bladet
was the creation of the news magazine 7da ar (7 Days). It was designed
to serve as a complement to the mother paper, providing additional indepth reading. Its foreign models were ewswee , ime and er pie el.
The original goal was to recycle valuable material published in ens a
a bladet. There was concern that the run-of-the-mill subscriber might
abandon the daily paper for the weekly magazine. The result, however,
was essentially an independent news magazine. The editorial of ce consisted of ten or so staff members from the mother paper. The editorial
chief was Magnus ind. From eporta e, he brought with him the experience of starting on a small scale, with a modest staff and limited expectations. Following his time at 7da ar, ind returned to ens a a bladet.
He later became one of the weden’s leading T soap opera script writers.
His replacement at 7da ar was Ulf Wickbom (1944– ).
The magazine’s circulation grew, reaching 15,
copies the rst year
and 18,
the second. o too, however, did the losses. When the loss
for 1983 84, including the press subsidy, reached four million kronor,
ens a a bladet looked around for a new owner. At that point, the
staff decided to close the magazine down. Ulf Wickbom explained in a
comment that he and his colleagues did not want to become chips in an
extended game “we would rather devote out energy and our last bit of
enthusiasm to creating a really good nal issue.”

16. The iddy Decade (198 s)

T

he trick to starting a newspaper around 198 was surviving 1981,
the absolute bottom year for the daily press’ nances during the period 1975-2
. The branch found itself in a cost crisis, but this time the
rms did not dare to seek a solution by raising prices. The losses of the
second place papers mounted. In order to make it possible for them to
keep publishing, the government press subsidies were raised every year
during the early 198 s, so that by 1983 the subsidies were at the same
relative level as in 1978 and 1979. everal of second place papers tried to
further improve their nances by publishing separate editions entitled to
their own subsidies and by starting one or more one-day-a-week papers
in addition to their normal publication. The rst post-war non-socialist
government left of ce after the election of 1982 went the ocial-Democrats’ way.
During the early 198 s, the daily press’ commission system with the
advertising agencies was altered. The percentage payments (15 ) to the
agencies were lowered. Instead they were to bill the client for their services. The advertisers, in turn, demanded that the newspapers’ advertisement list prices be lowered, but that did not happen. Instead a number
of performance based rebates were introduced. It is certainly possible that
the papers bene ted from this change.
tarting in 1984, the advertising revenues of the daily press increased.
With the single exception of 1986, this growth continued every year for
the rest of the decade. By 1989, they had reached a level that, measured
in real prices, was 5 percent greater than that of 1983. The subscription
prices, that during most of the 198 s had followed the over-all rate of
inﬂation, began once again to exceed that growth rate in 1987. Nonetheless, the 198 s ended with record high circulations. For the papers
published at least four days per week (both the morning and the evening
press) this amounted to a total of 4.5 million copies or 536 copies per
1,
inhabitants. The less fre uently published papers (1-3 issues per
week) contributed an additional .4 million copies.
The number of high periodicity papers (at least 4 days per week) increased from 91 to 98 during the 198 s. For a few years, the number
even reached 1 1. Not since the 196 s had there been a year with so
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many such papers. The growth was the result of increased periodicity,
additional editions and start-ups.
At the same time as the market revenues continued to improve, there
were three press subsidy increases rst one to all second place papers,
then in 1986 to all provincial second place papers and then, in 1988,
another to all second place papers. The increased revenues resulted in
another series of record years during the 198 s with 1988 setting the all
time record. During 1987 and 1988, over half of all the second place papers reported pro ts. Another wave of offset press investments began to
sweep through the provincial press. Even the larger papers now changed
their technology. During the 1988 Olympics, portable computers adapted for telephone transmission had their breakthrough.
Not even the darkest years were devoid of good results, but they were
mainly achieved by small papers. Nor was there a lack of optimism. Even
new daily papers were started. The largest daily newspaper rms adopted
names reﬂecting the city district in which they were located. Dagens Nyheter AB was renamed Tidnings AB Marieberg in 1986 and Nya öteborgsposten AB was christened tampen.

A eisure Time Activity for Enthusiasts
In 198 , empus, a pre-weekend news magazine containing wedish
translations of articles from foreign newspapers such as he inan ial
imes, he uardian, e onde and he ashin ton ost, was started.
The publication contained no photographs, only text, and was directed
at the readers of ime and ewswee . The founder was ens undberg
(1938–94), who since 196 had been employed at yds ens an. His work
on empus, like that of his colleagues, was a leisure time activity. The
magazine received a press subsidy right from the start.
undberg raised his sights and, during three years in the mid-198 s,
empus appeared four or ve times per week. It meant that those who
originally had sacri ced their spare time now had to work full time. em
pus achieved its greatest circulation as a ve-day-per-week publication in
1985, reaching 12,
copies. Nonetheless, the operation went bankrupt. undberg, however, retained the publishing certi cate and by 1987
he was back, this time as the owner of the magazine which had reverted to
weekly publication. Following undberg’s death, the magazine was taken
over by an investment company with Ulf Rytterborg (1942– ), previously
editor-in-chief of
llsposten, as part owner and managing director. ublication continued in accordance with the original plan. The magazine’s
greatest circulation as a weekly was reached in 1987 with 7,2 copies.
ince then, there has been a steady decline to 2,1 copies in 2 9.
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rioritizing of Markets
During the early 198 s, six newspapers in stergötland, as a cost saving measure, instituted oint printing. Their vehicle for this cooperation
from 1981 to 1996 was a company named karaborgspress. It was ointly
owned by
de yheter, arabor s ns idnin in kara, ya id
pin s idnin en and al pin s idnin . st ta ladet in Tidaholm
and the one-day-per-week paper arabor sby den were also printed at
the company’s facilities.
The economic downturn did not last long. It was essentially over in
a year. Thanks to stricter cost controls, the rst place papers took a turn
for the better as early as 1982. till, several of them experienced dramatic
changes during the 198 s. Among these were elsin bor s a blad, which
began to more clearly prioritize among markets within its distribution
area, and orr pin s idnin ar, whose transformation began with new
presses in 1984 and ended with it becoming one of the strongest provincial newspaper rms and initiator of creative structural transactions by
mergers and ac uisitions.
During the 196 s, rumors had circulated that elsin bor s a blad
was for sale. The ommelius family, however, kept the paper and began
to modernize it. The front page began to carry news instead of advertisements and a new press was installed – surprisingly a high pressure press.
Following in the footsteps of the Danish Information, the paper labeled
itself as politically independent. ars Wilhelmsson (1934– ), from the
neighboring paper ord stra
nes idnin ar in ngelholm, was made
editor-in-chief in 1977. After a generational transfer within the family,
ören ommelius (1941– ) took over as chairman of the board, legally
responsible publisher and arts and letters editor, with his brother taffan
(1944– ) as managing director.
ince it had not been possible to arrange the succession within the
ansson ownership family, at the end of the 197 s, ord stra
nes
idnin ar was put up for sale. Both elsin bor s a blad and ya erm
lands idnin en were prepared to pay the asking price, and the staff was
allowed to choose the buyer. They picked ya ermlands idnin en,
which not only guaranteed their continued employment but also offset
printing and the introduction of a unday edition.
Following its failed attempt to buy ord stra
nes idnin ar, el
sin bor s a blad, which published a number of editions and supplements in northwest cania, concentrated its efforts on its publication site,
Helsingborg. North western cania was divided into three areas with that
consisting of Helsingborg and surroundings being given the highest priority. This market prioritization was continued by ars vensson (1952– ),
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who in 1985 was appointed managing director. The policy had the full
support of the editor-in-chief, who took it as a matter of pride that he had
virtually never set foot outside the paper’s distribution area.
The provincial newspaper groupings expanded. In 1981, Herenco
in önköping purchased rnamo yheter and, together with ya id
pin s idnin en, also
de yheter. The
T concern in ster s
became the owner of local papers ala llehanda, a ersta osten and
esta idnin
esta osten in 1981. The onservative ya ermlands
idnin en bought in 1983 the like minded n pin s osten in order to
prevent it from falling into the hands of one of the neighboring iberal
newspapers, psala ya idnin or estmanlands ns idnin .

a ens yheter Focuses on Daily News
By 1982, the economic crisis of the early 198 s resulted in the rst annual loss ever suffered by the Dagens Nyheter concern. The short-run
responses planned by the leadership were the usual suspects higher prices
and personnel reductions, this time totaling 25 employees. In addition,
satellite printing was initiated in önköping and Ume in order to reduce
distribution costs.
Once again, the rationalization program was not implemented. The
paper was hit by a massive attack of the blue ﬂue. The graphical workers
were led in their struggle by a pugnacious union chairman, ture Ring
(1933– ), renowned for an uncompromising statement regarding new
technology “If the graphical workers are to be buried, DN and Expressen
will accompany them into the grave.” An arbitrator resolved the conﬂict.
In the annual report for 1983, it was noted that the re uired reduction in
staff had been implemented. It was limited to 15 positions.
The managing editor, Hans-Ingvar ohnsson, was succeeded by the
social science graduate Bengt Dennis who had earlier declined an offer of
the same position at ftonbladet. His goal was to restore a ens yheter
to its position as a ma or paper in tockholm. His editorial program included a return to Rudolf Wall’s original idea of providing a source of
news for the masses. Dennis aimed at an all around, factual and impartial
presentation of the news. He preferred short, well-written reportage to
long-winded comments and moralizing articles that appeared over several
days. Inspired by ens a a bladet s life style section entitled “Idag”
(Today), he introduced his own version called “Insidan” (The Inside).
Following the ocial Democrats’ election victory in 1982, Dennis left
a ens yheter to become head of Riksbanken (the entral Bank). The
deputy editor-in-chief, hristina utterström (194 – ) succeeded him.
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Together with Dennis, she had drawn up the editorial strategy combining the old with the new and could now implement it.
The ournalists’ union resisted, but powerful forces in the form of
increasing circulation and a high demand for advertising worked in utterström’s favor. After having hit a low of 386,9 copies in 1983, the
circulation turned upward, if only by 1,3 copies in 1964. till, it was
enough. The nancial result already showed improvement in 1983.
In May of 1984, “DN Debatt” (Dagens Nyheter Debate moved to
its own half page. After a year or so, it had surpassed ens a a bladet s
Br nnpunkt as the country’s premier public debate page. artly this was
the result of a ens yheter s greater circulation, but it was also because
the page was opened to opinions other than those supported by the paper. ust like the advertisers, public debaters sought out the largest newspaper. “DN Debatt” was declared independent of the editorial page and
the editor-in-chief. The selection of those that were allowed to participate
caused many to refer to the section as the “Tribune of ower”.
During the late 198 s, plans were drawn up at a ens yheter for
the paper of the 9 s”. In this “New DN”, two sections were to be replaced by four “general news”, “arts, letters and entertainment”, “work
and money” and, nally, “ tockholm and sports”. The underlying notion was to provide as many readers as possible with something of interest
in each section. The leadership concluded that high uality articles from
different sub ect areas should be intermixed. The only ones not consulted
were the readers.
The whole pro ect almost collapsed when it became apparent that the
paper’s volume of advertising could not be handled in four sections. The
solution was to add a fth section containing classi ed advertisements
directed at consumers. Much delayed, the “New DN” was launched in
early 199 . Many readers protested against the ve sections, and after a
few months they were reduced to four. By 1996, the time had come for a
lighter, thinner and more compact newspaper consisting of three parts.

The Iron Age at

ens a a bladet

When ustaf von laten in 1982 left his position as editor-in-chief of
ens a a bladet, he became the paper’s aris correspondent. At his
suggestion, he was succeeded as editor by Ola ummesson. von laten
was not an easy act to follow. He had changed the paper and even split
time into eras before and after 1974. The paper von laten handed over,
however, was still a second place paper with nances that, despite contributions by business and the government, were out of balance.
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The renewal work continued. The business section was given priority,
to a large extent because the paper owed a debt of gratitude to the business world. The reporting on the Nordic ountries was strengthened, as
were previously neglected areas such as sports and radio and T . At the
same time, the editorial and nancial leadership had to preach restraint,
whereas von laten had urged expansion. Mats vegfors (1948– ) was
recruited from the think tank Timbro and the government chancellery
to head up the paper’s editorial-page staff.
The venska Dagbladet concern was dissolved. When new rules excluded the concern’s suburban tockholm papers from receiving press
subsidies were introduced, they were sold. The house cleaning yielded
results. It was only during ummesson’s tenure that the paper yielded
a pro t several years in a row. It was also far from easy to succeed ummesson in 1987 when he became the paper’s ondon correspondent. His
successor, the head of the IFO polling rm professor Hans . etterberg (1927– ), stayed at his post for less than two years. The ournalists at
the paper lacked con dence in him.

ournalists Out to asture
The rst free wedish paper with ournalistic ambitions, tebor s e
e en, was started in the middle of the economic crisis by a British local-newspaper rm. Rustan lveby (1925– ), an instructor at the raduate chool of ournalism, became an editorial advisor and entertainment
columnist. His colleague at the school, Bengt ohannison (1931– ) was
made editor-in-chief. He had two full-time employees and ten or so freelancers at his disposal. In terms of content and format, tebor s e e en
resembled most paid-for papers, although it had fewer pages. It appeared
once a week, but its distribution lasted two days.
lveby and ohannison were sub ected to a veritable media witch hunt
by the paid-for papers and their staffs. They were condemned for leaving
the raduate chool of ournalism for a free paper, and the Union of
ournalists was urged to declare that working at a free paper was incompatible with membership. The Western Union of ournalists wrote to all
of tebor s e e en’s advertisers calling on them to cease using the paper. ournalists at tebor s osten suggested blacklisting. The company
leadership, however, remained calm and dispatched a staff member to
England to more closely study the mother enterprise.
After publishing 22 issues, the owner lost interest and the free paper
closed. The witch hunt played a role, but the weak advertising demand
of the early 198 s was e ually important.
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In response to the appearance of a free paper in othenburg, the
newspapers in Malmö began to publish their own such papers to forestall
others. yds ens an distributed a free paper to all households that were
not its subscribers. The two second place papers, rbetet and
ns a
a bladet, ointly produced a free paper that was distributed to every
household in the Malmö region.

The Advertising heets Not ontent to Remain
Advertising heets
The sharp attacks on newspapers entirely nanced by advertising gave
the term advertising sheets a bad name. Traditional paid-for papers with
“annonsblad” (advertising sheet) in their names felt uncomfortable. In
early 1981, arabor s ns nnonsblad changed its name to arabor s
ns llehanda, and later, when the “l n” (county) had been abolished, to
arabor s llehanda. The somewhat younger lfsbor s ns nnonsblad
waited until 1983 to perform a similar facelift.
nnonsblad till ids rift f r landtm n, founded in und in 1884 found
itself in a similar situation – annonsblad is “an impossible name in the
newspaper branch of today”. In 1983, it undertook the same operation
and for the same motive, writing an entirely new page in the paper’s history.
“Annonsbladet fr n und”, as it was informally called, began as an advertising supplement to ids rift f r landtm n (Magazine for Farmers),
when the latter four years after its founding achieved such success that it
was inundated with advertising. The whole venture that had been started
by two researchers at the Alnarp Farming Institute was taken over by the
farmers’ cooperative movement in 1919.
Annonsbladet became independent in 1948, but the contents remained the same advertising, advertising and more advertising. It was
“a paper entirely unreadable for poets”, the cania poet abriel önsson
noted poetically at the publication’s 65th anniversary celebration. It was
not until 1963 that the edited text was increased to 25 percent, and then
only because the post of ce’s advantageous newspaper rates re uired it.
By then, the paper was distributed to 35,
farmers, most of them in
outhern weden.
The transformation from an advertising sheet to a regular newspaper
began in the late 197 s. As a rst step, the advertising and the editorial
staffs were moved into the same of ces. As a second step, the name was
changed to
. Finally, as a third step, news reporters were recruited.
This last step re uired some effort since those contacted had to be con-
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vinced that agricultural matters could be converted into news. The entire
process was facilitated by the eventually improving advertising market
during the 198 s and the growth of the circulation to 45,
copies. Advertising was removed from the front page and the vignette read “AT
– the business paper for the wedish countryside”. During the 199 s,
launched a lifestyle magazine, ods o h rdar (Estates and Farms),
as a supplement to the paper and also as an independent uarterly (later
turned into a monthly).

The Hunt for No Newspaper Households
Almost as soon as the morning paper to holms idnin en closed in
1966, the ocial Democrats began to plan a replacement. The evening
tabloid tonbladet was not viewed as a fully satisfactory alternative, neither inside nor outside tockholm. The uestion was studied, resulting in
a recommendation for a political weekly. It was dead on arrival, however,
since none of those who could inﬂuence the nal outcome would even
consider anything except a daily paper. The increase in the government
press subsidy for ma or city papers to 19.5 million kronor in 1976 was
ust what the doctor ordered.
When, in the fall of 1976, the ocial-Democrats lost the election and
control of the government, their newspaper publishing effort came into
focus. The A-press’ editorial service in tockholm was expanded and the
demands for a ocial-Democratic morning newspaper in tockholm city
and county, became more insistent. ontrol of the national government
was to be restored by retaking the tockholm region. The tockholm
labor unions produced a plan calling for a seven-days-per-week morning
newspaper, initially to be published in a regular format, but later possibly converted to a tabloid. In order to control costs, the paper would
coordinate its administrative work with the A-press’ central organization,
and its editorial functions with rbetet in Malmö and the ocial-Democratic newspapers in the Nordic capitals. arl-Adam Nycop who created
pressen in the 194 s was asked to evaluate the proposal. He found it
to be utterly unsatisfactory. As a result, Nycop became seriously involved
in the pro ect, participating in a working group together with ven O.
Andersson (1923–88), at one time a staff member at the old to holms
idnin en.
Nycop and Andersson proposed a regional tabloid published ve days
per week. Their somewhat hollow usti cation for ve days only was that
people left tockholm over the weekends and did not want any papers
on aturday and unday. The newspaper was to be a piece of ocial-
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Democratic tockholm nostalgia, “The Old osse” ( o ial emo raten
and “The Old tocken” ( to holms idnin en wonderfully oined. The
ocial-Democratic election loss in 1979 gave the pro ect wind under its
wings. In 198 , ven O. Andersson was named editor-in-chief with Rolf
Alsing (1948– ) as his deputy. The editorial of ce had roughly forty staff
members.
The start up in 1981 was chaotic. O provided a contribution, but
only under protest. The pro ect suffered defections, promises of advertising were broken, the graphic workers refused to accept an agreement
concerning the direct entering of text and the planned printing cooperation with ftonbladet was never implemented. Instead, a ve-year agreement was reached with a printing facility not associated with the labor
movement.
Within the ocial-Democratic press – at ftonbladet and the party’s
provincial papers – there was concern over the problems encountered by
the new to holms idnin en. Most of them remembered “ amla ossen” not as a source of inspiration but as a nancial burden.
After only a year, closing the paper became a possibility. It was saved,
partly by the political timetable – the 1982 election was at hand – and
partly by the ve-year printing contract which could not be cancelled.
Following the 1982 election, won by the ocial-Democrats, ven O. Andersson claimed the credit for having produced a ma ority in the tockholm county council and for other electoral successes in the communities
surrounding the capital. It was to no avail. The newspaper reached far too
few households to attract any advertising.
In the meantime, the press subsidy had, conveniently enough, continued to increase. The situation seemed ideal for an attempt to get out of
the crisis by expanding. upported by a study conducted by the future
Minister of Finance Allan arsson (1938– ), the board decided to increase the rate of publication from ve to seven days per week. This was
to be accomplished with an unchanged editorial, and a reduced technical,
staff. The newspaper was now to become fully comparable to the other
papers. Available statistics indicated that not only had 15 ,
readers
of a ens yheter voted for the ocial-Democrats but, in addition, there
were 2 ,
households in tockholm county that lacked a daily paper.
Forgotten was the idea that people did not want a paper on aturday and
unday.
Barely more than a year later, it was all over and done with. The newspaper collected the press subsidy for 1984 and then led for bankruptcy.
O maintained that the bankruptcy was necessary to save the rest of the
A-press. “It was not done to escape taxes and other debts the way less
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honest enterprises do.” The party secretary added that the possibilities for
starting a new paper in tockholm would now be studied.
During the early 198 s, six A-press newspapers tried various types of
new and multiple editions in order to increase their press subsidy. Five
failed and one succeeded. The latter was stra m land in almar which,
in 198 , split into a southern edition, stra m land in almar, and
a northern edition, yheterna in Oskarshamn. This gambit succeeded
partly because the division represented a return to a previous situation on
well delineated, separate markets, and partly because it was accompanied
by a serious commitment of resources. Of course if these arrangements
are seen as intended to facilitate a ocial-Democratic return to power,
then they were all successful.

a ens Industri Becomes a Daily
The most successful daily of the late 2 th century, a ens Industri (Daily
Industry), began in 1976 by publishing twice per week. It was created
by combining eight different branch publications. It was launched three
years after Bonniers had abandoned its “Dagens aff rer”(Daily Business)
pro ect. In the meantime, the idea of a daily business paper had been
kept alive by Bertil Torekull (1931– ), the head of the pecial Magazine
ublishers and the new paper’s rst editor-in-chief.

he last daily newspaper
started in weden was the
business publi ation Dagens
Industri. It ui ly be ame
the ountry s most proﬁtable
paper.
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The initial plans called for ve-days-per-week publishing. It was in the
name and it determined the contents. Torekull made it into more of a
specialty than a branch paper. In order to protect the Bonnier concern’s
weekly business publication, e ans ff rer (Business Week), however,
a ens Industri did not begin to report on the stock market until 1979.
When the time came to increase the periodicity to three times per week,
Hasse Olsson (194 – ) was appointed editor-in-chief.
A disappointment occurred when the national tax authorities refused
to classify a ens Industri as a general daily newspaper, which would have
exempted it from the value added tax. Not until it became a ve-daysper-week paper in 1983 was the classi cation changed and the exemption granted. The tax exemption, however, was not the principal concern
– most of the subscriptions were paid by rms. Much more important,
being declared general daily newspaper gave a ens Industri access to the
oint distribution system with early morning home delivery. This made
it possible for it to uickly become a national newspaper with two-thirds
of its edition being distributed outside of tockholm. The paper went
over to six day publishing in 199 , and reached its highest circulation of
126,5 copies in the year 2
. In 2 9 it had fallen to 1 2,
.
In due course, the paper became the new money machine replacing
pressen, the rst successful tabloid with the Bonnier insignia. a ens
Industri became uni ue in one, possibly unexpected, regard. The original
plans included exporting the concept, but not that the internationalization would start in the Baltic tates following the fall of the Berlin Wall
in 1989. In the East, it became a precursor of modern newspaper development and defended the position of the press against governments and
other parts of the establishment.

A ournalist-Owned Business
By the middle of the 197 s, the success of e ans ff rer had almost totally done in its competitor, ff rs rlden (The Business World), whose
circulation of 4,
copies did not exceed a tenth of e ans ff rer’s
volume. In an attempt to save their paper, the editorial staff of ff rs
rlden suggested to the owner, a foundation created by the commercial
banks, that they be allowed to take over the operation. The editor-inchief since 1976 was Ronald Fagerf ll (1945– ), who had come from
the closed andelstidnin en. The rescue mission succeeded and the enterprise became so pro table that the staff wished to take total control.
The ownership foundation agreed. At most around twenty staff members
became part owners. This ownership arrangement ceased in 1994. f
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f rs rlden came under new ownership and the paper recovered. In 2 8,
ff rs rlden passed e ans ff rer. The circulation approached 53,
copies.

econd lace apers Try Harder
In 1983, rbetet in Malmö started a regional lunchtime paper called
yheterna (The News). The immediate reason was that ftonbladet had
ceased having its southern edition printed at rbetet’s facilities, thus creating excess capacity there. The progenitor for yheterna was the lunchtime paper Iltalehti in Helsinki which had been started in 198 by the
Helsinki second place paper usi uomi.
yheterna, which was published Monday through Friday and sold as
single copies, was cheaper than its rival
llsposten. Most of the contents
– and six ournalists – came from rbetet. The text was reworked and
supplemented with the latest news. According to estimates, the paper
would cover its costs with a circulation of 13,
. That number, however, never exceeded 6,
, most of which replaced copies of the mother
paper. yheterna only lasted for three months. The Finnish precursor
survived, but usi uomi closed in 1991.
In othenburg, the name andelstidnin en had been kept alive since
1975 in the form of a one-issue-per week paper, but in 1983 even that
paper faced a nancial crisis. It was rescued by new owners who even
agreed to make it an every-day-of-the-week paper. The paper was to be
directed at decision makers in business and public administration and
operated with low costs. It was the rst paper in weden to be totally
computerized. Forty ournalists were hired. The chances of success were
remarkably small, however, and after four and one half months the attempt was abandoned.
Nonetheless, the re-launching of andelstidnin en increased competition in othenburg. a ens yheter and ens a a bladet took the
opportunity to change their home delivery system there from late postal
to early home distribution. On undays, when tebor s osten in öteborg only had single copy sales for its unday edition, the tockholm
papers utilized andelstidnin en’s distribution network. a ens yheter
added two ournalists to its othenburg editorial of ce. In response, in
1985
tebor s osten introduced every-day-of-the-week subscriptions
with home delivery also in the othenburg area.
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A Branch in Turmoil
The weekly magazine branch experienced ma or changes during the
198 s. Allers took the lead in a consolidation process. Enterprises were
taken over, but no titles were dropped. Maintaining a broad selection of
publications became a leading strategy.
The structural change commenced in 1983 when Allers bought the
publication rights to Tifa’s (Allhem’s) two titles, llas e otidnin and
emmets e otidnin , from ens a a bladet. Allers utilized their acuisitions both to create new and stronger advertisement combinations
and to obtain increased shelf space in the self-service stores. Within a
few years, the circulation of emmets e otidnin had increased by ten
percent and that of llas e otidnin by twice that amount. These gains
impacted Bonnier’s magazine ret unt. This test of strength ended with
Bonniers happily abandoning the general magazine market and instead
concentrating on its specialty magazines. ret unt was sold to Allers.
This allowed Allers to claim four spots for its family ournals on the
shelves of retailers – almost a full meter – and to form even more potent
advertising combinations in competition with (the now permissible) T
advertising and the evening tabloids.
axon
indström had two venerable weekly magazine in its product
mix, a ons e otidnin and ens amtidnin . The former was merged
into the Danish Egmont rm’s emmets ournal in 1987, while the latter, following ve independent years, was bought by Allers in 1992. With
its socially pretentious, gossipy contents, ens
amtidni proclaimed
itself to be “the Royal weekly magazine”. Especially the 2 9 engagement
of the heiress to the wedish throne, rown rincess ictoria, provided
the magazine with virtually endless material ust as her wedding in 2 1
has done.
A new family weekly magazine, emtre li t from RF-media (The
Media company of the Farmers’ association) uickly abandoned its
weekly publication rate. In April of 2 8, it converted to monthly publication with more pages and a somewhat higher price. RF-media, however, continues to publish and, which has a circulation of approximately
21 ,
(2 9), about half of which are membership copies. and has
thus done better than I
uriren, which has a very modest, and declining, circulation of 17 ,
copies. I A’s publishing rm, Forma
ublishing, however, issues over two million copies of the free-of-charge
customer paper uff eleven times each year.
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A Membership aper isits the Market
At the end of the 198 s, the onsumer ooperative Association ( F)
decided to stop supporting its weekly magazine i, which was converted
into a oint stock company within the F organization. In addition, fteen staff members were let go from the paper.
Mats Ekdahl (1948– ), who had experience from working at e o
ournalen, a ens Industri and the advertising branch magazine esum ,
was appointed editor-in-chief of the newly self-reliant publication. According to the board, i was to be converted from a “subsidized popular
movement magazine to a self supporting market magazine”.
Before the conversion, F and the local cooperative associations paid
for 13 ,
of the magazine’s total printing of 2 ,
copies. Free copies
were provided to all employees and new members. In order to compensate for this revenue loss, i s price was doubled in the course of three
years. Despite this increase, the paid circulation amounted to 11 ,
copies.
The old i had not been allowed to accept advertising for products
that the cooperative stores did not carry. The new i was to be open to
all advertisers. In order to attract new advertisers, special issues concerning the history of advertising, as well as picture and reportage issues using
a larger format, were produced. The inspiration came from the French
aris at h and the American ife.
The ambitious attempt failed. During the 199 ’s, the circulation declined by more than half. Despite the widening of the magazine’s contents, 9 percent of the readers were members. i was and remained a
membership publication. i became a monthly and its circulation fell to
4 ,2 (2 9).

opular cience
Through its Danish publishing rm, Fogtdals förlag, Bonniers started a
monthly science magazine, Illustrerad etens ap, in 1984. It was the very
rst time in the history of the press that one and the same publication was
launched simultaneously in Denmark, weden and Norway. A few years
later, a Finnish version followed. The main editorial of ce was located in
openhagen.
Illustrerad etens ap resulted in increased interest in popular science,
both among the public and the branch. After three or four years, its circulation had reached 16 ,
copies. The monthly magazine ors nin
ramste (Research
rogress), which was owned by a number of
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scienti c institutions and had been published since 1964, was supplemented by its own campaigns under the leadership of its editor-in-chief
B örn F stad (1943– ). Its circulation reached a record level of 59,
copies in 1987.
In 1991, the publishing house Historiska Media started the monthly
magazine opul r istoria ( opular History), that uickly reached a circulation of 25,
copies, which later increased to 34,6 (2 9). Bonniers simultaneously launched wedish, Danish and Norwegian versions
of the international monthly magazine ational eo raphi in 2
. Five
years later, in 2 5, Historisk Media started another historical magazine,
llt om historia (Everything About History). It promptly reached a circulation of more than 3 ,
copies (2 9).

17. Turning oints (after 199 )

T

he rst sign of an approaching economic downturn for the daily
press could be observed in 1989. At the beginning of the 199 s, the
rms initiated measures designed to adapt their activities to the downturn. As a result, their net margins once again increased in 1991 and
1992. The branch’s most pro table years occurred during the late 198 s,
but, considering the economic situation, its most successful ones were the
early 199 s. The rules concerning eligibility for press subsidies, as well as
their levels, remained essentially unchanged.
The election of 1991 resulted in the leader of the Moderate ( onservative) arty, arl Bildt, forming a non-socialist government. Birgit
Friggebo of the iberal arty became Minister of ulture. The deregulation of the media continued. rivate, local radio stations nanced by
advertising were permitted starting in 1993, with the daily press rms being allowed to participate. The interest in new forms of media increased.
Even rms of middling size began to call themselves media houses, although their investment in traditional newspapers did not decline. ustomer service increased thanks to the development of new products and
higher publishing fre uencies. unday editions were seriously considered
in a number of uarters, and in the large cities free papers became a more
or less permanent presence.
In the summer of 1991, weden applied for membership in the European ommunity. A lively discussion ensued concerning the possible effects of membership on the wedish freedom of the press rules, not least
the principles of access to public records and the protection of whistle
blowers. The government heeded the debate, and in the nal negotiation
protocol maintained the position that those two principles were part of
weden’s basic constitutional heritage. On anuary 1, 1995, following a
plebiscite, weden oined the European Union (EU). The country’s basic
principles of freedom of the press have remained unaltered.

Bonniers Abandons a iberal rinciple
Within the Bonnier family, the principle that the family should not publish papers outside of tockholm had taken root. It, in turn, was based
317
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on the liberal principle that there should be many opinion-inﬂuencing
voices, especially in a small country such as weden. At a breakfast meeting arranged by e ans ff rer in the fall of 1988, however, Albert Bonnier r., chairman of the Bonnier rms 1978–1989, declared that things
might change and the principle dispensed with. There seems to have been
two reasons for this turnabout. For one thing, the Marieberg company
had overestimated future demand, leaving them with an extra press that
had to be used for something. econdly, discussions between tampen
( othenburg) and ydsvenska Dagbladet AB (Malmö) concerning longterm cooperation had been intensi ed, creating a possible threat to Bonniers position in the branch over time. There was evidence of Bonnier’s
increased interest in the D concern even before the suggested course
ad ustment.
ooperation between tampen and ydsvenska Dagbladet AB had begun already in the late 197 s. The newspapers shared correspondents,
organized common photo pools at ma or sports events and, during the
198 s, began a oint pro ect providing regional business newspapers for
the small business market. eter H örne (1952– ), the third generation of
newspaper H örnes and who was to become the editor-in-chief of te
bor s osten in 1993, had taken over the managing directorship of tampen in 1985. In that latter capacity, he declared his interest in both evening
tabloid cooperation and cross ownership with ydsvenska Dagbladet AB
He received a positive response from that rm’s leadership, the chairman
nut Hammarsk öld (1922– ) and ena Wennberg (1938– ), who became
head of the concern in 1987.
In early 1989, the Bonnier owned a ens yheter revealed these farreaching plans for integration between Malmö and othenburg. The cat
was out of the bag since the D concern was listed on the stock exchange
and thus had a duciary duty to inform the public. The plans were conrmed and the discussions between Malmö and othenburg continued.
tampen bought some small blocks of D stock, and in 199 Hammarsk öld oined the othenburg board and H örne that in Malmö.
In order to reduce costs, , which was owned by tampen, and
lls
posten, which was owned by ydsvenska Dagbladet AB, were merged into
a single paper with two editions starting at the beginning of 199 . It was
also anticipated that the merger would strengthen the two regional evening tabloids,
and
llsposten, who were having increasing dif culty
handling the competition from the national evening tabloids, ftonbladet
and pressen. The new merged paper was titled i
(Today). Its resemblance to
oday went beyond the name.
The owners considered the merger to have been a good move despite
the fact that the immediate result was a two-year circulation decline. Af-
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ter some recovery, the decline then resumed. The staffs in Malmö and
othenburg worked at cross purposes. The inability to choose between
being a regional or a national tabloid resulted in it being neither.
The discussions between tampen and the D -concern took time.
ince he considered the pro t potential to be substantial, H örne wanted
to move forward uickly, but the principal owners of the D -concern,
the Hammarsk öld and Wahlgren families, were more deliberate. At the
same time, Bonniers bought an initial small block of shares and offered
to sell the press they no longer needed to the D -concern at a favorable
price. The temperature rose further when the weekly magazine concern
Allers indicated their interest. The managing director of wedish Allers,
Evert t hl (1932–97), who was responsible for several structural transactions within the magazine press, was considerate enough to inform ukas
Bonnier of his interest. Bonniers uickly increased its share holdings to
ust over 4 percent, while tampen increased its to a more modest 15
percent. Under these circumstances, Bonniers were entitled to two seats
on the D -concern’s board, ust as H örne was leaving. In early 1994,
Bonniers placed a bid for all the shares.
Thus Bonnier, and pressen, became half owners of i
, which
was harmful to the cooperation on which that paper was based. Five
years later, i
split up into
and
llsposten. In 1997,
was
sold to pressen, and a restructuring of the evening tabloids began. The
end result was that
llsposten,
and pressen became a single paper
with three editions. The rst,
pressen, arrived in 1998, while the
second, pressen
llsposten appeared a year later. The third was pres
sen itself.
Bonnier’s new media policy met no resistance. All the member of the
Marieberg board, even including the editors-in-chief of the papers voted
in favor of the ac uisition. Within the D -concern it was welcomed.
One headline writer at yds ens an took it lightly “ yds ens an changes
families.” The comments emanating from the ocial-Democratic government indicated that it at least preferred a wedish to a foreign owner.
The D -concern turned out in fact to have the pro t potential that
had been the basis for the discussions concerning cooperation between
othenburg and Malmö. The Bonnier camp had every reason to be
pleased with the transaction, but no one was left totally empty handed.
tampen received a good price for
and Allers was allowed to take over
the ﬂagship ret unt from Bonniers.
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The reat A- ress Bankruptcy
The adventure with the new to holms idnin en resulted in a basic
change in the A-press attitude towards its newspapers. The new principle
was that nancial goals should take precedence over politics. Newspaper
publishing was to be planned several years into the future and, in the
long-run, stop re uiring nancial contributions by the owners. It might
have been possible for O to cover losses one year at a time, but to see
them grow skyward in a long-term plan was something else all together.
In the late 199 s, the A-press was given ust over 1 million kronor and
four years to get its nancial house in order.
The A-press concern chief, Bo r ntare (1928– ), presented a rationalization plan which was re ected. He resigned his position in 1986,
after only a year. The new managing director instead wanted to make the
newspapers commercially viable by broadening the concern’s activities.
In the same spirit, the new board chairman wrote a memorandum in
199 concerning “ isting the A-press on the stock exchange”.
The economic boom of the 198 s apparently made it more dif cult to
sensibly evaluate the new publishing policy. The need for all the A-press
newspapers in the election campaign of 1991 contributed to the owners
not reigning in the plans.
In order to raise capital, the A-press sold newspaper buildings and six
newspapers to outsiders. On New ears Eve 1991, three months after the
election, which the ocial-Democrats lost, O sold its shares in the Apress to the ocial-Democratic arty for one krona. In February of 1992,
the ocial-Democratic arty put the A-press into bankruptcy. It was to
be an important turning point in the history of the political party press
in weden.
ocal interests within the labor movement took over the papers. The
A-press editorial service in tockholm was bought ointly by eight of
them. entertidningar AB expressed an interest in buying four papers,
but it was rebuffed.

A Modern Financier
Financiers have come and gone within the wedish daily press. aper’s
that could inﬂuence public opinion have tempted many large investors
A. O. Wallenberg, . O. mith, Ernest Thiel, Axel Wenner- ren, Ivar
and Torsten reuger among others. In the late 198 s, the nancier an
tenbeck (1942–2 2) entered the world of media. It was part of the
forestry and steel company innevik’s search for new investment oppor-
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he su essful ma a ine
Moderna Tider
odern
imes , with its many
meri an pre ursors, was a
fortunate ombination of
bi time apital and literary
and artisti ournalism.

tunities. The commitment eventually came to include telephony, television and radio, as well as newspaper, all with the intent of challenging the
establishment in each area.
In the fall of 1987, the innevik group’s media rm Medvik, started the news and reportage magazine
nadstidnin en (The Monthly
Magazine ). In charge of the pro ect was örgen Widsell (1947– ) who
came from ftonbladet. ournalists were recruited from the evening tabloids and the magazine e o e yn. ike Widsell, several of them had
worked at the Maoist nistan. Among these were the reporter eder
adhammar (1956– ) and the deputy editor-in-chief Robert Aschberg
(1952– ), who also was one of the paper’s columnists. The contributors
were supposed to “irritate and snoop, amuse and worry”.
nadstidnin en
did not have long-term success, and Friedman
suggested that it be abandoned. tenbeck, however, wanted to push on.
In a last attempt to save the magazine, it was converted into a “life style
magazine for the modern information society”. After ve issues, the magazine was closed. The trade mark lived on as a radio station and T
channel.
tenbeck, who was disappointed in
nadstidnin en , now wanted
something entirely different. In 199 , therefore, oderna ider (Modern
Times) was started. It was advertised as the magazine for the 9 s, and for
the founder and editor-in-chief, öran Rosenberg (1948– ), it certainly
turned out that way. He left the magazine in 1999. oderna ider was

intended to publish high uality text and to strike a blow for essays. The
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name referred to ean- aul artre’s magazine es emps odernes and
the haplin movie with the same name. The magazine was to deal with
the road away from ocialism, and was viewed as a political pro ect. The
title conveyed the message that the times were modern, not post-modern.
“Moderna Tider” later became the name of innevik’s media enterprise
Modern Times roup (MT ).
The designers of oderna ider were Helena Henschen (194 – ) and
ennart Backlund (196 – ). Among the most diligent contributors were
Anders Isaksson (1943–2 9) and Rosenberg’s ournalistic role models,
Anders Ehnmark (1931– ) and otte Möller (1938– ), who among other
topics wrote about the media.
The magazine was much written about, and other attempts at magazine renewal were overshadowed. tenbeck had acceded to Rosenberg’s
desire to create a magazine in the spirit of those which inspired him during his time in the U as a correspondent for wedish television. These
were the weekly news magazine he ew epubli , he tlanti onthly
and the daily newspaper, he hristian ien e onitor. tenbeck’s only
demand was that the magazine “be at odds with the establishment”.
Rosenberg’s nal udgment concerning tenbeck was very positive. He
described him as a philosopher, “a type of media owner with certain remaining publicist reﬂexes”. In his last issue as editor-in-chief, Rosenberg
let it be known that he had been allowed to create exactly the magazine
he had dreamed of.
In 1994, innevik bought an interest in, and four years later totally
took over, inanstidnin en, which had encountered nancial problems.
An additional two years later, however, innevik closed it down in reaction to negative comments it made about tenbeck. This episode casts
newspaper publisher tenbeck in a considerable less favorable light. i
nanstidnin en had been started in 1989 as a narrower and more serious
alternative to the very successful business paper a ens Industri. Alluding
to the color of the latter’s papers, inanstidnin en sneeringly referred to
it as the “rose press”. inanstidnin en was intended to be a all treet
ournal in tabloid form, printed on white paper (eventually, however, it
also went over to rose colored paper). There were not sensational headlines on its pages, and personality ournalism was forbidden. The paper
searched, and found, a high uality niche. It’s circulation reached a peak
of 27,4 copies in the year 2
which, however, was not enough. The
paper received a press subsidy right from the start.
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etro

Within the innevik sphere, the possibility of starting a new daily paper
in tockholm or othenburg was investigated during the late 198 s. The
rst resulting proposal was for a mid-day paper in tabloid form, sold as
single issues in tockholm. The second was also for a paid-for paper,
either in tockholm or othenburg.
During the fall of 1994, news circulated that innevik was going to
start a free tabloid paper in tockholm. The proposal, however, was being
evaluated by a pro ect group independent of innevik. It was referred to
as “ tockholmsnotisen”. In charge was Hans- hrister E emyr (1944– ),
who had been managing director of a ens yheter s suburban supplements and, before that, that paper’s marketing head.
“ tockholmsnotisen” was to be a free “down market-tabloid” with
tockholm content and directed at young people and immigrants. The
opening in the market that it was intended to ll was the 4 percent of
tockholm’s households that did not subscribe to any daily paper. It was
to be produced by a small permanent editorial staff with the help of free
lance ournalists and text databases.
In return for a daily advertising page, tockholm’s ocal Traf c Authority ( ) granted the pro ect group the exclusive right to distribute its
tabloid at special stands located at subway entrances. innevik promised
nancing. On February 13, 1995, the ve-day-per-week paper etro was
started with a printing of 211,
copies. The contents were predominately from news bureaus. etro did not have an editorial page, but did
have a daily guest columnist who held forth on some current issue.
The launching of etro in tockholm was a great success. It truly
lled a market vacuum. Other possible locations were considered, both
inside outside weden. As a result, etro was started in othenburg in
February of 1998 and in Malmö in 1999. The tockholm success, however, was not repeated.
An attempt to start a paid-for weekend paper, etro ee end, as a complement to the free paper, was a total failure. iza Marklund (1962– ), latter a famous detective writer, was made editor-in-chief. The idea was that
the paper would be sold in the greater tockholm area and be distributed
through the subscribing daily press’ oint system. This turned out to be
impossible, however, because the paper was considered part of a free paper
and free papers were not, on principle, permitted to participate. etro
ee end closed after three months and never reappeared.
Bonnier ventured into the free paper market in 2 2 with to holm
ity, and four years later in 2 6, with sister papers in othenburg and
Malmö. The latter two were closed in 2 7, and the publication rate of
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Metro was laun hed in to holm in 1 55 and be ame an immediate su ess.
to holm has ontinued to be the best mar et for the free newspaper.

to holm ity was successively reduced to two days per week in 2 8.
In 2 6, the chibsted owned ftonbladet launched a free paper, un t.
se, in half berlin format, in tockholm, othenburg and Malmö, but the
enterprise was abandoned in 2 8. That same year, chibsted bought 15
percent of the shares in Metro International.

The eft’s Response to

oderna ider

Rosenberg’s oderna ider, challenged the left and its magazines. One
of these which successfully accepted the challenge was the association
Ordfront’s membership publication neten, which the association had
started in 1976. Among its sources of inspiration were the old ol et i
ild s publishers and their output of magazines and books. In 1988, the
magazine had changed its name to rdfront a asin,
. An editorial
explained that the magazine re uired a new, more up to date, format but
that it would maintain its connection to the ideas of 1968. The magazine
was not intended as a provider of “planned careers”.
The magazine publication was to be based on the voluntary efforts
of contributors and members, but that proved insuf cient. Thus, only a
few months after the conversion, Ordfront ublishing ompany entered
bankruptcy. The ensuing reconstruction gave the onsumer cooperative
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movement’s book publishers, Rab n
ögren a 45 per cent ownership
stake and a veto right over important decisions.
The publishing rm recovered and, thanks to its publication of Henning Mankell’s detective novels, became very pro table. Mankell was associated with the rm during the years 1979–99. The pro ts were used
to purchase the rm free of Rab n
ögren and to resume the struggle
with oderna ider.
rominent among the staff at rdfront a asin were Maria- ia Bo thius
(1947– ), who had worked for pressen during 1968–78, and the author
ven ind vist. The magazine was so successful that during 1997–2 5
it followed its title with the immodest assertion “ weden’s largest magazine for public debate and arts and letters”.

New Features in the ress tructure
During the 199 s, the circulation of the daily and weekly presses shrank.
That of the morning newspapers declined by about 15 percent while the
evening tabloids and weekly magazines each lost about twice as much. Although all of the morning and evening papers lost circulation, there were
roughly ten papers that could report a larger circulation at the end than
at the beginning of the 199 s. Moreover, it was still possible to launch
successful magazines. Finally, after many failed attempts over the years,
weden was endowed with a news magazine, o us, in 2 5. After four
years, in 2 9, its circulation exceeded 3 ,
copies.
A magazine that in many regards, content, leanings and ownership,
resembled oderna ider was ess a asin. It was started in 2 2 with
nancial support from the family owned trading company Axel ohnsson
AB. The magazine was owned by one of the ohnsson concern’s subsidiaries, which also operated a T station, ess . A source of inspiration
for the magazine was he ew or e iew of oo s. Its rst editor-inchief (during 2 2– 6) was ay lans (1955– ).
Most of the second place daily papers suffered signi cant circulation
losses. rbetet lost almost half of its volume and ens a a bladet ust
over 2 percent. The evening tabloid press saw a new market leader,
ftonbladet, which made a second comeback. Among the weekly family magazines, emmets ournal retained its leadership until 2
, when
llers surpassed it by a few thousand copies. In 2 9, the venerable pioneer llers was still the largest in this category with close to 215,
copies.
During the 199 s, the press structure was supplemented by innovations such as news oriented specialty papers and electronic newspapers.
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ollowin about a do en
failures to start a news ma a
ine in weden, Fokus was
laun hed in 2005. It has
be ome an on oin su ess.

The shift to tabloid format accelerated, with even the largest papers being
drawn along. Moreover, this change in format was often part and parcel
of a larger transformation process. The number of employees decreased,
the articles became shorter and the pictures greater in number and larger
in size. The latter, however, probably was more a matter of the times
than the format. ince the same consultants and pre-prepared pages were
used, the similarities among the papers became striking. Approximately
a century after the daily press moved advertisements off the front page,
they returned in the form of a so-called banner advertisement at the bottom of the front page.
A trend towards structural transactions among the provincial papers
that faced competition grew ever stronger after the turn of the century.
The increase in cooperation became something of a revolution, now including papers of different political leanings. In fteen of the ountry’s
competitive newspaper publishing locales, the second place paper was
taken over by the leader.

Weekly Magazines for All Ages
During the 199 s, the segmentation of the weekly magazine press continued. With age, supplemented by lifestyle, as the primary determinant,
the magazine publishers tried to more fully exploit the market. The seg-
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mentation began among the women’s magazines. Those for men followed along, but they were not as successful.
In several foreign countries there already existed publications directed
at the so-called “third age group”. In weden, there were only the membership magazines ension ren (The ensioner) and eteranposten (The
eteran ost) later shortened to eteranen. These were published respectively by the ocial-Democratic National Retirees Association ( RO)
and the non- ocialist Retirees Association ( F).
During the 198 s, in its homeland, the Finnish anoma concern took
over the retiree’s magazine et lehti and modernized it. Its circulation tripled,
reaching a uarter of a million copies during the 199 s. The magazine
was launched in weden in 1994 with the title
na a ar (Wonderful
Days). It was not the same success as in Finland, however, and was closed
in 2 2. In 2 1 eteranen changed from tabloid to magazine format
and layout.
Bonniers had plans to publish a monthly magazine for well-off retirees
inspired by the American ew hoi es. The Bonnier version was called
i a, and it was launched in 1992. In this case as well, success was limited. Despite being converted into a life-style magazine, it was abandoned
in 1996.
This age group thinking gave Amelia Adamo the idea of creating a
Bonnier magazine for grown women who were not attracted by what she
called “the crocheting and fortune telling model”. Foreign models existed
in the form of arie laire, ri itte and osmopolitan. The magazine
was to combine erman uality with English sassiness and humor. It was
to appear every fortnight and cater to the age group 25-4 , that is to say,
those who had stopped reading e o e yn but who were not ready for
amernas rld. Originally the thought had been to appeal to a somewhat older group, but the potential advertisers were not interested.
The magazine was given the name melia. The uality of the paper
was to be “up market”, but the content “down market”. The cover would
be designed to attract single copy buyers. The magazine was launched in
1995, and after only two years its circulation had reached 115,
copies.
8 ,
of these were sold singly. The magazine’s name was utilized for
so-called “one shots” amelia ride and room, amelia pe tant other,
amelia hristmas and amelia ody
ei ht. As further testimony to its
success, amelia was soon facing several competitors. Eventually, even its
precursor osmopolitan appeared in wedish, that magazine’s fortythird
international edition.
In the fall of 2
, Bonniers started the monthly magazine ara for active, working women over 4 . It served as a type of older sister to melia.
According to the publisher, magazines for 4 plus women represented an
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international trend. The nal step was taken in 2 6, with the launching
of ma asin for 5 plus women. weden had now caught up with international developments, at least with regard to women’s magazines. ara
and ma asin had circulations around 9 ,
copies in 2 9. Adding
over 1 ,
copies for amelia and the picture is one of total success.
Adamo said the sources of her success was never working for publications that were intellectualized, always understanding the interests of her
intended audience and never trying to lecture the readers.
An alternative for working women was inna nu (Woman Now),
which had been established by hristina tendahl (1943– ). Her models
were American, including s. tendahl wanted to produce a tasteful
magazine that took women seriously, not a ladies’ magazine that wrote
about women’s role in the home and leisure nor one that concerned the
feminist woman. Well paid, middle aged, women were the principal target audience.
The rst issue of inna nu appeared in connection with the premier
Women an convention in othenburg in 1994. With a few exceptions,
the cover pictured women. Both the contributors and the interview victims were well-known personalities. ritics thought that the magazine
contained much too many stories concerning captivating and successful
women (“super kvinna nu”). After ve years, the circulation was 4 ,
copies. Nonetheless, the magazine closed a further ve years down the
road. tendahl did not wish to continue or turn over her successful rm.
Among those who expressed interest early on were Bonniers and an
tenbeck.

Modern Feminism
As part of a feminist renewal, the magazine ban was started 1991 by a
working group of women students at the University of tockholm, where
they studied the history of women. The group saw itself as an academic
branch of the women’s movement. The name ban was adopted by the
group to indicate that they reached back in time past the 1968 movement
and rupp 8, and that they had Barbro Alving as one of their models.
ban positioned itself between the academic ournal inno etens apli
tids rift and the more practical innobulletinen. Between 1993-98, the
magazine was called orum an and thereafter ban feministis ultur
s rift.
The fact that the magazine had been started by a collective became a
problem when some of the members, especially the editor-in-chief ristina Hultman (1964– ), were tempted by television debate programs and
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offers to write for other publications and began to appear as individuals.
Arts and letters editors and radio producers were not willing to deal with
a different person on each occasion. Hultman was in such great demand
that she nally decided that she could no longer belong to the group.
onse uently, she left ban to become the editor of the debate magazine
rena, which had been started in 1993 by a number of ocial-Democratic organizations.
In 1996, innobulletinen ceased publication. The magazine’s editor,
Inga- isa angregorio (1936– ) concluded that time had passed it by. A
continually declining number of subscribers made continued publication impossible since she absolutely would not adapt the magazine to the
new situation. A few years later, ertha ceased printing but remained an
internet publication.

pressen in Decline
Everything was coming up roses for pressen in the late 198 s, and the
leadership was preparing to de nitively knock out ftonbladet. During
the 198 s, pressen s circulation had increased by six percent while that
of ftonbladet had declined by more than four.
ust when the decisive blow was about to be delivered against fton
bladet, however, things turned sour. pressen published provocative series of articles alleging sports scandals and dealing with immigrants and
refugees. The paper lost the con dence of its readers and the circulation
sank like a stone. During the 198 s, pressen eliminated its nation wide
editorial of ces and the business plan calling for a national paper had
been weakened. The paper’s change of editor-in-chief in 1991 had been
a misstep the inﬂuential publicist Bo trömstedt (1929– ), who had held
the post for 15 years after having served as arts and letters editor, was
replaced by a light weight. In addition, pressen s chief ownership supporter, Albert Bonnier r., had died in 1989.
ftonbladet saw pressen pass by once again, but this time on the way
down. After 44 years as the second place evening tabloid, ftonbladet
recaptured rst place with a margin of 7,
copies. By the turn of the
century in 2
, the gap to the new second place paper, pressen, had
grown to ust over 1 ,
copies. ftonbladet became the market leader
at about the same time that the Norwegian chibstedt rm became a part
owner together with O. onsidering the general weakening of the evening tabloid press, ftonbladet’s success during the 199 s seems to have
been utterly uni ue. When a newspaper market with two competitors
declines, it is not usually the second place paper that makes gains.
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The start of the process that resulted in ftonbladet once again becoming largest can be dated to the late 197 s. Following internal power
struggles, the ship was righted thanks to a number of decisive actions
large scale personnel reductions undertaken in 1981 to improve the nancial situation were followed in 1983 by an editorial program that
proclaimed that ftonbladet was to be a provider of news. The program
was the work of the editors-in-chief ary Engman (1938–2
), rsa
tenius (1945– ) and the managing editor Thorb örn arsson (1945– ).
ontributing to the success was the appointment of the news chief ena
Mellin (1954– ) as head of the domestic editorial staff and the news chief
H kan aensson (1947– ) as head of arts and letters.
A successful commitment by ftonbladet was its utilization of supplements, especially since pressen s response lagged. In 1983, ftonbladet
reworked its television supplement into “T -bladet”. “ öndagsbladet”,
with Amelia Adamo in charge, was started in anuary of 1984. Not until
the fall of 1985 did pressen react by reworking its unday supplement.
These new supplements lifted the unday editions to new heights, in the
case of pressen to a record circulation level of almost 7 ,
copies.
ftonbladet took the lead, but pressen was still capable of making successful counter strokes.
In 1993, ftonbladet took a further step by launching its unday magazine in photogravure printing and weekly magazine format. At the same
time, the price of the unday paper was raised to ten kronor. pressen
once again took a wait and see attitude. The following year, ftonbladet s
television supplement, “T -bladet”, appeared in weekly magazine format, printed in photogravure. The paper’s most successful supplement,
” portbladet”, was launched in 2
, printed on rose colored paper.
tarting in the late 198 ’s, ftonbladet bene ted from having the
same energetic leadership team for almost ten years. During that same
period pressen suffered from a succession problems and a vague editorial pro le.
In 1987, ftonbladet appointed its managing editor, Thorb örn arsson, editor-in-chief. His managing editor, Anders erdin (1944– ), who
had been employed at the paper since 197 , in turn, smoothly succeeded
arsson. In 2 8, erdin was replaced by an Helin (1967– ), whose
previous positions at the paper included that of managing editor.
The decline in pressen s circulation was not halted for ten years and
an e ual number of editors-in-chief, several of whom were not really interested in editing an evening tabloid. Their preference would have been
for a “decent newspaper” or an “upper class or clean” tabloid, a ualoid.
Finally the paper’s circulation had been cut by more than half, sinking
from 55 ,
copies in 1992 to 22 ,
in 2 2. During that same pe-
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riod, the circulation of ftonbladet had increased by 16 percent. In 2 7,
pressen’s circulation fell below 2 ,
. For many years, the decline
was viewed at pressen as temporary and it failed to ad ust its organization to the new circumstances.
ftonbladet advocated cooperation and helped out a hard pressed
pressen by raising the single copy price by one krona two years in a row, in
2 6 and 2 7. The circulation shrank as a result, but in the short term
it improved the nances. In 2 9, their circulations were respectively
about 35 ,
and 195,
copies (275,
if pressen s editions
and
llsposten are included).
The newspapers continued to diligently make use of supplements and
special offers. Thus pressen launched such efforts, apparently not without success. During the summer of 2 6, the buyers of the paper had
been made a test offer of low-price D Ds, and the following summer a
complete series of 2 ames Bond lms, although for a much higher price
per D D. In the fall of 2 7, this was followed up with an offer series of
3 volumes chosen from the world’s great literature. ftonbladet followed
suit with regard to the D Ds and in 2 9 issued a series of 3 travel
guides. The special offers have become a pro table side business.

The Business World Bids Farewell
At the onset of 1989, the trading company venska Dagbladet
o was
renewed for the sixth and nal time. The newspaper took on two new
editors-in-chief, Bertil Torekull and Mats vegfors, and in 199 a new
printing facility ointly owned with ftonbladet was put into operation.
Torekull had big plans. ens a a bladet would beat out a ens y
heter with better reporting and challenge a ens Industry by making its
business reporting the best in the country. In addition, the paper was to
serve as a complement to the provincial press. The business section, that
for a while was printed on rose-colored paper, would in time be spun off
as a wedish inan ial imes. Following a year of rising costs and large
losses, Torekull was forced to resign. During the 199 s, ef ciency experts
and savings programs alternated. At the end of 1993, the trading company agreement from 1973 expired, and in1994 AF cancelled its loss
underwriting. Wallenberg remained as ma ority owner and had to supply
capital to make a reduction of the personnel possible. As a nal solution
to the newspaper’s nancial problems, vegfors argued that the paper
should be taken over by Bonniers. There already existed such a plan in
the summer of 1998, when chibstedt became the principal part owner
of venska Dagbladet Holding A.B. The venska Dagbladet Foundation
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remained as a minority owner with the right to appoint the chief political
editor. chibsted explained its surprising purchase by describing it as a
transaction more of the heart than of the head.
During the fall of 1989, ens a a bladet stepwise began to shift to
a tabloid format. Once again, the paper did not wish to choose and instead tried to be everything to everyone. a ens yheter, a ens Industri
and etro were the perceived competitors. In addition, the paper was to
constitute a complement to the papers outside tockholm. During 2 8,
chibsted’s two wedish dailies, ftonbladet and ens a a blade, were
combined into an integrated company, much like ftonbladet and to
holms idnin en once had been oined together by Torsten reuger.

O Has Had Enough
When the business cycle turned down in the early 199 s and O declined to provide more funds, rbetet in Malmö faced acute problems.
Moreover, the cooperation with
ns a a bladet concerning the unday editions and the sale of national advertisements had ended in 199 .
ns a a bladet s new partner instead became the arch-rival yds ens
an, thus dealing rbetet a double blow.
Repeated attempts were made to save rbetet. In 1992, the paper was
dragged into the bankruptcy of the A-press. It was then reorganized and
a plan to publish an edition in tockholm was presented. The intent was
to generate a larger press subsidy.
This plan was never implemented, but a new proposal for a ve-dayper week paper in tockholm was assembled together. This paper was to
be published in tabloid format, sold in single copies and nanced by the
press subsidy. It was to be available at between 15 and 2 locations in
proximity of subway entrances and commuter rail stops. The goal was
to launch it during the second half of 1994. This version too failed to
become reality, despite the fact it was very similar to etro, which was
started a few months later. There was something in the air.
Thereafter, the newspaper concentrated on its Malmö- und heartland. But it experimented so much with its title and format that the crisis
of 1992 was followed by a new crisis in 1996 and yet another in 1999.
The newspaper builder Mats Ekdahl was burdened with the onerous task
of relaunching the paper in tabloid format and under its old name of r
betet in a last ditch effort to save it. It was like rearranging the deck chairs
on the Titanic. Half the readers had already abandoned ship. Now even
the owners and the nearest and dearest followed suit. The paper once
again went bankrupt in 2
.
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New Trends Among pecialty Magazines
A ploy used during the 199 s by both old and new specialty magazines to
signal their modernized, newspaper-like, appearance was to use the prex “Today’s” in their title, as well usually adopting a tabloid format. In
1993, the tabloid magazine a ens edi in (Today’s Medicine) as an independent source of news challenged both the of cial publication ands
tin s rlden (founded 1914) and the Medical Association’s
artidnin
en (founded 19 4), both of them printed in A4 format. The sponsors of
the new magazine were the Ekonomi Teknik publishing rm, together
with Bonniers. a ens edi in caused an increase in the advertising market in the eld. The magazine was especially successful with regard to employment advertising. Its circulation increased to almost 2 ,
copies.
Bonniers took the initiative to start a Danish version in 1997. Thereafter
followed a Norwegian version together with chibsted, a Finnish one
together with the business paper publishers Talentum and a Dutch one
together with Wolters luwer. The latter rm had already become the
owner of the wedish book and teaching supplies rm iber.
The E T publishing rm reinforced the new specialty news magazine
trend in1966 by publishing a ens I (Today’s Information Technology). In 1997, the monthly magazine a ens rbete oday s or was
formed through the merger of three union papers. a ens edia (Today’s
Media) was established in1998 and a ens ors nin (Today’s Research)
in 2 2. When the left-wing magazine rena launched an internet based
editorial page, it was called a ens rena. One of its editorial writers
became B örn Elmbrant (1942– ), long-time political commentator and
news chief for wedish Radio.
a ens edi in can be said to have served as the gateway for the Finnish
publishing house Talentum into the wedish market. Talentum is traded
on the Finnish stock exchange and owns 3 percent of auppalehti, the
largest Nordic business newspaper. In October in 2 5, Talentum publishers bought Ekonomi Teknik, which was owned by a venture capital
rm and the ivil Engineer Association. These publishers had similar
structures with specialty magazines in law, technology, economics and
informational technology. In 2 7, Talentum weden launched the free
publication a ens e ni for distribution in “technically intensive locales”. It was a response to etro s startup of etro e ni . That same
year, Talentum purchased the media magazine a ens edia.
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Digital Newspapers Bit by Bit
In the mid-199 s, the long anticipated electronic newspaper made its
debut in weden. In 1993, a hundred years after its founding, the culture
magazine rd o h ild , which had a reputation for being interested in
technology, became the rst magazine to provide a web page. tarting in
1996, the entire magazine was made available on the internet.
The rst daily paper on the net was ftonbladet. In the fall of 1994,
in cooperation with the raduate chool of ournalism in tockholm it
published cultural material – ftonbladet ultur on the internet. Half
a year later, daily news was added. tebor s osten started experimental publication on the internet in connection with the World hampionships in Track and Field held in othenburg during the summer
of 1995. The othenburger in the embezzlement displayed the greatest
interest. The breakthrough for the activity occurred during the winter of
that same year when Western weden was paralyzed by a snow storm. In
the summer of 1995, ftonbladet established a searchable text archive. It
developed into the service “The Media Archives”, which was oined by
several other newspapers, among them tebor s osten. By 1966, approximately 6 percent of all high-periodicity newspapers were established
on the net. ince then, their presence has grown to 85 percent (2 6).
Newspaper reading is reported to be the second most common internet
activity (behind only bank transactions), especially in the age group 3 44 (69 ), with a somewhat lower fre uency in the older and younger
groups.
ftonbladet’s internet newspaper was organized in the fall of 1999 as
an independent rm with approximately 5 employees. It was called Aftonbladet Nya Medier. In 2 9, the paper was able to record approximately 1.6 million visitors on weekdays. The same year the newspaper
and the net version were placed under a common leadership, the editorin-chief, an Helin.

Regional ooperation
During 1996, the cooperation in the newspaper plant in kara ceased
when the printing of Herenco’s four papers in stergötland for economic reasons were moved to önköping. rinting there re uired an earlier deadline. The editorial cooperation was expanded and for a time even
included family news, probably the most local of all news. The immediate effect of the rearrangement was a ma or drop in circulation which
it took several years to halt. The oint circulation loss mounted to 41
before the old papers with a single exception were resurrected in 2 8.
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In order to guarantee its survival in an area with declining population
and increased competition from other media, in 1992 usdals osten
took an initial step by increasing its publication from four to ve days
per week. This was followed by an invitation to extensive cooperation
among the four paper in the rovince of H lsingland. Initially, no one
was enthusiastic. The discussions resulted in usdals osten buying one
of the neighboring papers, lsin e uriren, thus putting it in a stronger
position in inviting the remaining two to cooperate. One of them took
the bait, ud i s alls idnin , which was owned by entertidningar
AB. A oint corporation was formed in 1999,
lsin lands idnin ar.
Thus, two very pro table papers merged. Additional cost savings of approximately 15 further strengthened the papers nancially. Finally the
fourth paper in the rovince, usnan, oined the group.
At about the same time, and with the same motive, elsin bor s a
blad and ord stra
nes idnin ar initiated discussions concerning
cooperation. They felt increasingly pressured by Bonniers’ continued
purchases of papers in cania. The decisive step was Bonnier’s purchase of
ristianstadsbladet. The cooperation began with advertising and evolved
into a merger in 2 1. The result was a single paper, elsin bor s a
blad, with three editions.

ompetition While ooperating
In 1964, Armas Morby, the owner of two of ve dailies in the county of
ödermanland, in order to strengthen his competitive position wanted to
buy the ocial-Democratic number two daily ol et in order to strengthen
his position. His overtures, however, were re ected. ol et had other and
bolder but imprudent plans. It wanted to expand into an ad acent county
by a merger with the ocial-Democratic daily issued there.
Four years later, the managing director and part-owner of n pin s
osten, -O Hamrin, for the same reason gave the same proposal to the
ocial-Democratic number two daily m lands ol blad at the same place
of issue as his paper. At m lands ol blad they were very interested but
in the end -O Hamrin did not manage to convince his fellow-owners
and the board of directors.
In 1971 the state subsidy program for number two newspapers was introduced and talks of cooperation became almost improper. Arms-length
relations between the papers in the same locale became the principal rule.
About two decades later, however, the road to cooperation was suddenly
opened by a surprising move.
At the turn of the century, the onservative arty’s ublication Foun-
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dation sold two of its three remaining papers. First to go was otlands
llehanda which was bought by the onservative orr pin s idnin
ar. As a result, the two papers in isby merged into a single company.
The second sale involved sternorrlands llehanda in H rnösand, which
was bought by the iberal e e a blad. The newspaper in H rnösand
merged with its neighboring paper, the ocial-Democratic ya orrland
and formed idnin en n ermanland, named for the province. ater, the
third newspaper in the province, rns lds i s llehanda, was incorporated into the effort.
orr pin s idnin ar, however, persisted. Its local competitor, the
ocial Democratic ol bladet in Norrköping was taken over in 2
and became a subsidiary and in 2
orr pin s idnin ar bought the
onservative arty’s ublication Foundation’s third paper, orrbottens
uriren in ule .
The process accelerated. In 2 2, the ocial-Democratic rebro uri
ren (together with arls o a uriren became a subsidiary of the iberal
eri es llehanda in rebro. Two years later, the ocial-Democratic
sterbottens ol blad was taken over by the iberal sterbottens uri
ren. That same day, the ocial-Democratic ol et was transferred to iberal s ilstuna uriren s ownership. The ocial-Democratic rbetarbladet
and the iberal e e a blad initiated extensive cooperation in 2 3. In
all these cases, the purchasing newspapers retained their names and special characteristics with only a single exception. In vle, rbetarbladet
lost a competitive advantage when its sports division was merged with
that of e e a blad.
The onservative arometern (with ocial-Democratic stra m land
as its competitor), the iberal le in e ns idnin in arlskroma (with
the ocial-Democratic yd stran as its competitor) and m landsposten
merged into a single company with the onservative or s idnin in
2 3. The local competitors were not affected, but the new group, ota
Media, started negotiations with specialty magazine publisher Albinsson
öberg in arlskroma in 2 3 concerning a oint purchase of the
ocial Democratic yd stran. The transaction was completed in 2 4.
In 2 9 ota Media bought the shares of Albinsson
öberg in yd
stran.
eri es llehanda transferred the two second place papers, arls o a
uriren and rebro uriren to its subsidiary paper, er sla sposten. During 2 6 it became an edition of eri es llehanda for northern rebro
ounty and in 2 7 the papers merged. In 2 4, the iberal unds alls
idnin ac uired the ocial-Democratic a bladet ya amh llet in
undsvall. In 2 6, the ocial-Democratic nstidnin en in stersund
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became a subsidiary of its non-socialist rival stersunds osten. e e a
blad (MittMedia ompany)) purchased in 2 8 alarnas idnin ar in
Falun.
radually orr pin s idnin ar took one of the leading roles in the
restructuring of the provincial press. In 2 7 it expanded in ule by
ac uiring controlling interests in the ocial-Democratic orrl nds a o
ialdemo raten (34,
copies in 2 9). In 2 9 it bought rst the iberal st ta orrespondenten (55,
copies) in inköping, the ad acent
city to its own home town Norrköping and then controlling interests
in the iberal psala ya idnin (52,
copies), in the old university
town Uppsala north of tockholm.
A few competitive publishing sites remain in 2 1 , for the time being
it should perhaps be added. ompetitive centers of the old type exist in
Malmö and tockholm with two non-socialist morning dailies and in
almar, arlstad, and Falun with one daily from each political block.
The many cooperation arrangements became a protecting net during
the economic turndown in 2 8-2 9, particularly for the number two
papers. The ad ustments to the conse uences of the nancial crisis was
also made easier by early warnings of decreasing employment advertising. The nancial crisis created the biggest problems for the two Bonnier
metropolitan dailies a ens yheter and yds ens an. At the former, the
leadership was changed. In 2 9, unilla Herlitz (196 – ) became the
publisher of the paper, and replaced both the editor-in-chef and the managing director. he came from the Bonnier business daily a ens Industri
where she was its publisher.

Freedom of the ress
The history of the press is full of valuable lessons. The most important
of these is that freedom of the press can never be taken for granted, but
must continuously be defended. That is even a modern lesson. The government limitations during World War II re uired an even stronger protection of freedom of the press. It was improved in 1949 through new
legislation that has been repeatedly defended.
In the mid-197 s, a national government study of mass media concentration was appointed in connection with Bonniers’s purchase of vensk
Filmindustri, thereby establishing themselves in yet another medium.
omewhat later, Bonniers started the business paper a ens Industri,
which raised the boiling point further. The study committee presented
a proposal countering mass media concentration. Three editors-in-chief
were members of the committee. One voted for and two against. The
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later based their position on the freedom of the press ordinance and their
belief that enactment of the proposal would reduce the freedom of the
press into an illusion. The spirit of the times of the late 197 s favored the
opponents and the proposal was tabled.
During the early 198 s, the anti-competitive legislation was supplemented by rules concerning corporate purchases and mergers with harmful effects. Within the press, it was concluded that the takeover rules were
overridden by the freedom of the press statute. Bonniers was not satis ed
by this outcome but instead, like ma or players usually do, pursued its
own agenda. The legal uestion was tested in a relaxed manner when the
anti-trust authority, at Bonniers’ re uest, evaluated Marieberg’s purchase
of ydsvenska Dagbladet AB. The authority concluded that the purchase
did not violate the anti-trust legislation. The competition in the area
between yds ens an on the one hand and rbetet and
ns a a bladet
on the other hand, was found to not affect the take over. This would
prove to be an erroneous conclusion.
In the mid 199 s, the government investigative work concerning
media concentration that had been interrupted during the early 198 s
was resumed. The work was done in two stages. First, a committee, the
Board for Diversity in the Mass Media, was assigned the task of proposing measures to increase diversity and competition among the mass
media. Then a second committee was instructed to present legislation
against harmful power concentration, which it also did.
The committee concluded that constitutional changes were re uired
to enact media concentration legislation. With a degree of resignation,
the members concluded that the wedish freedom of the press legislation
gave the daily press a stronger position than in any other country.
According to the committee, the most likely outcome would be that
such legislation would be meaningless. One could hardly come closer to
capitulation. Negotiations among the parties indicated that it would be
impossible to assemble a ma ority for a law against media concentration.
In November of 2 1, the ocial-Democratic overnment which had
pushed the uestion, also gave up. The new century began with a victory
for the freedom of the press legislation and the press as the third estate.
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erhard, arl 253
ernandt, . E. 126–128, 13 –132
ierow, arl Ragnar 252
iese, Albert 35
ills ter, ven 256
irardin, mile de 89, 97, 98, 1 4
itse, tig 253
örwell, arl hristoffer 37, 48, 49
lans, ay 325
lans, igurd 272, 273, 275
othenius, ohan 38
revenius, Herbert 199, 243
revesmöhlen, arl August 62–64
ripenstedt, . A. 88, 1
rundel, . A. 116
rundström, Helmer 2 3
rönfors, Harry 252
rönstedt, ohan 128
uillou, an 28 , 297
ullers, . W. 261
um lius, Arvid 1
um lius, O. . 1 , 1 1
ummesson, Ola 3 5
urkblad, . A. se eidenstam
ustafsson, ars 28
ustav II Adolf 14, 17
ustav III 27, 45, 47, 49, 5 , 54, 55, 57, 62, 64, 66
ustav I Adolf 54–57, 59
ustav 163
utenberg, ohann 14, 147
rdlund, Torsten 252
Hagberg, Erik 239, 24
Hagberg, Hilding 235
Hagström, Emil 2 3
Hai by, urt 246
Hall, Herman 119, 12
Hall, ke 253
Hallgren, Adolf 13
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Hammarsk öld (family) 319
Hammarsk öld, H almar 165, 17
Hammarsk öld, nut 318
Hammarsköld, orenzo 6
Hamrin, Agne 251
Hamrin, arl-Olof 249, 335
Hamrin, ngve 249
Hansen, Einar 193
Hanson, er Olof 245
Hansson, er Albin 166, 168, 183, 213, 221, 226
Hansson, ven 189
Harmsworth, Alfred 132, 136
Harmsworth, Harold 132, 136
Harrie, Ivar 224, 272
Hearst, William Randolph 132, 135, 151
Hebbe, Wendela 77
Hedberg, Tor 139
Hed n, Erik 17
Hedenstierna, Alfred 116
Hedin, Adolf 1 4, 111
Hedin, ven 154, 163
Hedlund, unnar 281
Hedlund, Henrik 215
Hedlund, . A. 76, 87–89, 1 , 1 2, 1 5, 1 7, 118, 122
Hedman, ten 23 , 251, 269
Heidenstam, erner von 138–144, 154, 155
Heimerson, taffan 299
Hel n, unnar 243, 245, 283, 284
Helin, an 33 , 334
Hellberg, Frithiof 128
Hellström, ustaf 16 , 161, 173
Hemberg, Oscar 15 , 151, 229
Henrikson, Alf 186
Henschen, Helena 322
Henschen, Helga 262
Herlitz, unilla 337
Hermansson, . H. 235
Hernelius, Allan 252, 284
Herslow, arl 118
Hessel, Hadar 187
Heyerdahl, Thor 256
Hierta, Anna 112, 113
Hierta, ustaf 74, 77, 8 , 85, 86
Hierta, ars ohan 12, 71, 73-78, 81, 83-85, 87-92, 98, 1 , 1 3, 112, 113, 13
Hirsch, Abraham 1 4
Hirschel, utkind se erard onnier

INDE OF NAME

Hitler, Adolf 178, 211, 215, 217
H örne, Harry 191, 2 6, 2 7, 216, 253, 268
H örne, ars 268
H örne, eter 318, 319
Holmberg, ohan . 56
Holmberg, Nils 235
Holm vist, Bengt 243
Horatius 11, 29
Horn, ustaf 13
Hovberg, arl 19
Hultman, ristina 328, 329
Hurtig, arl 122
Huss, Erik 277
Höglund, ta ( eth) 17 , 185, 244
Hö er, Torvald 165
Idestam-Alm uist, Bengt 187
Isaksson, Anders 322
Isaksson, Folke 287
acobsson, Rune 25
aensson, H kan 33
anhekt, Anders Hansson 123
annes, Elly 196
ansson, Rolf 263
ansson, Thure 2 7, 24
anzon, ohan 1 8
ensen, Anna 124
erring, ven 189
ersild, . . 28
eurling, Anders 116, 117, 129–133, 145, 15 , 172
igenius, r-Arne 269
ohannison, Bengt 3 6
ohanson, lara 148
ohansson, ustav 186
ohansson, ohan 71, 78, 79, 84, 85, 95
ohnsson, Hans-Ingvar 288, 29 , 3 4
onason, Aron 1
onason, David 188
onsson, Runer 217
utterström, hristina 3 4, 3 5
derin, Axel 114
rborg, Bo 251
rte, Otto 219
rv, Harry 295
önsson, abriel 189, 3 7
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adhammar, eder 321
amprad, Ingvar 263
arl August, Danish rince 6
arl II 2 , 25, 27, 138, 14 , 154
arl III 57, 59, 6
arl I ohan 59, 63, 78, 81
arl, Duke, see arl III
arl ohan, rown rince 64
arlgren, Anton 15 , 151, 157, 16 , 229
arlsson, Bert 293
atz, Mikael 256
e ne, arl Erik 246
ellgren, ohan Henric 48–54, 56, 57, 62
ey, Ellen 1 6, 14
ey, Emil 1 6
ey, Helmer 14 , 142
eyser, Henrik 17
ilbom, arl 185, 197
ellberg, Isidor 1 8, 1 9, 123
ellberg, . . 1 9, 11
ellman, ohn ( ohan) 122
örck, Ingvar 253
night, harles 74, 89, 9
nutsson, östa 262
och, Martin 188
reuger, arl 243–245
reuger, Ivar 178, 186, 199–2 1, 2 3, 244, 32
reuger, Torsten 186, 199, 2 , 2 1, 2 3, 2 4, 218, 223, 239, 242–245, 251,
32 , 332
ristina Augusta, rincess 17
ubu, Mert 27 , 29
ullberg, . A. af 77, 78
ullenberg, Annette 297
agercrantz, Olof 269, 288
agerlöf, elma 154
allerstedt, ustaf 87
ambert-Olsson, H kan 286
andin, A. . 8 , 84
and uist, ohn 155, 2 4
ange, ohan eorg 37
arm n, Evert 25
arsson, Allan 3 9
arsson, A. . 12
arsson, ena 263, 264
arsson, ven-Erik 269, 288

INDE OF NAME

arsson, Thorb örn 33
aval, ustaf de 139
ei on, F. Emil 181, 2
ei onborg, ars 294
eiser, Erwin 242
enngren, Anna Maria 48, 52, 53
enngren, arl eter 48, 5 , 52
eopold, arl ustaf af 48, 53, 54, 56–59, 61
estad, ars 272
evertin, Oscar 139, 141, 15 , 154, 155
idforss, Bengt 155
idforss, Edvard 119
idman, ara 274
iffner, Axel 274
il ecrona, arl 76
ind, Magnus 3
indeberg, Anders 76, 79
inder, Erik H almar 243, 245
inder, urli 162
indh, Nils Magnus 81
indhagen, ven 175
indkvist, Bör e 273
indman, Arvid 21
indman, Elof 85
ind vist, ven 287, 325
indskog, . . 88
indstrii, M rit 296, 297
indström, ohan axon 124, 125, 195
indström, arl Adam 1 5
inneaus 27, 28
ivingston 1 8
ung, la s 248, 283, 284
unggren, Ebba 191, 268
unggren, ustaf 118
unggren, Olof 285, 286
unglund, eonard 119, 2 9, 21
o- ohansson, Ivar 196, 2 3
ondon, ack 162
ovisa Ulrika, ueen 54
ucidor, asse 22
und, er af 48, 49, 56
undberg, Erik 252
undeg rd, Erik 187
undgren, a 186
undin, la s 1 5, 1 7
undkvist, Artur 229, 242
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und uist, Folke 246
undstedt, ilhelm 244
önnegren, Fritz 223
öth n, Bengt 275
öwegren, eorg 79
Magnusson, erhard 149
Malmberg, igvard 245
Mankell, Henning 325
Markall 61 se allmar
Marklund, iza 323
Martin, Alf 192
Martinson, Moa 261
Martinson, Harry 187
Mellin, ena 33
Mengel, . F. 1
Meyer, ohn Fredrik 95
Moberg, Rune 261
Moberg, ilhelm 2 3, 246, 256
Moberg, sa 275
Momma 43, 44, 77, 293
Momma, eter 36, 37, 43
Momma, Wilhelm 43
Montan, E. . 112, 114
Morby, Armas 262, 263, 281–283, 335
Munck af Rosenschöld, Nils Rudolf 92
Myrdal, an 236, 275, 28
M nsson, Fabian 168
Möller, Andreas 76
Möller, ustav 244
Möller, otte 322
Nerman, Ture 168, 185, 217, 218
Nilson, Ulf 24
Nilsson, Bertil 273, 277
Nilsson, Folke (Macke) 273
Nilsson, Frans 241, 271
Nordencrantz, Anders 41, 42
Nordin, era 299
Nordström, Ester Blenda 162
Nor n, Oscar 114, 117
Norling, tina 296, 297
Nyblom, Elsa född Blomberg 195
Nyblom, Eva, gift Hökerberg 194
Nycander, vante 288

INDE OF NAME

Nycop, arl-Adam 175, 192, 217, 224, 228, 272, 3 8
N sström, ustaf 245, 27
O’M nsson, asse 263
Ohlin, Bertil 227, 243
Ohrlander, unnar 28
Ol elund, Ivan 17 , 256
Ol elund, Thea 256
Oll n, er 12
Olofsson, Olof En us 16
Olsson, Hasse 311
Olsson, an Olof ( olo) 187, 231, 251
Oscar I 78, 84, 86, 92, 93, 1 4
Oscar II 1 8, 115, 135, 141, 142
Owen, amuel 9
Oxenstierna, Axel 14, 19
alm, August 121, 122
alm, ixten 239
alm r, Henrik Bernhard 83
almblad, ilhelm Fredrik 61, 62, 92
alme, Olof 252, 283, 284, 29
ers, Anders 2 7
ers, Anders ngve 2 7
ersson, Elov 2 5
ersson, asse 273
etersen, Egmont 127, 193
eterson, er ustaf 2 4, 245
etersson, nut 231, 253
etersson, aula 193
etersson, Rudolf 2 5
etersson, itus 193
ethrus, ewi 228
ettersson, Allan 281, 282
hilipson, onas 1 2
laten, ustaf von 257, 264, 285, 286, 3 5, 3 6
lei el, Agneta 274
ontin, E. M. onstans af 93
osse, östa 1 6
rytz, Magnus 79, 8 , 82, 84, 88
r ntare, Bo 32
ulitzer, oseph 135, 151
Raunak ing, ingh 212
Ren se rantin , nna
Renholm, ottfrid 1 8, 112, 118
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Retzius, Anna född Hierta 112, 113
Retzius, ustav 112, 113, 129
Reuterholm, arl ustav 55–57
Reutersw rd, ustaf 167
Ribbing, erd 251
Ridderstad, . F. 77, 83, 84, 1 9, 2 7
Ridderstad, arl 2 7
Ridderstad, Eskil 2 6, 2 7, 248
Ridderstad, Wilhelm 2 7
Ring, ture 3 4
Rinman, Erik B. 172
Rit-Ola se arland, an ri
Ros n, ohan 37, 38
Ros n, arl etter 12
Rosenberg, öran 297, 321, 322, 324
Rosenborg, Thomas 264
Rosenius, arl Olof 91
Roth, Ivar 252
Rubenson, Mauritz 1 7, 1 8
Rydberg, iktor 82, 1 2, 1 7
Rydell, ven 237
Rydgren, ustav Adolf 123
Ryd vist, Oscar 187
Rytterborg, Ulf 3 2
ahlin, onas 125
amuelsson, urt 272–274
andberg, östa 275, 276, 297
andlund, Elisabeth 296
andwall, ohan 81, 82, 84, 85, 88
angregorio, Inga- isa 329
artre, ean- aul 322
astamoinen, Armas 246
cheutz, eorg 66, 67, 71, 76
chneider, Ben amin ottlieb 29
cott, eorge 9 , 91
cripps, E. W. 132
eberg, Albert 15
egerstedt Wiberg, Ingrid 253
egerstedt, Torgny 178, 18 , 191, 215–217, 219, 231, 253
elander, . A. 217
ergel, ohan Tobias 2 2
errander, Otto 113
everin, Frans 222
hakespeare 66
iwertz, igfrid 2 2

INDE OF NAME

öberg, Birger 148
öberg, Edvard 91, 92
öberg, Franz 92
öberg, östa 148, 2 , 211
öholm, Henrik 239
karstedt, Waldemar 116
mith, . O. 13 , 32
mitt, . W. 113
nell, ohan 14
noilsky, arl 2 2
ohlman, Arvid 113
ohlman, August 1 4, 113
ohlman, Harald 113
ollerman, elle 249
ommelius, Elvira 2 7
ommelius, Malte 2 7
ommelius, Ove 2 7, 219
ommelius, taffan 3 3
ommelius, ören 2 7, 3 3
pegel, Ha uin 22
p ngberg, alfrid 154
taaff, arl 163
taaff, ehr 111
tangenberg, nut 153
tanley, Henry M. 1 8
teele, Richard 28, 3 , 31
ten, Anders 189
tenbeck, an 32
tendahl, hristina 328
tenius, rsa 33
terky, Fredrik 123, 124
teward, High 6
tolpe, an 28
tolpe, ven 198
tomberg, Ewald 162, 189, 2 , 2 1, 2 4
trand, Dieter 27 , 275
trindberg, August 111, 154, 155, 186, 2 2, 215, 27
truck, Rune 297
tröm, Fredrik 168
trömstedt, Bo 329
ture, ten 65
turzen-Becker, O. . 84, 93, 97, 98, 1 , 1 4
t hl, Evert 319
t lberg, Wilhelmina 94
ue, Eug ne 77
undberg, ens 3 2
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undvik, Ivar 222, 223, 27
vanberg, ictor 243
vedbom, er Erik 86, 1 4
wederus, eorg 82
vegfors, Mats 3 6, 331
vensson, ars 3 3
vensson, ven 27
öderberg, H almar 14
öderberg, aren 296
öderberg, erner 16
ödergren, alfrid 117
öderlund, Oscar 175
öderlundh, ille Bror 2 3
örmark, ven 217, 271–273, 275
Taube, Ella 211
Tegn r, Esaias 62
Tegn r, Torsten 174, 175
Tengwall, arl ustaf 143–145, 149, 15
Themptander, Robert 113
Theorell, ohan eter 67, 7 , 76, 77
Theorell, ven orents 67
Theorin- olare, Ebba 193
Thiel, Ernest 138, 139, 142, 143, 32
Thomson, ke 239
Thorburn, Hedvig 254
Thor n, erker 237
Thorild, Thomas 48, 5 –52, 54, 55, 57, 62
Thunholm, ars-Erik 252
Tingsten, Herbert 2 9, 229–231, 242, 244, 251, 269
Torekull, Bertil 31 , 311, 331
Torelius, ustaf 115
Tunberger, arl-Axel ( acke) 284
Tunberger, ernilla 251
Turesson, unnar 2 3
Ullstein, eopold 132
Ulrika Eleonora, ueen 32
Unger, unnar 252
Wachtmeister, Ian 293
Wagner, ustav 65
Wahlbom, ohan ustaf 92, 1 6
Wahlgren (family) 319
Wahlgren, hrister 271, 291
Wahlgren, Olof 271, 291
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Waldermarsson, Axel 252
Walfridsson, Willy 2 3
Wall, Rudolf Adolf 76, 89, 92, 94, 95, 1 , 1 2–1 4, 1 6, 1 7, 111, 114, 13 ,
15 , 154, 3 4
Walld n, onas 7 , 86, 1 5
Walld n, William 1 5, 1 6, 1 8, 114
Wallenberg, A. O. 12, 86, 87, 1 4, 139, 32 , 331
Wallin, ohan Olof 61, 66
Wallis, Ernst 113
Wallmark, er Adam 6 , 61, 78
Wallraff,
nther 162
ennberg, arl 273, 274
Wennberg, ena 318
Wenner- ren, Axel 191, 199, 21 , 32
Westenius, ohan Berndt 121
Westerberg, Erik 238, 264, 299, 3
Westin, Olle 125
Westman, . . 214
Wetterberg, . A. 76
ictoria, rown rincess 313
Wickbom, Ulf 3
iklund, Daniel 251
Wickman, ohannes 219
Widsell, örgen 321
Wieselgren, Harald 113
Wigforss, Harald 269
Wiksell, nut 111
Wikström, an-Erik 278, 283
Wilhelmsson, ars 3 3
inde, ictor 251, 27
oltaire 46, 49, 5
Wirs n, arl David af 115, 144
Wrigstad, er 217, 272
ult von tei ern, Fredrik 111, 131, 132,
W hlin, arl 126
W gner, Elin 161, 197, 211
W stberg, Erik 21
W stberg, er 288
etr us, Fredrik 132, 133
etterberg, Hans . 3 6
etterling, eif 28
etterström, Erik 187
etterström, Hans 186
imdahl, er 116
ola, mile 139
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weigbergk, Eva von 251
weigbergk, Otto von 133, 15 , 164, 17
gren, igge 192, 224, 274
hl n, . . 193
hman, ven 251
kerblom, Fredrik 1 2,133
kerlund, Erik 193–195, 2 , 2 4
sberg, tig 2 3
lveby, Rustan 3 6
hrwall, Bengt 38
hman, Ivar 197, 261
rbom, Axel 123
sterling, Anders 18
sterling, Hans 117

Index of ublications
Acta diurna 15
Acta literaria veci 26
Aff rsv rlden 311, 312
Aftonbladet 73–8 , 82–88, 93, 98, 1 1, 1 4, 1 7, 112, 113, 12 , 129, 13 ,
139, 143, 147, 16 , 162, 163, 165, 166, 172, 19 , 199, 2 2–2 5, 2 9, 21 ,
218, 221–223, 226, 239, 242, 243, 245, 25 , 268, 27 –277, 28 , 287, 29 ,
297–299, 3 4, 3 9, 312, 318, 321, 324, 325, 329–332, 334
Aftonbladet ultur 334
Aftonposten 238
Afton-Tidningen 13 , 162, 163, 18 , 221, 222, 224, 226
Aftontidningen 154
Aktuellt för m n 261
Aktuellt i olitiken 294
Alfwar och k mt 81, 116 se ven unds alls idnin
Allas eckotidning 193, 285, 313
Allers Famil - ournal, Allers 127, 176, 256, 26 , 325
Allers mönster-tidning 26
Allm nna Opinionens Organ 6
Allt för Alla 153, 195, 2 5
Allt i Hemmet 264
Allt om historia 315
Allt om Mat 264
Alternativet i svensk politik 293
Amelia 327, 328
Anm rckningar Wid wenska ost-Tidningarne 35
Anm rkaren 66, 67, 71
Annonsblad till Tidskrift för landtm n 3 7
Arbetarbladet 168, 336
Arbetaren 179, 186, 235, 246, 247, 289
Arbetartidningen 186, 214, 235
Arbetet 121, 124, 155, 19 , 239–241, 253, 271, 276, 291, 292, 3 7, 3 8, 312,
325, 332, 338
Arbetet st se rbetet
Arena 329, 333
Argus 28–34, 53, 67, 71, 77, 78
Artes 295
AT 257
AT 3 7, 3 8
Ateneum 198
Atlantic Monthly 322
Aurora 168, 241
Avesta Tidning Avesta osten 3 4
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Aviso 15, 17
Axess Magasin 325
Bang 328, 329
Barometern 81, 184, 336
Bazaren 93, 94
Bergslagsposten 283, 336
Blekinge ns Tidning 184, 292, 336
Bonniers itter ra Magasin, B M 198
Bonniers veckotidning 194
Bore 86, 87
Bor s Tidning 184, 336
Brand 165, 17 , 185
Brigitte 327
Broderskap 294
Brokiga Blad 2 5
Buff 313
Business Week 264
B tnytt 264
almar- osten 81
arlscronas Weckoblad 38, 183
harivari 94
hristian cience Monitor 322
lic 296
orsaren 94
osmopolitan 327
D dalus Hyperboreus 26
Dagbladet Nya amh llet 168, 336
Dagbladet W lsignade Tryck-Friheten 49, 56
Dagen 143, 162, 228, 234, 296
Dagens Arbete 333
Dagens Eko 214, 218
Dagens Forskning 333
Dagens Industri 31 , 311, 314, 322, 332, 337
Dagens IT 333
Dagens Media 333
Dagens Medicin 333
Dagens Nyheter 1 2–1 7, 111, 112, 114, 13 –133, 139, 142–144, 148, 15 –
157, 16 –166, 171–174, 176, 179, 18 , 181, 186–188, 199–2 1, 2 4, 2 6,
21 –213, 215, 219, 221, 224, 229, 242–244, 25 –252, 269, 27 , 272, 274,
275, 277, 286–288, 29 , 291, 3 4, 3 5, 3 9, 312, 318, 323, 331, 332, 337
Dagens Teknik 333
Dagligt Allehanda 43, 47, 48, 5 , 58, 7 , 76, 77, 8 , 84, 85, 87, 91, 1 5, 2 9
Dagny 126
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Dagsposten 94, 218
Daily Mail 136
Daily Mirror 136
Daily Telegraph 97
Dala-Demokraten 17
Dalarnes Folkblad 169
Dalarnas Tidningar 337
Damernas Blad 127
Damernas rld 195, 26 , 296, 297, 327
Den danske pectator 3
Den gyllene skattkammaren 112
Den konstitutionelle 84
Den nya olitiken 185
Den Nye ranskaren 5 , 52
Den hilosophiske Mercurius 33
Den wenske atrioten 33
Den wenske Mercurius 49
Der atriot 28
Der piegel 3
Dokumentet 298
Dyalogus creaturarum optime moralizatus 14
Eesti evaleht 293
Einkommende eitung 16
Elegant-Tidning 61
Elfsborgs ns Annonsblad 3 7
Elle 296
Emma 299
En critic öfver critiker 51
Engelholms Tidning 2 7
Enköpings- osten 3 4
Eskilstuna- uriren 116, 163, 217, 237, 262, 294, 336
ET 295
Et-lehti 327
Expressen 43, 21 , 222, 224–226, 234, 237, 24 , 242, 245, 25 , 255, 271–276,
286, 29 , 293, 3 4, 3 8, 311, 318, 319, 325, 329–331
Extra osten 56, 57
Extract krifwelse ifr Helsingborg 18
Fagersta- osten 3 4
Falkenbergs Tidning 236
Falkenbergs- osten 185
Falköpings Tidning 3 3
Falu- uriren 116
Famil etidningen 25an 26
Famil - ournalen se ens a amil ournalen
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Fantomen 262
Femina 26 , 261, 296, 299
Femina M nadens Magasin 296, 297
Fib-Aktuellt 261, 262, 299
Fick ournalen 228
Film- ournalen 193
Financial Times 3 2, 331
Finanstidningen 322
Finn anomat 293
Flamman 292
Flitiga h nder 26
Fokus 325, 326
Folkbladet stgöten 237, 336
Folket 168, 237, 262, 335, 336
Folket i Bild 197, 256, 261, 28 , 324
Folket i Bild ulturfront 28 , 298
Folkets Avis 1 , 1 3
Folkets Dagblad 218
Folkets Dagblad olitiken 15 , 169, 185, 186
Folkets Röst 92–94, 1 6, 122, 124
Folkets Tidning 183
Folkvil an 121
Folkvil an i Norrbotten 292
Forskning Framsteg 314
Forum 215
Fosterlandsv nnen 9
Fram t 126
Fram t 121
Fre a 77, 78, 8 , 84, 91
Friskytten 94, 95, 1 , 1 2
Fronten 198
F derneslandet 75, 92, 1 6, 1 9, 11 , 178, 179
Fönstret 198
eﬂe Dagblad 336, 337
neten 324
nistan 279, 28 , 292, 321
ods och rdar 3 8
otlands Allehanda 184, 249, 25 , 336
otlands Folkblad 184, 249, 25
otlands Tidningar 25
otl nningen 184, 249, 25
NU 289
r ndliche Erweisung 17
rönköpings eckoblad 153, 187
uardian 3 2
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T se tebor s idnin en
T öndagstidningen 269
öteborg 122
öteborgs Aftonblad 117, 148, 191
öteborgs Handels- och öfarts-Tidning 79, 8 , 82, 84, 85, 88, 99–1 2, 1 7,
1 8, 116, 117, 122, 126, 173, 18 , 191, 192, 215–217, 224, 231, 237, 238,
252, 253, 262, 268, 269, 289, 311, 312
öteborgs Morgonpost 133, 191, 238
öteborgs Nyheter 117, 122
öteborgs Weckoblad 12
öteborgs- osten 99–1 2, 1 7–1 9, 111, 116, 117, 132, 133, 139, 151, 165,
19 –192, 199, 237, 252–254, 268, 269, 276, 283, 289, 3 6, 312, 318, 334
öteborgs-Reﬂexen 3 6
öteborgs-Tidningen ( T) 173, 192, 237, 238, 253, 268, 269, 276, 318, 319, 331
öteborgstidningen Dagbladet 116, 129
ötha Runor 79, 8
ötheborgs Nyheter 38
ötheborgs Wecko- ista 37
ötheborgska Magasinet 38
ötheborgska Weckobladet se thebor s a a asinet
ötheborgske pionen 38
ötheborgs- osten 79
Halland 236, 237
Hallands Nyheter 185, 237, 282
Hallands- osten 126
Hallandsposten 237, 284
Hamburger orrespondent 66
Handelstidningen se tebor s andels o h farts idnin
Hela rlden 192, 193, 195
Helsingborgs Dagblad 116, 176, 2 7, 219, 24 , 3 3, 335
Helsingborgs- osten 149, 161, 176, 239, 24
Helsingen 81
Hem Hyra 259
Hem och Fritid 264
Hemlandsv nnen 12
Hemma i H B 259
Hemmet och Famil en 259
Hemmet 119
Hemmets ournal 127, 193, 259, 313, 325
Hemmets eckotidning 193, 256, 259, 285, 313
Hemmets n 295
Hemtrevligt 313
Hermes othicus 16, 17
Hertha 126, 299, 329
H emmet 127, 193
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Horisont 295
Hudviksvalls Tidning 282, 335
Husmodern 193, 195, 26 , 261
Hwad Behagas 48
Hvad Nytt i Dag 143
Hwad nytt i taden 38
Hwad Nytt 38
Hwad Nytt Hwad Nytt 49, 53
Hvar 8 Dag 146, 194
Hvetlanda Tidning 12
H lsinglands Tidningar 335
H lsinge- uriren 335
H nt i eckan 264
H rnösands- osten 236
Högan s Tidning 2 7
I A-kuriren 258, 313
iDA 318, 319
Idrottsbladet 175, 263
Idun 128, 129, 161, 194, 211, 257
Illustrated ondon News 95
Illustrerad Tidning 95
Illustrerad etenskap 314
Illustrerade lassiker 263
Illustreret Familie- ournal 127
Iltalehti 312
Information 217, 3 3
Inrikes Tidningar se ost o h Inri es idnin ar
Internationalen 292
I.O. .T. Reformatorn 122
emtlands Tidning 81
ordbrukarnas Föreningsblad 258
ournal 151
ournal des connaissances utiles 89
ournal des D bats 66, 75, 77
ournal för itteraturen och Theatern 61
mtlandsposten 125
önköpings Dagblad 99
önköpings Tidning 81, 82, 119
önköpingsbladet 81, 82, 84, 99, 119
önköpings- osten 119, 248, 249, 335
alle Anka
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